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1960-1966, 1 (a) - IS ANTI-SSBN ASW SEEN BY THE SOVIETS AS
WITHIN THE TECHNOLOGICAL STATE-OF-THE-
ART GIVEN THE GREAT LEAD OF SUBMARINE
WARFARE?

1960 - "Submarines have incomparably greater covertness
and lesser vulnerability than surface ships
under the conditions of thermonuclear war."8/

- "The appearance of nuclear-powered submarines
has introduced a mass of unknowns into the field
of antisubmarine defense."29/

- "...now submarines are being developed consider-
ably faster than their surface-combatant broth-
ers-in-arms. Having long enjoyed superiority in
covertness and cruising range and endurance,
nuclear-powered submarines are in the same class
with the fastest surface ships as concerns speed
(and in the future may surpass them) . There-
fore, it is becoming increasingly difficult for
surface ships to combat submarines."24/

1961 - The Soviet Defense Minister, Marshal Malinov-
skiy, quoted Khrushchev in his accountability
report to the XXIInd Party Congress to the ef-
fect that the Soviet reaction to the U.S. Polar-
is SSBN crash construction program would not
take shape as mainly building greater ASW forces
but in building an off-settinI counter force of
Soviet strategic submarines. This suggests
that the Party and military leadership were
hedging against the likelihood that the ASW
state-of-the-art might continue indefinitely to
be disadvantaged by the high military charac-
teristics of nuclear-powered submarines. By the
same token, it seems not unlikely that the Party
and military leaders had decided that U.S. ASW
capabilities, SOSUS included, were not an unac-
ceptably great threat to the Soviet SSBN force

-- for the construction of which the USSR began
in earnest at that time to expand their capacity
for series construction.

1962 - "The measures in the field of antisubmarine
defense carried out in recent years in the na-
vies of the capitalist states, especially in the
U.S. Navy, testify to the fact that foreign
specialists consider antisubmarine defense to be
one of the most important types of operations at
sea. At the same time they acknowledge that
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existing forces, means, and methods for combat
with submarines, particularly with nuclear-pow-
ered missile submarines, are insufficiently
effective. The development of submarines, in
their opinion, has considerably outstripped the
development of the forces and means for combat
with them.. .Already the development of modern
submarines has sharply reduced the capabilities
of existing forces and means of antisubmarine
defense and has led to the present necessity of
modernizing them."3/

- "...the antisubmarine zone must not embrace tre-
mendous areas in our seas and in the oceans.
Our fleets are not capable of carrying out this
antisubmarine mission with... the weapons avail-
able. The task of...destroying the submarine
already has become much more difficult.. Due to
the increase in the mobility of submarines, the
space and directions from which a submarine may
attack with equal probability of success has
greatly increased. It is possible to detect and
destroy a modern submarine... only with the aid
of a tremendous number of new weapons. One of 6
these weapons, in the opinion of foreign spe-
cialists, is the missile /-torpedo/ or depth
charge...The most difficult--problem- is consid-
ered that of finding improved means of increasi-
ng the detection range of submerged subma-
r ines."22/

- "It is apparent... that antisubmarine weapons in
the capitalist countries are undergoing a qual-
itative leap forward in comparison to World War
II. However, as foreign specialists have noted
more than once, antisubmarine weapons develop-
ment abroad up to the present time is still
lagging far behind the requirements established
as a result of the much greater leap forward in
the development of submarines."22/

1963 - "In the evaluation of American military special-
ists, the combat forces and means of antisubma-
rine defense to be found in the armament of the
U.S. Navy in recent years, and that are effec-
tive in some measure against diesel-powered
submarines, have been proven to be of little
effectiveness in combat with nuclear-powered
submarines.. .Many military commentators abroad
are observing that the appearance of the
nuclear-powered submarines...has forced naval
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specialists to reevaluate existing technical
means for submarine search and detection...
Submarines with nuclear-power plants have shown
up the inadequacies of the technical means for
submarine search and detection which has led to
the development of new antisubmarine weapons and
sensors. " 4/

-"...the search for submarines in the expanses of
the oceans with the aid of sonobuoys, aviation,
and surface combatant ships is extraordinarily
difficult to conduct and of slight effectiveness
due to the relatively short range of sonar.
Moreover, the probability of effecting the de-
tection and destruction of submarines is not
great either because the speed of nuclear-power-
ed submarines is greater than the speed of anti-
submarine combatant ships. Furthermore, the
speed at which submarines can operate noiseles-
sly is increasing steadily but the speed at
which surface antisubmarine ships can operate is
limited by the interference with the sonar cau-
sed by high speeds.

"Modern submarines can remain submerged and
operate for months in the open sea and in re-
gions which are ice-bound by a cover of ice...
The strong points of nuclear-powered submarines
are easy to appreciate: they can proceed co-
vertly in a submerged state to an assigned re-
gion in the oceans and sneak up unnoted and
launch their missiles ... "30/

- "It is believed in the U.S. that missile submar-
ines are largely invulnerable and that, due to
their great submerged endurance and covertness,
they can launch a nuclear strike by surprise.
"12/

1964 - "The problem of creating new antisubmarine means
has been accorded a special position as a result
of the rapid development of submarines inasmuch
as the arsenal of antisubmarine means available
are not very effective in actual use.

"In evaluating the capabilities of contemporary
antisubmarine forces, several foreign military
specialists recognize that they are only slight-
ly better than during World War II. The reason
for this, in their view, is the considerable lag
in the development sensors for submarine detec-
tion..." 7/
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- "The Americans accord great importance to the

utilization of nuclear-powered submarines in
antisubmarine defense, believing that they have

many advantages over other antisubmarine forces.
A nuclear-powered antisubmarine submarine can
operate covertly right up to the moment of

/launching its torpedo/ strike, even in regions
where there are considerable antisubmarine for-
ces of the enemy. They are capable of operating
in any region of the World Ocean successfully,
including under the Arctic ice."13/

1965 - "It is known that the combat capabilities of
submarines have grown considerably in recent
years ... Similarly, new and more effective anti-
submarine means have been developed as well.
However, the development of the latter has been
taking place at a somewhat slower pace and, in

the evaluation of foreign specialists, has fal-
len behind the development of submarines."6/

"A formidable new enemy of submarines has ap-
peared -- antisubmarine submarines.. .As before,
antisubmarine aviation presents a serious threat
to missile submarines which the latter can only

counter by covertness..oSubstantial improvements
have taken place in the development of the for-
ces and means of antisubmarine defense as well
in the case of surface ships... Antisubmarine

aviation is being improved and antisubmarine
shipboard helicopters and submarines have ap-
peared. The means for the detection of subma-
rines are being developed -- towed and dunking
sonars, sonobuoys, and stationary means of hy-
droacoustic surveillance -- and their detection
ranges have increased.

"New means for the destruction of submarines
have been developed -- antisubmarine torpedoes
and missiles which have a nuclear charge as

their warhead.. .This has increased the radius
and reliability of the destruction of subma-
r ines. "20/

- "It is completely obvious that... the size of the
regions at sea to be searched for submarines is
vast, the speed of the missile submarines is
great, and the ranges of antisubmarine weapons
and sensors are comparatively short...

A-5



"The reason for the difficulty of the problem of
combating such a striking force as nuclear-
powered missile submarines is the indisputable
difficulty of their detection and ti.mely de-
struction ... It is precisely nuclear-powered
missile submarines which wil act alone in the
most various parts of the World Ocean. Natural-
ly, to detect a submarine under such conditions
is a most difficult matter." 21/

-"Among the most important combat characteristics
of modern submarines are the capabilities for
remaining submerged for prolonged periods and
for inflicting missile strikes on targets from
the depths without surfacing. At first blush
these qualities ensure submarines complete in-
vulnerability and give them the characteristics
of an absolute' weapon. But, as it always has
happened in the history of military affairs,
following the appearance of a new weapon, new
means appear for countering them... Among these
means, as foreign specialists hold, belong nu-
clear weapons. Antisubmarine missiles, tor-
pedoes, and depth charge carrying nuclear char-
ges are becoming a formidable adversary for
nuclear-powered submarines. As is known, the
basic advantage of a nuclear weapon over a con-
ventional one consists of the enormous destruc-
tive power of the explosion, permitting the
destruction of a target even when the explosion
has taken place at a great distance from it.
This quality takes on a special meaning when a
nuclear weapon is used against a mobile, covert,
and relatively small target like a nuclear-
powered submarine.

"The mobility of a submarine, its capability to
quickly change course, speed, and submergence
depth has made extraordinarily more difficult
the application of conventional types of anti-
submarine weapons -- torpedoes and depth charges
armed with conventional explosives. In the time
it takes for their delivery, a submarine has had
time to move away to a considerable distance to
escape destruction ...

"The employment of conventional antisubmarine
weapons against nuclear-powered submarines is
limited.. not only by their great covertness.
These submarines do not have to appear on the
surface and thereby unmask themselves. And
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detecting a submarine underwater and determining
its precise coordinates... is a most difficult
matter, and, in fact, not always a possible
one."32/

1966 "Today the basis of a navy has become the sub-
marine force -- nuclear-powered submarine mis-
sile platforms armed with ballistic and homing
missiles and torpedoes. The combat capabilities
of the nuclear-powered submarine missile plat-
forms are incomparable. In comparison with
other naval forces, they have such advantages as
covertness ...virtual invulnerability..."33/
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1960-1966, 1 (b) - IS THE U.S. NAVY SEEN AS ASSIGNED A
PRIORITY MISSION FOR ANTI-SSBN ASW?

1960- "In the U.S. at the present time, the construc-
tion of nuclear-powered missile submarines and
submarines with torpedo armament is being exten-
sively developed. They are assigned to offen-
sive combat missions."8/

- The various classes of ASW surface combatant
ships of the U.S. Navy, such as frigates, de-
stroyers, and cruisers, are noted to "have been
assigned basically" to the "antisubmarine and
anti-air defense of combatant surface ships and
convoys while crossing the seas".24/

- The "new concept" of ASW hunter-killer groups
was said to have been developed by the U.S. in
order to "deprive submarines of the initiative",
a remark indicative of depriving attack subma-
rines of free choice in deciding what approach
would be best for attacking a convoy or carrier
task force rather than having anything to do
with anti-SSBN ASW.29/

1962 - "In wartime, the antisubmarine search-strike
groups /of the U.S./ are planned for use to pro-
vide anT-i-submarine protection to formations of
naval forces and convoys and for establishing
barriers on the deployment routes of the enemy
and on the far approaches to the coastline of
the U.S."3/

1963 - "...American military leaders are striving to
get moving in the area of combat with modern
submarines...The U.S. is devoting particular
attention to insuring the protection of its sea
and oceanic shipping for troops, weapons, and
military equipment."

"Two more aircraft-carrier, hunter-killer groups
/in addition to ALPHA, BRAVO, and CHARLIE/ have
5een established in the ASW Forces of the-Atlan-
tic Fleet. Their basic assignment is to insure
the antisubmarine defense of the CVA task
forces of the Atlantic Fleet." 4/

- "Nuclear-powered multipurpose torpedo submarines
... did not take shape in their modern form im-
mediately /after WW II/... A general trend toward
the maximum curtail-ing of the number of
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submarines, which was brought about by economic
and military reasons, played an important
role. A more effective type of nuclear-powered
submarine had been developed by 1960-1961 which
is capable of effectively carrying out various
missions ...

"Even now there are still two points of view on
the question of the construction of antisubma-
rine submarines. The proponents of the first
view, which is subscribed to by the U.S. naval
command, consider it inadvisable to build sub-
marines specially designed just for combat with
submarines ... .The exponents of the other /Soviet
naval!?/ point of view, without denying- the
possTE~lity of employing multipurpose submarines
in antisubmarine defense hold that only task-
specific submarines can successfully carry out
antisubmarine defense missions. They assert
that the requirements for combat with modern
submarines demand that antisubmarine weapons of
all types be improved and that nuclear-powered
antisubmarine submarines be provided with the
latest equipment for search and detection ofI
submarines. Multipurpose submarines, in their
view, cannot meet these requirements. Data from
the foreign press indicate that the first point
of view has been approved in the ruling circles
of the U.S. Navy...

"The American naval command is planning to build
multipurpose nuclear-powered submarines and
nuclear-powered missile submarines in a ratio of
about two to one. This ratio was fixed, accord-4
ing to information in the American press, by the
requirement for protecting each nuclear-powered
missile submarine with two nuclear-powered tor-
pedo submarines."12/

1964 -"The American military leadership is striving to
rearm its navy in a short time with modern of-
fensive weapons. Along with the uninterrupted
modernization of its strike aircraft carriers,
the Pentagon is placing basic reliance on the
Polaris submarine system... the Americans ...
/also/ are striving to develop effective anti-
9-bm-arine forces and means.'5/

-"The reorganization of the U.S. Navy's ASW for-
ces in the late 150s was attributed to a U.S.
decision to create standing peacetime ASW forces

A- 9
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to be ready for immediate "counteraction in the
event of the territory of the U.S. coming under
fire from missile submarines."l3/

- "Task Force Seventy-Two, consisting of destroy-
ers, and shore-based and sea-based aviation, is
assigned the primary task of patroling, mainly
in the Straits of Formosa, and /is also as-
signed/ to the search for submarines."18/

- "Task Force Seventy-Two (Patrol Forces) is as-
signed mainly ror combat with submarines. It
includes a division of destroyers and several
air squadrons of shore-based patrol airplanes
and seaplanes. The main unit of the force is
based in the region of Taiwan..."19/

- The U.S. was said to be according considerable
attention to the construction of "multipurpose
submarines with torpedo and missile-torpedo
/SUBROC/ weapons for combat with submarines
(above all, with missile submarines)".36/

1965 - "In the view of the U.S. military leadership,
this /U.S. Atlantic/ Fleet is assigned primarily
for de-ivering siikes with nuclear-missile and
conventional types of weapons on enemy objec-
tives employing nuclear-powered missile subma-
rines and aircraft carrier strike forces, for
securing the stabllity of oceanic and sea com-
munications, and for the conduct of amphibious
operations."22/

- "Combatant escort ships, together with strike
aircraft carriers, constitute the basis of Amer-
ican naval forces... In addition to the crash
development of nuclear-powered missile subma-
rines and the construction of strike aircraft
carriers, the amphibious forces.. .have received
further development..."

- "/In the United States/ only one sub-class of
combatant surface shi- is being given further
development -- strike aircraft carriers."

"Simultaneously with the development of ships
constituting the basis of the striking power of
the /U.S./ naval forces in the form of nuclear-
powered missile submarines and strike aircraft
carriers, and also amphibious forces, further
development was given also to ships intended for
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their defense during operations at sea. The
nucleus of this group of ships became submarines
armed with powerful antisubmarine weapons and
surface combatants for which guided-missile
weapons became the basic armament..."

"In the 1949-1950 period, nineteen /U.S./ sub-
marines built in the war years were designated
for supporting the operations of surface
ships ...

"At that time /prior to 1961/ when the surface
shin force expa-nded rapidly, construction of the
submarine force in the U.S. received consider-
ably less attention. This was explained by the
fact that the U.S. naval command had no definite
views on the employment of submarines in combat
operations at sea.

..in the postwar years a substantial part of
the destroyers of World War II construction were
modernized. However, in the process of these
partial modernizations it was not possible to
give these ships all of the characteristics
required for escort ships. It was necessary to
build ships of special design with more powerful
anti-air and antisubmarine capabilities which
would be able more successfully to carry out the
task of defending aircraft carriers while opera-
ting at sea...

"Frigates and destroyers, along with such escort
ships as cruisers, must insure the defense of
strike aircraft carriers ...

"...the 'backbone' of the American Navy -- the
strike aircraft carriers -- have 'absorbed' ever
greater numbers of escort ships.

"With the completion of all of the planned new
escort ships for aircraft carriers, the naval
forces of the U.S. will have at sea only fifty-
eight new ships; that is only a little more than
two ships for each aircraft carrier. That,
unquestionably, is insufficient and it will be
necessary to enlist the services of a consider-
able number of warships of other classes, pri-
marily destroyers.

"However, this defense /of CVAs by screening DLs
and DDS/, in the view of the American /naval/
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command, cannot be counted on to provide a fully
reliable defense. It is essential to develop a
considerable defense-in-depth not only for air
defense but also for antisubmarine defense.
This can be achieved only by means of a special
antisubmarine group out ahead /of the carrier
task force/. This special group-in the view of
the American command, must be formed around a
ship carrying antisubmarmine airplanes and heli-
copters. Only an antisubmarine aircraft carrier
fits the bill. Accordingly, beginning in 1953
the American Navy began to refit a part of the
strike carriers of the Essex Class as antisub-
marine aircraft carriers ...The aircraft-carrier
search-strike /unter-killer/ group is formed
around an antisubmarine airratt carrier which
is screened by six to eight destroyers. This
group moves out far ahead on the course of the
/strike/ aircraft carrier and /therebv/
increases the depth of the antisubmarine de-
fense. " 16/

1965 - "In...Exercise Teamwork /in 1964/, the /U.S.
aircraft carrier/ strike force overcame the
barrier of ab6ut fifteen submarines deployed
between Iceland and the Faeroes and entered the
Norwegian Sea... During this movement of the
aircraft-carrier strike force and its subsequent
maneuvers, the antisubmarine hunter-killer group
and shore-based aviation carried out a constant
search for submarines."35/
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1960-1966, 2 (a) - GENERAL SOVIET APPRAISALS OF U.S. ASW

1960 - "Antisubmarine defense is receiving exceptional

attention in the postwar years. Thus, in the

1961 - "Capitalist countries are making great efforts
in the area of improving the forces and means of
antisubmarine defense. For example in the U.S.A
...._2/

- "Despite the availability of a large number of
various... .means for search for submarines, their
effectiveness... .is insufficient. In a report
giving appraisals of weapons under the jurisdic-
tion of the U.S. Secretary of Defense, it is ob-
served that the state of the forces and means of
combat with modern, nuclear-powered submarines
and the plans for their further development are
unsatisfactory. In support of this conclusion,
an example was presented of an exercise during
which a nuclear-powered submarine passed three
times under an antisubmarine group and was not
detected by it. As a result, the necessity was
stressed of giving greater attention to improv-
ing the means for submarine detection."12/

1962 -"In the general plans for the development of the
naval forces of the capitalist countries the
modernization of the forces and means of anti-
submarine defense are being accorded ever
greater attention. In the U.S., for example,....
This /preceding prefatory description/ far from
complete enumeration of the measures which have
been taken by the leadership of the naval forces
of the U.S. and NATO indicates that enormous
attention is being given to the matter of anti-
submarine defense. "3/

1963 -"In recent years the development and buildup of
the forces and means for combat with modern sub-
marines is being given great attention in the
general system of the ... military measures of the
U.S." 4/

1964 -"Understanding perfectly well that any aggres-
sive actions at sea inevitably will call forth
retaliatory strikes, including from submarines,
the American cock sparrows and their followers
are striving to develop effective antisubmarine
forces and means"15/ (emphasis suppilied).
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1965- "...in recent years enormous attention is being
given in several foreign countries to the prob-
lems of developing the means of combat with
submarines ...On the basis of the material pre-
sented, it may be concluded that the improvement
of antisubmarine weaponry abroad, especially in
the U.S., is considered an important problem and
great efforts are being made for its solu-
tion. "6/
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1960-1966, 2 (b) - U.S. BUDGET ALLOCATIONS TO ASW

1960 - "...about sixty percent of the naval budget in
the U.S. is being spent for development of the
forces and means for antisubmarine defense."l/

1961 - "...in the U.S., appropriations for work in the
field of antisubmarine defense constitute about
half of all appropriations for the Navy as a
whole. "2/

1962 - "In the American Navy.. .appropriations for work
in the area of antisubmarine defense is growing
from one year to the next. Thus, while in the
1959/60 fiscal year 1.3 billion dollars were
allocated to this work, in 1960/61 this alloca-
tion amounted to 1.4 billion dollars, and in
1961/62 grew to 1.8 billion dollars."3/

1964- "... ever larger sums are being allocated by the
U.S. from year to year for the improvement of
ASW means. Thus, in the 1962/63 fiscal year
2.83 billion dollars were allocated for this
purpose and in 1963/64 this allocation increased
to 3.73 billion dollars."7/

1965- "... the report of Secretary of Defense MacNamara
on the military budget for 1965/69 states...
'one-third of the appropriations for the Navy
are devoted to the development and production of
antisubmarine forces and equipment'."8/
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1960-1966, 2 (c) - U.S. ASW FORCE LEVELS AND FORWARD

DEPLOYMENT/READ INESS

1962 - "The command of the U.S. Navy established in
1958 a special force -- antisubmarine aircraft-
carrier search-strike /hunter-killer/ group
ALPHA in which were included an aircraft car-
rier, several destroyers, airplanes, helicop-
ters, and submarines. This group was charged
with working out new /tactical/ methods of com-
bat with submarines, and afs with evaluating
the combat effectiveness of ASW weapons systems
coming into the inventory. Later in the Amer-
ican Navy two more such groups -- BRAVO and
CHARLIE -- were established."3/

1963- "In 1958 in the U.S. Atlantic Fleet a new air-
craft carrier search-strike group /APUG/ was
established, Task Force 81, with the--mal task
of raising the combat readiness of the ASW for-
ces of the Atlantic Fleet. At the end of the
year, APUG BRAVO and APUG CHARLIE were estab-
lished. Although both of these groups were
formed on the same principles as ALPHA, they
differed from it in composition and assignment.
APUG BRAVO directed its efforts to working out
and modernizing the tactics for an aircraft-
carrier search-strike group and mainly the meth-
ods for search, tracking, and destruction of
submarines. APUG CHARLIE was assigned to work
out tactics for convoy escort.

"In addition to the forces named /ALPHA, BRAVO,
and CHARLIE/, two more aircraft carrier search-
strike groups were set up in the ASW Forces of
the Atlantic Fleet. Their basic assignment is
to insure the ASW defense of the task forces of
the Atlantic Fleet. One of these APUG operates
periodically with the U.S. Sixth Fleet in the
Mediterranean.

"At the end of 1961, the American naval command
announced that it proposed a second such group
/for forward deployment/, consisting of the ASW
carrier Essex and sii--destroyers for deploying
for constant combat patrolling in the region
between Iceland and the British Isles. For
basing the groups, it is intended to make use of
one of the naval bases on Iceland.
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"The establishment of ASW search-strike groups
in the Pacific began only in the second half of
1959. Overall it was intended to form three
aircraft-carrier and one ship search-strike
groups. It was planned to operate one APUG and
the ship search-strike group off the U.S. West
Coast, the second APUG in the Hawaiian area, and
the third in the Far East.

"It was reported in the American press that the
composition of the APUGs in the Pacific, like
those in the Atlantic, would include a large ASW
aircraft carrier, destroyers, and patrol air-
planes of land-based aviation. Additionally, it
was anticipated that submarines would be widely
utilized for antisubmarine defense.

"Thus, it is completely obvious that the basic
ASW forces of the U.S. Atlantic and Pacific
Fleets are aircraft-carrier search-strike
groups. "4/

1964 - "The Americans are also undertaking measures for
the establishment of a reserve of ASW forces
which is /to be/ in a high state of readiness,
the so-called Tspecial reserve'. The decision
on this was made in 1958. According to the
plan, the 'special reserve', in contrast with
the regular naval reserve, must be in twenty-
four hour readiness for carrying out combat
actions. In the complement of the 'special
reserve' are included ... fifty-one destroyers
and escort ships, forty-one antisubmarine air
wings, and twenty-thousand personnel. It is
planned to base the ships and squadrons of the
'special reserve' on the East and West coasts of
the U.S.... the ships and airplanes of the 'spe-
cial reserve' can be rather quickly reassigned
to the operational fleet, whenever the /interna-
tional/ situation becomes tense. At su---times,
abou-8,300 reservists can be called up to man
thirteen additional destroyers, twenty-seven
escort ships, and eighteen antisubmarine squad-
rons of the 'reserve'."13/

"Task Force Seventy /of the U.S. Seventh Fleet
in the Western Pacific/ included several /task/
groups: a search-strike /hunter-killer7air-
craft-carrier group, a /sho-re-based/ afrgroup,
a mine-warfare group, and a submarine group.
The basic mission of the force is combat with
submarines. "18/
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1964 - "...the Antisubmarine Force (headquarters at

Pearl Harbor) , which was created in 1960 with
the task of combating enemy submarines in the

theater and providing protection for shipping,
is one of the basic constantly-operating /in
peacetime/ forces in the Pacific Fleet. In
these T--rces are included about one hundred

surface ships, /four Essex Class/ ASW aircraft
carriers, forty submarines, abou--t five hundred
airplanes and various shore units. The person-
nel number one hundred thousand men." 19/

1965- The ASW Forces of the Second Fleet are assigned
to antisubmarine work in the theater, the con-

duct of long-range reconnaissance, control of
shipping, and to mine warfare. These forces

include: antisubmarine aircraft carriers, de-
stroyers and escort ships, and also sixteen

patrol aircraft squadrons. In addition, other
forces are included in them periodically.

"For daily /peacetime/ activity there are /in

the Atlantic Fleet/ three aircraft-carrier

search-strike groups: (ALPHA, BRAVO, and
CHARLIE) in each of which are an antisubmarine
aircraft carrier, up to ten destroyers and one
or more submarines, and search-strike group
DELTA of /shore-based/ patrol aviation. Usual-

ly, /in peicetime/_ - t less than one antisubma-
rine aircraft-carrier search-strike group is
constantly at sea on combat alert and patrol.

Round-the-clock flights also are carried out by
shore-based aviation which works under great
strain in conducting daily /peacetime/ antisub-

marine surveillance in the theaters.- (The aver-
age flight time reaches seven hundred hours per
crew.)

"Additionally for submarine search and for the
early detection of air targets, the so-called

'barrier forces' have been deployed since 1956
to Newfoundland and the Azores. Regular flights
are carried out by radar-picket airplanes and
intermittent ones by antisubmarine airplanes.17/
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1960-1966, 2 (d) - MISSION-COMPLETION CAPABILITIES OF
SOVIET SSBNs

1961 - "Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev reminded the
zealous admirals of the West that modern mili-
tary technology makes it possible to bring vital
centers under fire.. .by means of ballistic mis-
siles fired from submarines. I /Marshal Malin-
ovskiy/ remark on this occasion /5This account-
ability report to the XXIInd Congress on his
stewardship as Defense Minister/ that our mis-
sile-armed submarines have learned to operate
well under the ice cover of the Arctic and to
assume with precision positions for launching
missiles -- which is very important for hitting
objectives on land..."31/

1962 - "In order to combat submarines successfully it
is necessary to have the capability to solve two
problems: that of detecting a submarine at an
early time and that of directing a weapon accu-
rately at it. For a long time these tasks were
solved according to the principle used in both
world wars: 'Catch the fox at the henhouse' --

in other words, to track down and destroy a
submarine near its victim. However, with the
advent of nuclear-powered submarines, this prin-
ciple has become inapplicable. A missile-carry-
ing submarine which has as its target an indus-
trial center or grouping of ships does not need
to be located in proximity to its target. As a
consequence of this, the antisubmarine zone now
must embrace tremendous areas in our seas and in
the oceans.. .The most difficult problem is con-
sidered to be that of finding improved means for
increasing the range of detecting submarines in
a submerged state."22/

1963 - "The view is held abroad that in certain circum-
stances the effectiveness of antisubmarine bar-
riers...has decreased.. .Now it is far from
mandatory for missile submarines to penetrate
such barriers to deliver strikes on operational
and strategic objectives. It is presumed that
for the delivery of such strikes it will not
even be necessary to enter the zone protected by
the forces and means of a submarine barrier."4/

- "Modern submarines can remain submerged and
operate for months in the open sea and in re-
gions which are ice-bound by a cover of ice...
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The strong points of nuclear-Dowered submarines
are easy to appreciate: they can proceed co-
vertly in a submerged state to an assigned re-
gion in the oceans and sneak up unnoted and
launch their missiles..."30/

- "It is believed in the U.S. that missile subma-
rines are largely invulnerable and that, due to
their great submerged endurance and covertness,
they can launch a nuclear strike by sur-
prise. "12/

1964 - "The Americans accord great importance to the
utilization of nuclear-powered submarines in
antisubmarine defense, believing that they have
many advantages over other antisubmarine forces.
A nuclear-powered antisubmarine submarine can
operate covertly right up to the moment of
/launching its missile/ strike, even in regions
where there are subst- tia.l antisubmarine forces
of the enemy. They are capable of operating in
any region of the World Ocean successfully,
including under the Arctic ice."13/

1965 - "A reason for the difficulty of the problem of
combating such a striking force as nuclear-
powered missile submarines is the indisputable
difficulty of their detection and timely de-
struction...It is precisely nuclear-powered
missile submarines which will act alone in the
most various parts of the World Ocean. Natural-
ly, to detect a submarine under such conditions
is a most difficult matter."21/

- "Among the most important combat characteristics
of modern submarines are the capabilities for
remaining submerged for prolonged periods and
for inflicting missile strikes on targets from
the depths without surfacing. At first blush
these qualities ensure submarines complete in-
vulnerability and give them the characteristics
of an 'absolute' weapon. But, as it always has
happened in the history of military affairs,
following the appearance of a new weapon, new
means appear for countering them...Among these
means, as foreign specialists hold, belong nu-
clear weapons. Antisubmarine missiles, tor-
pedoes, and depth charges carrying nuclear char-
ges, are becoming a formidable adversary for
nuclear-powered submarines. As is known, the
basic advantage of a nuclear weapon over a
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conventional one consists of the enormous
destructive power of the explosion, permitting
the destruction of a target even when the
explosion has taken place at a great distance
from it. This quality takes on a special
meaning when a nuclear weapon is used against a
mobile, covert, and relatively small target like
a nuclear-powered submarine.

"The mobility of a submarine, its capability to
quickly change course, speed, and submergence
depth has made extraordinarily more difficult
the application of conventional types of anti-
submarine weapons -- torpedoes and depth charges
armed with conventional explosives. In the time
it takes for their delivery, a submarine has had
time to move away to a considerable distance and
escape destruction...

"The employment of conventional antisubmarine
weapons against nuclear-powered submarines is
limited... not only by their great mobility but
also by their great covertness. These subma-
rines do not have to appear on the surface and
thereby unmask themselves. And detecting a
submarine underwater and determining its precise
coordinates... is a most difficult matter and, in
fact, not always a possible one."32/

- "Today the basis of a navy has become the sub-
marine force -- nuclear-powered submarine mis-
sile platforms armed with ballistic and homing
missiles and torpedoes. The combat capabilities
of the nuclear-powered submarine missile plat-
forms are incomparable. In comparison with
other naval forces, they have such advantages as
covertness.. .virtual invulnerability...".33_

- "Due to their high mobility, great covertness,
and unlimited cruising range and endurance,
nuclear-powered submarines have spread the
threat of the delivery of strikes all over the
World Ocean. In this regard, the concentration
of forces of antisubmarine defense in one region
or another not only does not make the operation
of nuclear-powered submarines more difficult, it
simplifies to a considerable degree the execu-
tion of their combat missions. Upon encoun-
tering organized opposition in one region,
nuclear-powered submarines can quit them rapidly
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and concentrate their efforts in another region
where the antisubmarine defense of the enemy is
less developed."34/

I
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1960-1966, 3 (a) - SOSUS (Plus Any Compatible Mobile/
Portable Subsystems)

1961 - "Specialists working in the field of hydro-
acoustics believe that a deep study and under-
standing of oceanographic characterisitics would
help more than the development of new methods
and equipment for solving the problems of combat
with submarines. This opinion is shared by
several representatives of the U.S. Navy who
believe that it is unwarranted for the immediate
future to count on radical changes in the
methods of search or to count on the appearance
of new detection equipment and that they should
therefore concentrate efforts on the perfection
of available acoustic and magnetic gear and more
thoroughly study temperature characteristics,
the nature of currents, the character of the
bottom, and also investigate the influence of
these factors on the propagation of sound
waves. "2/

1962 - In the first edition of the now-classic book
Military Strategy prepared by a group of Army
officers on the General Staff of the Armed For-
ces and edited by the long-term head of the
General Staff, Marshal Sokolovskiy, a four-page
section on "Preparation of Theaters of Military
Action for War" did mention the more obvious
infrastructure for the oceanic TVDs such as
ports and naval bases including U.S. preparation
of oceanic TVDs. Nevertheless, not a word was
included about SOSUS although some mention would
have been called for considering the potential
importance of SOSUS by 1962 against the "main
striking force" of the Soviet Navy -- their
nuclear-powered submarines: SSBNs, SSGNs and
SSNs. Similarly, a five-page section further on
in the book that discussed "Military Activity in
Naval Theaters in a Future War" contained a
statement that logically should have included
some mention of SOSUS in the description of U.S.
ASW forces that followed it in expansion of the
statement: "Our fleets have gone out onto the
wide expanses of the oceans of the world. /In
any future war/ they will be opposed by a strong
and experienced enemy. The American-British
command is paying great attention to prepara-
tions for combat with our forces, especially
with our submarines". The omission of any men-
tion of SOSUS was made all the more obvious by
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inclusion of a passage stating a Soviet military
requirement for long-range detection of subma-
rines (whether by a stationary system like SOSUS
or by some compatible mobile or transportable
system) which obviously had been written with a
knowledge of SOSUS in mind: "Warfare against
submarines can be conducted successfully by
antisubmarine submarines with missile and tor-
pedo armaments, by airplanes, by antisubmarine
surface ships on underwater wings with missile
armament /e.g., ASROC type "missile-torpec3es"/,
and also by destroyers, fast surface craft, and
helicopters. For success in this combat it is
necessary to have a reliable system of surveil-
lance that insures the timely detection of the
submarines of the enemy (especially of his mis-
sile submarines), that accurately determines the
coordinates of his position, and that can vector
to them our active means of combat".25/

- "The advantage will go to that side which is
first to detect a submarine...For several years
.. the U.S. has been building a stationary sys-
tem of long-range submarine detection. Its
basis is formed of underwater buoys equipped
with hydroacoustic equipment. This equipment
'listens' continuously for sounds produced by
submarines. The buoys are placed at a specified
distance from each other and are connected with
radio-transmitting equipment. Data on the loca-
tion of a detected submarine are transmitted by
radio to the information center where this in-
formation is processed on computers and then
transmitted to the ASW headquarters. 22/

- "In foreign navies it is considered that one of
the most difficult problems in combat with sub-
marines under modern conditions is that of the
search for, and detection and identification of,
underwater targets. Therefore, it is not acci-
dental that the development of new and modern-
ization of means of detection already in the
armaments of capitalist countries, and in the
U.S. in the first place, is being given special
attention. It is typical that in the U.S. about
one half of the one hundred developmental pro-
jects are concerned with hydroacoustic means.
In the U.S. the modernization of hydroacoustic
means occupies more than three hundred various
firms and organizations. According to informa-
tion in the foreign press, new forms of hydro-
acoustic gear are being worked out in the U.S.
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and in other capitalist countries. New, deep-
water towed sonar, frequency-modulation sonar,
and the AMFAR underwater detection system for
detection of submarines at extra long range,
hydrophones with 360 degree coverage for submar-
ines, etc., are being developed...

- "The passive hydroacoustic system CAESAR has
been developed in the U.S. already. This system
is comprised of a net of sound detection hydro-
phones on the continental shelf of the Atlantic
and Pacific coasts of the U.S. which transmit
their signals to shore stations. Hydrophones
work in the low-frequency range and insure the
detection of submarines up to a distance of one
hundred miles.

"Yet, even such a range, in the opinion of for-
eign specialists, is insufficient for the detec-
tion of modern submarines, in particular of
missile submarines at significantly great dis-
tances. Consequently, in the U.S. intensive
work is being conducted on a system named
ARTEMIS for development of a new oceanic system
for detection of underwater targets. According
to press information, this system is comprised
of a large number of stationary hydropnones
mounted on heavy foundations on the ocean floor
and dispersed at specified intervals. The in-
dividual components of the system already have
been developed and are being tested. The Amer-
icans plan to encircle the North Atlantic with
this very sophisticated system of submarine
detection, integrating into it the CAESAR sys-
tem, the hydrographic ships of NATO and ships of
the missile ranges, which will permit the mon-
itoring of wide oceanic regions. "3/

1963 - "Nuclear-power plants have enabled submarines to
remain submerged for a protracted time, to at-
tain high underwater speeds, and to dive to
considerable depths. The aggregate of these
factors has seriously complicated combat with
modern submarines and above all their detection.
The problem of prompt and reliable detection of
underwater combatant warships has acquired such
acuteness that, according to the admission of
official American military circles, it has been
raised to the rank of the number one problem of
the U.S. naval forces. American military
specialists consider that without successful
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resolution of this most important problem the
accomplishments in other areas of antivubmarine
defense, and in ASW weapons development in par-
ticular, lose their meaning for the most part
inasmuch as a submarine must first be located
before it can be destroyed. In their opinion,
the detection of submarines at long range is the
key to the resolution of the entire problem of
ASW."

"Captain First Rank Kvitnitskiy, the author of
the book quoted from above, added directly to
the foregoing passage the remark: "It is not
coincidental that the American Navy, in develop-
ing the technological means for the detection of
submarines at great distances, annually expends
on them twenty-five percent of the total amount
allocated to ASW". Kvitnitskiy further observed
that the related problems of identification and
classification of underwater contracts were of
"particular importance".4/

- "Until recently it had been intended that the
Project CAESAR system would be based /entirell/
on passive sonar detection due to -ilTch its
range would be increased and the secrecy of its
operation would be insured. Subsequently these
views have undergone change. The advent of
nuclear-powered submarines capable of cruising
at great depths has necessitated developing
/active/ deep-water hydroacoustic buoys (as
d-i-stinguished from radio-acoustic ones /sono-
buoys/) with a long service life. For this
pro-ect ARTEMIS and ATLANTIC have made their
appearance.

"The first of these projects /ARTEMIS/ pursues
the aim of studying the possibilities for de-
tecting submarines at great distances with the
aid of deep-water hydroacoustic buoys operating
in an active mode and anchored along the Atlan-
tic continental shelf.

"In the other project /ATLANTIC/ it was proposed
to utilize these buoys tied in with two trans-
Atlantic telephone cables extending between
Europe and the American continent.

"Relative to project ARTEMIS, the American press
reports that it is intended to develop a special
system of detection of underwater targets which
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would constitute the equivalent of the Northi
American radar system for detection of air tar-
gets.

"This sophisticated system is intended to en-
circle the North Atlantic Ocean. It is planned
to include in the system the hydrophones of
Project CAESAR, the hydrographic ships of NATO,
and missile-range ships, which will permit the
monitoring of wide oceanic regions. It is par-
ticularly asserted in the media that development
of these projects is basically completed and
that the actual testing in practice of the cap-
abilities of the new systems is being conducted
at present ...

"For the protection of sea and ocean shipping,
it is considered necessary to carry out antisub-
marine measures to hinder the breakout of the
submarines of the opponent from their bases onto
the shipping lanes. Therefore, serious atten-
tion is being paid abroad to the blocking of the
most probable routes of movements of submarines.

"Military officials of the U.S. note that in
such a way not only is it possible to hinder the
exit to sea of submarines from their bases and
facilitate the destruction of submarines already
operating on the sea lines of communication, but
also to prolong their return to base. it is
planned to block the bases of submarines and the
basic regions of their deployment by means of
establishing strong antisubmarine barriers.

"According to data in the American press, it is
planned in wartime to establish three basic
antisubmarine barriers. The first is planned
for setting up in the Dardanelles and the second
in the Baltic /Danish/ Straits. The third --
the basic barr-ler -- would pass through the
northern part of the Atlantic and have a length
of 2,500 miles. It would stretch frnm the
southern part of Greenland to the nortnern part
of Scotland, including Iceland and the Faeroes
and the Orkney Islands. It is planned to place
hydroacoustic buoys in this system at intervals
of fifty miles apart ... The probable creation
also of antisubmarine barriers in the narrow
entrances to the Sea of Japan and the Sea of
Okhotsk has been suggested."12/
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- In a 1963 book by two naval-engineering officers
on Hydroacoustics in Military Affairs -- in
which some mention of SOSUS could scarcely be
avoided -- the CAESAR subsystem, which lies at
the heart of the whole SOSUS system, was por-
trayed as nothing more in concept and develop-
mental potential than intended for "protection
of the shore on the far approaches to naval
bases". Moreover, ARTEMIS, conceived as becom-
ing (if ever built) the main active subsystem of
SOSUS, was presented as designed only for de-
tecting submarines "approaching" U.S. coasts.28/

- The second edition of Military Strategy, which
appeared fifteen months after the first and
seemed otherwise to have been thoroughly re-
vised, still contained no mention or allusion to
SOSUS as a threat to Soviet submarines, includ-
ing their SSBNs. Rather, the passages in both
sections of the book on which the analysis of
the first edition above was based remained un-
changed. Moreover, a new sentence was inserted
in the second edition immediately preceding the
quote given from the first edition above that
ostensibly referred to the Soviet "antisubmarine
defense system" but was couched in such general
terms as to be equally applicable to U.S. ASW.
The sentence in question read: "The former
coastal system of antisubmarine defense would b
ineffective now against missile submarines".'o
Accordingly, this statement could reasonably be
construed to be an esoteric assertion (to quiet
Admiral Gorshkov's incessant pleadings for more
ASW ships and aircraft) that the Army felt that
the SOSUS system of the early '60s posed no real
danger to Soviet SSBNs.

1964 - The first edition of Combat Course of the Soviet
Navy, which appeared in-early 1964, is the only
official history of the Soviet Navy extant, the
latest (3rd) edition of which appeared in 1974.
Although one would not particularly expect the
Soviets to dwell on the vulnerability of their
purportedly invulnerable sea-based strategic de-
terrent in a popular account of the Soviet Navy,
the book generally attempts to give the reader a
realistic account of "the strong naval opponent"
constituted by the U.S. and NATO navies. In
several passages in which at least some esoteric
allusion to the threat constituted by SOSUS
could have been worked in without damage to the
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USSR's deterrent image and to the edification of
the informed reader, the opportunity was not
taken. For example, the following passage is a
case in point: "At the contemporary stage our
Navy has become primarily a submarine navy, the
basis of which is comprised of nuclear-powered
submarines armed with missiles and torpedoes
with nuclear warheads. Submarines today are
capable of successfully conducting combat
against the aircraft carriers and surface mis-
sile ships of an opponent, and of destroying his
missile submarines and ground military targets.
Possessing unlimited cruising radius, high sub-
merged speed, great endurance and diving depths,
they can operate at great distances from their
bases, remain submerged for protracted periods,
and accurately destroy any target with its mis-
siles fired from underwater.. .The new subma-
rines, aircraft, and surface ships with their
powerful weapons have radically altered previous
conceptions of the missions of a navy and the
conditions and methods for carrying them out
under various circumstances. The Soviet Navy is
an oceanic navy, one capable of carrying on
combat with an enemy at great distances from our
bases, of destroying his surface ships and sub-
marines in the ocean, and of delivering strikes
on any target on the territory of an enemy. For
the fullest utilization of the striking power of v
our Navy, new tactics and strategies for carry-
ing out the various missions of warfare at sea
have been worked out and tested in combat exer-
cises. Fleet exercises and long ocean cruises by
our submarines.. .have verified the correctness
of our new tactics..."27/

- "Abroad, and particularly in the U.S., the prob-
lem of the fast and reliable detection of subma-
rines has become the main one in the development
of antisubmarine means."7/

1965 - "...modern technical means insure not only the
command and control of forces but also the /suc-
cessful/ employment of weapons. They create the
capabiTity to selectively destroy the enemy at
the maximum distance and independent of condi-
tions of visibility (night, fog). However, in
this matter there still remain difficulties or
limitations, for example in the field of the
detection of... submarines while submerged...
Only the detection of submarines remains an
admitted difficulty."21/
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- "The equipment for earth satellites is being
modernized, enabling them to determine the posi-
tion of various small targets. There are in
orbit at present a series of American earth *
satellites capable of registering the launch of
missiles.

"Moreover, as certain specialists propose, it is
possible, with the help of special equipment for
observing the water surface, to detect subma-
rines. The Americans, for example, are trying to
achieve this aim in 1965 using for the purpose
the Gemini space craft with a crew of two
men." 21/

- In November 1965, only a few months before the
XXIIIrd Party Congress (which marks the end of
the first period under study in Chapter I) , a
book appeared with the title The Postwar Doc-
trine and Development of the Navies of the
Imperialist States that gave such otherwise full-
treatment to the- threat constituted by U.S.
naval forces that one had every reason to expect
a full discussion of SOSUS. However, no such
discussion is to be found in the book despite
its containing a very detailed fourteen page
description of all of the U.S. naval forces with
which the Soviet Navy would have to attempt to
contend in any future war. Although painstaking
coverage was given to enumerating the ASW wea-
ponry of the U.S. Navy, no reference, overt or
esoteric, was made to the capabilities of SOSUS
at that time to thwart the mission effectiveness
of Soviet SSBNs by detecting them and vectoring
ASW forces against them before they could reach
missile launch station and start launching their
strategic missiles against the U.S.16/

1966 -". ..modern submarines have such important advan-
tages as the capability to operate for long
periods under a great blanket of water... .which
protects them from the means of detection ... a
nuclear-powered submarine ... can detect a surface
ship before the latter can detect the submarine
..Nuclear-powered submarines, due to their high

mobility and high covertness .., have spread the
threat of the delivery of /strategic/ strikes
over the whole World Ocean."34/
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1960-1966, 3 (I) - SHORE-BASED VP AIRPLANES

1961 - "In January 1961, the command of the air wing of
the shore-based aviation of the U.S. Atlantic
Fleet.. .were transferred from the ranks of the
Naval Air Force to the operational jurisdiction
of the command of the Antisubmarine Forces /At-
lantic Fleet/ and antisubmarine operations in
the region of the East Coast of the U.S. and the
Caribbean were assigned to shore-based avia-
tion. "13/

- "In September 1961 the antisubmarine group DELTA
was formed, comprising Patrol Squadron 24 and a
detachment of Patrol Squadron 45. The group is
operationally subordinate to the command of the
Antisubmarine Forces /Atlantic Fleet/ and car-
ries out the task of improving the tactics for
shore-based ASW aviation."13/

1963- "Recently the foreign press has reported the
development of the Jezebel sonobuoy with a pas-
sive acoustic system with a long detection
range..."

"For the search for submarines in a submerged
condition there is also being used a magnetic
/anomaly/ measuring device that is carried in
the armament of airplanes and helicopters."

"In the foreign pres it is reported that a gas
analyzer, ASR-2, is carried aboard...the Lock-
heed P2V Neptune.

"Together with the devices named, in the U.S.
there has been developed a device named Julie
whi.ch works on the principle of registering the
acoustic waves from a submarine caused by the
explosion of a small bomb dropped by the air-
craft. "4/

1964 - ... a modern ASW organization must be based on
the various heterogenous forces and means.
However, under present conditions, antisubmarine
aviation is considered to be the most effective
/single/ type. Therefore, in a number of cap-
Ttalist countries, great attention is devoted to
its development and significant means are allo-
cated to it...
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"In the U.S. Navy... shore-based aviation con-
sists mainly of... P-2 airplanes (presently being
replaced by P-3A airplanes)..."5/

"In the U.S. Navy, in accordance with this new
sequence /of first determining the weapons and
sensor sut-i to be carried by an aircraft and
only then designing the aircraft/, the develop-
ment of a new antisubmarine airplane under the
A-NEW project is being conducted. In the 1962/
63 fiscal year four million dollars were appro-
priated for this and in 1963/64 eight
mill ion." 13/

- "...The Antisubmarine Forces /of the U.S.
Pacific Fleet/ include: Task Group 70.4, an
aircraft sear-h-strike group and units of shore-
based ASW aviation. Usually an antisubmarine
aircraft carrier, six to eight destroyers, and
one or more submarines are included in such
groups. "19/

- "The shore-based aviation /of the U.S. Pacific
Fleet/ is composed of patrol airplanes, radar
picket, and weather reconnaissance aircraft.
These ASW airplanes are organized in six air
wings with two or three air squadrons in each;
Air Wing One of the Seventh Fleet is based at
Naha (on the island of Okinawa), Air Wing Two at
Barbers Point (in the Hawaiian Islands), Air
Wing Four at Whidby Island (in the region of
Seattle), Air Wing Six at Iwakuni (Japan), Air
Wing Ten at Moffet Field (California), and Air
Wing Fourteen at North Island (in the region of
San Diego). In December 1963, a joint headquar-
ters was formed at Moffet Field for patrol avia-
tion to work out common tactical methods for
ASW." 19/

1965- "The Lockheed P-3A ORION is assigned to recon-
naissance of coastal waters, for patrolling at
sea (including on /ASW/ barriers...), and also
for the search an-6 c-estruction of submarines
detected by other means /primarily by SOSUS and
related systems/. Reconnissance and patrolling
are usually conducted at low altitudes /espe-
cially to permit use of the magnetic anomaly
detection gear (MAD)/ ...The airplane can be
modified for minelay-ng, as an air command post,
and also for the transport of fifty soldiers
with full equipment, or cargo weighing eighteen
hundred kg."4/
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- "In the arsenal of this aviation /of the U.S.
Atlantic Fleet/ are mainly airplanes of the
ORION /P-3/ and NEPTUNE /P-2/ types, but the
latter are being stead iTy -replaced by the
former.

- "...Patrol (antisubmarine) aviation /of the
Atlantic (Second) Fleet/ constitutes the main
part of shore-based avi-ation and, besides being
tasked with the search and destruction of sub-
marines, are also charged with minelaying,
search and rescue ...reconnaissance, protection
of naval forces and convoys, ice and weather
reconnaissance, and the movement of various
cargo. This aviation is mainly airplanes of the
ORION and NEPTUNE types... 17__/

- "Antisubmarine aviation is being developed...
/Existin_/ means for the detection of submarines
are being improved -- towed and dipping sonar,
sonobuoys, and stationary means of hydroacoustic
surveillance -- and their detection ranges are
being increased."20/
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1960-1966, 3 (c) - SSNs (Plus SUBROC)

1960 - "As the result of the construction of an insig-
nificant number of new submarines and the trans-
fer of obsolescent ones to the navies of other
countries, in the U.S. Navy at the end of 1960
were... /only/ twenty new diesel-powered subma-
rines...7and/ nine /nuclear-powered/ torpedo-
attack submarines... 11-T/

- The U.S. was alleged to be prosecuting a project
"ANSOUND" that would provide a much longer-range
detection system for submarines.8/

- The "missile-torpedo" SUBROC was reported under
development by the U.S. for submerged-launch
from submarines.l/

1962 - "In the U.S. at the present time, the construc-
tion of missile-armed submarines is extensive as
is also that of nuclear-powered submarines with
torpedo weapons. Budget allocations for the
construction of the submarine forces of the U.S.
are growing constantly."9/

- "In the U.S. the problem has been assigned to
develop a prototype submarine with speeds of
forty to sixty knots and more."10/

- The construction of three nuclear-powered sub-
marines "designated primarily for antisubmarine
defense" were reported to be included in the
more-than-half of the U.S. naval budget for FY
1960/61 allocated for antisubmarine-defense aims
(also included were three frigates, two destroy-
ers, and two destroyer escorts.)3/

1963 - "Simultaneously with this /the construction of
one Polaris SSBN per month/, the construction of
nuclear-powered antisubarine submarines is
being conducted in stepped-up fashion. While
earlier three such submarines were laid down
yearly, in 1962 eight were laid down."ll/

- "The U.S. Navy was said to be working on the
development of "a more effective multipurpose
torpedo submarine", specifically by improvements
to the "experimental" nuclear-powered submarines
Nautilus and Seawolf and to submarines of the
Skate and Skipjack classes.12/
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... the multi-purpose submarine Thresher, which
was the first of a series of seventeen subma-
rines, was developed precisely to carry out

these missions /1) ASW; 2) Anti-surface ship;
3) ASW escort for surface ships and SSB,s; 4)
Minelaying, and 5) Reconnaissance/.. .The sub-
marines of the Thresher Class are the basic
class of multipurpose submarine for the present
... For combat with submarines, the Thresher
Class submarine is to be equipped with anti-
submarine torpedoes and the SUBROC missile-
torpedo...

"it would be incorrect to say that the accident
with the Thresher had brought about 'a principal
change in the U.S. shipbuilding program or re-
sulted in a curtailment of the construction of

multipurpose submarines. The American command
accords great importance to this submarine class
and is planning the mass construction of these
ships with the aim of bringing their number by
1970 up to seventy units according to one set of
data and up to one hundred units per another set
of data. The shipbuilding program of 1962/63
alone plans for the construction of eight multi-
purpose torpedo submarines and the program for
1963/64 for six of these submarines."

"As of mid-1963, there were /in the U S. Navy/
sixteen multipurpose nuclear-powered submarines,
two of the Thresher Class, four non-series (Nau-
tilus, Seawolf, Triton, and Tullibee), four of
the Skate Class and six of the Skipjack Class.

- "It is significant that submarine construction
priority in the U.S. is being accorded to multi-

purpose torpedo submarines even in comparison
with the construction of nuclear-powered missile
submarines.. .nineteen nuclear-powered /multi-
purpose torpedo/ submarines are in various
stages of construction or planning. Of these,
seven have /already/ been launched."12/

1964 - "At the present time in the U.S., only nuclear-
powered submarines are being built and individ-
ual diesel submarines are being modernized under
the FRAM-II program...All of the nuclear-powered
antisubmarine submarines being built are of the
Thresher class of twenty-five units..."
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"Although the Americans widely proclaim the high
qualities of their own antisubmarine submarines,
they do not possess high qualities. The loss of
the Thresher is proof of this..."

"At the present time in the U.S., scientific
research and development work is being conduct-
ed, directed mainly at the development of more
effective nuclear-powered submarines with tor-
pedo and missile weapons. In this connection,
the most important tasks are considered to be
the lowering of the noisiness of the machinery,
increasing the submergence depth of the subma-
rines, and increasing the range of detection of
the hydroacoustic gear. The small experimental
submarine Dolphin is viewed by the Americans as
the first step in this direction."13/

- "In 1958 the Goodyear Company began the planning
of the SUBROC antisubmarine projectile which was
a combination of a missile and a torpedo. How-
ever, this variant was not adopted since it did
not meet modern requirements.

"...the development of a second variant of the
SUBROC missile has been carried out at a forced
pace. In it a nuclear depth charge was used
instead of a torpedo. In 1963, the first exper-
imental model appeared and underwent trials in
the Pacific which apparently gave good results
...After the completion of all testing in 1964,
production of the first run of two hundred mis-
siles is planned. An allocation for this of one
hundred fifty million dollars has been project-
ed.

"The U.S. Naval Command plans to arm twenty-five
nuclear-powered multipurpose submarines of the
Thresher Class and its modifications.. .with the
SUBROC missile."14/

1965- "The direction taken in the construction of
submarines has changed somewhat in the U.S.
While before the greater part of appropriations
for nuclear-powered submarine construction was
allocated to nuclear-powered missile submarines,
now the greater part of the means are going for
the construction of multipurpose submarines
which combine the qualities... for combat with
/both/ surface ships and with submarines... In
TFe U.S. naval construction program for 1964/65,
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the building is provided for of six multipirpose
nuclear-powered submarines.. .the number of them
under construction or on order has reached
thirty...

"As of the end of 1964, there were twenty-one
submarines of this category /multipurpose SSNs/
in the order of battle of the U.S. Navy and the
total number of /ASW/ submarines /i.e., counting
those with diesel propulsion/ is fT-fty-one."15/

- "In the course of 1962-64 eight submarines
entered service (counting the sunken Thresher)
...In the armaments of submarines of this type
are a guided missile projectile SUBROC, four 533
mm torpedo tubes for antisubmarine torpedoes...

"In 1962/63 the U.S. Government awarded a con-
tract for the construction of eleven nuclear-
powered torpedo submarines of the new, large
series of the Sturgeon Class. These submarines
will have more modern sonar gear and fire-con-
trol equipment for torpedo firing. They will be
three hundred ten tons heavier and 4.5 meters
longer than the Thresher Class.

"In the program for the 1963/64 fiscal year,
appropriations have been made for the constru-
tion of six more of the Sturgeon Class subm-
arine. And, finally, in the program for
1964/65, it is planned to build an additional
six...

"At the start of 1965...the Americans had 29
nuclear-powered torpedo submarines under con-
struction or planned for construction."16/
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1960-1966, 3 (d) - CVSs (Plus Aircraft)

1961 - "At the beginning of 1961 the U.S. Navy had in
its composition eleven antisubmarine aircraft
carriers of the Essex Class."16/

1964 - "The armament of the /eleven ASW aircraft car-
riers of the class/ Essex, included the ASW
airplanes of the S-2D Tracker type, helicopters
of the SH-3A type, and the long-range radar
surveillance airplanes of the E-lB Tracer
type. The airplanes and helicopters are to-
gether in Air Group Sixty, whose shore base is
at Quonset Point. The air group included Squad-
rons 34 and 39 (total of 22 Tracker airplanes)
and the Sixth Detachment of Squadron Twelve of
Tracer airplanes (four planes).

- "For the prolonging of the period of service of
these /antisubmarine/ aircraft carriers, the
Americans have begun-to carry out their modern-
ization under the FRAM-II program... All /eleven
of the Essex Class/ anti-submarine aircraft
carriers are undergo-ing such modernization.

"Although at the present time the Americanb are
not building new antisubmarine aircraft car-
riers, a resumption of their construction is not
excluded. Notably, the commander of the ASW
Forces of the U.S. Pacific Fleet, Vice Admiral
Thach, recently announced that one of the new-
project antisubmarine aircraft carriers (pos-
sibly nuclear-powered) will enter the Navy with-
in ten years."13/

"On each of them /the three ASW hunter-killer
aircraft carriers ofthe U.S. Pacific Fleet/ is
based an ASW air group numbering 45-48 airplanes
and helicopters; two squadrons with 20 to 24 ASW
airplanes, a squadron with 14 ASW helicopters
...In all the shipborne aviation of the Pacific
Fleet has...90 ASW airplanes and 60 heli-
copters.. 19__/

1965 - ... for combat with submarines the /Atlantic
(Second) Fleet/ Air Force has five antisubmarine
aircraft carrTers and shorebased aviation at its
disposal...There is also one ASW training air-
craft carrier, the Lexington, which can be em-
ployed for combat, it necessary.
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"The aircraft of these /antisubmarine/ aircraft
carriers are organized into air groups; two air
squadrons of ASW airplanes (10 to 12 in each)
and a squadron of ASW helicopters (14 in
each). In total, an air group includes about 40
airplanes and helicopters. In addition, since
1963 they began to attach a detachment of four
all-weather fighters to these aircraft carriers
for the strengthening of antisubmarine de-
fense ... "17/
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1960-1966, 3 (e) - DLs, DDS, and DEs (Plus ASROC and
DASH/ LAMPS)

1960- "In our days the developmeit of antisubmarine
means is continuing uninterruptedly .... Anticub-
marine ships now are developing completely dif-
ferently from formerly. As a rule they are fast
and capable of cr uising in the open seas and
oceans in any weather.. .Having considerable
range and cruising endurance, modern antisub-
marine ships are capable of carrying out combat
missions in any distant regions.. .not a
single...submarine can pass undetected if sur-
veillance /i.e., by surface ASW ships/ is vigil-
antly conducted... "24/

- "The conclusion has been reached by navies
abroad that the various classes of antisubmarine
ships (frigates, corvettes, subchasers, and
others) have become obsolete and must be replac-
ed. "24/

- ASROC was reported under development in the U.S.
and to be an antisubmarine "missile-torpedo" for
launching by surface ships against submarines
(or other surface ships).l/

- By 1961, the U.S. Navy was said to include eight
frigates, 290 destroyers, 33 destroyer
escorts. 16/

1962 - "It is known that more than half of the 1.4
billion dollars appropriated for ASW in FY
1961/62, 0.8 billion, was allocated to the con-
struction of new and the refit of old antisub-
marine ships. Approved were three frigates, two
destroyers, two destroyer escorts and three
nuclear-powered submarines that are primarily
intended for antisubmarine defense. For refit
are 14 destroyers, one submarine and other
ships. "3/

1964 - "In the construction of ships of the frigate
class, the Americans have taken a course for the
combining of weapons -- they are developing
ships with missile weapons tor carrying out of
both the antisubmarine and anti-air missions.

"In 1959/61, the construction of 10 frigates
wich surface-to-air missiles of the Coontz Class
with a full displacement of 5,600 tons was
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completed. These ships are armed with.. .one
anti submarine missile weapon of the ASROC
system..."

"Immediately after this was begun the construc-
tion of another series -- ten frigates...of the
Leahy Class, an improved version of the Coontz
Class. Completion of construction is expected
in February 1964.

"In the construction of antisubmarine frigates,
destroyers, and escort ships, the following
trends are clearly observable: first, the con-
struction of multipurpose ships capable of car-
rying out both antisubmarine and air-defense
missions, and second, arming these shios with
lornq-range antisubmarine missile weapons, the
ASROC and DASH systems...

"The ASROC system recently began entering the
arsenal but the number of ships equipped wtih
them is still not great...an improved version is
being developed...

"At the present time, development of an improved
version of the /ASROC/ system is being conduct-
ed.

"The program for arming ships with the DASH
system was adopted in 1958. It was planned to
equip 240 ships with such helicopters in the
course of seven years... V
"For the fulfilling of the program of arming
ships with the DASH system', the American command
allocates the following neA ns: in FY 1960/61 -
forty-three million; 1961/62 - fifty-two
million; and 1962/63 - ninety-three million
dollars.

"Although many ships have undergone the altera-
tions necesary to permit them to take the DASH
radio-guided ASW helicopter, their arrival has
been postponed many times due to various
troubles ... The U.S. Navy command hopes that
these shortcomings will be overcome and that the
helicopters will be deployed to the ships in
1964 ."13/
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1960-1966, 3 (f) - MINES

1964- "The Mine Forces /of the U.S. Pacific Fleet/
(headquarters at Long Beach) unite all ships
which are assigned to the laying and sweeping of
mines. At present all minelayers are in reserve
and the mine forces include one flotilla and
several individual divisions of
minesweepers.. ."19/

1965- "The Lockheed P-3A ORION ... can be modified for

minelaying...".5/
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1966-1971, 1 (a) - IS ANTI-SSBN ASW SEEN 9Y mHE SOVIETS A3
WITHIN THE TECHNOLOGICAL STATE-OF-THE-ART

GIVEN THE GREAT LEAD OF SUBMARINE WAR-
FARE?

1966 - "Nuclear-powered submarines are capable of suc-
cessfully carrying out combat missions in a
fight with the surface and submarine forces of
the navy of any enemy and also of destroying
from enormous distances the vital objectives in
his territory."3/

- "Nuclear-oowered submarines are very formidable
weapons. They are virtuallv invulnerable and
very mobile .... Thev are caoable of successfully
carrying out their strategic assignments in the
oceans despite the oooosition of the surface and
submarines forces of the enemv... and /therev/
destroying vitally important objectives on
land. "5/

- "In the U.S., as before, scientific-research an
experimental-construction work is being carried
out to find fundamentallv new means for the
detection of submarines."8/

- "Soviet nuclear-powered submarines are capable
of carrying out any mission in any region of the
World Ocean. Those who specially love to rattle
the saber should remember that we also have
reliable means of combat with the submarines of
an enemy."9/

- "...in the opinion of foreign specialists, all
of the means available at the present time on
shipborne antisubmarine airolanes are little
effective for the initial detection of nuclear-
powered submarines."ll/

1967 - "The combat capabilities of modern submarines
have raised the requirements for the organiza-
tion and conduct of antisubmarine warfare con-
siderablv .... In contemporary conditions, the
snecialists of many countries assert, larqe
numbers of forces and means are required to
conduct a war with submarines.

... mhe technical caoabilities of existina hy-

droohones end sonobuovs do not provide the nec-
essary range of detection of underwater targets
and they do not worl reliably under all condi-
tions."12/
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- "The difficulty of combating submarines in our
day is explained above all by the great soeed of
nuclear-powered submarines in a submerged state
(30-35 knots) -- which are higher then the
search speeds of the modern antisubmarine ships
at which the effective employment of hydro-
acoustic means of detection of submarines is
still possible (20-25 knots).

"In the opinion of foreign naval specialists,
the most effective way of combating submarines
is by inflicting powerful strikes (primarily
nuclear ones) on the points of basing and of the
construction and repair of submarines."13/

- "In the major foreign navies, antisubmarine
missiles are considered to be one of the most
effective and promising means of warfare with
the fast modern submarines .... /However/ the
further increase in the effective range of the
various types of antisubmarine weaoons, espe-
ciallv of antisubmarine missiles, is limited by
the limited capabilities of submarine detection
gear. Therefore, it not a coincidence that
increasing submarine detection ranges has been
announced to be the top priority problem of the
U.S. Navy."13/

- "Despite the enormous efforts being made for the
development of antisubmarine weapons, including
torpedoes, the latter, in the opinion of Amer-
ican specialists, do not satisfy the require-
ments placed on them. With the aim of speeding
up work on the creation of new models of fast,
long-range, and quiet antisubmarine torpedoes, a
special program has been set up in the U.S.
for.. .a small torpedo with a weight of less than
230 kg... and a large torpedo with a weight of up
to 1800 kg... with jet propulsion and... speeds of
20-30 knots."13/

- "The great livina deoth of morlern submarines
(350-40n meters) and submerged cruising range
(about 100,000 miles and more) ensire the co-
,ertness of their actions and the caoabilitv for
conducting combat ooerations in the course of a
orolonqed oeriod far from their bases."13/

- "Another valuable characteristic of nuclear-
powered submarines is their great covertness
of operation .... Moreover, nuclear-oowered
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submarines, oossessinq high speed, good
maneuvering qualities, and the capability for
operating at great depths, can penetrate
antisubmarine barriers successfullv."14/

- "The antisubmarine aircraft carriers /of the
U.S., which were converted from obsolete strike
carriers, are orimarilv assigned for operations
against diesel-Dowered submarines. It is con-
sidered that their light shiphorne aircraft with
their limited fliaht time and their helicooters
corresoond to this role. in combat with nu-
clear-oowered submarines /however/, esoeciallv
those armed with shio-to-ship missiles, this
correlation /of forces between CT79 and submarine
caoabilities7 is reversed -- the /surface/ shios
themselves have been turned into targets. In
view of these considerations, it is obvious that
no increase in the number of these shins is
olanned for the future."15/

- "Submarines possess the greatest self-reliance,
so additional forces do not have to be provided
for their protection."16/

- "Comparatively recently there has been develop-
ed...antisubmarine ships of a new class /i.e.,
the Moskva Class "antisubmarine cruiser"/. They
have good sea-keeping qualities and great cruis-
ing range and speed. They are equipped with
homing torpedoes and depth charges. Their mis-
sion is to conduct search for the fast-moving
nuclear-oowered submarines at great distances
from their bases."17/

- "The aviation of the /Soviet/ Navy is armed with
missiles and antisubmarine aviation. It can
fight the.. .missile submarines of an enemy suc-
cessfullv."!8/

- "/Nuclear-oowered/ submarines can be combatted
successfully by antisubmarine submarines with
missiles and torpedoes, bv aircraft, anl by
surface shios with hvdrofoils and armed with
nuclear weapons and also by destroyers, fast
toroedo boats, and helicopters. Nuclear subma-
rin(es with Polaris missiles can be destroyed at
their bases by strikes by the Strategic Missile
Forces and Long-range Aviation, while crossing
the seas, and in combat oatrol areas by the
ooerations of antisubmarine submarines, Long-
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range Aviation, and by other antisubmarine
forces and means."19/

- "One of the biggest problems of nuclear war is,
as is known, the struggle against missile sub-
marines. The most difficult task in this strug-
gle is the search of the broad expanses of the
seas and oceans for missile carrying subma-
rines. This is made even more difficult by the
fact that the capabilities of modern means of
detection do not always permit one to discrimi-
nate nuclear-powered submarines from conven-
tionally-powered ones or missile submarines from
torpedo submarines. Therefore, the operations
of the antisubmarine forces involve a struggle
against all submarines."21/

- "Antisubmarine surface ships.. .are not capable
now of carrying out a search for high-speed
submarines which take advantage of the great
depths /of submergence of modern submarines/...
judging by the statements of the naval special-
ists of a number of countries, it is doubtful
that surface ships will be able in the coming
years to increase substantially their capabili-
ties for effective search for enemy submarines
operating at great depths."21/

- "The water thicknesses of several hundred meters

serve as an effective obstacle to the detection
by surface ship search of the physical fields
created around submarines. If, in addition,
they /U.S./NATO scientists/ succeed, as a result
of the latest achievements in science and tech-
nology, in considerably decreasing the intensity
of the various physical fields of submarines,
then their detection by the search means of
surface shios will become even more
difficult."21/

1968 - "In the reports of the U.S. Secretary cf Defense
on the military budget from IQ65 to lQ a , it is
shown that the efforts from the develooment of
antisubmarine means are growing from year to
year. This reflects the extreme difficulty of
the antisubmarine mission ....

"According to the experience in combat training
of the antisubmarine forces of the navies of
capitalist powers, the detection, trackinq, and
destruction of submarines by means of surface
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shipsi, airplanes, and helicopters, given the
rad'cally increased combat capabilities of the
submarines, present great difficulties."30/

- "Such joint actions have become necessary due to
the fact that modern submarines, in comparison
with the other antisubmarine forces, possess the
greatest detection range for underwater tar-
gets. Foreign specialists are attempting to
exploit this most important advantage of sub-
marines in joint antisubmarine measures .... The
foreign press acknowledges that, despite the
recognized advantages of close cooperation by
the heterogeneous forces of antisubmarine war-
fare, the tactics of foreign navies for joint
operations of submarines with other antisubma-
rine forces, those of the U.S. Navy in particu-
lar, have not been worked out adequately. Many
unsolved problems are hampering this, above all
the problem of communication with submerged
submarines."30/

- "The experience of two world wars have shown
that submarines are a formidable weapon in the
struggle on the sea and oceanic lines of com-
munications and that their role among the other
branches of the naval forces is growing stead-
ily. At the same time, they have proven to be a
fairly effective means of conducting combat
operations against submarines themselves ....
Nuclear-powered submarines with torpedoes and
missiles obviously will become the main anti-
submarine force in the long-term.30/

- "The foreign press acknowledges that antisubma-
rine airplanes at the present time do not pos-
sess sufficiently effective means of search and
detection of submerged submarines. For the time
being, these means can only maintain a contact
or regain a lost contact on a suhmarine which
has been detected earlier by other means...".30/

- "The future of antisubmarine airplanes depends
...on the development of equioment capable of
detecting submarines at great ranges."30/

- "In conclusion, it should be noted that, desoite
the great attention given to it by the American
command, the problems of search, detection, and
identification of submarine targets, without
solution of which other achievements in the
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field of antisubmarine defense lose meaning,
still are considered to be esoecially
difficult."33/

- "A competition to enable submarines to operate
at ever increasing depths has been going on.
Great submergence depths enhances the tactical-
technical characteristics of submarines: their
covertness of operation, maneuverability, blast
resistance, and their capability for avoiding
antisubmarine weapons. Now at a time when nu-
clear-powered submarines possess the highest
combat importance, the competition to achieve
the greater submergence depth is not abating but
excerbating."34/

- "It is precisely the application of nuclear pro-
pulsion to submarines that has given them such
qualities as speed, endurance, and covertness,
that they are superior to even the most modern
surface combatant ships.. ".35/

1969 - "The advent of nuclear-powered submarines
unquestionably decreased the capabilities of
aviation in combat with /these/ real undersea
boats which are capable of cruising at great
speeds and great depths.37/

- "This problem of combat with submarines is far
from being solved in that the partial loss of
covertness by a submarine during their employ-
ment of their /strategic missile/ weapons from a
shallow depth is compensated for by the con-
siderable range of the missiles, which oermits
the selection of a missile-launching position in
remote sea and oceanic regions. /To counter
this!, great efforts would be required bv the
forces of antisubmarine aviation."37/

- "In present conditions, antisubmarine aviation
is virtually incapable of detecting subma-
rines... at depths exceeding 70 meters."37/

- "The high mobility of /nuclear-powered/ subma-
rine forces, their enormous radius of action,
their capability to carry out missions with a
small number of submarines, their low vulner-
ability and great endurance, and also the long-
range and destructiveness of modern weapons
warrant the assertion that there is no place on
earth bevond the range of naval weapons."38/
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- "Warfare against nuclear-powerel submarines in
general and with missile submarines in oarticu-
lar is the most difficult and labor-intensive
mission. This is the result of their hiah sub-
merged maneuvering and combat capabilities. If
account is taken of the colossal expanses and
depths of oceanic theaters of military action
and also of the /comparatively small/ capabili-
ties of contempo-rary antisubmarine forces and
means, then the difficulties inherent in this
warfare become fully understandable."38/

- "In conclusion, we note that, by the general
admission of American specialists, they are far
from a solution to the antisubmarine defense
problem. It is considered the most difficult
problem with which the U.S. Naval Command is
confronted at present."40/

lq70 - "Nuclear-power plants make the search for sub-
marines extraordinarily complicated .... It is not

by coincidence that the American naval
specialist Kurso /ohonetic soellin_/ notes with
special concern that the number one problem of
antisubmarine warfare is that of the detection
of a submarine which is in a submerged condi-
tion...

"The World Ocean, which includes in itself the
Pacific, Indian, Atlantic, and Arctic Oceans,
has a surface of more than 360 million square
kilometers, that is, more than 70% of the area
of the Earth, contains more than one billion
square kilometers of water, and has a maximum
depth of 11 kilometers. All of this creates
favorable conditions for the covert operations
of submarines and presents serious impediments
for employment of detection means. The American
specialists believe that finding a submarine
submerged in such oceanic jungles is more dif-
ficult than finding a needle in a haystack ....

"At present, foreign specialists believe, there
exists an obvious disparity between the con-
siderably increased combat capabilities of nu-
clear-oowered submarines and the lag in the
development of the means of struggle withSthem. ....

"'he search and rletection of /nuclear-ooweredni silcs / u 1marines is considered esneciallv
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difficult since they can be positioned subm ed__
in practically any point in the expanses of the
World Ocean that is within the range of their
ballistic missiles."45/

"Since up to now no principle has been found
on tn.* basis of which could be developed a
universal means for providing fast and reli-
able detection of nuclear-powered submarines
which are located at any point in the World
Ocean, the efforts of foreign specialists
consequently have been directed toward the
working out and development of means for the
search and detection of submarines each of
which works on a physical principle of limit-
ed application...

"Investigations on the research and develop-
ment of non-acoustic means of detection of
submarines are included in the so-called
project ANSOUND. It consists of a series of
special investigations, including the study
of 'windows in the ocean' for electromagnetic
waves, the study of the laws of the movement
of ionized particles in the water medium, the
determining of the potential for the guiding
of torpedoes to a submarine by its wake, the
investigation of magnetic and gravitational
anomalies brought about by the presence of
masses of metal in the water medium, and
others. Important significance is attached
to the utilization of the 'window in the
ocean' which oermits infrared beams and
electromagnetic waves to disseminate in water
to great distances and depths."45/

- "The capabilities of submarines for the detec-
tion of surface ships and submarines at sea have
increased considerably. According to press
information, the nuclear-powered American sub-
marines of the Permit Class are capable of pa-
trolling a 60-mile stretch of an antisubmarine
barrier and fully insuring the detection of a
target traversing that stretch."46/

- "Nuclear-powered plants insures to the subma-
rine, besides great speed, also great covertness
of operation...missile submarines can approach
near to their objectives covertly."47/
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- "Such warships /Soviet missile submarines/,
while remaining in submerged condition thousands
of kilometers from their targets and being vir-
tually invulnerable, can deliver devastating
nuclear-missile strikes on enemy objectives."49/

--.. Nuea~r-powered missile submarines are con-
sidered to-"fos-st--filly satisfy the requirement
for invulnerability, s--iiagi covertness of

operation and staying power in-fe----m ile-
launch regions."50/

- "It is generally appreciated that success in
antisubmarine warfare deoends first of all on
solving the problem of their detection, iden-
tification, and unbroken protracted tracking.
Accordingly, in the NATO countries, wide study
is being made of the various physical fields
which unmask a submarine, such as heat, electro-
magnetic, hydrodynamic turbulence, radio-
activity, and others. The development and im-
provement of the means of detection based on the
exploitation of these fields would permit, in
the opinion of foreign specialists, a substan-
tial increase in the capabilities of antisub-
marine forces and reduce to a minimum the
primary advantage of submarines -- their covert-
ness. "52/

- "Nuclear-oowered submarines have a submerged
speed up to 30 knots and the capability to
cruise submerged for two months without surfac-
ing. This affords them great covertness...".53/
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1966-1971, 1 (b) - IS THE 11.S NAVY SEEN AS ASSIGNED A PRI-
ORITY MISSION FOR ANmI-SSBN ASW?

1966 - "In antisubmarine combat, the U.S. Naval Command
distinguishes three basic types of combat
actions: the inflicting of nuclear strikes on
naval bases, shipbuilding and repair yards of
enemy submarines, the establishment of antisub-
marine barriers in the straits and narrows on
the routes of transit of submarines from basing
points to the regions of combat action, and the
search and destruction of submarines on the sea
lines of communications in the open oceans and

......- P -terei ons of potential location of missile-
launching posiJTi-fS- sIn--th--e-----___
considered that the first two types of action do
not exclude the possibility of the breakthrough
/of straits and narrows/ into the ocean by a

considerable number of enemy submarines .... For
the carrying out of these missions /i.e.,
including anti-SSBN ASW/ the extensive employ-
ment of aircraft carrier hunter-killer groups is
olanned."ll/

1967 - "Aircraft-carrier hunter-killer groups are as-
signed for insuring the antisubmarine defense of
strike-carrier forces and convoys."13/

- "For combat with enemy submarines on the anti-
submarine barriers and at the exits from their
bases, extensive employment of antisubmarine
submarines of the Thresher Class is planned."13/

- "The command of the armed forces of the.. .NATO
Bloc assigns the .... following basic missions:
the inflicting of massive nuclear strikes on the
most important coastal and deep objectives of
the enemy, including on his industrial and
administrative centers and naval bases, by means
of the missile weapons of the submarine forces
and by carrier-based and shore-based aviation;
the insuring of the protection of their own sea
and oceanic lines of communication; the defense
of the shore from the strikes by missile subma-
rines of the enemy; and cooperation with the
Ground Forces ....

"Great attention is being pai...to the employ-
ment of mobile naval forces for strengthening...
the antisubmarine barriers. Accordingly, the
use is planned of frigates, destroyers, and
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escort ships armed with guided missiles. In
addition, it is planned to employ shore-based
antisubmarine airplanes (of the NEPTUNE, ORION,
and other types) . In special circumstances, it
is planned to employ aircraft-carrier strike
groups or aircraft-carrier hunter-killer groups.

"The Amer ican-Br itish Command . is also giving
great attention to combatting enemy submarines
in the open ocean. Special antisubmarine
defense forces are being established for this
purpose and a system is being developedfrt-e-~
aniumriefre and

&ivos. The basis of these forces consists of
aircraft-carrier hunter-killer groups ... along
with torpedo-attack submarines and shore-based
airplanes. These forces are assigned for insur-
ing the antisubmarine defense of aircraft-
carrier strike forces and large convoys and also
for mobile antisubmarine barriers, both on the
routes of deployment of submarines to their
combat patrol stations and on the approaches to
the U.S. coasts."13/

-"Very serious attention is being paid by foreign
navies to the construction of screening ships
(frigates, destroyers, and /destroyer-/ escorts)
for protectinq naval strike forces -- nuclear-
powered missile submarines and aircraft carrier
strike forces -- and also for the protection of
antisubmarine and amphibious forces and for the
protection of the sea lines of communications.

"In connection with the appearance of new types
of weapons, with the changing conditions for the
conduct of naval operations, and with the arming
of cruisers with anti-air guided missiles, the
scope of the missions assigned to these ships
changed.... .Under the new conditions, cruisers
were explicitly reassigned as screening ships
with the main mission of providing antisubmarine
defense of various formations of ships and,
above all, of the aircraft carrier strike forces
and strike groups. In the views of foreign
specialists, cruisers could be assigned to the
protection of major convoys, to amphibious land-
ing operations, and to counter-amphibious opera-
tions. Cruisers, as a rule, have rather power-
ful antisubmarine armaments which are intended
mainly for self-protection.
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"Helicopter cruisers are multipurpose ships that
are assigned a role in antisubmarine and amohib-
ious landing operations.

"Frigates, under contemporary conditions, pro-
tect the combat operations of naval strike
forces, primarily of aircraft carriers, sub-
marines, and of antisubmarine and amphibious
forces. In the views of Western specialists,
frigates can be used for the anti-air and anti-
submarine defense of ship formations, most im-
portantly aircraft carrier task forces and anti-
submarine aircraft-carrier hunter-killer groups,
and also fast convoys. Moreover, frigates can
protect the deployment of their own submarines,
take part in operations for the search and
destruction of submarines in the regions of
their deployment and likely combat stations, and
be added to amphibious groups to provide fire to
support for landings.

"Destroyers at present are assigned in the major
navies to the protection of the combat opera-
tions of the aircraft-carrier and amphibious
forces and also to the anti-air and antisubma-
rine defense of convoys.

"At the present time, /destrover-/ escorts are
assigned mainly to providing antisubmarine
defense for warships and merchant ships .... It is
considered that they can /also/ be employed
for...aircraft-carrier ant'subm-arine hunter-
killer groups.. .and for protection of amphibious
operations."13/

1968 - "According to the views of the navies of the
U.S. and Great Britain, naval forces are assign-
ed to carry out the following basic missions:
- participation in the nuclear offensive of a

general nuclear war by employing the nuclear-
powered missile submarines anc aviation of
the navies for the delivery of nuclear
strikes on the most important objectives on
the territory of the enemy;

- destruction of the /naval/ opponent at sea
and at base;

- insuring the transport of troops to the the-
aters of military action and the putting
ashore of amphibious landings and coooeration
with the Ground Forces ashore;
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- defense of the oceanic and sea lines of com-
munication; and

- defense of the coasts, of the territory of
the country, and key islands against seaborne
strikes.

"According to the views of the naval commands of
the U.S. and Great Britain, antisubmarine war-
fare in a future war will be a complex of opera-
tions and /routine daily/ combat activities
directed at the destruction of the submarines of
an opponent in the regions of their bases, on
the deployment routes from their basing regions
to the areas of combat patrolling. In this
connection, very special attention is paid to
nuclear-missile strikes on submarine bases right
at the outset of the war in order to orevent the
submarines from deploying to their combat patrol
areas ...

"The Antisubmarine Forces of the /U.S./ Atlantic
Fleet are the highest ooerational organization
of the U.S. Navv in the zone of the Atlantic
Ocean. The basic combat missions of the Anti-
submarine Forces are combat with submarines in
the Atlantic and defense of the oceanic and sea
lines of communication. In the composition of
the Antisubmarine Forces are several antisub-
marine task forces including aircraft-carrier
antisubmarine task forces, antisubmarine sub-
marine forces, and shore-based antisubmarine
aviation. The antisubmarine task forces conduct
antisubmarine warfare on the approaches to the
U.S. East Coast and on the antisubmarine bar-
riers in the central and northern parts of the
Atlantic. "24/

- "Aircraft-carrier antisubmarine /task/ grouos...
normally are assigned for the antisubmarine
defense of carrier strike forces, for the anti-
submarine screening of amphibious-landing forces
and of other forces during sea transit, and also
for the antisubmarine screening of convoys and
for the search and destruction of submarines in
assigned maritime regions."24/

- "Annually the U.S. Navy conducts a large number
of antisubmarine exercises. Multi-ourpose and
missile submarines are emploved extensively in
these exercises. The missile submarines are
lesignated as 'the enernv'."27/
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- "Surface ships.. .according to the views of the
American command, are the basic force of the
U.S. Navy for the antisubmarine defense of the
sea lines of communication and for the antisub-
marine defense of fast strikes forces."30/

- "Until the mid-'50s, the U.S. and /other/ NATO
navies were charged with completely preventing
the egress of enemy submarines into the oceans
by destroying them in their bases and at the
outset of their deployment. Such a requirement
was realized in subsequent years to be infeas-
ible of accomplishment. Without completely
giving up the destruction of submarines at their
bases, the military leadership of NATO /now/
holds that /the more feasible tactic is/ to
strongly oppose submarines along the route of
their transit to combat patrol areas... Such
opposition should be provided, in the first
place, by submarines stationed in direct proxim-
ity to the enemy's coasts... Therefore, the
militarist circles of the West plan to use part
of their submarines in a future "big" war close
to the bases of enemy submarines where other
antisubmarine forces (surface ships and avia-
tion) could be detected and attacked by the
enemy."30/

- "In the foreign press it has been reported that
the growing combat capabilities of nuclear-
powered submarines for the carrying out of anti-
submarine missions permit them to be employed
not only'by the positional method but also ...
for the antisubmarine defense of mobile forces
of large warships and merchant ships. However,
along with this, the foreign press observes
that, although this idea is intrinsically at-
tractive, the contemporary level of the develop-
ment of communications equipment... are such that
the employment of nuclear-powered submarines in
this way at this time is of low possibility.

"One of the oossible alternatives for the combat
employment of nuclear-powered submarines is held
to be that for the preliminary surveillance of
the regions of deolcvment of attack carrier
forces with the aim of forestalling possible
attacks by the submarines of an ooponent.

"One should not fail to note that some of the
authoritative individuals in the West do not
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share the view of the proponents of excessive
praise of submarines who assert that submarines
are the most effective type of force for anti-
submarine warfare and justify this by asserting
that during an armed engagement the submarines
are operating in one and the same medium and
that /consequently/ the chances of success are
equal /for the two sides/.

"Thus, for example, the , Dmmand of the Canadian
Navy has come out against the use of submarines
for the puroose of antisubmarine comhat harrinq
dire necessity because it is considered an un-
warranted exoenditure of forces. It believes
that... the losses of its own submarines would be
eaual to the number of enemy submarines destroy-
ed. Based on the experience of NATO antisubma-
rine exercises... the command of the Canadian
Navy came to the conclusion that the antisub-
marine forces should consist of surface ships,
long-range patrol airplanes, fast jet airplanes,
and helicopters.

"However, such views on the composition of anti-
submarine forces are not dominant and do not
reflect the point of view of the political lea-
dership and naval command of the main capitalist
states; the contemporary trend to the construc-
tion of multipurpose submarines by the main
capitalist states and the direction of combat
training attest to the fact that these subma-
rines are assigned mainly to antisubmarine war-
fare .... Thus, in the foreign press it is report-
ed that the submarines (including nuclear-
powered) of the U.S. First Fleet in the Pacific
spend seventy percent of their time underway on
antisubmarine tasks. Moreover, they participate
yearly in four fleet exercises and in nine am-
ohibious exercises in which they are also engag-
ed to some degree on antisubmarine tasks."30/

- "... the military leaders of the U.S. consider
the Navv as the basis of their striking power,
one of the most important means for a nuclear-
missile offensive against the socialist coun-
tries.

"They openly assert that the basic assignment of
the navies of the U.S. and NATO is comprised of
the delivery of nuclear strikes from the sea on
the most important objectives in the territory
of the socialist countries.
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"A special interdepartmental 'Poseidon Commis-
sion' of the U.S., charged with defininq the
roles and missions of the U.S Navy at the con-
temporary stage, noted in their conclusions that
now 'the former missions and role of the Fleets
is becoming to a marked degree obsolescent. The
mission for protection of oceanic communications

is yielding to the mission of projecting sea
power against ohjectives on land'."35/

1.969 - "Under contemoorarv conditions, antisubmarine
aviation is incapable in practice of detecting a
suhmarine... at a depth exceeding seventy
meters. Sonobuovs facilitate the conduct of
/ASW/ search by airplanes. However, in matter
of fact this equipment is of help only in local-
izing a contact. Yet, the effectiveness of
antisubmarine airplanes increases if they know,
even if only roughly, the location of the sub-
marines of an opponent."37/

" ... in the Atlantic, in the region between
Greenland, Iceland, England, and the coast of
Norway, shore-based /U.S./ airplanes patrol
systematically, even in peacetime."40/

- "In the Atlantic in time of war, the U.S. Naval
Command plans to conduct mainly active /tactic-
ally offensive/ antisubmarine operations in the
waters of the opponent and active and defensive
operations on sea and oceanic lines of communi-
cation and the regions adjoining them to insure
the stability of maritime communications. The
/total/ disruption or substantial weakening of
The strikes by missile submarines on the terri-
tory of the U.S is considered to be the main
mission of the antisubmarine forces. Convinced
that the insurinq of antisubmarine defense can-
not be fullv effective by inflicting strikes on
submarines in oort and at the exits from their
bases, the Americans have begun to establish
antisubmarine zones, which are saturated with
/ASW/ forces and means, on the probable routes
of movement /of Soviet SSSNs/ and off their own
coasts as well."40/

f.American nuclear-powered submarines are
assigned the following missions for the initial
period of a nuclear war:
- strike at the territory of the USSR with

POLARIS missiles;
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- blockade the /necessary/ straits and narrows
so as not to permit the Soviet Navv to break
out into the Atlantic and Pacific...".41!

- "The antisubmarine aircraft carriers entered the
composition of the screening forces .... The anti-
submarine aircraft carriers have become an in-
tegral part of the screening forces of the
strike carriers."58/

- "Destroyers (of the Gearing Class, of the Allen
M. Summer Class, and others), SAM destroyers (of
the Charles Adams Class), frigates, and SAM
frigates entered the composition of the screen-
ing forces /for CVAs, convoys, and amphibious
landing forces/."58/

- ...the Americans have uninterruptedly streng-
thened their antisubmarine defense in the post-
war period. They have constructed numerous
antisubmarine ships for the defense of aircraft
carrier strike forces, and also antisubmarine
forces for the defense of their territory from
possible strikes by the missile submarines of
the Soviet Navy...

"The basic direction of the development of naval
art in the capitalist countries in the postwar
period has been:
- the working out and modernizing of the

methods for emplovment of missile submarines
assigned to the destruction of ground objec-
tives and also the methods for warfare
against missile submarines;

- the develooment of systems of combat with
submarines, first of all measures for the
/total/ disruotion or weakening of nuclear
strikes of an opponent from underwater on
objectives located on their territory...".58__

1970 - "Lockheed P-3A ORION. This shore-based patrol
airplane is assigned to carry out the following
basic missions:

1. Patrolling of the coastal zones of the ocean
for detecting the approach of amphibious-
landing forces, formations of surface ships,
and submarines.

2. Patrolling in oceanic regions distant from
the base (airfield) during the escorting of
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naval strike forces and merchant shios, anJ
also during the conduct of general :earzhes
for submarines.

3. Minelaying and patrolling on an antisubmarine
barrier or other line of surveillance (block-
ade, screen) for the detection, identifica-
tion and attack of penetrating submarines,
surface combatants or the merchant shios of
an opponent."45/

- "At the present time, the mobile forces of the
U.S. that are assigned for operations on the
antisubmarine barriers in the Atlantic are com-
prised of three task forces: the 81st, 82nd and
the 83rd. Task Force 81 must conduct antisub-
marine warfare mainly on the near approaches to
the Atlantic coast of the U.S. Since 1958, the
aircraft-carrier hunter-killer groups ALPHA,
BRAVO, and CHARLIE have been included in this
task force.

"Task Force 80 covers the distinct approaches to
the Atlantic coast of the U.S. from the subma-
rines of the enemy.

"Task Force 82 comprises the barrier forces
assigned for combat with the submarines of the
enemy on the main antisubmarine barriers of the
Atlantic Ocean: Greenland, Iceland, Faeroe
Islands, Shecland Islands, southern end of
Norwav...".45/

- "Judging from the material in the foreign
press, the naval commands of the countries of
the imperialist camp plan to employ subma-
rines, nuclear-Dowered ones primarily, for
carrying out the following basic missions:
- the delivery of nuclear-missile strikes on
important objectives in the territory of the
opponent and on his warships and bases;
- the destruction at sea by means of missiles
and torpedoes of /the opponent's/ submarines,
surface combatant ships, and merchant ships.

"In their views on the employment of naval
forces, the U.S. and Great Britain proceed /from
the assumption/ that the main opposition to them
at sea will come from Soviet submarines and
naval missile aviation. So, they are giving
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great attention to the ,eveloDment of antisub-
marine forces and means.

"In the view of their specialists, it is essen-
tial to conduct antisubmarine warfare not only
for the defense of ground objectives but also
for insuring the successful operation of their
attack aircraft carriers and amphibious forces,
and of /oceanic/ transits of convoys .... accord-
ing to the views of U.S. specialists, the most
important mission of torpedo submarines is con-
sidered to be combat with the missile submarines
of an opponent. The basic conflict will
develop, in their views, on the approaches to
bases, in the regions of combat patrolling, and
on the so-called antisubmarine barriers estab-
lished on the probable routes of transit of
submarines, and in navigational narrows."47/

- "The shore-based patrol airplanes /of the U.S.
Navj/ are assigned for the search and destruc-
tion of submarines at sea and in the approaches
to the /American/ coast."53/

- "Antisubmarine aircraft-carrier search-strike
qroups are normally assigned for the antisubma-
rine defense of aircraft carrier strike forces,
for the antisubmarine screening of amphibious
detachments and other combatant-ship forces, for
the screening of trooo transports during sea
transits, and also for the antisubmarine screen-
ing of convoys, and for the search and destruc-
tion of submarines in assigned regions."53/
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1066-1971,2 (a) - G7NERAL SOVIET APRATqALS OF U.7. ASNI

1066 - "In recent years special attention is being
given to the problem of antisubmarine combat,
./the U.S./ regarding it as one of the very im-
portant links of the offensive American
strategy .... A comparison of the shipbuilding
programs for recent years attests to the fact
that even greater attention in the U.S. is being
paid to increasing the number of antisubmarine
ships (both submarines and surface ships) ....
Along with increasing the scale of construction
of antisubmarine submarines, the /U.S./ command
is striving to increase considerably Tn a short
time the number of surface antisubmarine ships
.... Such is some information on the measures of
the American command for the development of
antisubmarine forces and means. The data given
speaks of the large scale and comprehensiveness
of these measures but it would be a mistake to
overestimate the actual state of the means of

antisubmarine combat in the U.S. Navy. It is
highly symptomatic that, in recent times, the
American press, along with its clearly biased
evaluation of the capabilities and combat ef-
fectiveness of their antisubmarine system, has
been forced to acknowlerige the difficulties and
serious shortcominq in its develooment.

"Despite the considerable outlay of material
means and effort, the U.S. Navy Toes not have

effective antisubmarine defense means at its
disposal."8/

- "...the American military leadership considers

combat with modern submarines at the present
time as a problem of top priority importance,
the resolving of which demands considerable
material expenditures, huge efforts, and the
careful organization of the naval forces includ-
ed in this effort."ll/

1968 - "In the navies of the U.S., Great Britain and
the other NATO countries great attention has
been paid in recent years to the devtlopment of
the forces and means for combat with the sub-
marines of an opponent. Antisubmarine ships and
aircraft are being built and research and deve-
looment work is being intensively conducted.
Snecial, larqe onerating formations of anti-
submarine forces have been established by the
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U.S. naval forces in the Atlantic and Pacific
theaters.. .The American command considers combat
with submarines in a future war to be the most
important part of combat at sea."24/

- "In their military-strategic plans, the commands
of the U.S. and NATO attach the most importance
to a build-up of the forces and means for combat
with modern submarines and the organization of
the antisubmarine struggle as a whole.

"For the U.S. Navy, in the opinion of foreign
soecialists, finding reliable methods for the
destruction of submarines is oroblem number one
and antisubmarine lefense is viewed as one of
the most imoortant directions of the activities
of the U.S. Navv for the immediate future.

"In this connection, a number of large-scale
measures are being carried out by the U.S. Navy.
'hese measures include: the imorovement of the
organization of the antisubmarine struggle; the
equipping of sea and oceanic theaters for anti-
submarine warfare; the seeking out of improved
means for the search, classification, and iden-
tification of submarines; the development of new
antisubmarine weapons; the conduct of work for
the modernization of existing, and the develop-
ment of new, antisubmarine weapons platforms;
acceleration of the combat training of the ASW
forces, the seeking out of new tactical methods
for the employment of antisubmarine forces and
means; and others.30/

- "In the overall organization of antisubmarine
warfare, the naval leadership of the U.S.
accords the most importance to... the centrali-
zation...of ali activities for antisubmarine
defense. To this end, two imoortant new central
organs have been created in the U.q. Navv...To
the Directorate for Antisubmarine Warfare Pro-
grams are assiqnel the tasks of stulvino t'ie
submarine forces of the enemv and the develop-
ment of methods for the combat emolovment of the
antisubmarine forces and means. The Directorate
for Antisubmarine Systems Development is charged
with antisubmarine weapons development and also
with the basic research and development work for
new means for antisubmarine warfare."30/
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- Improvement of the antisubmarine forces and
means of the U.S. Navy is taking the following
lines:

- Reequipping shore-based patrol aviation with
ORION airplanes having better flight charac-
teristics and improved systems for the detec-
tion and destruction of submarines relative
to earlier modifications of this aircraft;

- Eauinping shipboard antisubmarine aviation
with new airplanes of the VX type, the deve-
lopment of which is already proceeding;

- Construction of new nuclear-powered antisub-
marine weapons systems and low-frequency
sonar...;

- Establishing stationary hydroohone systems in
in.shore and in forward oceanic regions for
the detection of submarines;

- Improving acoustic and non-acoustic sensors
for aviation and for stationary means to
increase the effective detection range...;
and

- Development of special radar stations for
detecting submarine periscopes."33/

- "Such are some of the basic directions in the
development of the antisubmarine capabilities of
foreign ships. The striving to employ the
latest advances of scientific-technological
progress shows what huge efforts the imperial-
ists make for the maintenance and development of
antisubmarine forces and means."32/

- "Extremely great attention is being oaid in the
U.S. to the development of antisubmarine forces
and means and to the workinq out of methods for
their emplovment."31/

1969 - "The American command is paving great attention
to develooing the forces and means for combat
with submarines.. ".37/

- "In the West, they fully appreciate how devas-
tating the answering strike in reply /to SS3N
strikes/ will be so they are adoptinq energetic
measures to counter the submarine threat."39/

- "The U.S. naval command considers the resolution
of the problem of the struggle with submarines
to be one of the main conditions for gaining
command of the sea. The /U.S./ naval forces
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would not be able, in the view of the majority
of specialists, to carry out the offensive mis-
sions which they are assigned without having
resolved this problem. It is precisely this
that explains the special attention which is
being paid to the development of the organiza-
tion and employment of the antisubmarine
forces."40/

1970 - "Great attention has been given to the develop-
ment of the forces and means of antisubmarine
struggle in the overall system of aggressive
military measures of the imperialist states, in
particular to the crash development of antisub-
marine aviation...

- "The leadership of the Armed Fcrces of the U.S.
views the struggle with the submarines of an
opponent as a national problem and one of the
most important strategic missions of the U.S.
Navy in a future war against the USSR....

"The practice by the navies of the U.S., Great
Britain, Canada and the combined forces of NATO
of conducting numerous ASW exercises confirms
that the organization and direction of the co-
operation of heterogeneous forces for antisub-
marine warfare constitute the basic content and
goal of all exercises... ".45/

- "In the U.S., a special program of oceanographic
and hydrographic research of the World Ocean has
been worked out and is being carried out in the
present decade (1961-1970) under the name of
'Tenock". The main goal of the program is to
seek out ways to resolve the problem of the
development of equipments for the effective
search and detection of nuclear-powered subma-
rines. The basic questions subject to investi-
gation under this program are: the dissemina-
tion in sea water of light, sound and radio
waves .... The 'Tenock" program provides for the
installation of powerful automatic anchored and
drifting buoys, the widening of the scale of the
utilization of aviation and artificial Earth
satellites for the investigation of communica-
tions between the atmosphere and the sea and,
finally, the utilization of submarines capable
of breaking through the Artic ice."45/
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- "It is considered in the capitalist countries
that the first priority for destruction as sea
in a nuclear-missile war would become nuclear-
powered missile submarines, the platforms for
the main striking power of modern navies. It is
precisely for this reason that great attention
is being given at this time by all the navies of
the world to the construction of antisubmarine
forces.52/
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1966-1971, 2 (b) - U.S. BUDGET ALLOCATIONS TO ASW

1966 - "The /U.S./ allocations for antisubmarine forces
and means...grow from year to year. Thus, while
they amounted to 1.253 billion dollars in fiscal
year 1960/1961, by 1965/1966 they had increased
to 3.5 billion."8/

1967 - "About 50% of all allocations for the U.S. Navy
has been earmarked in recent years for ships
with antisubmarine defense as their primary
role. It is reported, too, that by 1970, about
50% of the U.S. Navy will consist of antisubma-
rine forces."13/

1968 - "...of the allocations earmarked for the /U.S./
Navy, one-third are devoted to the development
and construction of antisubmarine forces and
means. "30/

1969 - "In recent years, it should be noted, about
three billion dollars are spent yearly, just in
the budget of the /U.S./ Navy, for antisubmarine
forces and means."_6/
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1966-1971, 2 (c) - U.S. ASW FORCE LEVELS AND FORWARD
DEPLOYMENT/READINESS

1966 - "...the American naval command considers anti-
submarine submarines to be the most effective
antisubmarine forces. According to data in the
American press, by September 1966, the U.S. Navy
had 22 nuclear-powered antisubmarine submarines
(four non-series, six of the Skipjack Class,
four of the Skate Class, and eight of the
Thresher Class)."8/

1967 - "In contemporary conditions, assert the specia-
lists of many countries, a large complement of
antisubmarine forces and means are required for
antisubmarine warfare. A part of these can
Li.e., should/ be deployed ahead of time in the
regions of potential operation of enemy subma-
rines in order to carry out their timely detec-
tion, tracking, and destruction at the outset of
a war."12/

- "For operations against nuclear-powered sub-
marines, one cannot count on success employing
only a single type of force, such as just anti-
submarine submarines, or just aviation, or just
surface ships. In the opinion of the special-
ists of many countries, it is essential now to
employ all of the antisubmarine forces and means
in close cooperation...".12/

1968 - "There are eight antisubmarine aircraft carriers
in the complement of the U.S. Navy .... On each
such ship there are based... 20 antisubmarine
airplanes and 16 antisubmarine helicopters...
24/

- "The admirals of the U.S. and /other/ NATO
navies believe that antisubmarine warfare must
be conducted with those forces which the com-
mands would have at their disposal at the begin-
ning of a war. Accordingly, great attention is
being paid by the U.S. while still at peace to
the development of special antisubmarine
forces."10/

- "The Antisubmarine Forces formed in the Atlantic
and Pacific Fleets of the U.S. are equivalent to
operational fleets."30/
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-"An important role in the overall system for
opposing enemy submarines on the antisubmarine
barriers is assigned to the antisubmarine air-
craft-carrier hunter-killer group (APtJG) , which
is a well-developed form of organization for
heterogeneous antisubmarine forces ... According
to reports in the foreign press, an APUG usually
has one antisubmarine aircraft carrier and up to
nine destroyers and escort ships in its composi-
tion. At the present time, torpedo submarines,
including nuclear-powered ones, have begun to be
included in the aircraft-carrier hunter-killer
groups of the U.S. Navy.... .Group ALPHA, in par-
ticular, is intensively engaged in developing
the forms and methods for tactical cooperation
of the heterogeneous antisubmarine forces with
submarines. The main goal of these efforts is
to exploit the advantages of submarines .., to
increase the overall effectiveness of the whole
antisubmarine aircraft-carrier hunter-killer
group. "_9*/

-"The basic antisubmarine barriers have been
established already organizationally speaking
and are in operation with a limited composition
of antisubmarine forces. These, however, can be
built up quickly in accordance with the
situation.... The forces of the antisubmarine
zones (barriers) include a substantial number of
submarines in addition to the surface-ship
forces (frigates, destroyers, and destroyer
escorts) , the shore-based patrol airplanes (of
the ORION, NEPTUNE, and other types, and the
special aircraft-carrier hunter-killer groups
.... .According to the views of foreign specia-
lists, antisubmarine operations are character-
istically a war of attrition the outcome of
which is determined by the sum total of a whole
series of limited-scale combat encounters in
which the role of antisubmarine barriers will be
quite significant."30/

- "In mid-'68. ... the U.S. had 39 multipurpose sub-
marines... .which are mainly assigned for antisub-
marine warfare."34/

1969 - "Already in the ranks of the U.S. Navy are 36
nuclear-powered torpedo submarines: five non-
series, four of the Skate Class, five of the
Scorpion Class (the Thresher and Scorpion per-
ished) , 13 of the Permit Class, and nine of the
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Sturgeon Class. The non-series submarines an-
the Skate Class are considered obsolescent and
can carry out only limited missions. The im-
minent transfer of Triton to the reserves has
been announced."36/

- "The antisubmarine warfare forces of these /U.S.
Atlantic and Pacific/ fleets include... four
aircraft-carrier hunter-killer groups (with each
comprised of one antisubmarine aircraft carrier
with airplanes and helicopters of antisubmarine
defense and six-eight destroyers) and 15 squad-
rons of shore-based patrol airolanes. The basis
of the submarine antisubmarine forces consists
at the moment of diesel-powered torpedo subma-
rines (about RO units) but more than 30 nuclear-
powered submarines are included /alreadv/."40/

- "In the Atlantic, even in oeacetime, /NATO/
airplanes patrol systematically in the region
between Greenland, Iceland, England, and the
coast of Norway .... In the Pacific, comparable
patrolling by the shore-based air of the anti-
submarine defense is established in the region
from Kamchatka to the Philippine Islands."40/

1970 - "At the end of the 1965/66 fiscal year there
were nine antisubmarine aircraft carriers in the
ranks of the U.S. Navy. In 1966 their number
was reduced to eight (four each in the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans). This number of antisub-
marine aircraft carriers was cut back in the
1968/69 fiscal year as well."45/

- "In ordinary conditions, the air group of an
antisubmarine aircraft carrier includes...two
squadrons of deck-based antisubmarine Grumman
S-2D TRACKER airplanes with ten per squadron;
one squadron of 14-16 Sikorsky SH-3A or SH-3D
SEA KING antisubmarine helicopters; and a
detachment of four radar Picket airolanes of the
E-19 TRACER tvoe."45/

"For insuring the combat readiness of the anti-
submarine airplanes of shore-based aviation in
the Atlantic, airfields have been developed and
are already being used in Norway... Iceland...
Scotland.. .Newfoundland, Azores, and Spain. In
the press it has been reported that Norwegian,
American and Rritish antisubmarine airplanes are
stationed continuously at these bases ...During
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exercises of the combined naval forces of NATO
and in periods of international crises, the
number of American antisubmarine airplanes at
the airfields of Iceland and Norway usually
increase... "45/

- "The basic force of shore-based patrol (anti-
submarine) aviation is the wing. In the ranks
of the wing are included several patrol squad-
rons, each having 10-12 patrol airplanes.

"Lockheed P-3A 'ORION' and Lockheed P-2 'NEP-
TUNE' airplanes are included in the arsenals of
the 27 patrol (antisubmarine) squadrons..°".45/

- "In the order-of-battle of the U.S. Navy there
are already now /in early 1970/... 44 nuclear-
powered torpedo submarines of multipurpose des-
ignation."47/

- "There are now... five antisubmarine aircraft
carriers...in the U.S. Navy."51/

- "Aboard each antisubmarine aircraft carrier are
based an antisubmarine air group numbering about
50 airplanes and helicopters, including 20 anti-
submarine airplanes, 16 antisubmarine helicop-
ters... .5__/

- The Armed Forces of Capitalist States, a refer-
ence book edited by Major-General P.I. Sergeyev
that appeared on 27 October 1970, listed the
following forces which presumably would have ASW
as one of their primary assignments:

4 - Antisubmarine aircraft carriers
46 - nuclear-powered torpedo submarines
No frigates (not counting 28 SAM frigates)
140 - Destroyers (not counting 28 SAM DDs)
42 - Destroyer escorts (not counting 6 SAM

DEs) .53/

- The Officers' Handbook, which was compiled by
Reserve Major-General S.N. Kozlov and appeared
on 27 November 1970, listed nine CVSs, five in
the Atlantic Fleet and four in the Pacific, with
only one of the nine forward deployed (to the
7th Fleet in the Western Pacific)._5_/
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1971 - The Handbook of Foreign Navies listed nine CVSs
in the order-of-battle of the U.S. Navy in early
1971. Four of the nine were reported to have
undergone FRAM-II modernization.57/
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1966-1971, 2 (d) - MISSION-COMPLETION CAPABILITIES OF

SOVIET SSBNs

1967 - "Nuclear-powered submarines, which possess high
cruising speed, good maneuvering qualities, and
the capability of operating at great depths, can
successfully penetrate antisubmarine screens.
"14/

/Nuclear-powered Soviet/ submarines are capable
of remaining in any area of the World Ocean for
an extended time and of delivering powerful
strikes on land objectives while submerged ....

"The striking power and cruising range and en-
durance /of nuclear-powered submarines/ have
increased, their speed has grown...which enables
them to remain for prolonged periods in those

regions of the oceans where it is required to
protect the state interests of the Soviet
Union...".18i

- "The most important characteristics which a
submarine must have are great endurance, high
speed, the capability to fire missiles while
submerged, a reasonably large supply of missiles
and torpedoes, a high capability for self-
concealment and particularly great depth and
rapidity of submergence, and the capability to
remain submerged for extended periods of time.
These characteristics enable the /Soviet/ Sub-
marine Force to make nuclear-missile strikes
against shore objectives...".19/

1968 - "Great attention is being paid at present to
working out joint operations of submarines and

antisubmarine aviation for opposing the sub-
marine forces of the 'enemy'. In particular,
the /1967/ summer exercise of the combined
navies of NATO, QUICK PURSUIT, which was con-
ducted in the region between Norway and Iceland
to the north of the Faeroe Islands, was dedi-
cated to this end. Submarines and patrol air-
planes of the navies of the U.S., Great Britain,
France, Canada, Norway, and The Netherlands
participated in the exercise. The organization
of cooperation /between VP and SSNs/ was the
most important stage of Exercise QUICK PURSUIT
... In the course of such /antisubmarine/ exer-

cises, submarines equipped with the AN/BQQ-2
sonar gear reportedly detected the submarine
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'enemy' with sufficient reliability throughout a
60-mile search zone of the antisubmarine bar-
rier."30/

- "A particularly valuable quality of nuclear-
powered submarines is their great mobility --
which enables them to rapidly carry out covert
transits to the combat patrol areas and remain
in these areas for the great part of their time
at sea.... Taking advantage of their high quali-
ties, nuclear-powered submarines can penetrate
successfully into regions defended strongly by
an enemy, can successfully force straits and
narrows, and penetrate enemy antisubmarine bar-
riers."35/

196q - "Submarines possess the greatest self-reliance,
so additional forces do not have to be provided
for their orotection."42/

170 - "In the opinion of foreign soecialists, the...
qualities of nuclear-powered submarines have
radically increased their capabilities for
operating covertly and substantially facilitate
their escaping detection and destruction bv
aviation means."45/

- "Many military specialists consider that even
under conditions of strong antisubmarine
defense, the reconnaissance activities of sub-
marines along the shore /of the opponent/ would
be sufficiently effective. They consider it
expedient to uge antisubmarine submarines first
of all for reconnaissance of an opponent's sub-
marine bases, that is, in the regions dangerous
for operations by surface shios and
aviation."46/

- "...missile submarines are difficult to detect
while in the ocean.. ./thev/ can approach near to
their objective coverTly.r47/

- "Nuclear-powered Soviet submarines have fre-
Quently been in the central part of the ?rtic
Basin. But even earlier our diesel submarines
made under-ice cruises. Durinq the Great
Patriotic War, they aporoached close to the
combatant ships of the enemy while under the ice
cover and sank them."47/
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- "Our cruiser submarines are capable of carrying
out long cruises of many months' duration and in
submerged condition without /ever/ surfacing.
While remaining in submerged condition thousands
of kilometers from their targets and being virt-
ually invulnerable, such warships can deliver
devastating nuclear-missile strikes on enemy
objectives."49/

- "...nuclear-powered missile submarines are con-
sidered to most fully satisfy the requirement
for invulnerability, possessing covertness of
operation and staying power in the missile
launch regions."50/
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1966-1971, 3 (a) - SOSUS (PLUS ANY COMPATIBLE MOBILE/
PORTABLE SUBSYSTEMS

1966 - "In the U.S. a potential deep-water system for
the long-range surveillance /of submarines/ is
being developed. The overall program is code
name TRIDENT and has three main parts: ARTEMIS,
CAESAR, and COLOSSUS. TRIDENT provides for the
development of a system Lcapable of/ insuring
the underwater surveillance of large regions and
detection of fast nuclear-powered submarines.
In these systems, the Americans plan to employ
new passive means for detection of the fast-
moving submarines and active means for the low-
noise, deep-running submarines.

"The scope of experimental work which has the
aim of developing effective means for search,
detection, and identification of submarines is
being broadened...

"In the opinion of naval specialists, the
problem of the detection and identification of
submarines remains a serious one...and they are
forced to acknowledge that right now, in spite
of the significant outlays of material means and
efforts, the U.S. Navy does not have at its
disposal effective antisubmarine defense
means."8/

- "American specialists believe that by 1975 the
U.S. Navy will have non-acoustic means of detec-
tion, classification, and fixing the position of
submarines. Until that time, hydrophones will
remain the basic means. It is this fact that
explains the heightened interest in hydroacous-
tic technology on the part of the U.S. Navy
Command."8/

1967 - "The weapons possessed by modern antisubmarine
forces permit the reliable destruction of sub-
marines at great depths. However, the.. .cap-
abilities of existing hydrophones and sonobuoys
do not provide the necessary range of detection
of underwater targets .... Consequently, military
specialists abroad are turning increasingly to
non-acoustic means of search."12/

- "As to practical measures for the timely /i.e.,
peacetime/ preparation of antisubmarine bar-
riers, the Anglo-American command is paying
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primary attention to strengthening the barrier
in the North Atlantic. For equipping this bar-
rier, which is 2,500 miles in length and 50 to
100 miles in depth, it is planned to use mine-
fields, automatic hydrophones which signal the
appearance of a submarine, and other stationary
means. It is proposed to olace the automatic
hvdroohones at 50-mile intervals and also to use
the FISH-2 active, deepwater buovs (CAESAR and
ARTEMIS).

"The American command, in trying to :ake into
serious account the capabilities of nuclear-
powered missile submarines for retaliatory
strikes with nuclear missiles, is currently
developing a major system of offshore antisub-
marine defense of the U.S. continent in a depth
of up to 600 miles...".13__

- "Prior to the advent of nuclear-powered sub-
marines in the Soviet Navy, the U.S. Navy was
assigned the mission of completely preventing
our submarines from reaching the oceans by
destroying them in their bases and at the outset
of their deployments. In recent years, such a
mission has been acknowledged to be unrealistic.
While not fully giving up the mission of
destroying our submarines at their bases and
while sortieing from them, the Americans have
begun to develoo deeplv echeloned antisubmarine
barriers on the probable routes of our subma-
rines .... Considerable aitisubmarine forces and
means have been levelooed by the Americans; they
include systems of hvdroohones which constitute
the basis of the /g. ./ antisubmarine Iefrn!e
7one..

- "The former /Soviet/ coastal ivstem of anti-
submarine defense now would be ineffective
against missile submarines. Por successful
combat aqainst them, it is essential to have a
reliable system of surveillance which insures
the timely aetection of enemy submarines,
especially the missile submarines, and which
insures the exact determination of the coordi-
nates of their position and the vectoring
against them of the active means of combat."19/

1968 - "For combat with submarines, major operational
antisubmarine forces have been established in
the Atlantic and Pacific theaters by the U.S.
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Navy. Working out the tasks for combat with
submarines predominates in the combat training
of the naval forces of the NATO countries."24/

"One should not fail to note that some of the
authoritative individuals in the West do not
share the view of the proponents of excessive
praise of submarines who assert that submarines
are the most effective type of force for anti-
submarine warfare and who justify this by asser-
ting that during an armed engagement the subma-
rines are operating in one and the same medium
and /consequently/ the chances /of the opposing
side_/ are equal.

"Thus, for example, the command of the Canadian
Navy has come out against the use of submarines
for the purpose of antisubmarine combat barring
dire necessity because it is considered an un-
warranted expenditure of forces. It believes
that...the losses of its own submarines would be

equal to the number of enemy submarines destroy-
ed. Based on the experience of NATO antisubma-
rine exercises.. .the command of the Canadian

Navy came to the conclusion that the antisubma-
rine forces should consist only of surface
ships, long-range oatrol airplanes, fast jet
airplanes, and helicopters. The U.S. Navy is
carrying out a number of large-scale measures
intended to ir'rease the effectiveness of the
develonment and emolovment of antisubmarine
forces and means. The measures include... the
infrastructuring of sea and oceanic theaters for
antisubmarine defense /for/... imoroved means for
the search, classification, and ilentification
of submarines."30/

- "The existence of reliable, widely-deployed

system of warning of the aopearance of subma-
rines in a given theater is considered /by the
U.S. Nave/ to be the most important factor
determining the success of the struggle with

submarines. The U.S. program for the develop-
ment of stationary, long-range detection systems
which will insure the detection of submarines in

vast regions has been given the code name
TRIDENT. Thus, the modernization of the anti-
submarine forces and means are proceeding along
the following lines:...the development of sta-

tionary hydroacoustic systems for the long-range
detection of submarines in offshore regions and
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in forward oceanic regions .... In conclusion, it
should be noted that, in spite of the great
attention accorded /to ASW/ by the American
/naval/ command, the problem of antisubmarine
defense remains unresolved at this time. The
problem of search, detection and identification
of submarine targets, without the resolution of
which other achievements in antisubmarine
defense lose meaning, are still considered es-
pecially difficult."33/

- "...modern submarines have such advantages as
the capability to operate for prolonged periods
under a great blanket of water which protects
them from the means of detection and from the
powerful modern means of destruction.. .a
nuclear-powered submarine, being equipped with
modern sonar.. .and being submerged, can detect a
surface ship before the latter can detect the
submarine .... Nuclear-powered submarines, due to
their high mobility, excellent covertness, and
unlimited cruising range, have spread the threat
of the delivery of strategic strikes over the
whole World Ocean."35/

1969 - "In evaluating the combat capability of modern
submarines, the Americans acknowledge the real
likelihood of their breaking out into the
oceans, including into the oceanic approaches to
the /American/ continent. Consequently, they
accord an important place in the overall system
of antisubmarine measures to the organization of
coastal zones of antisubmarine defense. These
zones are equipped with stationary means of
long-range detection of submarines...".40__

1970 - "In the opinion of U.S. specialists, the most
important mission for torpedo submarines, pri-
marily nuclear-powered ones, is combat with the
nuclear-powered missile submarines of an oppo-
nent. The main struggle will develop, in their
opinion, on the approaches to bases, in the
regions of combat patrolling, and on what are
called the antisubmarine barriers that are
established on the probable routes of transit of
submarines and in navigational narrows. Avia-
tion, surface ships and, if possible, emplaced
mines and hydrophones, will have to be
employed."47/

- "Numerous articles in the foreign press attest
to the fact that the U.S. Naval Command is
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paying great attention to the development of
existing, and to the development of new, posi-
tional means for the detection of submarines...
The development of hydrophones in the past
decade has served as a substantial stimulus to
the development of /such/ positional means.
Thus, it is known that work is being carried out
on the TRIDENT program in the U.S. in recent
years, including on the subsystems CAESAR,
COLOSSUS, ARTEMIS and others. Great sums are
being invested in this program: 20 million
dollars in 1965, 22 million in 1967, and about
the same amount is planned for 1970.

"American specialists who have worked out the
so-called concept of 'balanced antisubmarine
forces' assign a significant role in them to the
positional means of detection of submarines. At
the same time, they acknowledge the shortcomings
inherent in these means: the capability only to
detect but not to destroy the enemy, the low
accuracy of fixing positions of submarines, the
limited effectiveness of the application of
antisubmarine weapons /due to lack of real-time
data?/, and the immobTle nature of the device
which precludes changing its location when con-
ditions change.

"From information in the foreign press, one may
conclude that modern positional means are
employed for: the detection of submarines dur-
ing their penetration of the very extended anti-
submarine barriers, the surveillance of subma-
rines in the continuous zones extending out for
considerable distances from the /U.S./ coasts,
and detection of the submarine enemy... in close
to their shores, on the approaches to bases,
etc. "44/

- "The Officers' Handbook, which was published in
the "Officers' Library" series for use by of-
ficers of all of the Soviet Armed Forces, des-
cribed the U.S. Navy at considerable length,
including a comment on its hydroacoustic gear,
but gave its readers no inkling of the existence
of the SOSUS system."55/

"...the command of the navies of the U.S.A. and
England and of NATO on the whole are striving
for the creation of well-balanced antisubmarine
forces, which should include: a global system
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of stationary means of detection and identifica-
tion of submarines, antisubmarine aviation,
antisubmarine surface ships and antisubmarine
submarines ....

- ... in order to fight confidently against
nuclear-powered missile submarines operating at
various depths, means are needed which are cap-
able of round-the-clock monitoring of the depths
of many regions of the world ocean amounting to
millions of cubic kilometers and of surveilling
all regions from which submarines can inflict
their missile strikes....

"An antisubmarine barrier, according to the
views of American naval specialists, is a system
of stationary systems and mobile means of detec-
tion and classification of submarine targets,
and also of groups of mobile forces which are at
the necessary level of combat readiness, capable
of establishing and maintaining contact with an
identified submarine and, if necessary, of
destroying it within the limits of the defended
zone.... .The development of antisubmarine bar-
riers is planned by the naval command of the
U.S.A., and at the present time are conducting
their expedited installation in all of the exits
from the Arctic Ocean, the Barents and other
polar seas through the narrows into the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans. Special attention is being
given to the development of antisubmarine bar-
riers on the exits into the northern part of the
Atlantic Ocean, through which lie the basic
routes between the U.S. and its NATO allies.
Most important, in the opinion of the Americans,
is the Central-European theater of military
act ion....

"The Eastern Barrier -- lies between northern
Norway and the Spitzbergen Archipelago. On this
antisubmarine barrier, the U.S. Naval Command
expects to oppose submarines by mobile forces:
shore-based antisubmarine airplanes and antisub-
marine submarines. It is considered that the
installation of positional means for the de-
struction of submarines on this barrier would be
complicated due to the difficult hydrometero-
logical conditions. /However, it appears that
the possibility of emp loying stationary means of
detection of submarines on the Eastern Barrier/
is not excluded ....
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"The main or, as it is often called in the
press, the Western Antisubmarine Barrier -- is
established along the lines of Greenland -
Iceland - Faeroes and Shetland Islands -

southwestern coast of Norway. Precisely on this
barrier it is proposed to develop the strongest
opposition to the exiting of Soviet submarines
into the Atlantic. The American specialists
believe that the great depths in the region of
this barrier, which vary from 200 up to 1,000
meters, and also the high-tide and low-tide
currents, which reach 7 knots at the full and
new moons, exclude the possibility for extensive
application of all the systems of antisubmarine
positional means of detection and make more
difficult the establishment of uninterrupted
minefields ....

"The Coastal Antisubmarine Zone -- It is planned
to protect the distant approaches to the
American continent from the side of the Atlantic
ocean from submarines with constantly patrolling
antisubmarine airplanes and escort ships carry-
ing helicopters, on a line from the island of
Newfoundland to the Straits of Gibraltar.

"This matter of organizing the struggle with the
missile-carrying submarines of the enemy direct-
ly on the close approaches to the Atlantic coast
of the U.S. is of special concern to the
American military command. According to reports
in the foreign press, a coastal 'antisubmarine
zone' with a depth of up to 600 miles is being
established here ...

"In evaluating the prospective capabilities of
nuclear-powered missile-carrying submarines,
naval specialists of the U.S. are convinced that
the 600-mile depth of the antisubmarine zone
along the east and west coasts of the U.S.A. is
obviously inadequate.

"In order to make the combat operations of the
missile submarines of the enemy more difficult,
the U.S. Naval Command is increasing the depth
of the coastal antisubmarine barriers by devel-
oping special systems of long-range detection
and classification of submarine targets.

"As has been reported in the foreign press,
since 1959 the American Naval Command .... has
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turned to the development of a special system of
hydroacoustic and computer equipment known under
the name of Project ARTEMIS. It is olanned that
the ARTEMIS subsystem will be used in
conjunction with the /alread_/ operational
CAESAR subsystem, with the hydrometeorological
vessels of NATO and with ships located on the
antisubmarine barriers.

"American soecialists in antisubmarine warfare
are convinced that with the final entry into the
ranks of the ARTEMIS system, a fully modern
system will have been develooel for the detec-
tion of submarines, for tracking them, and for
vectoring of antisubmarine aviation and other
mobile antisubmarine forces to them, and for the
coordination of their actions on the antisubma-
rine barriers in the entire North Atlantic...

"Antisubmarine struggle in the Straits Zone --

The U.S. and its NATO allies accord an important
place to the organization of antisubmarine bar-
riers in the zones of the Baltic and Black Sea
Straits for opposing the breakthrough of enemy
submarines from the Black into the Mediterranean
Sea, and from the Baltic into the North Sea and
then into the zone of the English Channel and on
into the Atlantic.

"The potential for the installation in the
Straits of Denmark and in the narrows between
Iceland and the Faeroe Islands of systems of
long-range submarine detection is being studied
by the American and English naval commands,
which in their ooinion, would increase the cao-
abilities for the emoloyment of antisubmarine
aviation.

"'he equiooing of the Baltic and Black Sea
Straits for antisubmarine warfare and the main-
taining there of an operational regime which
would preclude the passage of submarines is
being laid by the American command on the naval
forces of the NATO countries which are close to
the zones: Great Britain, the Federal Republic
of Germany, Denmark, Norway, The Netherlands,
Turkey and Greece. Along with the employment of
positional antisubmarine means and antisubmarine
ships, it is proposed to use here antisubmarine
aviation, and above all, helicopters.
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"Antisubmarine struggle in the Pacific theater
of military action -- In recent years, the
Pentagon is giving ever more attention to the
development of antisubmarine barriers and zones
in the Pacific theater. The efforts of the U.S.
Naval Command in the Pacific Ocean are directed
above all toward the development of effective
stationary systems of long-range detection,
classification of submarine targets and the
tracking of them. This, in the opinion of Amer-
ican specialists in antisubmarine warfare, would
significantly heighten the possibilities of
employing shore-based antisubmarine aviation.

"As is known from reports in the foreign press,
the U.S. Navy plans to develop in the Pacific
Ocean a system of long-range detection of subma-
rines similar to the 'Norad' system of anti-air
defense. The purpose of the system of long-
range detection is to provide a real-time pre-
sentation of the situation in the Pacific by
integrating the collection and processing of all
incoming information on the location and move-
ments of enemy submarines.

"According to reports in the American press, the
surveillance of submarines within the confines
of the Pacific theater is organized in three
basic zones: in the forward zone of antisub-
marine struggle, in the zone between the Hawai-
ian and Aleutian Islands and in the zone of
antisubmarine struggle off the Pacific Coast.

"The U.S. Naval Command is giving a maximum of
attention to the development of an antisubmarine
barrier between the Hawaiian and Aleutian
Islands. It is precisely on this barrier, with
a depth of 350-500 miles, perpendicular to an
axis of search from the island of Oahu, to
Midway Island and on the Dutch Harbor, according
to the views of the Americans, where it is
necessary to mount effective opposition to enemy
submarines. Specialists of the U.S. Navy believe
that this barrier should permit increasing the
depth of /the antisubmarine defense of/ the
approaches to the Pacific Coast of North America
by 1,500 miles. Antisubmarine airplanes already
are patrolling here, operating from the island
airfields and ships of the antisubmarine forces
of the Hawaiian naval district.
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"For antisubmarine warfare on the approaches to
the Pacific Coast of the U.S.A., it is planned
to develop a deeply echeloned antisubmarine
barrier with a depth of up to 600 miles. The
means of the system of long-range detection
envisaged by Project ARTEMIS will be employed
for the detection and identification of subma-
rines ...

"Arctic Region -- According to numerous state-
ments of American military specialists, the
Arctic, in a future war, is viewed by the Pen-
tagon as one of the important theaters of mili-
tary actions.

"The leadership of the U.S. Navy views the Arc-
tic, along with the seas adjacent to it, as one
of the regions where the operations of the Amer-
ican Navy against Soviet submarines would be
conducted for the prevention of their exit into
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans through the
passage between Northern Norway and the Canadian
archipelago....

"A number of measures for the operational infra-
structuring of the region have already been
carried out, including some for antisubmarine
warfare. The U.S. has developed a considerable
number of airfields in the northern regions of
Canada....

"In the leading naval circles of the U.S. and
NATO it is considered that /sometime / in the
1970s new airborne instruments and coiibat means
for the search and detection of submerged subma-
rines, when employed in cooperation with new
stationary means of submarine barriers, will
provide considerable range of detection, a high
level of reliability for the identification of
submarine targets, and sufficient accuracy for
the determination of their location and move-
ments. "45/

"The capabilities of antisubmarine aviation in
cooperation with stationary means of detection.
installed close to the shore or in straits or
narrows are increasing even more. With their
help / i.e., of stationary means/ airplanes can
reach the area of detection more quickly than
other forces and start to track the sub-
marime. "50/
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- "Specialists believe that the maximum increase
in the effectiveness of antisubmarine aviation
is directly dependent on the possibilities for
increasing the effective ranqe of the existing
means of detection and the develooment of new
ones capable of detecting submarines at great
distances and at submergence depths right up to
the greatest ones. The extensive use of such
stationary means of surveillance of the under-
water situation as hydrophone grids and heavy
buoys with hydroacoustic and other detection
means installed on them will largely decide the
fate of antisubmarine warfare. Stationary means
can detect submarines at distances of over 100
miles.. .These detection means, being the source
of the initial contacts on submarines, facili-
tate the vectoring to them of antisubmarine
ships and aircraft ....

"/Antisubmarine warfare/ has come to be viewed
as a basic component of war at sea as a whole.
It is believed that victory in it will be gained
by he who continuously knows the location of the
submarines of the enemy side and has at his dis-
posal adequate means for their destruction."52/

1971 - The Handbook on Foreign Navies, although pri-
marilv a Soviet Janes Fighting Ships for the
non-Communist world, orovided a sufficiently
lengthy and comprehensive descriotion of "the
forces and means" of the U.S. Navv in the ore-
face that the lack of any mention of SOSUS could
only have been deliberate. This was particular-
ly the case in one passage which stated that the
U.S. was 'conducting work on a broad scale for
the modernization of existing, and the develop- i
ment of new, means for the detection and
destruction of submarines'."57/
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1966-1971, 3 (b) - SHORE-BASED VP AIRPLANES (PLUS
SATELLITES)

1966 - "The main shore-based airplane of antisubmarine
aviation /in the U.S./ is the P-3A ORION."8/

- "A great deal of attention is being given in the
U.S. to the development of new aviation non-
acoustic means. Included are equipments which
register radioactive wakes of nuclear-powered
submarines, infrared radiations, biological and
technological waste thrown off to the surface,
changes of the character of the waves caused by
a submarine, and others...".ll/

1968 - "Among antisubmarine patrol aircraft, the Amer-
ican P-3A ORION holds the greatest interest..."
.24/

- "...the improvement of the antisubmarine forces
and means of the U.S. Navy is taking the follow-
ing directions .... the reequipping of shore-based
patrol aviation with ORION airplanes which have

better flight characteristics and improved sys-
tems for submarine detection and destruction as
compared to other airplanes of this kind /in-
cludinj/ acoustic and non-acoustic means of
detection of submarines...".33/

1969 - "The Americans are placing particular hope on
the use of laser instruments for this goal /of
antisubmarine aviation/ -- but the work remains
in the experimental stage up to this time.
Although...the beam of a laser can penetrate
into the /water/ depths up to 200 meters, many
American specialists express doubt as to the
suitability of the use of such an instrument for
the purpose of submarine search since it insures
only pinpoint surveillance and scarcely can
rival even the magnetic detectors with a sur-
veillance-belt width of 200 meters.

"On the whole, according to views existing
abroad, the prospects for improved antisubmarine
aviation... are continuing to improve noticeably.

"In the development of antisubmarine aviation
abroad, the striving for the development of
multipurpose airplanes which would be capable of
carrying out both the search and destruction of
submarines has been clearly evident in recent
years. "3_7/
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- "In the U.S. recently intensive research has
been carried out aimed at developing aviation
equipment... for detecting submarines at great
depths .... The American command is not limiting
itself to the development of just aviation
equipment for antisubmarine warfare. Extensive
work is Lals2/ being conducted for development
of space systems for antis 7___/

1970 - "The military circles of the imperialist
states -- and of the U.S. primarily -- are
entertaining great hopes for antisubmarine avia-
tion equipped under the A-NEW program. However,
in the opinion of foreign specialists, the A-NEWsystem will not be able to fundamentally solve

the critical problem of the initial search for
modern submarines...since all the sub-systems
involved have limited search capabilities..."
.45/

"The prototype of the A-NEW equipment has al-
ready been developed and has undergone a series
of laboratory tests. The results of the experi-
ments with the prototype by a composite automat-
ed system for the collection and evaluation of
information received from the detection gear on
an antisubmarine airplane were considered to be
satisfactory, although there were shortcomings
in the design...".45/

- "The Lockheed P-3A ORION and the Lockheed
NEPTUNE airplanes are included in.. ./U.S. NavZ/
patrol squadrons. In the future, it is planned,
these airplanes will be replaced by Lockheed
P-3C ORION airplanes."45/

- "In foreign navies, the question of the utiliza-
tion of artificial Earth satellites for the goal
of antisubmarine warfare is being studied per-
sistently. Foreign specialists believe that
from satellites and from manned space stations,
with the aid of special equipment, it is poss-
ible to directly surveil the surface of the
oceans for the detection of submarines in a
submerged state. In the U.S. a special Project
287 has been adopted under which a manned space
laboratory is beinq developed that is intended
specifically for.. .antisubmarine warfare.

"Foreign specialists see the widest utilization
of satellites for antisubmarine warfare in their
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application for the picking up and relaying of
information from a global system of powerful
sonobuoys, which can be deployed in a particular
pattern in the ocean in the zones of the prob-
able appearance of the submarines of an enemy...

"As the latest reports of the foreign press
attest, scientific-research and experimental
work is being carried out at a forced pace on
the integrated utilization of aviation and
outer-space means in the interests of antisubma-
rine warfare. Study has already begun of the
potential for the utilization of artificial
Earth satellites for relaying information on the
underwater situation taken from sonobuoys placed
by aviation or ships in the regions of the most
probable appearance of the submarines of the
enemy."45/

- VP aircraft were not even mentioned in an
article on U.S. naval development: "The deve-
lopment of antisubmarine and patrol-escort
forces is constantly at the center of the atten-
tion of the American command. Torpedo subma-
rines, anti-submarine aircraft carriers, fri-
gates, destroyers and escort ships are their
basis."51/

- "Specialists believe that a further increase in
the effectiveness of antisubmarine aviation is
wholly dependent on the possibilities for in-
creasing the detection ranges of existing detec-
tion equipment and 'developing new ones capable
of detecting submarines at long range and at
diving depths right up to the maximum."52/
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1966-1971, 3 (c) - SSNs (PLUS SUBROC)

1966 - "The Americans consider it a requirement to have
64 series-construction nuclear-powered torpedo
submarines .... In the 1966/67 fiscal year, the
construction of five torpedo submarines is plan-
ned and, in the coming years, six. However, the
possibility of increasing the construction pro-
gram for /these torpedo attack/ submarines is
not exclud-ed. It is /also/ intended to modern-
ize the nuclear-powerid /Torpedo-attack/ subma-
rines of earlier construction."I/

- "In/ the program for 1965/66...it is planned to
construct six nuclear-powered antisubmarine
submarines .... The largest number of submarines
(four units) were commissioned in 1964. From
1965, the rate of construction of this type
decreased somewhat in connection with the in-
crease in construction time. After the loss of
Thresher the Americans decided to introduce
several structural changes on the other subma-
rines under construction in order to improve
their survivability."8/

1967 - "Nuclear-powered multipurpose submarines are
considered /by the U.S./ as one of the most
important components of the antisubmarine
forces. Their numbers, after a two-year period
of pause caused by the Thresher catastrophe,
have started again to grow rapidly."15/

- "The rate of construction in the U.S. of multi-
purpose nuclear-powered submarines armed with
torpedoes and antisubmarine missiles with nu-
clear charges has slowed down.. .While five or
six such submarines were laid down in the recent
past, this figure was cut back for the first
time in the last fiscal year to three subma-
rines. It has been reported that it will remain
at the same level for the coming fiscal year
also. However, this slowing of the rate of
construction is.. .temporary... explained by an
increase in aircraft-carrier construction..."20/

1968 - "... in carrying out the policy of the arms race,
the U.S. imperialists have been constructing
warships and auxiliary ships on a considerable
scale. Just for the shipbuilding program for
1966/68, there is planned the construction of 34
and refit of 21 combatant and auxiliary ships...
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including three multipurpose nuclear-powered
submarines...".23__/

- "The American command considers nuclear-powered
torpedo submarines to be the most important
antisubmarine means and, consequently, pays
great attention to the construction of this
type. It is planned to have over 60 nuclear-
powered torpedo submarines in the U.S. Navy by
1970."24/

- U.S. submarine designers were reported to be
striving for the following improvements in SSNs:
"decreasing submarine noise, increasing the
depth of submergence, developing new material
for stronger hulls, developing new torpedoes and
guided-missile weapons, and modernizing sonar
and navigation equipment."26/

-- "At the present time, in the opinion of foreign
specialists, submarines themselves, and nuclear-
powered ones in the first place, are one of the
most promising means of antisubmarine warfare.
This is based on the facts that submarines, in
comparison with surface ships, possess unlimited
cruising range, independent of the roughness of
the sea and weather conditions for operating
sonar gear, and are capable of carrying out
combat in enemy waters where the operation of
other antisubmarine forces is excluded. Sub-
marines also have the capability to attack enemy

submarines covertly, exploiting their ability to
cruise 'iuietly and employ /passive/ sound-
listening gear...Preference is given to nuclear-
powered submarines /over diesel-powered ones/.
Great diving depth, the newest sonar search
gear, and modern antisubmarine weapons enable
these ships to combat enemy submarines effec-
tively. Nuclear-powered submarines with torpedo
and missile weapons obviously will become the
main antisubmarine forces in the long haul.
Consequently, their development is being accord-
ed great attention, especially in the U.S.".30/

- "American naval specialists hold that under
contemporary conditions nuclear-powered subma-
rines are one of the effective means for the
search and destruction of enemy submarines. They
have great advantages over antisubmaz.ine surface
ships and aviation in operations against fast
submarines operating at great depths."33/
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- "... the improvement of the antisubmarine forces
and means of the U.S. Navy is proceeding along
the following lines.., the construction of new
nuclear-powered antisubmarine submarines that
are equipped with new sonar and weapons of long I
range. Great significance is accorded to reduc-
ing the noise level of /these/ submarines."33/

- "In accordance with the warship construction
program adopted in the U.S., there are 29 multi-
purpose submarines under construction or planned
for construction...From 1960 up to the present,
the period is typified by the series construc-
tion of multipurpose nuclear-powered submarines
of the Skipjack class. The /subsequent/ Thresh-
er and Sturgeon classes are distinguished from
S-kipjack by having greater submergence depth, a
new sonar system, and better habitability.

"The loss in 1963 of the newest nuclear-powered
submarine Thresher -- lead ship of the series --
revealed substantial shortcomings in the design
and construction of U.S. submarines .... However,
these /corrective/ measures failed to insure
adequat-e reliability for American nuclear-
powered submarines inasmuch as another one...
the Scorpion, this time of the Skipjack Class...
perished during an Atlantic crossing in March
1968."34/

"It is noted that the construction rate of
/U.S./ multipurpose submarines has been
slowed.. .While five to six were being built
recently, in the fiscal year 1968, funds were
appropriated only for three such ships. How-
ever, it is considered that this reduction... is
only temporary. This is explained primarily by
the increase in expenditures for aircraft car-
riers, landing ships...needed by the Pentagon
for the war in Vietnam.

"The start of the development is reported on a
project for a multipurpose submarine for 'tomor-
row' which will have greater submergence depth
and speed but, primarily, will have a reduced
noise level...It is entirely probable that it
will reach a maximum tonnage of 5,000... sub-
merged speed of 45-55 km/hr.. .and submergence
depth of 500 to 600 meters...
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"The extensive /U.S./ construction of missile
and multipurpose nuclear-powered submarines ...
forces our country to take all necessary mea-
sures for the further strengthening of the
defense capabilities of the Soviet Navy.

"It is difficult to say at the present time just
when the problem of developing attack submarines
with depths up to 5,000 meters will be solved.
Right now the U.S. considers that the attack
submarines of the next decade with ... steel
hulls ... will be able to submerge to depths of
1,200 meters."34/

1969 -"Up to the present time the construction of 69
nuclear-powered submarines (the Thresher and
Scorpion perished), of which 36 are already
operational, have been financed by the long-
range programs which have been adopted: five
non-series, four of the Skate Class, five of the
Scorpion Class, 13 of the Permit Class, and nine
of the Sturgeon Class ...

"It should be noted that ... the construction of
nuclear-powered torpedo submarines has not kept
pace with the intended schedule and that so far
their delivery is proceeding with a considerable
lag. This is explained primarily by the imper-
fection of their construction and equipment. It -

became necessary to introduce substantial
changes in the design of the submarines in the
course of their construction to increase their
reliability, maneuverability, and seaworthiness.

"According to press information, in the U.S. the
possibilities for developing nuclear-powered
submarines with higher submerged cruising speed,
greater diving depths, and less noise are being
intensively studied.

"In accordance with the plan adopted for the
construction of nuclear-powered torpedo sub-
marines, they are limited to 60 units (not
counting five non-series and four of the Skate
Class). But this decision of the Defense De-
partment was given a hostile reception by mili-
taristic, reactionary circles in the U.S., in-
cluding by the admirals, who... consider it
necessary to increase the number of such sub-
marines from 100 to 110 .... It may be surmised
that the 'hawks' will gain the upper hand this
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time as usual and that the program for the con-
struction of nuclear-powered torpedo submarines
will be increased."36/

- "In the U.S., according to press information,
intensive studies are being made of the pros-
pects for the development of nuclear-powered
submarines with higher submerged cruising
speeds, greater diving depths, and less
noise."36/

- "The Americans consider antisubmarine subma-
rines, in particular the nuclear-powered ones,
to be the most effective force for the search
and destruction of submarines inasmuch as they
have considerable advantages over surface ships
and aviation in operations against fast sub-
marines operating at great depths."40/

- "Antisubmarine submarines usually patrol in the
forward regions on the probable routes of tran-
sit of enemy submarines. It is believed that in
the regions of combat operations the enemy will
be forced to proceed at high speed and that this
will inevitably affect his covertness adversely
(due to the high level of self-generated
noise). As a consequence, the Americans have
reached the conclusion that not only nuclear-
powered but diesel submarines too can be used
for antisubmarine warfare."40_/

1970 - "On American shipbuilding ways, 29 multipurpose
submarines are under construction."47/

- "It is planned to construct a total of 70 of
these /multipurpose/ submarines of this type (in
addition to the non-series units). Over 55 of
these will be of the Sturgeon Class /that is, 22
more/. It should be noted that the 7U.S./ naval
command is achieving the realization of the plan
for the construction of 100-110 units ....

"At the present time, the Americans are conduct-
ing extensive research on the preparations for
construction of submarines of a new genera-
tion. With this goal in mind...the experimental
deep-diving diesel submarine Dolphin has been
developed.... In the near future it is intended
to build a nuclear-powered torpedo submarine of
a fundamentally new type (the CONFORM Pro-
ject). All of this confirms the intentions of
the Americans to prepare a new program for
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construction of more modern submarines.
However, according to the estimates of
specialists, the serial construction and
commissioning in the /U.S./ Navy of these new-
generation nuclear-powered torpedo submarines
cannot be expected before the mid-'70s.

"Simultaneously, development has been undertaken
of more modern means for the detection and de-
struction of submarines -- in particular, the
possibilities /are being investigated/ of devel-
oping a new /submarine-launchable/ antisubmarine
missile system STAM (Submarine Tactical Air
Missile) which, according to the plan, should be
superior to the existing SUBROC system.

"According to information in the foreign press,
the /U.S./ shipbuilding program for 1970/71
provi-des for the construction of three nuclear-
powered submarines of the new generation of the
SSN-688 /Los Angeles/ Class... 51/

- "Among the nuclear-powered torpedo submarines in
the active /U.S./ fleet are five non-series,
nine of the small-series Skate and Skipjack
Classes and the remainder, which have been built
in the past decade and are sufficiently modern,
include 13 of the Permit Class and 22 of the
superior Sturgeon Class .... The submarines of the
Permit and Sturgeon Classes are armed with
SUBROC missile systems and antisubmarine torpe-
does. "51/

- "The leading place in combat against the subma-
rine threat is shifting steadily from surface
ships and aviation to antisubmarine subma-
rines. This process may be observed even in the
matter of the multipurpose submarines of the
U.S. The American command, in particular,
believes that multipurpose nuclear-powered sub-
marines correspond in the highest degree to the
tasks for antisubmarine warfare at sea."52/

- "In the development of new multipurpose sub-
marines /in the U.S.! and the modernization of
those already in commission, the main attention
is being paid to the lowering of their noise
level, and to increasing their cruising speed
and diving depth. Such a trend is not coinci-
dental. It is known that the noise of subma-
rines has a considerable effect on the range of
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their detection by antisubmarine forces and
means and also on the effective range of their
own sonar gear -- and, consequently, on the
covertness and success of their operations. For
example, the American multipurpose submarine of
the Permit Class, which entered operation in
1965-66, has almost twice as great a diving
depth and one-and-a-half times less noise than
the previously built Skipjack Class. In the
process of their maximum development, the over-
all resolution is forseen of the construction
and technological problems directed at lowering
the noise level of the shins to that of the sea,
at increasing the diving depth initially to 600-
900 meters and then to 1,200, and at an increase
in speed of from two to three times."52/

- "The number of SlNs under construction in the
U.S. was shown in Table II of the book The Armed
Forces of the Caoitalist States, which was re-
leased for oublication on 22 October l70, as
23.

"The American command is carrying out intensive
construction of nuclear-powered /multipurpose,
torpedo-attack/ submarines, having the ultimate
aim of replacing with them all of the conven-
tional submarines in the order-of-battle of the
fleets /i.e., the 69 diesel boats shown in Table
II/. In recent times, the American command has
been paying great attention to the construction
of fast and noiseless boats."53/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines /of the U.S./ have
been provided with the most modern armaments:
sonar and toroedoes of various types. The
latest classes of nuclear-powered submarines
have received the antisubmarine weapons system
SUBROC, which is considered to be the most
modern kind of antisubmarine weapon. SUBROC is
comorised of a missile-torpedo (or a missile-
depth charqe) ." 3

- "There are several classes of nuclear-powered
/TJ.S./ tornelo submarines, including:

!q - qturaeon,
13 - Termit,

- Skiojack,
4 - Skate, and several /six/ non-series

boats (one in reserve).53/
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".with the aid of the underwater MIORAY
device... the U.S. is developing the individual
components.. .of a deep-diving small antisubma-
rine submarine. It is consilered that such
submarines could lie on the bottom of the ocean
along the probable routes of enemy submarines
and also close to his bases and on the anti-
submarine barriers .... Although the design and
construction of the orototyoe would require a
large expenditure, the cost of each submarine in
serial construction would not be more than one-
fourth the cost of a nuclear-oowered toroedo
submarine of the Sturgeon Class...".54/

lq71 - The Handbook of Foreign Navies, which aooeared
only two weeks before the XXIVth Congress con-
vened on 30 March 1971, listed the only SSN
construction program in the U.S. as that of the
Stur~eon Class. Of the 20 of that program re-
maining to be built, 17 were indicated to be
currently under construction with the remaining
three yet to be laid down.57/

- The Handbook of Foreign Navies listed the fol-
lowing SSNs with SUBROC:

1 - Narwhal Class
20 - Sturgeon Class, and
13 - Permit Class.57/
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1966-1971, 3 (d) - CVSs (PLUS AIRCRAFT)

1966 - "The combat capabilities of aircraft carriers
/of the U.S. Navy/ are to be increased by means
of equipping them with the new SH-3A/D SEA KING
helicopters.. .and by replacing the S-2 TRACKER
with the more modern S-2E TRACKER."1/

- "Great attention is being given to the develop-
ment of a relatively new subclass of these ships
-- antisubmarine aircraft carriers. It is known
the opinion exists in U.S. naval circles that it
is necessary to construct nuclear-oowered anti-
submarine aircraft carriers according to a new
design. Up to this time, this sub-class has
consisted mainly of obsolete aircraft carriers
reequipped for carrying out antisubmarine mis-
sions.

"The complement of aircraft carrier antisubma-
rine aviation consists mainly of the S-2D
TRACKER airplane. However, in the opinion of
specialists, regardless of improvements, it does
not satisfy contemporary requirements. In this
connection, they are working out at the present
time a new shipborne antisubmarine airplane, the
VSX, which has two turboprop engines.

"The use of airplanes capable of vertical take-
offs and landings for combat with submarines is
being examined in the U.S. ..."8/

- "In the opinion of American specialists, the
experience of combat training showed that the
employment of these /antisubmarine aircraft-
carrier hunter-killer/ groups, which consist of
heterogeneous antisuimarine forces, can be ade-
quately effective."ll/

1967 - "Antisubmarine helicooters, in the estimation of
foreign commands, are on a par at present with
submarines as one of the most effective types of
antisubmarine weapons. This evaluation is based
mainly on the high search speed of helicopters,
which approaches 20-25 knots and more as compar-
ed to 18 to 20 knots for surface ships, but also
by their covertness of search and by their in-
vulnerability to the weapons carried by subma-
rines. At the same time, it is believed that
there are also inherent shortcomings in antisub-
marine helicopters. It is enough to recall the
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difficulty of using them in difficult hydro-
meteorological conditions, the limited flight
time, and the comparatively short periods bet-
ween overhauls."13/

1968 - "The construction of antisubmarine aircraft
carriers is not being conducted and none is
forseen for the near future. Furthermore, there
is talk of the number of antisubmarine aircraft
carriers being steadily decreased in the future
in correspondence with the growth in the numbers
of more effective antisubmarine forces and
means, nuclear-powered antisubmarine submarines
in particular."24/

- "The basic gear for search by antisubmarine
helicopters are the sonar and the magnetic
detector. A dipping sonar, like the variable-
depth sonar, penetrates below the surface layer
but the helicopter itself is a rather noisy and
vibrating working platform. The detection range
of a dipping sonar is still insufficient at
present. However, a number of tasks are being
carried out by the helicopter at present and it
may prove in the future to be quite an effective
antisubmarine means."30/

- "...the improvement of antisubmarine forces and
means by the U.S. Navy is taking the following
directions... the arming of shipborne antisub-
marine aviation with new airplanes of the VSX
type, the development of which is already going
on. 1133/

1970 - "...the S-2F (S-2D) TRACKER airplane...modifica-
tions of it are the only type of antisubmarine
airplane of the aircraft carrier aviation of the
U.S. Navy... their production continued until
1965...".45/

- "In 1968 the Lockheed Company was given a con-
tract for developing a new shipborne antisub-
marine airplane, the VSX, which would have a
range of about 1,600 km. and a flight endurance
of up to 10 hours. It is planned to install in
the airplane the compact A-NEW gear and a modern
system for the detection, tracking, and destruc-
tion of submarines.
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"Since 1967, /U.S./ aircraft carriers have begun
to receive a squadron each of these /SH-3A-D/
helicopters."46/

- "In the system for antisubmarine warfare, in-
creasing importance is being accorded to manned
helicopters, and especially for the /initial/
detection of submarines. Aircraft carriers,
surface ships of other classes, and shore bases
are equipped with them. The American SEA KING
helicopters SH-3A to SH-3D are the most numerous
and widely deployed. Sonar and radar are in-
stalled in them for submarine detection and they
carry sonobuoys and depth charges. This heli-
copter, with a maximum flight duration of about
four hours, can conduct a search for not over 2
1/2 hours. Since 1967 /strike/ aircraft car-
riers have been receiving one squadron apiece.
American specialists consider the complexity of
their use to be one of the serious shortcomings
of the SEA KING since control is exercised from
the /shipboard or land/ basing point--which
deprives the crew of the capability to act in-
dependently in accordance with the situation."
46/

- "The latest modification of the TRACKER air-
plane--the S-2E -- can carry out a reasonably
wide range of missions for the detection, track-
ing, and destruction of submarines. These /ASW
carrier/ airplanes are equipped with systems for
surveillance and reconnaissance but they do not
have the requisite means for the analysis, pro-
cessing, and transmission of the data to the
strike forces."46/

- "The construction of new /antisubmarine/ air-
craft carriers is not planned but the Americans
plan to provide replacements from those /CVAs/
being taken out of the complement of the carrier
strike forces. Ultimately, the number of anti-
submarine aircraft carriers is planned to be
still further curtailed...to be compensated for
by the development of surface ships with power-
ful antisubmarine weapons and more effective
shore-based antisubmarine airplanes. It is
believed that the combat capabilities of anti-
submarine aircraft carriers also can be sub-
stantially increased by being equipped with new
shipborne antisubmarine airplanes. In par-
ticular, work is being done on the development
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of the S-3A airplane which is planned to replace
the S-2 TRACKER which is now in the order-of-
battle of antisubmarine aircraft carriers."51/

- In the book Armed Forces of the Capitalist
States, which was released for publication in
October 1970, Table II listed the number of CVSs
under construction in the U.S. as zero."53/
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1966-1971, 3 (e) - DLs, DDs, and DES (Plus ASROC AND
DASH/LAMPS)

1966 - "...foreign specialists consider destroyers and
frigates as the 'main battery' of the antisub-
marine aircraft-carrier hunter-killer group. The
employment of helicopters for target designation
considerably enhances the combat capabilities of
these antisubmarine defense surface ships."ll/

1967 - "It is noteworthy that for the past two years no :1
construction of frigates has been provided for
in the shipbuilding programs of the U.S. The
American command explains this on the one hand
by the need for accelerating the construction of
other naval forces, in particular those for
amphibious landings and antisubmarine use, and
on the other hand by the presence in the order-
of-battle of an allegedly sufficient number of
anti-air guided-missile ships. For the goal of
strengthening antisubmarine defense, it is not
necessary to build such large and expensive
ships."13/

- "One of the basic assignments of destroyers is
the antisubmarine defense of combatant ships and
merchant ships at sea. Destroyers are being
armed for this with the newest models of anti-
submarine weapons, including the antisubmarine
missile ASROC...the DASH system, the Mark 37,
14, and 46 torpedoes...".13/

1968 - ". .. in the shipbuilding program for fiscal year
1967/68, there is planned the construction of 34
and the refitting of 21 comba'.nt and auxiliary
ships... including... two guided-missile destroy-
ers, ten large /destroyer/ escort ships..."23/

- "Recently, the surface antisubmarine ships /of
the U.S. Nave/ have been equipped with the low-
frequency AN/SQS-26 sonar...".30/

- "Surface ships possess great load capacity
which, considering the trend of increasing
weight and size of antisubmarine weaponry, is of
no small importance. In recent times, U.S.
antisubmarine surface ships are being equipped
with the AN/SQS-26 sonar which, in individual
cases in which the convergence zones can be
used, is capable of detecting submarines at
ranges of 30-45 miles.. .The zone of the direct
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detection of a submarine target is... 8-14 miles.
However, between the zone of convergence and the
zone of direct detection lies a rather wide zone
of acoustic shadow within which the ship cannot
track the detected submarine target and so lacks
the capability to employ either the ASROC anti-
submarine missiles or the pilotless helicopter
of the DASH system.

"In the opinion of foreign specialists, among
the basic shortcomings of surface ships is their
vulnerability to attack by submarines since they
have too little covertness of operation and, in
comparison with submarine=s, do not have an
advantage in the range of detection. Bad
weather, which makes the detection and tracking
of modern submarines more difficult, has a nega-
tive effect on the effectiveness of the opera-
tions of antisubmarine ships...In spite of the
fact that surface antisubmarine ships no longer
play the /leadina/ role in antisubmarine warfare
that they played in the Second World War, they
are /still/ considered to be a sufficiently
effective means of combat with enemy submdrines
when their capabilities in cooperation with
airplanes, helicopters, and submarines are taken
into account."30/

- "The attempt was made abroad to equip a surface
ship with a nuclear-powered plant for antisub-
marine tasks...The Bainbridge was scarcely ef-
fective... its maximum speed is 55 km/hr and
that, it was emphasized in the press, is clea;ly
insufficient for combat with nuclear-powered
submarines. Moreover, this frigate was not
armed with antisubmarine helicopters. Appar-
ently to make up for this shortcoming, the Amer-
ican naval leadership decided to supply the
second /nuclear-powered/ frigate, the Truxton,
with three radio-guided antisubmarine heli-
copters.

"The further development of the antisubmarine
characteristics of the surface ship, as foreign
specialists emphasize, is dependent on greatly
increasing its cruising speed. Great hopes in
this plan are being pinned on the employment of
the principles of motion when the entire ship,
or part of it, is lifted into the air in order
to reduce the resistance of the water medium.
There is talk about ships on underwater wings,
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on air cushions, or of the so-called ekrano-
planes. Foreign specialists believe that, in
the near future, the development of
antisubmarine ships on underwater wings with a
displacement of about 5,000 tons will be fully
practicable. In size they will be equivalent to
destroyers. It is expected that their cruising
speed will increase from two to three times over
that of conventional destroyers."32/

- "...the development of the antisubmarine forces
and means of the U.S. Navy is going along the
following lines:...the construction of modern
antisubmarine surface ships that are armed with
long-range antisubmarine weapons systems and
low-frequency sonars. In this connection, a
trend toward integrating all of a ship's weapons
and equipment into a sophisticated combat system
/A-NEW, presumable/ is planned."33/

1969 - "The series production is planned /in the U.S./
of large antisubmarine ships of the DX Class.
It is intended to install the newest submarine
weapons and sensors, and electronics and automa-
tion.. .According to information in the press, in
the course of ten years it is planned to build
more than 100 /of these/ ships at an overall
cost of over three billi-on dollars."36/

- "Right now /January 196_2/ about 160 /U.S./ com-
batant ships are armed with the ASROC antisubma-
rine missile system and more than 100 outfitted
with the DASH antisubmarine system."36/

- "The Americans consider that destroyers are most
effective in tracking and attacking submarines
because they are able to maintain contact with a
target for an extended period that can repeated-
ly move out to the attack. In recent years, the
combat capabilities of these ships have been
increased substantially due to their employment
of the long-range antisubmarine weapons systems
ASROC and DASH which are capable of attacking
submarines at great ranges."40/

1970 - "According to the plans of the U.S. Navy, it has
been planned to arm 279 ships with the DASH sys-
tem, for which, by the program of the introduc-
tion of the DASH weapons system, it is proposed
to build 900 radio-guided antisubmarine heli-
copters, with the idea of having two operational
and one in reserve on each ship..."._/
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- "In World War II, surface ships carried out
extensive searches on the antisubmarine barriers
located on the main routes of enemy submarine
movements. This method has not lost its meaning
even under contemporary conditions. However,
due to the difficulty of combat against nuclear-
powered missile submarines, antisubmarine ships,
for example in the exercises of foreign navies,
conduct searches in the open zones of theaters
in addition to operations on the barriers, in
particular in the regions of the most likely
location of missile submarines .... The main
shortcomings of surface ships are their lack of
covertness, their shorter ranges of detection
than submarines, /both of/ which result in their
vulnerability to submarine attack. Moreover, a
great influence on the effectiveness of the
operations of surface ships is exerted by the
weather conditions which /can/ make search and
tracking of submarine targets more difficult.
However, modern surface ships, as a rule, carry
helicopters or airplanes and have at their dis-
posal everything necessary for the command and
control of heterogeneous antisubmarine forces
and means. Therefore, definite success is ex-
pected from them in antisubmarine warfare."52/

- "Despite the successful development of antisub-
marine submarines, the leading role in antisub-
marine warfare /still/ is assigned to surface
ships in the majority of countries .... Antisub-
marine surface ships are grouped in an organized
manner into hunter-killer groups which can
search great expanses of the oceans and seas in
a short time and detect and destroy the subma-
rines /therein/".52/

-The book Armed Forces of the Capitalist
Countries, which was released for publication in
October 1970, showed in Table II that no con-
ventionally-powered frigates or destroyers, with
or without surface-to-air (SAM) missiles, were
under construction in the U.S. and only two
nuclear-powered SAM frigates.53/

- "There are several classes of them /U.S.
"destroyers"/, including:

18 - Forrest Sherman,
8 - Carpenter,

30 - Frank Knox,
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45 - Gearing,
53 - Allen M. Sumner, and

110 - Fletcher.5L/

1971 - "The possibility of deploying helicopters on
practically all ships permits them to be employ-
ed with particular effectiveness for antisubma-
rine warfare. They are capable of conducting
the full cycle of this warfare: search, detec-
tion, tracking, and destruction of submarines.
A helicopter can carry out a search beyond the
limits of the range of a ship's sonar, hover in
one place, detect an enemy submarine with the
aid of a dipping sonar, and quickly attack it or
track it no matter how rapidly it takes evasive
action.... a helicopter is capable of appearing
suddenly over a submarine, which has no means of
combat with an air target, and of destroying
it. Manned and pilotless helicopters have been
developed .... However, the radio-controlled heli-
copter does not have its own means of detec-
tion.. .Therefore, a preference is shown for
piloted helicopters."56/

- The Handbook of Foreign Navies, which appeared
in March 1971 showed five destroyers of the
Spruance Class under construction. The first of
an unnamed SAM DDG was listed as under construc-
tion with 50 more said to follow.5!!/

- The Handbook of Foreign Navies, which was re-
leased for publication on 19 March 1971, showed
that of 240 operational destroyers in the U.S.
Navy all were of World War II construction
except for 14 that had been built in the late
'50s. Fifty-six of these were shown to have
received DASH, 78 others to have been fitted
with ASROC, and six destroyers to have received
both. This added up to 140 of the 240 that had
received at least one postwar ASW system.57/
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1966-1971, 3 (f) - MINES

1968 - "Offensive minelaving, in the ooinion of the " 1
military leadership of the navies of the main
capitalist states, had imoortant significance.
The development in the West of a number of im-
oroved prototype mines designed for submarine
laying attests to this. Torpedo submarines,
which are able to carry 30 mines, are best-
suited for the covert laying of mine barriers,
in the opinion of foreign specialists .... In view
of the great covertness of submarine operations,
it is acknowledged to be feasible to lay mine
barriers across the exits from enemy submarine
bases and in the navigational narrows through
which pass the deployment routes of enemy sub-
marines."30/

1970 - "In the postwar years considerable attention has
been paid abroad to the development of mines.
Antisubmarine mines, as is known, are immobile
or mobile ....Among the aviation mines in the
armaments of the NATO countries are the bottom
mines MK-52 and MK- 5 and the anchored mine
MK-56 .... rhe further develooment of antisub-
marine mines is oroceeding along the lines of
increasing the reliability of individual com-
oonents, of simplifying construction, and of
lessening the cost of their production. Special
attention is being given to mines suitable for
droooing from aircraft flying at great speeds.
In particular, the MK-52 and MK-55 mines are
being modernized."45/

- "The nuclear-powered submarines of the U.S. are
being armed at the present time with bottom and
anchored mines."47/
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1971-1976, 1 (a) -IS ANTI-SSBN ASW SEEN BY THE SOVIETS AS
WITHIN THE ASW TECHNOLOGICAL STATE-OF-
THE-ART GIVEN THE GREAT LEAD OF SUBMARINE
WARFARE?

1972 - "...the nuclear-powered submarine... incorporates
the latest achievements of scientific-technolog-
ical progress...combining great striking power,
high mobility and endurance, and covertness. For
the latter, the environment in which the subma-
rine operates is exploited. This medium is dif-
ficult to 'illuminate' with available mrnans of
detection."14/

- "The exceptional combat characteristics of nu-
clear-powered submarines, their great destructive
power, and the relative invulnerability of bal-
listic missiles carrying nuclear warheads bring
up the antisubmarine defense problem anew. This
defense has acquired new importance.. .The opinion
is heard that the contemporarv surface shin is
hard put to compete with a nuclear-powered sub-
marine in speed and range of ooeration, and in-
vulnerability to weather conditions and ineffi-
ciencv of sonar gear. There is no need to men-
tion secrecy of operation since a surface ship
shows up at sea as on the palm of one's hand
while a submarine remains hidden by a layer of
water hundreds of meters thick. The critical
problem of antisubmarine defense is the detection
and classification of targets...Despite the
rather great reliability of submarines being
detected by shore hydrophone stations, it is
considered aboard that low-noise missile subma-
rines can launch their missiles from positions
beyond the effective detection range of /such
stationarv/ detection systems."16/

- "What is it that attracts specialists to the
nuclear-powered submarine as an antisubmarine
defense weapon? A submarine remains hidden right
up until the moment of attack. It is able to
cruise in any oart of the /World/ Ocean, includ-
ing under the Arctic ice. Of all the antisubma-
rine forces, only the submarine finds itself in
the same environment and under the same condi-
tions as an enemy submarine. It's speed and en-
durance enable it to pursue a tarqet or to remain
in a position for a long time. The submarine, as
an enemy of somethina like itself, has many ad-
vantages .... attack submarines can easily overtake
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missile submarines, which are slower ....
Submarines make little noise...The sonar gear in
modern antisubmarine submarines permits them to
detect other submarines at great ranges. The
effective range of one foreign sonar system is 55
km under favorable circumstances .... In order to
maintain their covertness of operation, subma-
rines make most use of the passive mode for
sound-ranging."16/

- "The antisubmarine airplane S-2 TRACKER has been
in the armaments of aircraft carriers since 1954.
The airplane has proven itself through use.
However, its effectiveness has dropped with each
passing year as a consequence of the improvements
made in the characteristics of submarines."21/

- "The problem of antisubmarine warfare, in the
estimation of American specialists, has been
complicated extraordinarily bv the advent of
nuclear-powered submarines which are capable of
operating with high effectiveness in the open
regions of the oceanic theaters against naval
forces and merchant ships on important shore
objectives. Antisubmarine warfare requires enor-
mous efforts by the heterogeneous forces of a
navy and is a mix of offensive and defensive
special measures and combat operations. American
naval specialists include the delivery of nuclear
strikes on the main base concentrations of sub-
marines with the aim of barring their exit to the
ocean and to the approaches to the U.S. coast and
the conduct of active search and destruction of
submarines during their transit of the ocean and
in the areas of their combat /SLBM-launch/ opera-
tions. "21/

- "The existing means of search for submarines in
the arsenals of antisubmarine aviation /of the
NATO states/ are believed not to have been im-
proved /a-equatelv/ and to be intended on the
whole for the detection of submarines which are
cruising at shallow depths, at periscope depth,
or snorkeling. Means for the detection and des-
truction of nuclear-oowered submarines are still
of slight effectiveness."21/

- "Submarines equipped with missiles and long-range
torpedoes along with supersonic missile aviation
and missile ships are capable of destroying the
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enemy in any region of the World Ocean. Subma-
rine, surface, and air antisubmarine force' are
able to detect and reliably destroy submarine
targets in any hydrometeorogical conditiors. '23/

- "The basis of our Navy is comprised of modern
combatant ships...first of all, of nuclear-
powered submarines with powerful missiles and
homing torpedoes. The Navy has the most modern
s:rface missile ships, surface antisubmarine
ships... and powerful missile and antisubmarine
aviation..."24/

- "The basis of the Navy is comprised of nuclear-
powered missile and torpedo submarines, modern
missile and antisubmarine surface ships, naval
aviation, and naval infantry."25/

- "Our nuclear-powered submarines comprise the main
strike force of the Navy. Armed with missiles
with underwater launch and homing torpedoes, they
are capable of successfully carrying out opera-
tional-strategic missions of destroying strike-
carrier and missile-carrying units /i.e., SSBNs/
of an opponent, of inflicting strikes on impor-
tant shore objectives. The striking power of
naval aviation, which is armed with missiles and
antisubmarine weapons, has grown immeasurably.
Surface ships have received maximum development
as well. Missile cruisers, antisubmarine and
escort ships, and destroyers armed with powerful
missile and antisubmarine weapons and new elec-
tronic systems are capable of carrying out dif-
ficult missions of warfare at sea."26/

- "The capabilities of antisubmarine aviation,
equipped with modern instruments for the search
and destruction of a submarine opponent, have
increased immeasurably."27/

- "As a result of the change in the nature of sub-
marine employment brought about by the advent of
ballistic-missile submarines and their iconstant/
patrolling in the ocean, the former importance of
concentrating aviation on the destruction of sub-
marines at their bases has been substantially
decreased."31/

1973 - "The equipping of submarines with nuclear power
installations and arming with ballistic missiles
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of long-range with underwater start has trans-
formed these ships into the main strike force of
the modern navy, and has made them capable of
carrying out a wide range of offensive missions
of an operational and strategic characfp'r. Such
a sharp widening and strengthening of the combat
and technical potentials of submarines has com-
plicated extraordinarily the struggle with them
by antisubmarine forces.

"The search for submarines has been especially
complicated in connection with their being equip-
ped with nuclear power plants, which permits the
turning of a submarine from a 'submersible', as
it was before this, into a genuinely underwater
ship, capable of operating underwater for an
unlimited time. The detection of a submarine has
been hampered substantially in connection with
the sharply increased underwater cruising speed.

"Modern submarines have received the potential to
move out for the attack and conduct fire with
torpedoes and ballistic missiles from sharply
increased distances and from a comparatively
great depth. This also seriously complicates the
detection and destruction of submarines by sur-
face ships and aviation.

"The complicating of the struggle with nuclear-
powered missile submarines, and consequently with
that part of the missile potential which is
deployed on them, is brought about, in the opin-
ion of foreign naval specialists, by the high
covertness of submarines, and consequently the
growing difficulty of their search and detec-
sign.Icnce thes presenhe floivastase andpocant
tion.icnce this planethe fwn avea impotan
expanses, within the bounds of which can be

placd fiingpositions for nuclear-powered mis-
siesubmarines; the mobility of submarines car-

rying missile weapons; the good defensibility of
submarines which are in a submerged state-"36/

-"Military specialists in the West recognize that
nuclear-powered submarines, with their capability
for carrying out extended cruises at high speeds
and great depths, have confronted antisubmarine
defense forces with a problem of unprecendented
difficulty. The fear has been expressed that the
most reliable hunter of the nuclear-powered
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submarine -- the surface ship -- will prove to be
insufficiently fast to successfully track and
attack it. Under these circumstances, great
hopes are being placed particularly on antisub-
marine ships on an air cushion in light of pur-
portedly highly reassuring results of their test
trials.1736/

"In comparing and evaluating the heterogeneous
forces of antisubmarine defense, it is.. .empha-
sized that the combat characteristics of multi-
purpose nuclear-powered submarines are growing
significantly faster."36/

"...up to this time an effective means for the
long-range detection of submarines has not been
found.., the continuous surveillance of a sub-
marine of a potential enemy is a virtually impos-
sible task."36/

"Foreign military specialists consider the devel-
opment of the technical means to provide reliable
detection of submarines at significantly long
ranges to be the most urgent problem. According
to the opinion existing in NATO military circles,
without the successful resolution of this pro-
blem, all the achievements in the field of anti-
submarine weapons and their platforms lose their
value. Moreover, it is believed that, to the
extent that this problem is not solved, the sub-
marine will continue to be the 'master' of the
sea ."36/

- "Already in 1917...British submarines sank 21
German submarines. Such a high effectiveness of
submarine antisubmarine operations becomes espec-
ially striking when one takes into account that
the countries of the Entente enlisted the ser-
vices of more than 5,000 ships and 2,500 air-
planes, and laid about 137,000 mines just for
this purpose of antisubmarine defense. The basic
methods for employing submarines against subma-
rines were patrolling near the coast of the
enemy, 'ambushes' on the routes of transit of his
submarines, and cruising /i.e. , "free searc/ in
the areas of his combat operations. Patrol ling
close to enemy /submarine/ bases proved to be the
most successful -method.'9/

- "The increase in their /submarines'/ diving depth
and cruising speed in the postwar period played
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an important role in the growth of this /anti-
submarine/ role of submarines. The French Admir-
al P. Barjot states: 'The radical increase in the
speed of submarines can reach the point where the
majority of surface ships equipped with sonar
will become ineffective'. The American naval
specialist J. Mariott asserts that at speeds over
25 knots and in stormy weather the sonar of sur-
face ships becomes virtually useless. Moreover,
he and other bourgeois theorists believe that
surface ships cannot detect and track submarines
moving at a depth of 500 meters and more and,
consequently, submarines will be practically
invulnerable."39/

- "The submerged speed of nuclear-powered subma-
rines right now is essentially equal to the speed
of antisubmarine surface ships and, in the opin-
ion of foreign experts, will exceed it by 20-30
knots in the not-too-distant future (not includ-
ing ships with dynamic means of support). Even a
speed of 60 knots is not considered extreme for
submarines."39/

1974 - "Antisubmarine airplanes and helicopters which
have modern means of combat with the submarines
of an opponent in their armament are included in
the order-of-battle of the /Soviet/ Navy. Anti-
submarine aviation can employ its weapons
/either/ independently or in cooperation with the
submarines and surface ships, and successfully
search for enemy submarines at sea, including
nuclear-powered ones, and track and destroy
them...."50/

1975 - "In the struggle against missile submarines,
submarines of operational-tactical designation
/i.e., torpedo-attack submarines/ hold the lead-
ni-g place. They now represent the qreatest threat

both for strategic submarines and for surface
combatants and merchant ships as well .... Modern
submarines possess great submergence capabili-
ties, are becoming ever quieter and faster than
their predecessors; they already move under water
faster than the surface ships which are hunting
them. In the opinion of foreign specialists,
submarines will be able to develop a speed up to
40 knots in the near future and exceed the limits
of the capabilities of surface ships that track
them. In addition, the speed of a surface ship,
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which at one time afforded it an excellent cap-
ability for defense against a torpedo attack, now
has been transformed into a liability: the
higher its speed, the further away that it can be
detected by a submarine., which gives the sub-
marine important data on the location and situa-
tion of the target and for the fire control of
its weapons. In this way, a submarine, exploit-
ing its own important properties such as covert-
ness in antisubmarine warfare, right away gains
very important tactical advantages: freedom of
choice of options for maneuver and attack.

"Foreign specialists are the real way for combat-
ing the submarine threat in tactics for the joint I.

employment of heterogeneous forces (submarines,
surface ships, and aviation). It is believed
that composite groups of heterogeneous surveil-
lance are capable of most effectively carrying
out this task and in this way effectively pro-
tecting one's own mission-submarine platforms but
also task forces of combatant ships and large
convoys."81/

- "Passive and active hydroacoustic means are clas-
sified into mobile and stationary ones. Mobile
ones are installed in airplanes and helicopters,
surface ships, and submarines. Since their range
of detection is relatively short, stationary
means play the main role in resolving the pro-
blems of long-range detection and initial clas-
sification. Only with their help are the navies
of the U.S. and NATO expecting to establish /in
wartime or international crisis/ submarine det-e--
tion barriers and zones overhgreat distances of
the sea and ocean theaters of military action ....
The rapid development of the CAESAR net of acou-
stic detectors enabled the American command in a
relatively short time to develop a system of
continuous surveillance of the underwater situa-
tion in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans - SOSUS
(Sound Surveillance Underwater System) .... After
detection of a target by means of SOSUS, mobile
forces, most often airplanes of shore-based pa-
trol aviation, are vectored to the region of the
contact for its localization and final classifi-
cation. Contact surveillance (tracking) is main-
tained on the submarine.82/

- "Warfare against submarines has become of na-
tional importance and one of the main missions of
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navies since they have been provided with nuclear
propulsion and nuclear missiles. The threat
which modern submarines constitute (especially
those with nuclear missiles) has created a need
for the development of a /whole/ complex of spe-
cial antisubmarine forces: surface ships of
various types (from small antisubmarine craft up
to antisubmarine aircraft carriers), submarines,
antisubmarines, airplanes and helicopters .... In
this connection, systems of surveillance of sub-
merged submarines have been developed aboard
which monitor tens of millions of square kilo-
meters of sea (ocean) area. In the system for
antisubmarine warfare nuclear-missile weapons and
outer-space means have been introduced. The
importance and difficulty of the tasks of anti-
submarine warfare have required impressing into
use not only the forces and means of navies but
also other branches of the armed forces as
well. The character of antisubmarine exercises
and maneuvers of the navies of foreign states
attests to the fact that the resolution of the
problem of antisubmarine warfare holds one of the
top places in their scheme of things for combat
training."84/

- "Can submarines, despite the constant moderniza-
tion of antisubmarine means, accomplish strateqic
aims in a war at sea? A great deal of research
has affirmed the high effectiveness of submarines
when properly employed and provided with combat
support." 85/
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1971-1976, 1 (b) -IS THE U.S. NAVY SEEN AS ASSIGNED A
PRIORITY MISSION FOR ANTI-SSBN ASW?

1971 - "The successes of other countries in submarine
construction have considerably increased the
threat to the U.S., the Pentagon leaders be-
lieve. Consequently, antisubmarine warfare is
now considered to be one of the top priorities
for the U.S. Navy. In the view of the U.S. Naval
Command, this warfare requires active operations
of antisubmarine forces in regions adjacent to
the bases of a probable opponent's submarines, on
their transit routes to the areas of combat oper-
ations, and in the areas of combat operations
themselves. /Such active operations of the U.S.
Naval Command7-are also required to provide es-
cort protect--on for naval and merchant ship for-
ces." 1/

- "Aircraft-carrier antisubmarine forces are as-
signed to combat with submarines in particular
regions of the oceans and also to the conduct of
the antisubmarine defense of aircraft-carrier
task forces, amphibious landing forces, and of
convoys during their transits."l/

- "Their /U.S. SSNs'/ basic missions are considered
to be combat with submarines and the protection
of their own missile submarines."ll/

1972 - "There are torpedo submarines in the navies of a
number of capitalist countries (and /more/ are ift
building) which are assigned primari-y to the
search and destruction of the nuclear-powered
missile and torpedo submarines of the enemy and
also for the support of their own forces."14/

- "Antisubmarine warfare is viewed by the U.S.
Naval Command as one of its main problems, the
resolving of which is considered to be an impor-
tant prerequisire for gaining command of the
seas." 21/

- "Proceeding from the enormous territorial scale
and vast forces and means devoted to the protec-
tion of maritime communications and antisubmarine
warfare, Vice Admiral T. Caldwell, former Deputy
Chief of Naval Operations for ASW, raised the
question of the need for gaining total control
over the ocean expanses on the surface, under-
water, and in the air. Admiral E. Zumwalt,
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himself, agrees with this, considering the danger
to maritime , )mmunications of the U.S. to be 'the
most serious threat'. The joint use of such
/multipurpose/ aircraft carriers with air-capable
sFips, attik submarines and antisubmarine air-
planes permits the creation of mobile defense
zones for ensuring the freedom of maritime com-
munications."29/

1973 - "According to the views which have formed in the
U.S., the nature and scope of the measures and
efforts in preparation for antisubmarine warfare
have long since passed beyond the limits of what
might reasonably be understood as antisubmarine
defense and at present constitute not defensive
but mainly offensive operations."36/

- "While according great significance to the de-
struction of missile submarines directly in their
bases, at the same time this possibility is not
exaggerated in the military circles of the
West. Rather, great attention is being given to
developing an effective opposition to the combat
deployment of submarines."36/

- "According to American experts, the range of
these /Trident/ missiles, which is twice that of
Poseidon, will-make it possible to position ships
carrying them in almost any area of the World
Ocean. These /areas/ obviously will be separate
zones adjoinig tFe shoreline of the United
States itself. In the opinion of American spec-
ialists, this will also make it possible to con-
centrate here the main antisubmarine defense
forces, which will assume a new role -- the scre-
ening of the strategic /submarine/ missile
force."38/

- "The pronouncements of American specialists on
the possible roles of the general-purpose forces
are also of considerable interest. They are
defined in general terms as insuring 'control of
the sea'. The 'control-of-the-sea' concept pre-
supports the development of the general-purpose
forces to 'protect the maritime shipping com-
munications of the United States and its allies,
to protect the interests of the United States in
possible crisis, and to maintain an American
'overseas presence' ."38/
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- "The NATO naval forces hold regular maneuvers off

the European coasts under various code names. In
September of last year, 300 ships, 700 aircraft
and about 64,000 men took part in regular man-
euvers in the North Atlantic (with the codename
STRONG EXPRESS). The maneuvers were led by U.S.
Admiral Charles Duncan, British Admiral Edward
Ashmore, and General A. Goodpaster, Supreme Al-
lied Commander of NATO Forces in Europe. The

maneuver's operations zone embraced the entire
North Atlantic ocean area and the adjacent land
regions. During the maneuvers, joint /NATO/
exercises were carried out for attack subma-rines,
control of the sealines of communications, of-
fensive operations by attack aircraft carriers
groups, and landings on the Norwegian coast."38/

- "One of the main missions for torpedo submarines
(especially nuclear-powered ones) became anti-
submarine warfare in accordance with the prin-
ciple "Sink all submarines!" regardless of
whether it was a missile submarine or a torpedo
one (/since/ classifying them by their noise was
practically impossible) ."39/

- "At the present time, two basic types of nuclear-
powered submarines have been developed: missile
and torpedo (multipurpose); the basic role of the
latter is the destruction of the former."3/

- "Submarines of the Los Angeles Class are assigned

in particular for the antisubmarine defense of
aircraft carriers groups."48/

1974 - "It is considered that. antisubmarine warfare...
must be conducted by use of active, offensive
operations. And for its realization is foreseen

the continuous tracking of each submarine during
its transit from its base and quick destruction
at the outset of a war. The greater part of this
mission is being worked out in the northeastern
part of the Atlantic and near the eastern shore
of the North American continent."49/

- "Task Force 70 /of the U.S. 7th Fleet 'n the
Western Pacific/-is a composite one. Depending
on the situat-on and the missions assigned, it
includes several task groups of various forces of

the fleet: an aircraft-carrier hunter-killer
group (APUG) , ship and aviation hunter-killer
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groups, and also groups of minesweepers, subma-
rines, etc..."

"Task Force 72 consists of patrol forces in the
Taiwan Straits area. It includes a division of
destroyers and a squadron of P-3 ORION airplanes
of shore-based patrol aviation. Its main assign-
ment is surveillance...and antisubmarine
search."55/

1975 - "Their /U.S. SSNs'/ basic role is combat with the
submarine and surface forces of the enemy."64/

- "In 1972-'73 the U.S. Navy tested the suitability
of the HARRIER for the future SCS light, air-
capable ships with the aim of providing air and
antisubmarine defense for these ships and for
convoys." 66/

- "Delivery to the Navy of 105 SH-2 SEA SPRAY heli-
copters for use in the LAMPS ship system will be
made in 1975 .... These helicopters are intended
for providing antisubmarine and air defense
ships." (FNC 6/75)

- "Antisubmarine aircraft carriers, in the opinion
of foreign specialists, are intended for carrying
out the following missions:

-antisubmarine defense of combatant-ship
forces, primarily of aircraft-carri r task
forces and operational amphibious-Landing
forces in transit of the sea;
-defense of territory of the U.S. from
submarines armed with ballistic missiles;
-antisubmarine defense of the sea and
oceanic lines of communications; and
-command and control of the combat opera-
tions as the flagship of the forces and
means of antisubmarine hunter-killer
groups."71/

- ".. .multipurpose aircraft carriers of the /U.S./
Navy will be able to carry out missions of anti-
submarine warfare, mainly with the aim of self-
defense."78/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines with ballistic mis-
siles, having been recognized as the main strike
force of a modern navy, have also attracted at-
tention to themselves as the basic target for the
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operations of all the other forces of a navy.
Warfare against these missiles platforms, the
effort to destroy them before they can employ
their weapons, has become one of the top prior-
ities of navies... /However/, as the foreign press
notes, the solutions to-the basic problems of
this matter 'are to be found /only/ at the
sources of the economic and politica---ife of the
country' ."81/

Foreign specialists see the real way of combating
the submarine threat in tactics for the joint
employment of heterogeneous forces (submarines,
surface ships, aviation). It is believed that
composite groups of heterogeneous forces in com-
bination with stationary systems of hydroacoustic
surveillance are capable of most effectively car-
rying out this task and in this way effectively
protecting not only one's own missile-submarine
platforms but also 9k forces of combatant ships
and large convoys."-

- "The character of the antisubmarine exercises and
maneuvers of foreign navies attests to the fact
that the resolution of the problems of antisub-
marine warfare holds one of the top places in
their scheme of things for combat training. In
it are included offensive operations for the
destruction of submarines in the shipyards, at
their bases, in transits at sea, in their combat
patrol areas and combat /missile-launch/ posi-
tions, antisubmarine defene-of the strRe- forces
of the navy /i.e., both CVAs and SSBNs/,anti-
submarine defeFse of convoys, /troop/ transports
/i.e., merchant ships sailed in-Tvi3ially without
escort screens/, and for the antisubmarine
defense of ii-portant regions and objectives in
the open sea (ocean) and offshore."84/

- "Up until the Second World War, destroyers were
assigned for the delivery of torpedo and gunfire
attacks on surface targets. With the advent of
the new means of war at sea, the character of the
missions carried out by destroyers changed as
well. Antisubmarine and anti-air defense of
aircraft carrier forces, convoys, amphibious
forces, and also fire support during amphibious
landings or from seaward directions to support
the ground forces, the conducting of blockade
operations, reconnaissance,8 7 and tracking are
/all/ assigned to them now. 

'87
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- Alleges that one of the missions of U.S. aircraft
carrier task forces was "to cover the regions of
patrolling of the strategic missile submarines of
the U.S."92/
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1971-1976, 2 (a) - GENERAL SOVIET APPRAISALS OF U.S. ASW

1971 - "Enormous attention is being accorded by all of
the capitalist naval powers to the development
and improvement of the forces and means for
warfare against submarines." .... The direction of
the development of the modern navies of the
capitalist countries attests to an effort to
develop such forces and means as would be capable
of conducting warfare against submarines in any
region of the World Ocean."12/

1972 - "Vigorous search for the most effective methods
and means for antisubmarine warfare has
characterized the development of the navies of
the U.S. and other capitalist countries in recent
years. Special antisubmarine surface ships,

airplanes, and helicopters are being built. In
this plan, great attention is being accorded to
the development and improvement of antisubmarine
aircraft carriers and helicopter carriers, which
are the basic types of ships of aircraft-carrier
hunter-killer groups of antisubmarine
defense..."21/

- "Judging from the statements of the leading
figures of the /U.S./ Navy and the Pentagon, such
operations as protection of maritime communica-
tions and antisubmarine warfare now constitute a
complicated system into which are drawn recon-
naissance and combat aviation, both carrier-based

and shore-based, special helicopters, antisubma-
rine submarines (that is, attack submarines armed
with torpedoes) , surface ships specially adapted
for antisubmarine warfare and possessing special
weapons and electronic equipment, antisubmarine
aircraft carriers and a widely-deployed system of
search and identification of submarine targets
carried out by air, surface, underwater, and
ocean-bottom means."29/

1973 - "In the evaluation of the military specialists of
the U.S.A. , the combat means which were until
recently in the arsenal of the U.S Navy, and were

to some extent effective against diesel subma-
rines, have proven to be little effective for the

struggle with nuclear-powered submarines. One of
the most prominent leaders of American antisub-

marine defense noted that, in spite of the ser-
ious development of antisubmarine forces and
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means, the underway covertness of modern nuclear-
powered submarines gives them the advantage over
forces and means of antisubmarine defense.

"As is believed in the West, the lag in the deve-
lopment of forces and means of antisubmarine
defense along with the perfection of the subma-
rines themselves has served as a self-apparent
stimulus for efforts directed toward the liqui-
dation of this gap.

"The continuous widening of the scale of experi-
mental-design work and the rapid growth of al-
locations earmarked for the maintenance and deve-
lopment of antisubmarine forces and means is a
most important feature of the measures being
conducted in recent years in the U.S.A. for pre-
paration for the struggle with submarines. How-
ever, even these measures have not as yet given
tangible results. In the foreign press it has
been noted that much still needs to be done
before a sufficiently effective system of anti-
submarine weaponry will have been developed."36/

- "In the overall system of military preparations.,
one of the paramount places in aggressive foreign
circles is accorded to strengthening of the naval
forces including the preparation for antisubma-
rine warfare which is one of the links of imper-
ialist strategy.... /However/ they in the West do
not over-estimate the effectiveness of their
system of warfare with submarines and recognize
it to be undeveloped to a large extent and incap-
able of fully preventing modern nuclear-powered
submarines from carrying out their missions as-
signed them."36/

- "In assessing programs for.. .naval ship construc-
tion in the United States, it is also appropriate
to discuss the main trends in the development of
the U.S. Navy toward the end of the '70s and at
the start of the '80s. The first thing that is
apparent is the effort to give the U.S. Navy
qualitative supremacy over the Soviet Navy. This
is evident both in the efforts to improve the
tactical and technical characteristics of the
existing types and classes of ships .... Four nu-
clear-powered attack aircraft carriers will be
added to the general-purpose forces. It is plan-
ned to employ the non-nuclear aircraft carriers
as multipurpose ships for helicopters as well as
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for airplanes. Several nuclear-powered frigates
will be commissioned for the purpose of screening
the attack aircraft carriers. The fleet of de-
stroyers will be largely renewed. The majority
of large surface-to-surface and surface-to-air
missiles and also with new aircraft, including
VTOL aircraft. All of this will substantially
increase the capabilities of individual /types/
of naval forces to carry out many missions--inde-
pendently.

"It is also planned to modernize the fleet of
ships of the antisubmarine defense forces. New
nuclear submarines with improved performance
characteristics will supplement the ships of the
antisubmarine forces. By the start of the '80s,
the ships of four new types will be commissioned:
a patrol frigate...an escort aircraft carrier for
helicopters and VTOL aircraft (called a 'sea-
control ship'), an air-cushion ship with a speed
of 80-100 km/hr., and also a small hydrofoil ship
armed with ship-to-ship missiles and designed to
operate fairly close to the shore."38'

- "An important, integral part of the process of
the construction of U.S. raval forces is the
development of the forces for 'antisubmarine
warfare'. These are comprised of a very large
number of various ships and aircraft, and also by
stationary systems for the monitoring of the
underwater situation."47/

1975 - "An independent direction in the development of
the submarine forces of the U.S. is the building
of nuclear-powered attack submarines or, as they
are called, multipurpose ones, which are armed
with torpedos and missile-torpedos. These ships
are primarily assigned to the antisubmarine war-
fare.... it is obvious that the main assignment of
the modern navies of the Western powers is action
against the territory of an opponent. At the
same time, the naval forces of the U.S. and NATO
also possess great capabilities for naval war-
fare, in the first place against submarines.

"The development of antisubmarines forces is
being accomplished mainly as the result of a
buildup in the numbers of nuclear-powered and
diesel torpedo submarines, by refitting of the
surface ship component of the antisubmarine for-
ces, by acquisition of new antisubmarine aircraft
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and helicopters, and by development of positional
systems of long-range hydroacoustic surveil-
lance. /A footnote added: "In the U.S. alone by
the end o the '70s, it is planned to have about
90 nuclear-powered multipurpose submarines"/.
"The U.S. already has begun large-series con-
struction of the nuclear-powered multipurpose
submarine of the Los Angeles Class (It is planned
to build about 4---of this class) and the large
antisubmarine ship of the Spruance Class (It is
said that about 30 ships of this class will be
built), the construction of 46 destroyer escorts
of the Knox Class is being completed, the equip-
ping has begun of antisubmarine ships with new,
piloted, antisubmar'ine helicopters, which will
significantly increase the capabilities for re-
connaissance and for antisubmarine defense beyond
the limits of operation of ships' radar and
sonar. All of the frigates, destroyers, and
destroyer escorts that are being built in the
U.S. and NATO will have in their armaments anti-
submarine missile systems and piloted helicop-
ters. The tempo of R&D and operational develop-
ment of new types of antisubmarine ships is being
increased. 85/
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1971-1976, 2 (b) - U. S. BUDGET ALLOCATIONS TO ASW

1972 - "In the FY 1971/72 budget of the U.S. Navy, 2.9
billion dollars was allocated for the development
of antisubmarine forces and means. In the FY
1972/73 budget, 3.5 billion dollars is being
requested for this same purpose." (FNC 9/72)

1973 - "...the overall /U.S./ increase in the prodiction
of antisubmarine means... increased from 2.3 bil-
lion dollars in 1971 (which in itself was un-
precedentedly high) to 3.5 in fiscal year
197 2/73 ." 36/

-"According to the estimates of foreign special-
ists, the expenditures of the U.S. Navy in the
development of antisubmarine forces and means
from 1971 through 1975 will increase from 2.5
billion dollars to 4.5."41/

1975- "In the 1975 fiscal year,3.27 billion dollars
were appropriated for carrying out the antisubma-
rine programs."82/
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1971-1976, 2 (c) - U. S. ASW FORCE LEVELS AND FORWARD
DEPLOYMENT/READ INESS

1971- "/The U.S. Navy's/ shore-based patrol aviation
niu-mbers. .. about 3G0 airplanes /largely/ P-3C
ORIONs..."l/

-"By the start of 1970, 47 such /nuclear-powered
torpedo-attack submarines/ had been built... "I/

- "The U.S. Navy was reported to have 50 such /nu-
clear-powered torpedo/ submarines in commiss-on
as of 1 June 1971..."2/

- "The antisubmarine aircraft carrier SHANGRI-LA
has been placed in reserve. As a result, the
number of /antisubmarine/ aircraft carriers has
been cut back to three..." (FNC 7/71)

- "Among the ships of the /U.S. naval/ reserve are
one nuclear-powered torpedo sumarine.. nine
/antisubmarine/ aircraft carriers of the Essex
lass, 244 destroyers and escort ships .... (FNC

10/71)

19/2 - "There are at present 63 destr6yer-escorts in the
U.S. Navy and another 124 are maintained in the
reserve." 19/

- In the operational order-of-battle of the /U.S./
Navy at the beginning of 1972 there were 412
ships of the basic types, including.. .three anti-
submarines aircraft carriers...214 destroyers and
destroyer escorts... 54 nuclear-powered torpedo
submarines, 42 diesel-powered /torpedo attack/
submarines." (FNC 5/72)

- "It is planned to maintain in the order-of-battle
of the /U.S.! Navy /for FY 1973/74/ 11 attack,
three muTtiurpose, -d two antisubmarine air-
craft carriers, 242 cruisers, destroyers and
destroyer escorts... 60 nuclear-powered and 27
diesel-powered torpedo submarines..." (FNC 7/72)

- To be placed in reserve from July 1972 through
June 1973 are 84 ships, including an antisub-
marine aircraft carrier, two-guided missile fri-
gates, 21 destroyers...". (FNC 7/72)

- "Out of the 740 ships in the order of battle of
the U.S. Navy, 346 or about 47 percent have
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antisubmarine warfare as either their main or
secondary role." 29/

19/3 - "The U.S. Navy is now divided according to func-
tion into strategic forces.. .and general-purpose
forces. During 1973...the latter will include 16
aircraft carriers (including the nuclear-powered
Enterprise), 242 screening ships, 60 multipurpose
nuclear-powered submarines and 27 diesel ones,
and 66 amphibious ships. In sum, the Navy will
have 594 warships and 58 reserve ships."38/

- "The antisubmarine forces of the imperialist
opponent number about 300 torpedo submarines at
the beginning of the '70s, including 50 nuclear-
powered submarines (61 of the diesel-powered and
46 of the nuclear-powered torpedo submarines are
American) .39/

- Reports that 37 of the projected 46 Knox Class
DEs comoleted.40/

- Reports that shore-based aviation of the U.S.
Navy at a level of 24 squadrons of P-3 ORION
airplanes that is to remain level "for the next
several years. 40/

- "By the beginning of March 1973, 31 (of 37) nu-
clear-powered torpedo submarines of the Sturgeon
Class had been completed." (FNC 5/73)

- "Pacific Fleet destroyer squadrons 1,3,11,19 and
29 have been deactivated. Eleven squadrons
remain of which six are based /home-ported/ at
San Diego, three at Long Beach, and two at Pearl
Harbor .... ships and forces of the Navy assigned
/i.e., forward deployed/ to foreign bases ....
Yokosuka /Japan/, Destroyer Squadron 15 /com-

prised of one DLG, one DDG, and four DD/." (FNC
7/73)

- "The numbers of the ship complement of the U.S.
Navy on 1 July 1973: 58 nuclear-powered torpedo
submarines plus one in reserve; zero antisubma-
rine aircraft carriers in commission, with five
in reserve; one multipurpose air-capable ship
with none in reserve; 2 DLGN, 2 DLG, and 28 DDG
with none in reserve; and 94 destroyers with 52
in reserve." (FNC 10/73)
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1974 - "At the beginnning of 1974, the regular Navy
numbered 649 ships and vessels, including 116
submarines, 14 aircraft carriers...30 frigates,
61 destroyers .... In the reserve fleet there num-
bered 292 ships, including 10 submarines, 5 air-
craft carriers,...61 destroyers .... Under con-

struction are 27 submarines, 3 aircraft carriers,
5 frigates, 23 destroyers ....

"In 1974 it is planned to commission (upon com-
pletion of construction): 6 nuclear-powered tor-
pedo submarines, a nuclear-powered aircraft car-
rier, a nuclear-powered guided-missile frigate, a
destroyer.. .in 1975 - 5 nuclear-powered torpedo
submarines, a nuclear-powered guided-missile
frigate, 4 destroyers...in 1976, 5 nuclear-
powered torpedo submarines, the nuclear-powered
aircraft carrier D. Eisenhower, a nuclear-powered
guided-missile frigate, 5 destroyers.. .in 1977 -

2 nuclear-powered torpedo submarines, a nuclear-
powered guided-missile frigate, 3 destroyers ....
(FNC 8/74)

- "Destroyer Squadron 9 will be /forward/ based at
Guam from the spring of 1975. It is composed of
/a DLG, 2 DDs, and 3 DEs/." (FNC 9/74)

- "The Number of the Ships and Aircraft of the
Regular /U.S./ Navy:

Class of ship, According to Planned
aircraft the situation for as of

30.6.74 30.6.75
Nuclear-powered
torpedo submar-
ines .............. 61 67

Aircraft carriers. 14 15

Guided-missile
frigates .......... 29 32

Guided-missile
destroyers ........ 29 29

Destroyers ........ 32 35

All ships, includ-
ing auxiliaries... 157 148
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Deck-based antisub-
marine airplanes.. 138 184

Airplanes of shore-
based patrol avia-
tion .............. 437 429

Helicopters ....... 1,286 1,276

All aircraft ...... 6,475 6,283
(FNC 10/74)

- "The 24 squadrons of the /ORION/ P-3B and P-3C
airplanes are deployed to the following air
bases: Sigonella (Italy), Rota (Spain), Lajes
(Azores), Keflavik (Iceland), Kinley (Bermuda),

Adak (Aleutians), Iwakuni (Japan), Naha (Okin-
awa), and Agana (Guam). In the reserves there
are 12 squadrons of P-2 and P-3A airplanes."63/

- "As of 30 June 1975, the U.S. Navy is planned to
total 67 /nuclear-powered/ torpedo submarines...
15 aircra t-carriers ... 32 guided-missile conven-
tional frigates, 29 guided-missile destroyers, 35
destroyers...". (FNC 12/74)

1975 - Class of ship U.S.

Nuclear-powered tor- 64*
pedo submarines ..... 87

Diesel-powered torpedo 15
submarines ............ 6

Guided-missiles 39
destroyers.. 62

Destroyers .... 67

Guided-missile 6
frigates ...... 14

Frigates /and DEs/ 63
60

*In the numerator - data as of l.VII.1975; in the denomi-

nator - the proposed composition as of 1980.
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Airplanes and shore-
based aviation ...... 250

Helicopters ........ about 200
(FNC 10/75)

- "As of June 1, 1976 the number of ships in com-
mission in the U.S Navy will be cut back from 502
to 490 units. The number of aircraft carriers
will be lowered from 15 to 13. (Two will be
placed in reserve.) There will be four more
nuclear-powered torpedo submarines... /and four/
destroyers will be commissioned." (FNC-10/75)_

- "As of April 1975, orders /for the U.S. Navy/ had
been placed for the construction of 75 combatant
ships and auxiliaries, including.. .24 nuclear-
powered aircraft carriers,.. .29 destroyers of the
Spruance Class." (FNC 12/75)
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1971-1976, 2 (d) - MISSION-COMPLETION CAPNBILITIES OF SOVIET
SSBNs

1971- "The main force of our Navy -- the nuclear-
powered submarines -- are capable of destroying
from great distances both targets at sea and
important objectives on the seacoast and in the
rear of an enemy." 3/

- "...Our strategic missile forces.. together with
our nuclear-powered missile submarines of the
Navy are the main means for the deterrence of an
aggressive and a reliable shield covering the
world system of socialism .... now nuclear-powered
submarines, which are armed with missiles and
long-range homing torpedoes, along with missile-
armed naval aircraft form the basis of our Navy's
combat power. There has been a substantial in-
crease in the combat capabilities of our various
surface ships that are equipped with modern wea-
pons for destroying targets on the surface, sub-
merged, and in the air."4/

- "Such /nuclear-powered/ submarines are capable of
striking enemy strategic targets at a range of
1,000 kilometers and of hitting enemy /surface/
ships and submarines with cruise missl-Ts a-n-d
torpedoes. "6/

- "Our submarines, surface ships, lnd aviation are
equipped with combat means capable of destroying
various underwater, surface, and air taraets in
any region of the World Ocean." 7/

- "A special role in contemporary combat operations
belongs to submarines, the most developed and
powerful ships. Armed with ballistic missiles
and enormous flight ranges and an accurate system
of guidance, they can inflict powerful strikes on
military objectives on the shore of the enemy
from any point in the World Ocean. The submerged
missile-launch capability affords covertness and
surprise in delivering their weapons. Our pre-
sent-day nuclear-powered submarines constitute
the main striking force of our Navy. Their num-
bers and quality fully correspond to the require-
ments for successfully carrying out the missions
for defense of the state interests of the Home-
land on the sea and oceanic expanses. In cons-
tituting a formidable force of inexorable retal-
iation to aggressors if they should ever dare to
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unleash a war, our submarine fleet fulfills a
most important function of peace under contem-
porary -,nditions."8/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines armed with missiles
with underwater launch and homing torpedoes have
become the most powerful ships in our Navy. A
nuclear-powered submarine cruiser is capable of
launching missiles with nuclear warheads from a
submerged position thousands of miles away from
the target while itself remaining virtually in-
vulner able ." 9/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines with ballistic mis-
siles carrying nuclear warheads are capable of
inflicting strikes on the strategic objectives of
an opponent from thousands of miles away and of
destroying the surface ships and submarines of an
opponent with cruise missiles and torpedoes."10/

- "Equipping submarines with nuclear-powered wea-
pons... gave them the capability to act against
objectives... in the depth of an enemy's terri-
tory.. .nuclear-powered submarines.. .constitute a
very difficult target for antisubmarine
forces."11/

1972 - "...the strategic forces of navies /i.e., SSBNs/
... are not capable of realizing their capabili-
ties in full measure without the appropriate
support of other forces. And in the event of a
conventional start of a war /between the super-
powers/, they /Soviet SSBNs/ wTfl, in general, be
held-in reserve."14/

- "Arming submarines with long-range missiles en-
ables them to operate... at a considerable dis-
tance from the shore of a probable enemy, reli-
ably protected by surface ships and aviation.
These submarines can launch their missiles both
while transiting and when leaving their bases and
even from points along the shores of the American
/read "Eurasian" in this obvious surrogate use of
the U.S. Navy's SSBNs for the USSRs/ continent.
Arranging launch areas close to one s own shores
appreciably simplifies the organizatior of the
war and cuts down on the expenditures of fuel and
time spent on ocean transit."15/

- "Desoite the rather great reliability of subma-
rines being detected by shore hydrophone
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stations, it is considered abroad that low-noise
missile submarines can launch their missiles from
positions beyond the effective detection range of
/such stationary/ detection systems."16/

- "The Navy has developed into a formidable
force. The main strike force of our Navy is
comprised of nuclear-powered submarines armed
with long-range missiles and homing torpe-
does... Soviet naval personnel have repeatedly
demonstrated on long cruises their readiness to
carry out the most difficult missions."32/

1973 - "...nuclear weapons have enabled the submarine
forces of the /Soviet/ Navy to become part of the
Strategic Nuclear Forces of the Country. The
ballistic missiles of submarines insure the cao-
ability for destroying from different directions
the strategic targets of an enemy located in the
depths of his territory."32/

"Thus, as a result of its arming with strateqic
nuclear weapons, the /SSBN force of the/ Navy
objectively acquires tFe capability not-only of
sharing in the destruction of the military-econo-
mic potential of an aggressor but also becomes
one of the most important factors for the deter-
rence of a nuclear attack. In this connection,
missile submarines, due to their greater surviv-
ability in comparison to land-based missiles, are
an even more reliable means of deterrence."33/

- "Underrating the necessity for support of the
operations of submarines by aviation and surface
ships in the two previous world wars cost the
German command dearly .... We require not only
submarines but various kinds of surface ships.33/

- "The /Soviet/ Navy is a formidable force. Its
main striking arm, nuclear-powered missiles sub-
marines armed with ballistic missiles, combines
great striking power, mobility, and virtual in-
vulnerability."34/

- "Today's nuclear-powered submarines, armed with
ballistic missiles with underwater start, are
capable of carrying out a wide range of offensive
missions of an operational and strategic charac-
ter, and can inflict strikes on objectives of the
enemy from any point of the World Ocean.
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"The high combat stability of these ships,
achieved by their covertness underway, their
surprise application of weapons, great speed of
underwater cruising, and the capability of re-
maining in the ocean at combat readiness for a
prolonged time has made nuclear-powered subma-
rines a very 'difficult' objective for antisub-
marine forces."36/

- "Over the 25 postwar years, the diving depth of
submarines has more than doubled and the sign-
ificance of this factor for increasing the co-
vertness of submarines is difficult to over-
estimate. "36/

- "In the tactics of /U.S./ amtisubmarine forces,
the destruction of submarines during the combat-
deployment stage is given significant attention,
especially because, up to this time, no effective
means for the long-range detection of submarines
has been found. They can, as before, reliably
conceal themselves in the depths of the seas and
oceans and remain in constant readiness for
launching their missiles. As foreign naval spe-
cialists acknowledge, under contemporary condi-
tions the continuous surveillance of a submarine
is a virtually impossible task. Just for this
reason there exist /U.S./ plans for the employ-
ment of antisubmariRe submarines in the regions
close to the bases of the opponent's missile
submarines, on their transit routes to the re-
gions of combat patrolling, and in the most like-
ly combat patrol areas."36/

- "The militarist circles of the imperialist coun-
tries see in the powerful submarines of the USSR,
which are armed with modern nuclear-missile wea-
pons and are prepared for successful operations
/even/ under conditions of a /highly/ developed
antisubmarine defense, one of the serious obsta-
cles in the path of the realization of their
aggressive plans. In these plans, they do not
overestimate in the West the effectiveness of
their system of warfare with submarines and re-
cognize it to be, to a large extent, undeveloped
and incapable of fully stopping modern nuclear-
powered submarines from carrying out their as-
signed missions."36/

- "We have received qualitatively new ships which
have extensive capabilities for antisubmarine
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warfare. The uniting of the tactical-technical

advantages of the helicopter with the ship, the
embodiment of which is the antisubmarine cruisers
of the Leningrad Class, has proven to be success-
ful. Antisubmarine airplanes, carrying modern
sensors and weapons on board, are an important
means of antisubmarine warfare."45/

1974 - "Nuclear-powered submarines, which possess high
cruising speed, good maneuvering qualities, and
the capability of operating at great depths, can
penetrate antisubmarine curtains successfullv."50

- "The antisubmarine forces of the /Soviet/ Navy
include antisubmarine cruisers, laFg-e and small

antisubmarine /surface/ ships, submarines, air-
planes, and he-l-copters. They are capable of
carrying out search and destruction of enemy
submarines not only in their own coastal zones
but also in distant regions of the open seas and
oceans. The cruising speed and seaworthiness of

antisubmarine ships has increased and the weapon-
ry and electronic gear have been improved. The
joint employment of antisubmarine ships, anti-
submarine airplanes and helicopters is effective
in warfare against submarines, including nuclear-
powered ones."50/

- "At the present time, the main means capable of
carrying out the basic missions of the Navy are
nuclear-powered submarines, which are armed with
various missiles and homing torpedoes .... They can
deliver strikes from great distances both on
targets at sea and on objectives on land situated
on the coast or in the rear."51/

"...a nuclear-powered missile submarine is cap-

able of delivering an accurate and powerful
strike on strategically important targets at very

long range. Naturally, the success of such an
attack will depend largely on whether the missile
platform can remain undetected until the moment
its weapons are used, and, more precisely,

whether the ship's commanding officer and the
whole crew can maintain secrecy for an extended
period under the difficult situation of anti-
submarine warfare."56/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines are.. .armed with
long-range ballistic missiles .... In the event of
necessity, nuclear-powered submarine can cover a
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great distance covertly and take up a favorable
position for the delivery of a strike on an ag-
gressor."59/

- "Modern submarines.. .provide the /Soviet/ Navy
with the capability..,to reliably destroy impor-
tant ground objectives in the depths of enemy
territory."60/

- Argues that the development of /Soviet/ SSBNs
into a reliable weapons system requir s that they
be given greater "defense-in-depth" by other
naval forces including a more extended ranqe of
reconnaissance.62/

1975 - "At the present time, nuclear-powered submarines
armed with various missiles and homing torpedoes
are the main means capable of carrying out the
basic missions of the Navy. They can deliver
strikes from great distances on targets at sea
and on land, on the coast and in the rear of an
enemy. "67/

- "Atomic energy and nuclear weapons combined with
various types of missiles and electronic gear
have given the /Soviet/ Navy new characteristics
and advanced iEto the ranks of the strategic
forces capable of exerting a decisive influence
not just on the course and outcome of major oper-
ations in large theaters of military action but
also on the /course and outcome of the/ war as a
whole. Possessing ocean-going, nuclear-powered
submarines and modern surface ships, including
ones with aviation weaponry, the Navy has become
capable of operating worldwide, projecting its
power not only over the ocean but also to land
areas on distant continents."68/

- "It /the Soviet Navy/ has nuclear-powered sub-
marines armed with...ballistic missiles and hom-
ing torpedoes, naval missile and antisubmarine
aviation... surface ships of various types --
missile cruisers, antisubmarine ships...".72/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines armed with long-range
missiles, naval missile and antisubmarine air-
craft, various types of missile and antisubmarine
surface ships.. .now constitute the basis of the
/Soviet/ Navy's combat might."73/
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"Nuclear-powered submarines.. .have now become the
main striking power of the /Soviet/ Navy and...
are armed with long-range baT=ist- missiles and
homing torpedoes .... No less formidable aie the
supersonic naval missile aircraft that...are
capable of delivering.. .strikes against naval
forces and enemy bases and coastal targets...
Antisubmarine aircraft have on board excellent
equipment for the rapid detection of enemy
submarines and the weapons to destroy them."74/

"The nuclear-powered submarine armed with long-
range ballistic missiles... and homing torpedoes
is the pride of Soviet shipbuilding.. .Supersonic
naval missile aircraft...are capable of deliver-
ing... strikes against naval forces, bases, and
shore targets of the enemy .... Aircraft of the
antisubmarine force possess great technical cap-
abilities for the rapid detection and destruction
of the enemy's submarines. All types of surface
ships have also undergone considerable
changes..: missile cruisers, antisubmarine
ships... "75

It's /the Soviet's Navy's/ basis consists of
nuclear-powered submarines, naval missile and
antisubmarine aviation, and various types of
missile and antisubmarine surface ships...".76/

"New missile, antisubmarine.. .and other surface
ships and submarines, which have great endurance,
unlimited seaworthiness, great striking power,
and combat stability, are capable of carrying out
a wide range of missions successfully in a war at
sea."77/

"Submarines of operational-tactical designation
/that is, torpedo-attack submarines/ are increas-
T -gly... being employed for the protection of the
combat patroling of strategic submarines. In the
opinion of foreign specialists, this basically
strengthens /these/ units and significantly de-
creases the egree of threat to them by subra-
r ines."81/

"Can submarines, despite the corstant moderniza-
tion of ASW means, accomplish strategic aims in a
war at sea? A great deal of research has affirm-
ed the high effectiveness of submarines when
properly employed and provided with combat sup-
port."85/
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- "Thus, in nuclear-powered submarines are concent-
rated all of the basic indices which characterize
the power of a navy: great striking power, high
mobility and stealth, the capability of conduct-
ing combat operations on a global scale for des-
truction of important ground objectives, and the
submarines and surface ships of an enemy."85/

- "Now the /Soviet/ Navy is capable of carrying out
strategic missions not only for the destruction
of important ground objectives of an enemy but
also for the destruction of nuclear-powered sub-
marines at sea."85/

- In an obvious surrogate for the Soviet Navy's
Delta Class SSBN, it was asserted that the longer
range of Trident missiles would "enable subma-
rines located in their bases or in the coastal
regions... to deliver strikes in the.. .con-
tinent.1"88/

1976 - "At present, the main means capable of carrying
out the basic missions of the /Soviet/ Navy are
nuclear-powered submarines armed with various
missiles and homing torpedoes. The Navy also has
at its disposal missile, antisubmarine,.. .and
other surface ships.. .Naval missile aviation is
an important means for the destruction /of the
naval forces/ of an opponent."91
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1971-1976, 3 (a) - SOSUS (PLUS ANY COMPATIBLE MOBILE/
PORTABLE SUB-SYSTEMS)

1971 - "The development and modernization of passive
hydroacoustic systems for the detection of sub-
marines and the classification of contacts with
underwater targets is continuing in the U.S.

"In addition to modernizing the mobile systems
for search for submarines, the U.S. Navy Command
has been according great attention in recent
times to the modernization and the development of
new positional means of detection intended for
two tasks:
/1)_/ Detection of submarines whenever they

penetrate the very long ASW barriers;
and

/2) / The surveillance of submarines at ccn-
siderable distances from one's c n
coasts.

It is the requirements for carrying out these
tasks that have determined the main directions of
the development of positional hydroacoustic
means.

"In the U.S., work has been carried on for the
past decade for developing a system for the de-
tection of submarines on the far approaches to
the American coast -- Project TRIDENT and also
the passive systems CAESAR for the Atlantic coast
of the U.S. and COLOSSUS for the Pacific. The
acoustic antenna for these are erected within the
limits of the continental shelf.

"Deep-water manned hydrophones are being deve-
loped in the U.S. at present. Their crews will
be comprised of ten men who will be able to work
water for a month. The installation of such

stations at depths up to 2,000 meters will permit
the forward stationing of the acoustic antennae
out to 200 miles from the shore.

"Significant means have been expended for these

systems of Project TRIDENT: 20 million dollars
in 1965, 22 million in 1967, and about the same

amount was spent in 1970."7/

- "The solution of the antisubmarine warfare
problem under present conditions is closely con-
nected to the development of means for the reli-
able detection and destruction of low-noise
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targets that are moving at high speeds an at
great depths. Consequently, equipment for the
detection of submarines is being developed by
navies abroad in not just the acoustic field but
in other physical fields as well."12/

1972 - "Foreign experts accord an important role in
antisubmarine warfare to fixed or positioned
antisubmarine installations. Their purpose is to
detect a submarine on the far approaches to a
coast. A fixed hydroacoustical system consists
of a network of sound-ranging stations and low-
frequency hydrophones that are mounted within the
limits of the continential shelf below the dis-
turbances in the upper layer .... Such systems
permit the detection of submarines hundreds of
kilometers from shore. In May 1968, the American
CAESAR system was used to determine the approxi-
mate location of the loss of the nuclear-powered
submarine SCORPION (830 km southwest of the
Azores) ....

"Independently-operating hydroacoustical stations
which work like sonobuoys are positioned on anti-
submarine barriers. They transmit detection data
by radio to a shore post, airplane or ship. The
signals from such buoys can also be received by
earth satellite.

"Despite the rather great reliability of subma-
rine detection by shore hydrophone stations, it
is considered abroad that low-noise missile sub-
marines can launch their missiles from positions
beyond the effective range of detection sys-
tems. Therefore, new ways for long-range detec-
tion of submarines are being sought -- for
example, installing nuclear-powered hydrophones
at great depths thousands of meters from
shore."16/

- The book Aircraft Carriers and Helicopter Car-
riers, despite rather extensive discussion of
antisubmarine zones and barriers established by
the U.S. and of the "forces and means" employed
in those zones and on those barriers, never
hinted at the existence of any stationary "means"
for ASW in the American "arsenal".21/

- "An evaluation of the strategic measures taken by
the U.S. for the preparation of potential thea-
ters of military action in the ocean could not be
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complete without a look at the problems connected
with the development of a global system of sur-
veillance, detection, and identification of sub-
marine targets. The best-known of the systems of
submarine detection, that on the far approaches
to the Atlantic coast /of the U.S./ is.. .the
positional CAESAR system of passive hydroacous-
tics. It is installed on the continental shelf
at a depth of about 200 meters. As a supplement
to it, the COLOSSUS system was added in 1964.
The SEA SPIDER hydrophone system is being instal-
led along the Pacific coast and near the Hawaiian
Islands. All of these systems, as well as a num-
ber of others (BARRIER, BRONCO) are integral
parts of the overall SOSUS detection system and
are based on the passive principle of hydro-
acoustics. The ARTEMIS system, which employs
extremely powerful low-frequency sonar is intend-
ed for long-range detection of submarines and
should become the active component of SOSUS.

"All of these systems of hydrophones and sonar,
according to the Western press, are intended
primarily for the establishment of antisubmarine
barriers with the aim of interdicting the poten-
tial routes of exit of the submarines of a puta-
tive opponent into the open ocean. Among them
are named barriers between Greenland and Scot-
land, between Japan and Alaska, and at the Azore
Islands. In addition, hydrophones of the CAESAR
system can be installed along the shores of
'friendly nations'. Therefore, there is every
reason to assume that the United States is de-
veloping a global net for the detection and iden-
tification of submarine targets and a system of
antisubmarine barriers which occupies the entire
vast expanse of the World Ocean and consequent-
ly has important strategic significance...".29/

1973 - "Stationary (positional) hydroacoustic means have
received special development in the U.S. Their
basic function is the long-range detection of
nuclear-powered missile submarines and the vec-
toring of patrolling antisubmarine forces to the
target for its direct tracking (or destruc-
tion). Work is being carried out on several
programs. One of these -- CAESAR -- orovides for
the development of a net of passive hydrophone-
detectors within the confines of the continental
shelf and on underwater heights .... Tn another
program -- ARTEMIS -- the possibilities of
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developing stationary means of detection
employing very powerful.... low-frequency sonar
transmitters has been under investigation."35/ *1
"It is planned to equip the antisubmarine bar-

riers and zones (mainly in the Atlantic) with the
MSS, SAS, and COLOSSUS systems. In the MSS de-
tection system, sonobuoys will be used which are
dropped from ships or airplanes and which auto-
matically anchor themselves. It is considered
that it /the MSS System/ can be deployed rapidly
in any operational di-rection. The experimental
model is scheduled for delivery in February 1972.

- "However, foreign specialists note that the sta-
tionary means presently available do not meet the
expanding requirements for reliable monitoring of
the underwater environment for the timely detec-
tion, and, most importantly, the classification
of the new low-noise submarines. So, research in
the field of developing other means of detection
is being continued. Along with existing means,
they must constitute a constantly-operating sys-
tem of submarine surveillance."35/

- ... up to this time, no effective means for the
long-range detection of submarines has been
found... the continuous surveillance of a subma-
rine of a potential enemy is a virtually impos-
sible task."36/

"The antisubmarine forces of the /U.S./ Atlantic

Fleet integrate the submarines, surface ships of
various types, aircraft carrier-based and shore-
based antisubmarine aviation, and also the system
of stationary means of long-range antisubmarine
surveillance which operates in the /Atlantic/
theater.. .As the Western press has note--d, an-T-
submarine barriers have been established on the
probable routes of transit of /Soviet/ subma-
rines, and the East coast of theT. S.-s covered
by stationary hydroacoustic systems."37/

- "No mention was made of SOSUS in a Naval Digest
article titled "Perspectives for the Development
of the U.S. Navy in the '70s" which discussed
virtually every important aspect of current U.S.
naval development except what the U.S. was doing
for anti-SSBN ASW including steps for the im-
provement of the SOSUS system. The alleged
"blue-waters" strategy" of the U.S. was mentioned
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as were purported U.S. R&D efforts to evolve an
effective "global strategy". Also discussed were
all the various types of forces and weapons being
built for ASW, including the development of
"multipurpose" aircraft carriers and subma-
rines. The absence of any discussion of such an
important aspect of U.S. naval strategy suggested
that SOSUS was deemed either too unimportant or
too sensitive to discuss.40/

"U.S. Navy expenditures for development of anti-
submarine forces and means from 1971 through
1975, in the estimates of foreign specialists,
will increase from 2.5 billion dollars to 4.5;
the greater part of this sum is going for the
development of means of submarine detection. The
ultimate aim of all this work is the development
of a global system of submarine surveillance
throughout the World Ocean.

"At present, all hydroacoustic means of surveil-
lance of submarines are part of the SOSUS system.
It includes shipboard, airborne, and stationary
means of search .... Stationary /positional/ means
of submarine detection are the basis-of the
entire SOSUS system. The most developed at pre-
sent is the CAESAR net of stationary /hydrophone/
detectors, which became operationaT initialTy
along the U.S. Atlantic coast; in 1969-'70, along
the Pacific coast .... In 1972, the Americans
started expanding the zones of operation of
CAESAR into the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico.
For deployment into the regions of the Atlantic
located beyond the zones of operation of CAESAR,
the SAS System is being developed. It will in-
clude a net of... hydrophones on botton-installed
tripods.. .The SAS System will be unique for the
width of its acoustic range, its high sensitiv-
ity, and high date-transmission speed. Its cost,
apparently, will exceed one billion dollars. In
addition, it is planned to equip the antisubma-
rine barriers with the MSS and COLOSSUS
systems." MSS was described as based on anchored
sonobuoys that would operate for 90 hours. Si-
multaneous (i.e. real-time) transmission of sub-
marine position data to the ASW forces by a spe-
cial information system OSIS was stressed.41/

1974 - "...exceptional importance is ascribed to these
SOSUS sub-systems by the American command."53/
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- Widening the coastal zone of submarine detection
presents great difficulties .... It is considered
that the effectiveness of the detection barriers
can be increased by extensive employment of auto-
matic aviation equipment /sonobuoys/. One of the
feasible options would be to empI-y the MSS sys-
tem /of more durable sonobuoys/."53/

- In 1971 the Canadian Navy started work in the
region of Lincoln Bay for establishing a barrier
across the entrance from the North Arctic Ocean
into the Baffin sea /sic-bay/.53/

- "It is planned /in the U.S. Navy/ to develop an
integrated systemfor the collecton, processing,
and display of such /submarine positional/ data
from all sources, inE-ding from positional and
stationary means. In the opinion of foreign
specialists, development of such a system will
make possible the more effective conduct of anti-
submarine warfare."53/

-"The view is being expressed that the collection
of data from positional means by satellite per-
mits development of a 'global' system of subma-
rine detection and tracking."53/

- "A special role is accorded to the matter of the
correct classification of the hydroacoustic con-
tacts gained. For this reason, the question is
being studied intensively abroad employing com-
puters for classification."53/

- "It is expected that a well-equipped and automat-
ed shore command center /for the SOSUS system/
would make it possible to increase the effecti--
ness of the mobile forces supporting the system
and the distant (ASW) barriers for submarine
detection by two times and more."53/

- "...the stationary and positional systems for
submarine detection are considered abroad as a
most important, integral part of the overall
system for antisubmarine warfare."53/

1975 - "A positional system for the... detection of sub-
marines has been installed along the /East/ coast
of the U.S. The system's hydrophones are posi-
tioned on the continental shelf...in the sector
from Florida... to Nova Scotia. Due to the ex-
ploitation of underwater sound channels, an
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extended range of detection is obtained." (FNC
2/75)

- "Warfare with (SSBN) missile platforms...has
become one of the top-priority missions of
navies ........

"Among the many qualities characteristic of sub-
marines, the covertness of their operations re-
mains highly important.

"The hunt for.. .solutions to the timely detection
of submarines has led to the appearance of var-
ious systems of underwater surveillance in those
regions where the use of strategic submarines is
most likely. The U.S. Navy, for example, already
has turned to the development of a global net for
the detection and identification of submarines,
having in view the development of a hydroacous-
tical field... for the detection of any submarine
which enters the limits of the field. Such a
system, in the estimation of specialists, would
permit not only the detection of missile subma-
rines but also the determination of their loca-
tion, that is, would provide full information on
each enemy submarine to allow 'the inflicting on
it of a strike without warning and within a few
minutes'. All of this is a manifestation of one
of the leading trends in the development of naval
tactics -- that for submarines of improving their
covertness and for antisubmarine forces of de-
priving. submarines of that advantaqe."8l/

- "At the end of the May 1968 the American nuclear-
powered submarine Scorpion was lost while tran-
siting from the Mediterranean to the United
States. The moment of the breaking of the solid
hull had been fixed by several hydrophones.
Thus, it was possible to establish the location
of the sunken submarine -- 450 miles southwest of
the Azores. With this data, the search forces
easily found the ... Scorpion at the end of Sep-
tember. In this manner, the effectiveness of the
new submarine detection system was confirmed."82/

- "In 1972, the Budget and Finance Committee ap-
proved a plan for improving the existing barriers
or zones on the far approaches to the /U.S. East/
coast and to straits and also for the establish-
ment of new ones. To this end, substantial means
are being expended.
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For example, out of 327 million dollars allocated
for carrying out ASW measures in FY 1975, almost
25 percent (80 million dollars) were spent on the
development of a global system of long-range
hydroacoustic surveillance."82/

- "The American Naval Command accords importance to
the concept that the data gathered by all of the
sources of hydroacoustic underwater surveillance
(SOSUS) , after processing at shore centers, be
transmitted /in real time/ to the antisubmarine
forces. One of-the measures directed at solving
this task is the development of a specialized
information system, OSIS, with shore stations for
the processing and forwarding of data to ships
and airplanes located at sea and in the air. As
SOSUS is perfected and its zones of operation are
expanded over the World Ocean, the Pentagon plans
to establish a single operating system of hydro-
acoustic underwater surveillance under the global
command of the U.S. Armed Forces...".82/

- "From everything related above, it is clear that
the main assignment of the modern navies of the
Western powers is for action against the terri-
tory of an enemy. At the same time, the naval
forces of the U.S. and NATO also possess great
capabilities for naval warfare and, in the first
place, for antisubmarine warfare.

"The development of the antisubmarine forces is
being effectad mainly by way of an increased
buildup in the number of nuclear-powered and
diesel-powered torpedo submarines, by the refit-
ting of the surface ASW combatant force, by re-
ceiving new ASW airplanes and helicopters, and by
the installation of positional systems of long-
range hydroacoustic surveillance."

"The matter of search for submarines is consider-
ably more difficult /than in WW II/, especially
for nuclear-powered ones having W-igh speed and
great submergence depths. And, although the
search for them is based on the use of many phy-
sical fields... their detection poses no small
difficulties....

"Means for the illumination of the underwater
environment.. .have acquired a most important
significance under contemporary conditions.
Among them, a special place has been occupied by
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hydroacoustic stations and systems which are
devoted to the detection of submarines and sur-
face ships, the search for mines, protection of
shipping, and to rescue work. Hydroacoustic
means are being developed intensively in all
navies and already have become an inseparable
part of the armament of submarines, surface com-
batants, helicopters, airplanes, and of station-
ary systems.

"The extensive application of hydroacoustics has
exerted a substantial influence on the develop-
ment of the Navy and on /Soviet/ naval art. The
potentials of hydroacoustcs are far from ex-
hausted. Work for increasing its effectiveness
will continue, especially for antisubmarine war-

fare. Consequently, more effective methods for
warfare against the forces of the enemy of a navy
will continue to be developed."85/

1976 - "A continuously operating system of antisubmarine
surveillance has been developed in the Pacific by
the Americans for the obtaining of data on the
location of diesel and nuclear-powered submarines
in the theater of military action. The SOSUS
system of stationary means of long-range hydro-
acoustic detection constitutes its basis.

"The hydrophone-detectors, as the foreign press
reports, are installed in the region of the con-
tinental shelf along the coast of the North
American continent and also in the underwater
heights alongside the Aleutian chain and those of
the Hawaiian Islands and the Kirile-Kamchatka
Trench. To the north of the Hawaiian Islands, the
SEA SPIDER deepwater hydroacoustic system oper-
ates (at a depth of 4,900 meters). At present,
research is being conducted aimed at installing
hydroacoustic means of detection in the ap-
proaches to Taiwan, Okinawa, Korea, and the Phil-
ippine Islands. In the Hawaiian Islands a joint
intelligence center for the SOSUS system is being
established .... Antisubmarine surveillance is
organized in such a manner that data on the un-
derwater situation is provided by all forces at
sea and in the air -- by surface ships and sub-
marines in transit, in combat training areas,
when conducting reconnaissance, shios and air-
craft along trade and flight routes, and by air-
planes of shore-based patrol aviation along the
routes of their daily patrol flights. With the
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aid of space satellites, surveillance of the
departure of submarines from their bases or those
which are surfaced or cruising at shallow depths
is reported. Radio surveillance means can pro-
vide interception and direction-finding of /sub-
marine/ radio transmissions. Special attenton
is gTen by the U.S. Navy to the antisubmarine
activities of shore-based patrol aviation. In
noting such positive qualities as maneuvering
speed and being equipped with various means of
detection and destruction of submarines, the
American command believes that shore-based air-
planes, in combination with stationary means of
surveillance, are highly effective in the overall
system of 'antisubmarine warfare'. All informa-
tion on the submarine situation is collected in
the processing center (San Francisco) and after
technical analysis, it is plotted on a map.
Notification is given to the forces on each de-
tected target. The ultimate goal of all of these
efforts is achievement of the continuous tracking
of a detected nuclear-powered submarine. Anti-
submarine submarines and airplanes of shore-based
aviation, or special surface ships /e.g., ASW
crusiers/ can be employed for the tracki-in-."90/
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1971-1976, 3 (b) - SHORE BASED VP AIRPLANES (PLUS
SATELLITES)

1971 - "The /U.S./ Navy is planning to reequip 226
shore-based patrol airplanes of the P-3A and P-3B
ORION types, equipping then with an improved
system of passive sonobuoys -- DIFAR...". (FNC
5/71)

- "Shore-based patrol aviation, which numbers in
its composition about 300 airolanes, is consider-
ed as before to be an important means for anti-
submarine warfare. The P-3C ORION, which became
operational in the Navy in the early '60s, must
be considered as the main type. In the near
future it should replace the obsolescent air-
planes of the NEPTUNE and MARLIN types complete-
ly."l/

- "In the antisubmarine forces of NATO are an esti-
mated 650 shore-based patrol airplanes of anti-
submarine defense, the majority of which are all-
weather ones and with adequately high speed and
endurance. " 12/

- "/After asserting that the U.S. accords a para-
mount role in ASW to submarines, the article
continued:/ A special place in the military
plans of the imperialist countries is assiqned to
antisubmarine aviation which, in the opinion of
foreign specialists, is capable of significantly
facilitating the carrying out of the mission for
warfare against submarines and of substantially
lessening the overall effort of the forces. In
this regard, development is being conducted for a
considerable increase in the radius of operation
and flight speed of airplanes, the automation of
the search processes and destruction of subma-
r i nes. "12/

1972 - "Independently-operating hydroacoustical stations
which work like sonobuoys are positioned on anti-
submarine barriers. They transmit detection data
by radio to a shore post, airplane, or ship. The
signals from such buoys can also be received by
earth satellite."16/

- "Sonobuoys enable /antisubmar ine/ aviation to

survey vast water regions. The one-time nature
of their use is the basis of their short-
comings. Moreover, the possibility of using
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sonobuoys depends on the sea state. Nonetheless,
the simplicity of construction, low weight and
small size, and the low cost of sonobuoys make
feasible their mass application. Sonobuoys are
the basic means of search being employed by anti-
submarine airplanes."31/

1973 - "Despite the development and entry into use in
the /U.S./ Navy of new shipborne antisubmarine
airplanes, foreign specialists consider that the
development of shipborne antisubmarine aviation
is being conducted less intensively than that of
shore-based air. This is explained by the grow-
ing effectiveness of shore-based airplanes of
antisubmarine defense and by the equipping of
attack aircraft carriers, destroyers, and other
classes of ships with antisubmarine helicop-
ters. It is expected that in the near future the
point of defense of ships antisubmarine-wise will
be carried out more by antisubmarine helicopters
along with shore-based air. In the long run,
this /point ASW defense/ will be carried out also
by airplanes witf vertical takeoff and
landing."36/

- "Among a number of new means of antisubmarine
warfare, /in the U.S./, there is the directional
aviation sonobuoy DIFAR. As the foreign press
notes, DIFAR will increase the antisubmarine de-
tection capabilities of antisubmarine airplanes
considerably." 36/

- "In 1972, 24 squadrons of shore-based patrol P-3
ORION airplanes were in the order-of-battle of
the antisubmarine forces. In the course of the
next few years, their numbers are expected to be
kept unchanged. The P-3C airplanes with improved
aviation electronics are coming into the order-
of-battle."40/

- "In the /U.S. Navy/ budget for FY 1972/73, funds
were allocated for the purchase of...24 shore-
based P-3C ORION patrol airplanes." (FNC 6/73)

- "On January 1, 1973, U.S. Naval Aviation numbered
6,815 airplanes, including...450 shore based
patrol airplanes." (FNC 6/73)

- "Modern naval aviation can carry out such mis-
sions as the search and destruction of subma-
rines... 1142/
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- "Antisubmarine airplanes and shipborne heli-
copters have proven themselves to be an effective
means of fighting submarines no matter at what
depth they may be located."44/

- "Naval missile and antisubmarine aviation has
become an important force in our Navy. It is a
formidable weapon assigned to combat the surface
ships and submarines of an opponent."44/

1974 - "The capabilities of antisubmarine aviation,
which is equipped with modern instruments for the
search and destruction of a submarine opponent,
have grown immeasurably."57/

- "There are also modern antisubmarine airplanes
and helicopters in /Soviet/ Naval Aviation which
are capable of locating and destroying a subma-
rine opponent in the ocean's expanses."58/

- "Antisubmarine airplanes and helicopters, which
are equipped with effective sensors and weapons
for search and destruction of a submarine oppo-
nent, also have important significance."60/

- "The P-3C airplane possesses sufficiently high
flight characteristics and is assigned for carr-
ying out a vast complex of antisubmarine tasks...
The P-3C is equipped with the.. .A-NEW system...
which substantially enhances its combat capabili-
ties in the search and attack of submarine tar-
gets. The ORION is literally stuffed with sen-
sors,..systems for the collection, processing,
and display of information... The system report-
edly can handle the processing of three times as
much volume of signals from sonobuoys as the ear-
lier modification...

"Without denying the many merits of the ORION,
specialists note, however, its great weight, lack
of economy, and high cost (7 million dollars)
and, therefore, are recommending to the command
that other alternatives be sought...

"Along with the unarguable merits of shore-based
patrol airplanes of foreign navies, substantial
shortcomings are present in them as well. In the
opinion of foreign specialists: they are com-
pletely helpless in an encounter with fighter
aircraft and require reliable air cover. It is
not always possible to provide this since the
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radius of operation of fighter aviation is not
great. A heavy and relatively slow machine, it
is a superb target for missiles of the ship-air
class, including as well those launched from sub-
marines (for example, the British SLAM anti-air
missile system)."63/

1975 - "After detection of a target is made by means of
SOSUS, mobile forces, most often airplanes of
shore-based patrol aviation, are vectored to the
contact area for the localization and final clas-
sification of the target. Continuous surveil-
lance (tracking) /usually by the VP airplanes/ is
maintained on the submarine."82/

1976 - "Special attention is accorded by the U.S. Navy
to the antisubmarine operations of shore-based
patrol aviation... the American command believes
that shore-based airplanes, in combination with
the stationary means of surveillance, are highly
effective in the overall system of 'antisubmarine
warfare' .... Notification is given to the /U.S.
ASW/ forces on each detected submarine target.
The ultimate goal is the achievement of contin-
uous tracking of the nuclear-powered submar-
ines. Antisubmarine submarines and airplanes of
shore-based aviation, or special surface ships
may be employed for the tracking."90/
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1971-1976, 3 (c) - SSNs (plus SUBROC)

1971 - "In January /1971/ a long-term contract was sign-
ed for the construction of 12 nuclear-powered
torpedo submarines of the SSN 688 Class." (FNC
4/71)

- "The command of the U.S. Navy gives preference to
nuclear-powered torpedo submarines among the
heterogeneous forces and means provided to the
Navy for antisubmarine warfare. That is why, in
recent years, the construction of nuclear-powered
torpedo submarines has been stepped-up along with
the intensive construction of nuclear-powered
missile submarines.

"In the opinion of the Pentagon as stated by its
chief, MacNamara, at the beginning of 1966: 'A
study of the problems of antisubmarine warfare
indicates the requirement for about 64 first-
class nuclear-powered torpedo submarines'.

"Taking into account that 23 nuclear-powered
/torpedo/ submarines had been built but that four
oF them...could not be considered to be first-
class antisubmarine submarines, it was necessary
to build an additional 45 submarines. This very
number was planned for construction in subsequent
years. By the beginning of 1970, 47 such ships
had been built and 21 more were in various stages
of construction.

"After completion of the financing of the con-
struction of these nuclear-powered torpedo sub-
marines of a new design with an overall cost of
three billion dollars .... As a result of the com-
pletion of this program, the overall number of
nuclear-powered torpedo submarines in the U.S.
Navy will reach 100 boats."l/

- "The military-political leadership of NATO ac-
cords exceptionally great significance to the
development of nuclear-powered torpedo subma-
rines. In addition to the traditional missions
/of torpedo-attack submarines/ for the destruc-
tion of surface naval combatants and merchant
ships and for the conduct of covert reconnais-
sance, nuclear-powered submarines armed with
torpedos with either conventional or nuclear
warheads are considered by the strategists of the
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Pentagon to be most effective in warfare with the
submarines of an opponent.

"The U.S. Navy had 50 torpedo submarines on 1
June 1971 /emphasis in the Russian original/. An
additional 26 units are on order in various
stages of construction.

"The most developed and representative /of the
U.S. SSN's/ are the submarines of the Sturgeon
Class. T-Hey were designed on the basis of the
submarines of the Permit Class but having improv-
ed antisubmarine weapons, the modern sonar
AN/BQQ-2, and relatively better seagoing charac-
teristics...

"The U.S. Naval Command plans to have 105-110
nuclear-powered torpedo attack submarines in the
Navy. As the nuclear-powered ones are built, the
diesel-powered ones will be correspondingly moth-

balled.," /

- "The laying down of the last two nuclear-powered

torpedo submarines of the 37 of the Sturgeon
Class.. .is planned for June and October T1971."
(FNC 6/71)

- "Five nuclear-powered torpedo submarines in the
SSN 688 /Los Angeles Class... are included in the
shipbuilding program for 1971/72 fiscal year."
(FNC 6/71)

- "The development of torpedo weapons is taking the
direction of standardization and a sharp reduc-
tion in the number of modifications. Priority is
being given to antisubmarine torpedoes .... One
should note that the expansion in the number of
weapons platforms that carry torpedoes. This is

being accomplished by means of the antisubmarine
missile-torpedo being married to the antisubma-
rine airplane and especially to the antisubmarine
helicopter."5/

- "A paramount role /in ASW/ is assigned /by all of
the capitalist naval powers/ to antisubmarine
submarines. Their optimum c-velopment is being
sought primarily by increasing their submergence
depth, cruising speed, noise reduction, and to
the improvement of sonar gear and special wea-
pons."12/
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- "The 50th nuclear-powered /torpedo/ submarine
entered the /U.S. Navy's/ order-of-battle with
the delivery of SSN 647.... of the Sturgeon
Class." (FNC 10/71)

1972 - "In the 1970/71 fiscal year, 87 warships were
built, including two nuclear-powered, torpedo
submarines..." (FNC 1/72)

- "Despite the merits of surface ships and aircraft
as platforms for antisubmarine weapons, naval
experts are more inclined to think the most
powerful opponent of a nuclear-powered submarine
is /another/ nuclear-powered submarine, a special
antTsbma- i-ne submarine or, as the Americans call
it, an attack submarine. Incidentally, the lost
submarine Thresher was such a submarine."16/

- "The antisubmarine guided-missile weapons of
submarines are represented by a single antisub-
marine missile, that of the SUBROC type. Its
main use is for combat against nuclear-powered
submarines. The missile was developed from 1956
to 1964 and in 1965 entered into the armaments of
American nuclear-powered submarines .... The mis-
sile's range is 40-48 km and its flight speed is
Mach I. Target designation during firing comes
from the sonar complex AN/BQQ-2 and often based
only on the direction of the noise of the moving
target. It is probable therefore that the mis-
sile is fitted with a nuclear charge (depth
charge) to increase its effectiveness .... The lack
of a conventional warhead /i.e., the presumed
inefficiency of SUBROC without nuclear warhead/
is considered to be a serious deficiency of the
SUBROC system."16/

1973 - "According to the situation on 3eptember 1, 1972,
the number of /U.S. Navy/ ships of the main types
was summarized by the--ollowinq dati: nuclear-
powered torpedo submarines, 55 one ,onal, 1 in
reserve, and 20 under constructi i. (FNC 1/73)

- "An order has been olaced for t.je construction of
12 nuclear-powered torpedo submarines of the SSN
688 Class with a delivery period from 1975
through 1977. The lead submarine of this series
was laid down... on January 8, 1972 and the
second... on August 12 of the same year." (FNC
1/73)
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- "In modern conditions, the struggle with subma-
rines, especially with missile-carriers, has
become one of the most important missions of
submarines. The defenders of such a point of
view argue their view by saying that the combat
qualities of submarines have grown sharply. This
has seriously hampered their search and detec-
tion, tracking and destruction by surface ships
and aviation .... The most effective of the anti-
submarine forces are those which operate in the
same medium as the forces against which they are
assigned. This rationale has served as one of
the reasons for the development of a special
class of torpedo submarines in a number of for-
eign navies. In recent years, the scale of con-
struction of such submarines has been widening.

"Thus, the military leadership of the U.S.A.
plans to bring... their overall numbers up to 100-
110 torpedo submarines. By the middle of 1972 in
the ranks of the U.S. Navy there numbered 57
nuclear-powered torpedo submarines.

"At the present time, the most modern American
nuclear-powered torpedo submarine is considered
to be the submarines of the Sturgeon Class. Out
of the series of 40 units, about 30 have already
been entered into the ranks, and the remainder
are either under construction or on order.

"...The American specialists believe that the
further development of antisubmarine submarines
will go along the path of the improvements of the
basic tactical-technical elements, and above all
along the line of the increasing of the working
diving depth and underwater cruising speed, the
lowering of noisiness, the improvement of the
characteristics of the hydroacoustic equipment
and armaments, the increasing of the level of
automation, the reliability of technical means
and the improvement of the conditions of their
servicing and repair.

"According to the views existing in the U.S.A.,
the first torpedo submarine, which will to a
greater extent answer these requirements, will be
the lead (series of thirty units) nuclear-powered
SSN-688 Los Angeles. In January 1971 the U.S.
Navy concluded contracts for the construction of
the first 12 submarines of this class. Entry
into the ranks of the lead submarine is planned
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for the end of 1974. In the U.S. they believe
that the nuclear-powered submarines of the S;SN-
688 class will be able to be used in torpedo,
mine-laying, reconnaissance and rescue varia-
tions. However, the main assignment of these
submarines will be warfare against the submarines
of the enemy.

"American propaganda, expressing the interests of
the militarist circles and placing emphasis on
the loss by the U.S. of the leading place in
submarine construction, is calling for a stepped-
up pace of construction of torpedo submarines of
the new type. in this connection, already right
now, it is recognized as necessary to allocate
/sufficient/ means yearly for the construction of
at least three or four fast submarines of the
SSN-688 class.

"At present, the importance is stressed of deve-
lopment of experimental submarines, designated
for the testing of new concepts in the combat
application of nuclear-powered torpedo subma-
rines. It is not by chance that, along with the
development of the design of the lead SSN-688
submarine, there was conducted in the U.S. over
the last three years the intensive designing of a
principally new experimental ship, not intended
for series construction. Talk is going on now
about the 'super low-noise' nuclear-powered sub-
marine SSN-685 Glenard P. Lipscomb.

"Talk is going on about the nuclear-powered tor-
pedo submarines of the 'Conform' design, which
would be the furthest development of the nuclear-
powered torpedo submarines of the interim class
SSN-688 and which would begin to be built after
the completion of the construction of the 30
submarines of the SSN-688 class."36/

-"It is accepted that under the new conditions,
the speed of conventional torpedoes already does
not satisfy the requirements for warfare against
modern submarines. An identified solution to
this problem is the employment of special mis-
siles whose initial and final portions of the
path to the target occur underwater and the in-
termediate part along an air trajectory. The
antisubmarine missile SUBROC, which was added to
the armament of U.S. torpedo submarines in 1965,
is being /widely/ discussed. This missile is
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employed with a nuclear charge. It is assigned
to warfare against the fast and highly maneuver-
able nuclear-powered submarines /operating/ in a
submerged state .... It's main me-it conssts of
that fact that it possesses a greater range and
higher speed of approach to a target than do
conventional torpedoes .... It is emphasized
abroad that these missiles can be employed for
the delivery of strikes from submarines in the
course of amphibious landing operations, for the
destruction of sea and land targets, and also for
carrying out a number of other combat missions.
A serious shortcoming of SUBROC is considered to
be the fact that its launch can be conducted only
from a relatively shallow depth... and that launch
produces a rather considerable noise which
unmasks the submarine. Among the negative qual-
ities of SUBROC is the absence of a charge with
conventional explosives."36/

- "As a part of the development of a torpedo sub-
marine of the CONFORM design in the U.S., work
has been undertaken for the development of a new
antisubmarine missile system which... should be
superior to the existing SUBROC system /i.e., but
still have a nuclear charge/.

"Also being developed in the U.S. is an antisub-
marine missile AUM (Advanced Underwater Missile)
for arming multipurpose nuclear-powered subma-
rines. It is planned to...provide this W-30b
missile with a conventional warhead... to be a
non-nuclear modification of the SUBROC mis-
sile."36/

- "Despite the existence of missiles, antisubmarine
torpedoes remain the basic weapon of nuclear-
powered torpedo submarines. The significance of
this tactical weapon of submarines has grown
markedly with the radically curtailed possibil-
ities for submarines to remain surfaced and with
their substantially increased diving depths.
These characteristics of modern nuclear-powered
submarines have made the destruction of subma-
rines with other weapons considerably more dif-
ficult."36/

- "As the naval specialists of the U.S. have ob-
served, the first evaluation tests of this /Mark
48 antisubmarine/ torpedo has demonstrated... that
it can.. .provi-e U.S. submarines with a capabil-
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ity to more effectively combat the newest, fast,
deep-running submarines. Its advantages over the
many /other/ types of American torpedoes, and
over the Mark 37 in particular, have been demon-
strated. As a result of these tests, the
American command.. .will replace the 16 kinds of
torpedoes in the U.S. Navy with the Mark 48."36/

- "The Americans have 46 nuclear-powered torpedo
submarines .... The Americans are undertaking at
present the series construction of new multi-
purpose submarines of the SSN-688 Class.

"The lowering of their noise, the increasing of
the speed submerged cruising, and increasing the
submergence depth are the basic directions of
submarine development. Practical results have
been achieved in all three directions. Thus, the
American nuclear-powered submarine Permit built
in 1966 has a noise level one and one-half times
less than that of the Skipjack -- a submarine of
the same class but built in 1961. The submerged
speed of nuclear-powered submarines right now is
essentially equal to the speed of antisubmarine
surface ships and, in the opinion of foreign
experts, will exceed it by 20-30 knots "in the
not-too-distance future (not including ships with
dynamic means of support). Even a speed of 60
knots is not considered extreme for subma-
rines.. .great attention is /also/ being given
abroad to increasing the submergence depth of
submarines. "39/

- "Out of 37 nuclear-powered torpedo submarines of
the Sturgeon Class, 31 had been completed by the
beginning of March 1973 and the rest should be
ready by July 1974." (FNC 4/73)

- "According to the shipbuilding program for FY
1973/74, the command of the /U.S./ Navy is ex-
pected to receive funds for the construction of
19 ships /including/ five nuclear-powered torpedo
submarines of the Los Angeles Class." (FNC 6/73)

- "It is planned /in the U.S./ to build 46 nuclear-
powered torpedo submarines over the next ten
years." (FNC 8/73)

- "Among the newest American antisubmarine tor-
pedoes is the Mark 48. Its development began in
1964 but still it is far from completion eespite
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the fact that the American command has expended
hundreds of millions of dollars on it .... Accord-
ing to statements of the U.S. naval special-
ists,...despite the existence of shortcomings, it

can still enable U.S. submarines to more effec-
tively combat the newest fast, deep-running
submarines. Its superiority over the many
/other/ types of American torpedoes has been
-o-trated, in particular over the Mark 37
antisubmarine torpedo. In view of the results of
its testing, the American command has found it to
be expedient to replace the majority of the 16
types of torpedoes in the inventory of the navy
with the Mark 48 .... It has a speed and depth of
operation several times greater than those
presently in the armament of the U.S. Navy. This
also applies to its range which is 25 miles for
the Mark 48, Mod 0 torpedo."46/

- "In connection with the development of the tor-
pedo submarine under Project CONFORM, work has
been undertaken in the U.S. for the development
of a new antisubmarine missile system which
should have superior characteristics to the ex-
isting SUBROC system."46/

- "Four nuclear-powered torpedo submarines were
built from April 1972 through April 1973." (FNC
11/73)

- "It is planned by 1981 to bring the number of
U.S./ nuclear-powered torpedo submarines up to
98. 48/

1974 - "Five nuclear-powered /torpedo/ submarines will
be commissioned /in the U.S. Navy/ during FY
1973/74, after wh- there will be 64 of them."
(FNC 2/74)

- "The General Dynamics Corp. has been awarded a
contract (500 million dollars) for the construc-
tion of seven nuclear-powered /torpedo/ subma-

- s of the SSN-688 /Los Angeles/ Class..."
4/74)

4oring ro the outline of the budget of the
... Defense Department for FY 1974/75... by

r-- ?"re will be in the complement of the

1-c1r-powered torpedo submarines...".
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- "The nuclear-powered torpedo submarine SSN-688
Los Angeles has been launched .... It is the lead
ship in a series of 23.... Eventually, it is plan-
ned to bring the number of this class up to
43." (FNC 9/74)

"The U.S. Navy Command maintains that there
should be 90 nuclear-powered torpedo submariec
in the Navy's complement. As of mid-'74 th-ere
were 61 in commission and orders had been awarded
for the construction of 27 more." (FNC 12/74)

1975 - "At the present time the U.S. Navy has in commis-
sion and under construction 88 multipurpose sub-
marines .... The U.S. has been planning to have 60
nuclear-powered multipurpose torpedo submarines
of the first line by the mid-'70s and to build
another 40 boats by 1980."64/

- "U.S. -- In long-term programs, there are planned
for construction... 26 nuclear-powered torpedo
submarines of the Los Angeles Class (nine are
being built already and it is intended to com-
plete 23 by 1980) .... In addition, in various
stages of construction are... two nuclear-powered
torpedo submarines of the Sturgeon Class...".65/

- "By the start of the '70s, antisubmarine tor-
pedoes were determined by the U.S. Navy to no
longer meet contemporary requirements; energetic
measures were undertaken for the development of
new ones. In 1971... in competitive sea trials
the Mark 48, Mod 1 torpedo was selected and ser-
ies production started in 1972 .... It is planned
that 500 per year will be purchased until 197).
Despite this series production, R&D for improving
the Mark 48 is continuing. Substantial improve-
ments have been incorporated in the Mark 48 which
reduces it self-noise which has reduced the in-
terference with the low-frequency homing sys-
tem."74/

- "For the 1975/76 fiscal year, the /U.S./ Naval
Command is requesting allocations for the con-
struction of... two nuclear-powered torpedo sub-
marines...". (FNC 10/75)

- "The submarines of the Permit and Sturgeon clas-
ses now constitute the basis of the antisubmarine
forces of the U.S. Navy. The loss of the subma-
rine Thresher led the Americans to review the
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construction plans for submarines of this type.
The number of this series of submarines /orig-
inally of the Thresher Class/ being buift has
been cut back from 25 to 13 (with the first ship
/and the entire class re-/named the Permit).
Series production was /as-o/ continued on the
basis of another design -- t-e Sturgeon Class (37
units) with increased reserves of buoyancy....

"Increasing the /submerged/ cruising speed of
submarines is viewed by American naval special-
ists as one of the important directions for their
improvement for antisubmarine warfare. Evidence
of this is provided by the construction in the
U.S. of a new series of nuclear-powered subma-
rines of the SSN-688 Los Angeles Class. The 32-
40 knot speed of these submarines is provided by
a single-reactor nuclear-power plant... and is
characterized by a decreased noise level."89/

- "Work on the development of weapons and equipment
/in the U.S./ is being carried out.. .in parti-
cuar for t-T- replacement of the AN/BQQ-2 sonar,
which provides detection and classification of
submarine targets at distances of up to 30 miles;
the AN/BQQ-5 is being developed which has better
capabilities, especially for target classifica-
tion .... The capability for submarine detection
has been increased considerably /too/ by the
intLoduction of antisubmarine submarines of the
DIMUS system, a passive hydroacoustic system
capable of conducting search by narrow direc-
tional beams which illuminates even the third
(convergence) zone and has a range of up to 160
km. In addition, the effectiveness of this de-
vice in the classification of the contact has
been improved by spectrum analysis which permits
identification of the acoustic 'fingerprint' of
the detected submarine."89/

- "For installation on submarines of the Los
Angeles Class, and possibly for refit of the
older sonar of submarines of the Permit and Stur-
geon classes, the DNA system, structured as an
-ntegral part of the hull, has been developed.

In it are used the latest achievements in data
processing and fire control, including for the
SUBROC antisubmarine missile system.

"The towed-antenna sonar, which includes hydro-
acoustic countermeasures, is the latest step in
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the development of means of detection installed
on antisubmarine submarines... and increases the
capability for detecting nuclear-powered subma-
rines which are trailing in the shadowed section
astern. "89/

- "Significant efforts are being made /by the U.S./
for the improvement of weapons and guidance sys-
tems. In addition to the SUBROC antisubmarine
missile system, nuclear-powered submarines have
been armed with the remote-controlled Mark 48
torpedo."89/

- "Notification is given to the /U.S. ASW/ forces
on each detected submarine target. The final aim
of all these efforts is the organization of con-
tinuous tracking of the detected nuclear-powered
submarine. Antisubmarine submarines and air-
planes of shore-based aviation or special surface
ships can be employed for the tracking."90/
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1971-1976, 3 (d) - CVSs/CVs/SCSc (plus Aircraft)

1971 - "Of the several sub-classes of aircraft carriers
available at the end of the /Second World/ War,
only one -- the attack carrier -- was-further
developed in the postwar period."l/

- "The advisability of the continued maintenance of
hunter-killer antisubmarine forces formed around
the nucleus of antisubmarine carriers is being
studied by the U.S. Navy in recent years. Mili-
tary specialists believe that these hunter-killer
groups can be replaced completely by modern air-
planes of /shore-based/ patrol aviation, which
possess a greater fli t range, and by nuclear-
powered antisubmarine submarines. At the same
time, they assume that the antisubmarine aircraft
carrier remains the only antisubmarine ship which
is capable of carrying antisubmarine aviation
onboard for conducting the antisubmarine defense
of naval (and merchant) ships during sea tran-
sits. As a result of these considerations, the
U.S. Government decided that as of 1970 five
antisubmarine aircraft carriers would be retained
in an operational status in the Nav. (The re-
maining ones would be placed in reserve.) The
five operational antisubmarine aircraft carriers
are to be provided with improved ship-based anti-
submarine airplanes. The twin-engine S-3A (VSX)
airplane, which will have the A-NEW system and
will start being delivered to the Navy in the
mid-'70s, should be just such an airplane. These
airplanes, which will have a flight range of more
than 2,000 km, together with the helicopters of
the SEA KING type, will constitute the nucleus of
antisubmarine aircraft-carrier aviation."1/

- "This summer, antisubmarine aircraft will be
based on the attack carrier SARATOGA in addition
to the attack and fighter aircraft. This is
according to a plan for the employment of attack
carriers in the capacity of multipurpose aircraft
carriers." (FNC 6/71)

- "It is interesting that at the beginning of the
1950s for the struggle with submarines in distant
regions, mobile aircraft-carrier hunter-killer
groups (APUG), which included heavy aircraft car-
riers, were organized in the navies of the U.S.
and the U.K. Later, they were shifted to the
sub-class of antisubmarine /aircraft carrier-
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CVS/. In the 160s, these ships underwent modern-
ization and at the present time are the basic
antisubmarine force of the U.S. and NATO. How-
ever, with the development of shore-based patrol
aviation and the increase of their radius of
action, and in proportion to the entry into the
ranks of nuclear-powered torpedo submarines, the
role of antisubmarine aircraft carriers is con-
stantly decreasing, and their numbers are de-
creasing commensurately. In the nearest perspec-
tive, ships of this sub-class apparently will
cease to exist, surrendering their place to
multipurpose aircraft carriers and helicopter
carriers ... "1.12/

- "In the near future, it is planned /in the U.S./
to start serial construction of multipurpose
helicopter carriers of the DH Class, which will
have a displacement of 12,000 tons. They are
intended to provide for the antisubmarine and
antiair defense of formations of combatant ships,
amphibious-landing detachments, and of con-I
voys. ... and also for warfare against surface ships
and submarines on the oceanic lines of communica-
tions. The typical composition of the air group
of this carrier will include six vertical takeoff
and landing airplanes of the HARRIER type, six
heavy antisubmarine multipurpose or amphibious-
landing helicopters (depending on the missions)
and a detachment of helicopter minesweepers."
(FNC 12/71)

1972 - "A great deal of attention is being devoted to
antisubmarine aircraft carriers. The Americans
are even planning to build a nuclear-powered air-
craft carrier. Several tens of airplanes or
helicopters will be based on Each aircraft car-
rier. "16/

- "It is obvious from information in the foreign
press that the high cost of strike aircraft car-
riers is compelling the United States to curtail
their construction somewhat .... The possibilities
of the development of more inexpensive so-called
air-capable ships is being studied intensively.
They would initially have to supplement the
strike carriers and perhaps ultimately even re-
place them. It is anticipated that these ships
will have the dimensions of modern cruisers and a
flight deck along the whole length of their
hull. Their armament should consist of airplanes
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with vertical takeoff and landing of the HARRIER
type, and also antisubmarine helicopters and
helicopter-minesweepers. The standard air group
is expected to consist of six /VTOL/ airplanes
and a like number of helicopters.. ..The first
ship of this type, the cost of which is estimated
to be less than 100 million dollars, should enter
the order-of-battle at the end of the '70s."20/

- "The antisubmarine aircraft carriers of the U.S.
are of the Essex Class .... The further moderniza-
tion of these aircraft carriers is not planned in
connection with the long period of service of
these ships and the run-down condition of the
hulls and machinery. As the antisubmarine forces
of the U.S. are developed, the role of these
ships /of the Essex Class/ will drop .... The con-
structin of an-t--ubmar-ne aircraft carriers is
not expected in the near future as a result of
the /priority/ development of other classes and
types of an-isubmarine ships .... In a report to
Congress, former Defense Secretary MacNamara has
stated that practice had shown that the aircraft-
carrier hunter-killer group is too expensive a
system in relation to its effectiveness in com-
parison with the other antisubmarine forces. As
the /U.S./ Navy receives new antisubmarine ships,
such as nuclear-powered submarines, destroyer
escorts, and ORION patrol airplanes, the impor-
tance of antisubmarine aircraft carriers will
decrease even more. The continued arming of
attack aircraft carriers with antisubmarine air-
planes and SEA KING helicopters attests to the
gradual turning away of the U.S. Navy from anti-
submarine aircraft carriers. Aircraft carriers
are becoming more universal, capable of carrying
out the missions of delivering strikes and of air
and antisubmarine defense. The obsolescent anti-
submarine aircraft carriers are being removed
from the order-of-battle of the /U.S./ Navv."21/

- "As a result of the successful conclusion of the
trial employment of the carrier Saratoga as a
multipurpose one, the /U.S. Naval/ Command con-
siders it desirable to build the -fourth nuclear-
powered aircraft carrier, CVAN-70, as a multi-
purpose one." Each CV is to have up to 10 S-3A
VIKING airplanes and 8 SEA KING helicopters. The
plan for the 1980s calls for 12 CVs, including 4
multipurpose CVNs. (FNC 1/72)
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-"For replacement of the expensive but little-
effective and also physicaly aged aircraft car-
riers have come helicopter-carrying ships -

crusiers and frigates. Principally new air-
capable ships of the DH Class /U.S./ and TDS
(England) are being planned.... C.0Y the DH, the
prototype which apparently is the American heli-
copter carrier Guam, it is planned to deploy a
composite air group consisting of six heavy anti-
submarine helicopters and six airplanes with
vertical takeoff and landing. The latter are
assigned to antisubmarine defense of the ships
and f or the delivery of strikes on targets at
sea. "28/

-"A new /U.S./ concept of naval air power has
evolved as a result of the criticism of the high
cost, vulnerability, and other negative qualities
of the big strike aircraft carriers. It is based
on the maximum introduction on the ships of the
Navy of deck-borne aviation: airplanes (mainly
with vertical or short takeoff and landing) and
helicopters. It is proposed that they would be
based on ships of all classes of large enough
size to permit them to carry deck-borne airplanes
or helicopters. Such ships would be essentially
small aircraft carriers of simple construction
with a displacement of 10,000 to 12,000 tons,
with a flat deck running the length of the ship,
with an 'island' superstructure, without an angl-
ed deck, without launching catapults and other
equipment characteristic of modern aircraft car-
riers. With the means spent on the outfitting of
one nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, about seven
and even more such air-capable ships could be
built.... .As for the role of such ships, Admiral
E. Zumwalt said: 'The main mission of air-
capable ships would be the securing of control
over communications and not the projection of sea
power in the coastal zone.' Consistent with
this, he proposed to designate them not 'air-
capable shins' but as ships assigned for qaining
control of the sea ('sea control ship').
Basically, such ships would be small aircraft
carriers of the type that were used in the Second
World War

"Along with this, Zumwalt considers it feasible
to deploy antisubmarine aviation on strike air-
craft carriers as well, thereby converting them
into multipurpose aircraft carriers."29/
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1973 - "The antisubmarine helicopter in most widespread
use in the U.S. is the sH-3A SEA KING , which has
been in the armament of the U.S. since 1961. At
the present moment, in the opinion of special-
ists, this helicopter already does not meet re-
quirements. It is complicated to use and has
insufficient cruising speed. At the end of 1966,
an order was placed for production of helicopters
of the latest modification, the SH-3D SEA KING
which, American specialists consider, is superior
to the SH-3A type in its flight and technical
characteristics."36/

- "The construction of antisubmarine aircraft car-
riers, it should be emphasized, has not been
conducted in the capitalist countries now for a
number of years. This is a clear reflection of
the fact that no unity of views on the role and
place of these ships in the antisubmarine warfare
system has been reached by foreign naval special-
ists up to the present. Diametrically opposed
views continue to be espoused in the West, both
on the question of which would be the most ef-
fective type of antisubmarine aircraft carriers
and whether these ships are needed at all... the
circumstances that antisubmarine aircraft carrier
are highlv vulnerable targets arid themselves
require the protection of ships and aviation is
an important factor. /However,/ the main con-
sideration is that an aircraft-carrier hunter-
killer group, the nucleus of which is an anti-
submarine aircraft carrier, is too expensive a
system in terms of its effectiveness."36/

- "Great attention is being paid in the U.S. to
finding substitutes for antisubmarine aircraft
carriers .... It is held that the importance of
antisubmarine aircraft carriers will decrease
even more to the degree of entry into service of
modern antisubmarine ships and airplanes (nu-
clear-powered torpedo submarines, the latest
/destroyer-/ escort ships, the latest types of
shore-base7 and shipborne antisubmarine air-
planes).

"Great hopes in this regard are placed on attack
aircraft carriers. It is considered in the U.S.
that the strengthening of the antisubmarine cap-
abilities of attack carriers will compensate to a
great extent for the absence of antisubmarine
aircraft carriers. It is plannei...to modernize
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the attack carriers in order to create improved
conditions for the basing on them of antisub-
marine airplanes and helicopters. There is a
discussion about the gradual changeover of attack
carriers into multipurpose ones so that they will
be capable of delivering strikes on shore tar-
gets, of insuring air superiority, and /also/ be
capable of antisubmarine warfare.

"Considerable interest in plans for developing
such /air-capable/ ships is being exhibited in
the U.S. where it is planned in the near future
to begin the series construction of multipurpose
helicopter carriers of the DH Class with a dis-
placement of 12,000 tons...they are intended for
the antisubmarine and air defense of surface-ship
forces, amphibious-landing detachments, and of
convoys... and also for combat with surface ships
and submarines on oceanic communications.

"Naval specialists believe that these multi-
purpose ships, which have significantly smaller
dimensions and displacement than antisubmarine
aircraft carriers of the Essex Class, would be
capable of highly effective conduct of the mis-
sions of the antisubmarine and air defense of
fast-moving surface-ship forces and convoys."36/

- "The antisubmarine aircraft carrier operates in
the composition of an aircraft-carrier hunter-
killer group (APUG). On the aircraft carrier is
usually based an antisubmarine air group compris-
ed of two squadrons of TRACKER antisubmarine
airplanes (20 altogether), the latest modifica-
tion being the S-2E) and a squadron of piloted
antisubmarine SEA KING helicopters (14-16, the
latest modification being the SH-3D).36/

- "/In the U.S./ there is being designed an air-
capable ship for 'control of sea communiations'
-- a light aircraft carrier with a displacement
of about 17,000 tons -- a platform for helicop-
ters and also for airplanes with vertical and
short take-off and landing for the conduct of
limited antisubmarine and anti-air tasks. In the
coming decade, it is planned to order 8-12 of
such ships."40/

- "The start of the delivery of the new shipborne
antisubmarine airplane S-3A VIKING is planned for
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February 1974 (as of now, 55 have been
ordered).40/

"A contract for the construction of the first
light, multipurpose aircraft carrier of the SCS
/sea-control ship/ Class is to be awarded in
December 1973. The ship is to be laid down in
June 1974 and delivered to the Navy in May
1977. The cost of construction is about 100
million dollars. The first series of eight of
these ships is planned to be built by 1980."
(FNC 5/73)

- "In the /U.S. Naval/ budget for FY 1972/73, funds
were allocated for the purchase of ... 33 ship-
borne S-3A VIKING antisubmarine airplanes." (FNC
6/73)

- "On January 1, 1973, U.S. Naval Aviation numbered
6,815 airplanes, including.. .180 /aircraft-car-
rier/ antisubmarine airplanes...". (FNC 6/73)

- "According to the shipbuilding program for FY
1973/74, the U.S. Navy command is expecting to
receive funding for construction of 19 ships
/including/ a ship of the SCS /sea-control ship/
-T-light- -multipurpose aircraf Fcarrier) ." (FNC
6/73)

"Five antisubmarine aircraft carriers...have been
decommissioned...". (FNC 11/73)

- "By the end of FY 1973/74, three aircraft car-
riers /CVAs/ will have been modernized and re-
designaE-cl--as multipurpose aircraft carriers
/CVs/." (FNC 8/73)

- "Under the long-term /1972-82/ shipbuilding pro-
gram, the U.S. is planning to build light multi-
purpose air-capable ships." (FNC 11/73)

- "The /U.S./ naval leadership is requesting al-
locations for the construction of the first air-
capable ship of 14,100-tons displacement. Ships
of this type are intended for the defense of
maritime communications, for the point defense of
convoys and groups of combatant ships .... In the
event of approval by Congress... the first ship of
a first series of eight could be commissioned in
fiscal year 1977."48/
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1974 - "In FY 1973/74 it is planned to cut back the
number of ships /in the U.S. Navy/ by 66 (from
584 to 518)/ To be placed in reserve are... the
antisubmarine aircraft carriers Intrepid and
Ticonderoga...". (FNC 2/74)

- "The attack aircraft carriers Kitty Hawk, Inde-
pendence, and Saratoga have been reclassified as
multipurpose. They have been assigned the hull
numbers CV-63, CV-60, and CV-62 respectively."
(FNC 2/74)

- "On February 20, 1974, the official announcement
was made on the introduction into the armament of
/U.S./ Naval Aviation of the new S-3A VIKING
airplane which is assigned for warfare against
quiet, fast submarines and small missile ships.
In comparison with the TRACKER antisubmarine
airplane, the capabilities of the means of detec-
tion of submarine targets has increased three
times, the payload of torpedos and sonobuoys has
doubled, and the overall effectiveness of the
airplane reportedly has increased ten times."
(FNC 7/74)

- "The composition of the /U.S./ Navy in the past
decade invariably has included two sub-classes of
aircraft carriers: attack and antisubmarine.
However, the U.S. military leadership has come to
the conclusion that the development of a large
number of big ships of this class is not within
the power of even the powerful economy of their
country (for example, the fourth nuclear-powered
attack CVAN 70 comes to almost 1 billion dol-
lars). Therefore, in the ranks of the regular
navy it is proposed to have not more than 12
attack and multipurpose aircraft carriers. The
subclass of antisubmarine carriers, represented
earlier by the obsolete ships of the Essex Class,
are generally ending their existence. Their
construction in the future is not planned.

"For expanding the capabilities of the Navy for
gaining command of the sea, the U.S. Navy is
moving toward the construction of ships of a new
class -- multipurpose air-caoable ships SCS (Sea
Control Ship).

"The overall state of the conception of the util-
ization of these ships has been formulated by the
U.S. Naval chief of staff. On them, in the opin-
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ion of specialists, should be based an air group
of mixed composition, including airplanes with
vertical (shortened) take-off and landing, and
also helicoptrs. Multipurpose air-capable ships
would operate in those situations, when because
of unavailability or inadvisability, heavy air-
craft carriers should not be enlisted for the
carrying out of combat missions. It is proposed
to maintain them constantly in those regions
where main oceanic communications transit."61/

1975 "U.S. -- In long-term programs there are planned
for construction. .. four multipurpose air-capable
ships (two could be in service with the naval
forces by 1980)."65/

- "In the complement of the reserve fleet of the
U.S. Navy are 201 combatants and auxiliaries,
including... four antisubmarine aircraft car-
riers..." (FNC 1/75)

-In 1972/73 the U.S. Navy tested the suitability
of the HARRIER for the future SCS light, air-
capable ships with the aim of providing anti-air
and antisubmarine defense for these ships and for
convoys. The testing showed that its capabili-
ties for the destruction of already detected
submarines (its 'response time') is significantly
better than that of antisubmarine helicopters.
It is equipped with sonobuoys for localizing a
target and can carry torpedoes and other anti-
submarine weapons."66/

- "It is planned to equip /with the SEASPRAY heli-
copter for LAMPS/... the light multipurpose air-
craft carriers of the SCS Class." (FNC 6/75)

- "The basic strike force in antisubmarine warfare
has become antisubmarine aviation. The further
development of which, in turn, has brouqht about
the appearance of a special sub-class of ships --
antisubmarine aircraft carriers ....

- "Antisubmarine aircraft carriers carry out the
missions assigned them within the framework of
aircraft-carrier hunter-killer groups, each of
which includes an aircraft carrier, six to ten
destroyers and destroyer escorts .... At the start
of 1974, there were in the U.S. ten antisubmarine
aircraft carriers of the Essex Class, /all of/
which were in reserve.
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- "The removal from operation of the antisuhmarine
aircraft carriers does not indicate a downqrading
of the role of shioborne antisubmarine avia-
tion. This is shown, in the first place, by the
order placed by the U. S. Navy for development
and production of a large series of a new ship-
borne antisubmarine airplane, the S-3A VIKING
and, in the second place, the new conception
which foresaw the employment of /attack/ aircraft
carriers in a multipurpose mode. Moreover, a
series of investigations conducted in recent
years in the U.S. has shown that antisubmarine
aircraft carriers can be the most effective, if
not the only, means of antisubmarine warfare in
certain conditions (including operations beyond
the range of shore-based air, loss of bases, need
for continuous ASW patrolling, etc). This is due
to their high mobility, maneuverability, and
availability on board of combat-ready antisubma-
rine aviation .... The placing into reserve of the
antisubmarine aircraft carriers in the U.S. is
viewed abroad as a consequence of the financial
difficulties being experienced by the country and
not as the result of a change in the views of
military specialists on the orosoects for... the
employment of antisubmarine aircraft car-
riers..."71/

- "TRACKER airplanes /operating from CVSs/... were
highly effective against diesel submarines /but/
with the provision of nuclear-powered plants to
submarines, a 'devaluation' of the antisubmarine
aircraft carrier took place .... The Essex Class
antisubmarine aircraft carriers, despit-e their
relatively large displacement, could not handle
the newest antisubmarine VIKING airplane that had
been designed especially for combat against nu-
clear-powered submarines."78/

- "In the naval leadership of the U.S .... the idea
is gaining currency of the construction of... in-
expensive ships for carrying antisubmarine heli-
copters and airplanes .... In the U.S. a final
decision still has not been adooted as to which
type of air-capable ship to give preference. The
project for the SCS ship did not find support in
the government. Right now other projects are
being worked out .... mrends have been set abroad
for the construction of heavv, multipuroose air-
craft carriers (only the U.S. is hui.lina -
with antisubmarine VIKTNG airo1ano! -i •
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air-capable ships, platforms for antisubmarine
helicopters and also airplanes with vertical
take-off and landing."78/

- "In the overall system of military preparations
by the capitalist countries, /shipborne/ antisub-
marine helicopters occupy a special pl-ce. Their
main assignment is antisubmarine warfare beyond
the limits of the range of action of torpedo and
missile weapons of ships.

"The development of helicopters is proceeding in
two directions: improvement of heavy aircraft
for ships carrying primarily airborne weapon
systems (multipurpose aircraft carriers, air-
capable ships, antisubmarine cruisers) and the
development of medium and light piloted heli-
copters for destrover escorts. As the standard
heavv helicopter, the countries of NATO.. .have
adopted the American SEA KING of two modifica-
tions -- the SH-3A and the SH-3D (in the inven-
tory since 1961 and 1966 respectively). Produc-
tion of the SH-3H modification began in 1971. It
has improved antisubmarine warfare capabili-
ties...a new towed sonar...".79/

1976 - "A preliminary design for an aircraft carrier on
an air cushion is being developed by Lockheed
Missiles and Space Corporation. This SES-CV is
intended for antisubmarine warfare. It is
expected that the development of such a ship will
bring about great changes in the tactics of the
U.S. Navy and will raise the capabilities of
shipborne aviation." (FNC 1/76)

- "The Eighth Composite Air Group, which will in-
clude Antisubmarine Helicopter Squadron 15 (SH-3H
SEA KINGs) , will be based aboard the nuclear-
powered aircraft carrier Nimitz." (FNC 2/76)
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1971-1976, 3 (e) - DLs, DDs, and DEs (PLUS ASROC AND
DASH/LAMPS)

1971 - "/The DX (DXG)/DXGN destroyer construction/ pro-
gram provides for the construction in th-ecourse
of the next ten years of more than 200 ships of
new classes for the replacement of 300 destroy-
ers, frigates and escort ships, which were built
during the Second World War and have been in the
ranks for 25 or more years. The cost of the
program is estimated at three billion dollars and
is considered in the U.S. to be the largest of
the postwar programs for construction of surface
ships.

"The problem of the raising of the speed of
ships, in the opinion of specialists of the U.S.
Navy, has become one of the most important pro-
blems of post-war shipbuilding. As is known, the
growth of the speed of ships with conventional
hulls is accompanied by a sharp increase in the
resistance of the water. Therefore, for the
achieving of high cruising speeds, i t is not
enough to merely increase the power of the en-
gine; it is necessary to utilize a different
principle of movement. One of these promising
principles of movement of ships should be con-
sidered to be the principle of movement of under-
water wings. They are attempting to utilize this
principle in the development of small antisubma-
rine ships. The leading place in the development
of ships on underwater wings among the capitalist
states belongs to the U.S ..... ". 1/

- "The testing of the piloted shipboard antisubma-
rine helicopters of the LAMPS system is going
forward successfully. An order has been placed
for the first batch - 26 UH-2D SEA SPRITE heli-
copters. Ten of these will be provided to nu-
clear-powered frigates...and the remaining ones
are earmarked for destroyers .... Altogether it is
planned to acquire 379 such helicopters." (FNC
5/71)

- "Seven destroyers of the Spruance Class are pro-
vided for in the shipbuilding program for FY
1971/1972." (FNC 6/71)

- "The DD 963 Spruance destroyers under construc-
tion will have.. .an ASROC antisubmarine guided
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missile weapon /and/ a landing pad for an SH-3D
SEA KING antisubmarine helicopter..." (FNC 8/71)

- "The development of surface antisubmarine ships
abroad is pointed at equipping them with new
means for the detection and destruction of sub-
marines and at increasing their cruising speed
and range. In particular, serious attention is
being given to developing ships on air cushions
and underwater wings."12/

- "The increase in the range of detection of sub-
marines, their great submergence depths and man-
euverability has brought about the development
abroad of new means of destruction such as nu-
clear depth charges, homing and wire-guided tor-
pedoes, missile-torpedoes /e.g., ASROC/, new
models of mines, etc.".12/

- "In accordance with the LAMPS program, the deci-
sion has been made to reequip 115 SEA SPRITE
helicopters which are already in the /U. S.1
Navy's order-of-battle for use aboard -ihip Tn
place of the radio-controlled.. .antisubmarine
helicopters of the DASH system." (FNC 12/71)

- "Shipborne antisubmarine helicopters have won an
enduring place in a relatively short time and are
being accorded ever greater importance in the
system of antisubmarine forces. Foreign special-
ists observe that as long as submarines are lack-
ing in air defense weapons, helicopters, which
have a significant superiority in speed and man-
euverability over a nuclear-powered submarine and
even more over diesel-powered ones, will remain a
highly effective means of combat with them.

-"The advantages of antisubmarine helicopters are
their low dependence on weather and sea condi-
tions and the capability to search a significant
area of the water medium in a short time with the
aid of dipping sonar and sonobuoys. The short-
comings of antisubmarine helicopters are their
low combat stability with respect to antiaircraft
weapons, their comparatively short radius of
action...". 13/

- "The special LAMPS program (Light Airborne Multi-
purpose System) was adopted for the /U.S./ Navy
in 1969. Its goal is to provide shp-s -f fri-
gate, destroyer, and destroyer-escort classes
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with a reliable helicopter that is capable of
carrying out the tasks for the search and des-
truction of submarines, reconnaissance, ferrying
missiles, and conducting electronic counter-
measures. "13/

1972 - "By March /1972/, the first 20 SH-2D SEA SPRITE
helicopters, reequipped for use as antisubmarine
helicopters under the LAMPS program, will become
operational on screening ships." (FNC 1/72)

- "Foreign military experts are of the opinion that
surface ships are the traditional platforms for
antisubmarine weapons.. .although their importance
has decreased somewhat. A surface ship is hard
put to combat a nuclear-powered submarine....
Nevertheless, naval experts still consider that
the surface ship is suitable for antisubmarine
defense. Their characteristics were greatly
improved after the /Second World/ War. Their
speed and range were greatly incFeased and their
propulsion plants, detection equipment, and wea-
pons were all greatly developed. The speed of
surface ships could be increased even more but,
because of the cavitation noise inherent in high
speeds, sonar gear would be of low effective-
ness. However, it is considered that a high-
speed ship moving on underwater wings or an air
cushion holds promise for antisubmarine de-
fense. The speed of ships traveling on hydro-
foils reaches 100 km/hr .... Antisubmarine ships
are grouped into hunter-killer groups which can
feel out a large maritime area in a brief per-
iod. Search effectiveness is improved if the
/antisubmarine/ ships act in conjunction with
antisubmarine aviation. In such a case, a ship
can then maintain direct sonar contact with a
submarine detected by aviation. It employs its
weapons by getting a target designation from an
airplane or helicopter .... Low-frequency sonar
installed on the newest foreign ships permit
detection of submarines at ranges of 30-45 miles
under favorable conditions.. ./but/ without being
able to employ bottom reflecT--n, the effective
range of sonar is three to 14 miles .... Antisub-
marine missile-torpedos with an effective range
of 25 km are used on the naval combatant ships of
some countries. TNT or a nuclear charge with the
equivalent of 10-20 kilotons of TNT is used in
the warhead of these missiles. The missile-tor-
pedo is fired in the direction of the submarine
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and then on command from the ship the torpedo
drops by parachute until it reaches the water
where it starts to home on the submarine. If the
warhead of the missile is a depth charge, there
is no need to reduce speed as it approaches the
water. The bomb submerges and explodes at the
set depth .... A torpedo is being developed which
is guided by wires. According to the press, it
will be 'faster-running and less noisy and oper-
ate in very deep water'. The maximum depth of
submergence of the torpedo is 1,800 meters....
Antisubmarine ships of various classes and types
are being improved continuously. Destroyers,
destroyer escorts, frigates and special sub-
chasers have been further developed."16/

- "Frigates /DLs/ are multipurpose escort ships of
large displacement, according to the American
classification. Their basic role is insuring the
air and antisubmarine defense of attack aircraft
carriers and functioning as flagships for the
screening forces of aircraft carrier strike for-
ces or of separate hunter-killer groups .... The
Americans intend to continue construction of
nuclear-powered frigates with the aim of forming
aircraft carrier task forces which include only
ships with nuclear propulsion... the military
specialists of the U.S. and NATO have come to the
conclusion that it is necessary to have escort
ships with improved missile and antisubmarine
systems, and also with universal guns of medium
caliber. U.S. Navy frigates have light, piloted
helicopters. The basic weapons for the destruc-
tion of submarines carried by frigates are anti-
submarine guided-missile systems /i.e., ASROC/
and antisubmarine torpedoes, incl-ding wire-
guided ones.

"The construction of guided-missile frigates is
very expensive. The cost of an American guided-
missile frigate with a conventional power plant
has already reached 70-80 million dollars and
with nuclear propulsion, 180-220 million. Many
foreign specialists believe that it is more ad-
vantageous, according to the criterion of 'cost-
effectiveness', to build multipurpose escort
ships of smaller displacement: destroyers and
destroyer escorts."17/

- "It is planned to build 30 units of the Raymond
A. Spruance Class. Allocations for 13 of them
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have been made already...their antisubmarine
armament is being improved. To the ASROC and 324
mm torpedo tules are being added light piloted
helicopters ot the LAMPS system."18/

- "Destroyer-escorts are essentially antisubmarine
ships and have very limited capabilities for the
conduct of other combat tasks. They are intended
mainly for the defense of amphibious-landing
ships and merchant ships while in transit at
sea. Destroyer escorts either operate individ-
ually or with hunter-killer groups .... The /U. S.
destroyer-escort/ ships of new design have--Heli-
copter pads and hangars which, however, have
remained empty. Having removed the radio-
controlled and little-effective helicopters of
the DASH system... the Americans could not prompt-
ly reequip these ships with...LAMPS .... In the
meantime, the latest ships of the Knox Class are
being armed with multipurpose helcopters, the
SH-2D SEA SPRITE. The series of escort ships of
the Knox Class is the largest. Right now there
are 32 ships /of the Knox Class/ in the order-of-
battle and f-E-is planned to- build another 14
units by 1974. They have strong antisubmarine
weapons and the best sonar system in the U.S.
Navy, the AN/SQS-26 CX and the towed sonar
AN/SQA-13....A general shortcoming of even the
newest /U.S./ escort ships is the large displace-
ment wF-ch-entailed... high cost and low combat
stability relative to the forces and means of air
attack. The Americans consider one of the solu-
tions to the problem the production of less-
expensive ships with a displacement of not more
than 3,500 tons with gas-turbine power plants --
which would increase the cruising speed up to 30
knots."19/

- "Operational experience /of the U.S. Navy/ showed
that the /DASH drone/ he-icopters did not meet
modern reqirements and are being replaced to a
substantial degree by light piloted machines ....
Out of 750 DASH helicopters built by the Gyrodyne
Corporation, 362 were destroyed due to construc-
tion faults and guidance-system failures. There-
fore, it has been removed from the inventory. In
April 1970, the U.S. Naval Command approved the
specifications of the design of a light, multi-
purpose piloted helicopter of the LAMPS system.
It is planned to reequip all SEA SPRITE heli-
copters into LAMPS system helicopters and in
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1971/72 produce the first 20 machines... the
choice of a specific type of light helicopter for
the LAMPS system has not been decided finally.
Only after the experimental testing to develop
the optimal model of electronic equipment and
armament will the helicopter type be chosen...
which is planned for the mid-'70s."28/

- "Admiral Zumwalt believes that 'the helicopter is
as much an essential part of the ship to which it
belongs as any other part of the system of wea-
pons and sensors'. According to the latest data,
it is planned to deploy antisubmarine helicopters
on 76 ships of the destroyer class."29/

- In the U.S., great hopes are being placed on the
new DD-963 gas-turbine destroyers of the Spruance
Class. /Also/ new classes of ships are being
developed-suc-B as fast, large-tonnage ships on
underwater wings and on air cushions."29/

- "By 1974 the U.S. had developed a seagoing anti-
submarine ship on underwater wings (KPK) High
Point which demonstrated a speed of 45 knots in
waves .... The following year, an even faster ex-
perimental KPK, the Dennison began testing. In
1969 the experimental small antisubmarine ship
Plainville...was delivered to the Navy .... How-
ever, the work for the development of a full-
fledged antisubmarine KPK remains in the experi-
mental stage. The hydrofoils of these ships are
very vulnerable; any floating object is danger-
ous to them. Moreover, the first trials of a KPK
of a specially-designed towed sonar showed unsat-
isfactory results. Vibration of the towing cable
at high speeds, strong interference, and other
technical problems posed many new and difficult
problems for the designers.

"The employment of ships and craft on air cush-
ions (KVP) against submarines is considered a
long-term matter. Work on their development is
being conducted in the U.S., U.K., and France....
Such ships have the capability for extended
search for submarines /only/ in the displacement
mode. /Only/ during an attack would the KVP move
out on its air cushion .... The shortcoming of
modern KVPs is their dependence on the weather.
Its 'skirt' is very sensitive to sea waves;
therefore the employment of antisubmarine KVPs is
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possible only near the coast, and even there in
waves not higher than three to four balls."30/

1973 - "According to the situation on September 1, 1972,
the number of /U.S. Nayy/ ships of the main types
were summarized-by the following data:...destroy-
ers, 104 in commission, 72 in reserve, and 16
under construction." (FNC 1/73)

- "It is assumed in the West that this mission /of
protecting CVAs in enemy home waters/ could not
be effectively provided for by the development of
multipurpose patrol-escort ships which simultane-
ously satisfy the requirements for antisubmarine
and air defense .... Among the multipurpose ships
of latest construction /in the U.S. Navy/ are the
destroyers of the DD-963 Spruance Class, the
destroyer escorts of the Knox Class, and also
nuclear-powered guided-missi-le frigates (DLGNs)
and guided-missile frigates (DLGs). It is the
ships of these classes which have the most im-
proved antisubmarine weapons and air-defense
weapons. ,,3 6 /

- "DD-963 Spruance Class Destroyers -- Construction
of these ships was started in the U.S. in 1970.
It is planned to build 30 ships of this class ....
It is planned to equip them with the antisubma-
rine guided-missile ASROC... an SH-3D SEA KING
antisubmarine helicopter, and fixed and towed
sonar. The cost of the lead ships, whose commis-
sioning is planned for the end of 1974, amounts
to 105 million dollars. The overall cost of the
entire series of ships is 2.55 billion dollars,
with completion of construction scheduled for
1978.

"Nuclear-powered Guided-missile Frigates -- The
American Naval Command, according to reports in
the foreign press, intends to employ nuclear-
powered surface ships, frigates in particular,
for carrying out antisubmarine missions. In
addition to the Bainbridge and Truxton, which are
already in commission, the U.S. is building four
/more/ nuclear-powered, guided-missile frigates
of a new DLGN-38 Class. Completion of this ser-
ies is planned for 1976. The cost of each of the
ships is 222 million dollars. The first of them
has been launched already... armament... two ASROC
antisubmarine missiles...one piloted antisubma-
rine helicopter.
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"DXG Class Guided Missile Frigates. It is plan-
ned under the long-range shipbuilding program to
construct 28 frigates of this class by 1976. It
is. planned to arm the DXG frigates with... the ERA
antisubmarine missile system and with piloted
helicopters. "36/

- "It should be noted that in the airborne segment
of its path, the ASROC missile flies a ballistic
curve and, since it is not guided, delivers the
torpedo only to the region of the submarine
determined before launch. Thus, the accuracy of
ASROC missiles fired at maneuvering submarines is
certainly not very good. Another shortcoming of
the system is that only on large ships can the
launcher be reloaded by the crew.. ./also/ the
homing system on the torpedo reacts not only to
signals from target submarines but also to those
from a surface ship or even a helicopter that is
searching for the submarine."40/

- "The construction of five nuclear-powered fri-
gates with antisubmarine and anti-air weapons is
continuing .... The Navy is bringing to fruition
the program for the construction of 30 destroyers
of the Spruance Class (money has already been
allocated for the building of 23 of the ships).
The series construction of 46 destroyer escorts
of the Knox Class is being completed (37 ships of
this class are operational already)."40/

- "During the modernization of the destroyers of
the F. Sherman Class. the ASROC antisubmarine
guided-missile weapon will be installed on these
ships... it is /also/ planned to install a heli-
copter pad for a piloted, multipurpose heli-
copter. It is planned to refit the entire series
by the end of 1974." (FNC 6/73)

- "According to the shipbuilding program for FY
1973/74, the U.S. Navy Command is expecting to
receive funding for.. seven destroyers of the R.
Spruance Class." (FNC 6/73)

- "Under the long-term /1972-82/ shipbuilding pro-
gram, it is planned to launch... 30 destroyers
/and/ one destroyer on underwater wings and one
destroyer on an air cushion." (FNC 11/73)

- "The ASROC system was developed in the U.S. be-
tween 1957 and 1961 .... The missile launcher
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permits firing either a single missile or a
spread of any number of two to eight
missiles... the firing accuracy of ASROC against a
maneuvering submarine is Low .... Foreign
specialists also note that the limited speed anJ
especially the /limited/ range of the Mark 44
torpedo insure a capability for the ASROC
missile-torpedo only against submarines moving at
not more than 18 knots."46/

1974 - "In the FY 1973/74, it is planned to cut back the
number of ships /in the Navy/ by 66 (from 584 to
518). To be placed in reserve are...39 destroy-
ers...". (FNC 2/74)

"Foreign naval specialists believe that ships on

an air cushion and wing-in-ground ships are high-
ly promising for operations against an enemy's
submarines. "52/

- "DD-963, the lead ship of the Spruance Class, was
laid down in November 1973...and is programmed
for commissioning at the end of 1974. Four other
ships of this class have been laid down ." (FNC
4/74)

- "According to the outline of the budget of the
/U.S./ Defense Department for the 1974/75 fiscal
year, funds are being requested for the construc-
tion of... seven destroyers of the Spruance Class
with LAMPS helicopters...". (FNC 6/74)

- "The U.S. Naval Command is investing considerable
effort in the development of a light, antisubma-
rine helicopter in accordance with the LAMPS
program (Light Airborne Multipurpose System).
Right now the designs submitted by 13 aviation
firms are being considered. The development of
the LAMPS system began in 1970 with the reequip-
ping of 20 multipurpose SH-2 SEA SPRITE helicopt-
ers which were given the designation SH-2D .... By
the end of 1972, there were 12 of these helicopt-
ers aboard ships. At the start of 1973, a con-
tract was awarded... for the reequipping of
another 55 helicopters with an SH-2F modifica-
tion. In FY 1974/75 a contract for 30 more will
be let, bringing the total number up to 105....
Now work is being carried out for the development
of the Mark 3 LAPIPS system...with a combat radius
of 130 km. Accoraing to the initial plan, 200
such helicopters will be produced.
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- "That antisubmarine ships with helicopters on
board are very mobile and can combat submarines
effectively has been shown by... /naval/ exer-
cises." 59/

1975 - "U.S. -- In long-term programs, there are planned
for construction...30 destroyers of the Spruance
Class (nine are under construction; altogether 23
will be in commission by 1980)..."65/

- "In the complement of the reserve fleet of the
U.S. Navy are 201 combatants and auxiliaries,
including...34 destroyers..." (FNC 1/75)

- "Delivery to the U.S. Navy of 105 SH-2 SEA SPRAY
helicopters for use with the LAMPS ship system
will be effected in 1975. Six squadrons have
been formed already (three each at Norfolk and
Imperial Beach Air Stations. The helicopters are
intended for providing antisubmarine and anti-air
defense of ships .... It is planned to equip ships
of the .... Belknap, Spruance classes .... Alto-
gether, more than 200 will be required." (FNC
6/75)

- "In the opinion of the U.S. Navy's Chief of Naval
Operations the employment of ships on an air
cushion can be used to effect a basic change in
the nature of war at sea. In the antisubmarine
adaptation, a ship with a displacement of 2,000
to 2,200 tons can prove more effective in warfare
against nuclear-powered submarines since it will
possess high combat stability as a result of its
high speed and low level of underwater noise."70/

- "There are 14 DD-963 Spruance Class destroyers
under construction out of the series of 30 /pro-
grammed/. Five of them have been launched and
the lead ship is about the be commissioned."
(FNC 7/75)

- "As the leadership of the U.S. Navy believes, the
/postwar/ modernization /of 130 DDs/ increased
h-ir e-fectiveness and ermitted tie extention

of their period of service by five to eight
years. The program included two sub-programs;
FRAM-I and FRAM-II. In the first one, the anti-
submarine guided-missile ASROC system was instal-
led, in the second, the DASH system and a towed
variable-depth sonar. As the press has reported,
the destroyers do not have sufficient anti-air
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means... and /therefore/ are assigned /only/ to
antisubmarine war fare. The FRAM program,
however, enabled the Navy to delay facing up to
the problem of ship renewal. A real solution to
the problem, as the leaders of the U.S. Navy have
stated repeatedly, is possible only by dint of
accelerating the commissioning of new ships, and
in large numbers .... After the completion of the

construction of the Charles F. Adams Class des-
troyer, not another destroyer was built in the
U.S. for ten years .... In the foreign press state-
ments have appeared that the role of destroyers
is becoming less important, of secondary impor-
tance, and that the prospects for their develoo-
ment are highly doubtful ....

"Destroyer escort ships are specialized ships
which are assigned primarily to antisubmarine
warfare and have limited capabilities for carry-
ing out other tasks. A characteristic of modern

destroyer escorts is the installing on them of
landing platforms and even hangars for antisubma-
rine helicopters. In the U.S., as a result of
the removal.. .of the pilotless helicopter anti-
submarine DASH system, helicopters are temporari-
ly missing from many ships. However, the majori-
ty of new destroyer escorts in the future are
programmed to be armed with piloted shipborne
helicopters developed under the LAMPS program....

"The basis of the antisubmarine armament of the
destroyer escort ships of the U.S. Navy is the
antisubmarine guided-missile weapon system
ASROC. Moreover.. .on many of them, antisubmarine
helicopters are being used.... The growing dis-
placement, their equipping with systems for the
stabilization of pitching in heavy seas, the
equipping with steam-turbine power plants, the
arming with antisubmarines guided missile wea-
pons, and the outfitting with the AN/SQS-26 sonar
have given destroyer escorts great capabilities
for antisubmarine warfare /out/ on the /World/
Ocean." 71/

- "At the present time, according to American clas-
sification, multipurpose ships of large displace-
ment are called frigates. Their basic missions
are the securing of the anti-air and antisub a-
rine defense of attack aircraft carriers and the
carrying of the functions of the screening forces
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of aircraft carrier task forces or separate hun-
ter-killer groups. Additionally, frigates can be
included in amphibious landing forces and employ-
ed to provide gunfire support of amphibious for-
ces and of ground forces operating in coastal
directions."71/

- "The improvement of the ASROC system is being
conducted with the aims of increasing the firing
range two to three times, of replacing the Mark
44 torpedo with the more effective antisubmarine
torpedo, the Mark 46, and of introducing in-
flight guidance for the missile."71

- "The feasibility is being investigated of opera-
ting helicopters from ships having dynamic prin-
ciples of support .... The most interesting are the
American... antisubmarine ship on underwater wings
(KPK) of the DEH Class and a ship on an air cus-
hion (KVP) of the DSX Class.

"The displacement of the DEH is 1,360 tons, its
cruising speed up to 50 knots, its range at 42

knots cruising speed is 3,500 miles. The KPK
will be outfitted with a helicopter, a missile-
gun system, and also a sonar .... Test trials of
the towed AN/SQS-10 and AN/SQS-13 sonars on the
KPK prototype High Point showed a capability for
towing the gear at up to 42 knots and at a depth
of about 100 meters. In the estimation of
specialists, the new ship is seaworthy enough to
operate in the North Atlantic 98.5% of the year.

"Research directed toward the development of an
ocean-going ship on an air cushion is still in
the early experimental stage. Nevertheless,
after the completion of trials of the experi-
mental SVP SES 1COB (a speed of k2 knots was
reached) an initial design of an antisubmarine
KVP DSX with a displacement of 2,000 tons was
undertaken." 78/

- "Medium antisubmarine helicopters... are now being
given the greatest development. Relatively small
dimensions and weight permit them to be based on
many destroyer escorts. Effective search gear
and weapons for destruction of submarines make
them a highly important element of antisubmarine
ship systems. SH-2D and SH-2F antisubmarine
helicopters, which are modified SH-2 SEA SPRAY
helicopters, are being used in the American LAMPS
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system.... The Americans now are developing a
helicopter for LAMPS Mark 3 that will be
substantially superior to the SH-2F. Thirteen
firms are competing with models for flight
trials .... A final choice is scheduled to be made
by the end of 1975. The initial production run
for this helicopter is only 200."79/

- "Modern submarines, which possess great diving
depth, are becoming ever quieter and faster.80/

- "modern submarines... right now move submerged
faster than the surface ships which are hunting
them. In the near future, in the view of foreign
specialists, submarines will be able to develop
speeds up to 40 knots and will exceed the limits
of the capabilities of surface ships to track
them."81/

- "...in September 1975 the destroyer Raymond A.
Spruance was delivered to the Navy - the first of
30 ships of the same class. Another five have
been launched and 10 others are at various stages
of construction... the cost of one ship has grown
from 60 to 115 million....

"The antisubmarine armaments of the destroyer
are: two medium helicopters of the LAMPS system,
the ASROC missile system, three triple-tube tor-

pedo launchers for the Mark 46 torpedo.... It is
assumed that these new ships will be the least
noisy surface ships of the U.S. Navy."86/
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1971-1976, 3 (f) - MINES

1971 - "An order for the development of the new CAPTOR/
PAROSS antisubmarine system has been awarded to
the Reynolds Aluminum and Honeywell corporations.
It will consist of Mark-46 homing torpedoes in
containers installed on the bottom or anchored at
depths of 750 meters. (This part is named CAPTOR
-- capsulated torpedo) and a passive-active sys-
tem of ocean surveillance (Passive-Active Report-
ing Ocean Surveillance System). The torpedoes
will be laid from airplanes, surface ships, and
submarines. The weapon is intended for antisub-
marine warfare in narrows, straits, and on the
approaches of naval bases -- which, in the opin-
ion of specialists, will permit the freeing of
antisubmarine submarines for the carrying out of
other missions. Twenty million dollars has been
allocated for the development...". (FNC 9/71)

- "The increase in the range of detection of sub-
marines, their great submergence depths and man-
euverability has brought about the development
abroad of such new means of destruction as depth
charges with nuclear charges, self-guiding and
dual-plane wire-guided torpedoes, missile-
torpedoes, new models of mines, etc.".12/

1972 - "Aviation mines are planted along antisubmarine
barriers and the probable routes of
submarines."16/

1973 - "An important place among antisubmarine weapons
is accorded to mines /b the U.S. Nay/. Their
extensive employment is planned for the blockade
of an opponent's submarine bases and for the
establishment of antisubmarine barriers. The
/1U.S. interest in mines has grown especially due
to the fact that they can be used with nuclear
charges and, consequently, with the radical in-
crease in the power of mine weapons."36/

- "In the naval aviation of the capitalist coun-
tries, antisubmarine mines have received exten-
sive development in recent years. Their distinc-
tive features are a sufficient discrimination,
proximity of the explosion to the tarqet, and the
relatively low cost of mass production. Judging
from the materials in the foreign press, the
development of aviation antisubmarine mines is
taking the direction of increasing their
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reliability, the simplification of their
construction, and of complicating their sweeping.

"In the opinion of foreign military specialists,
the employment of mines would have great impor-
tance in offensive military actions since the
potential exists with their help of seriously
hampering the enemy's deployment and operation of
his submarines."36/

- "Mines. In the ooinion of foreign military
specialists this weapon would be extensively
employed in any likely warfare not only by sub-
marines and aviation but also by surface ships as
well .... As bourgeois military specialists assert,
one of the results of the advent and over-estima-
tion of the new /nuclear/ weapons has been the
premature neglect--- t-aditional combat means,
very notably the lessening of attention to the
development and production of mine weapons. This
is the only possible explanation for the situa-
tion which has developed in which it has event-

uated that foreign navies do not have a
sufficient number of minelayers at their disposal
at the present time for carrying out the large-
stale operations for the laying of minefields.
It is apparent... that serious apprehension is
being expressed in foreign military circles to
the effect that... there are practically no new,
improved mines appearing. It is noted that the
navv is using compa-atively obsolete types of
mines. It should be noted that, along with the
supporters of the extensive employment of mine
weapons who demand that the neglect of them be
corrected immediately, there are individuals who
are adducing arguments against the employment of
naval mines in an armed conflict at sea. Among
these arguments are the comparatively low effec-
tiveness of mines, the mutual danger of blowing
up their own surface ships and submarines, and
insufficiency of means for laying mines, and
their slow accomplishment of desired results. At
the same time, it is emohasized that often strik-
ing a mine of an opponent is interpreted as a
torpedo attack by a submarine. From this it is
asserted that one can cause a strain in the for-
ces and means of antisubmarine defense by the
judicious and consistent employment of mines."36/

- "Two self-transporting mines have been developed
in the U.1. for antisubmarine warfare. One of
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them which bears the designation of SLMM is de-
signed for laying off submarine bases and on the
expected routes of submarine transits .... The
other mine-development project has the name
CAPTOR. It is comprised of a combination of an
antisubmarine torpedo with a mine anchoring de-
vice. The torpedo is enclosed in a hermetically
sealed aluminum container which can be anchored
at depths up to 800 meters."46/

1074 - "It has been decided /in the U.S./ to gradually
replace mines Marks 25, 36, 50, 52, 55, 36
DESTRUCTOR and 40 with QUICKSTRIKE and CAPTOR
mines. The first of these is a bottom type in-
tended for installation in coastal and internal
waterways and also in ports and bases .... The
CAPTOR system... is a MARK 46 homing torpedo em-
placed with an anchor." (FNC 6/74)

1975 - "Despite the enormous efforts expended on
developing the means for antisubmarine warfare,
the U.S. Navy does not have specialized antisub-
marine mines. The non-contact bottom and anchor-
ed mines presently existing in the /Navy's/ ar-
senals can only be employed in a lim-Ted way for
antisubmarine tasks.

"In the views of the U.S. Naval Command, and that
of other countries of NATO, mine weapons should
occupy a worthy place in the overall system of
antisubmarine warfare. It is considered advis-
able, for exampl-, in the threatening period just
before a war or with the beginning of combat
actions, to cover the northern passages into the
Atlantic with antisubmarine mine fields. But for
this mines are needed which are capable of de-
stroying targets with freedom of movement in
three dimensions. For the development of such a
weapon, they have turned in the U.S. to working
out of a specialized antisubmarine mine, under
the designation of CAPTOR. (Capsulated Torpedo).

"In the Dress it is stated that if with the aid
of antisubmarine submarines, aviation and surface
ships of the navies of NATO, 60-q0 days would be
required for the liquidation of the threat to
maritime communications in the Atlantic, CAPTOR
mines, laid by B-52 strategic bombers, would
permit the carrying out of the mission in a few
days. It is sufficient, states the foreign
press, to block the exits from bases with mines,
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to cover the zones of transit of submarines into
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans with mine bar-
riers - and the 'threat' to the maritime communi-
cations which connect the U.S. with its NATO
partners would be liquidated...

"...Overall expenditures in the CAPTOR mine pro-
gram are estimated at 334.5 million dollars, and
the cost of one mine (with torpedo) is about 135
thousand dollars. The U.S. Navy is proposing to

order 4000-4500 mines ...

"...In 1975-1976 it is intended to shift over to
series production, and from 1977 to move toward
mass production and delivery to the Navy of mines
which, in the views of the U.S. Naval Command, is
projected to play a special role in antisubmarine
warfare.

"In the American press it is observed that the
CAPTOR mines are suitable for employment in the
barrier antisubmarine field in the Denmark
Straits between Greenland and Iceland. Between
Iceland and the British Isles they can be employ-
ed along the barriers together with stationary
hydroacoustic stations of long-range detection,
antisubmarine submarines, surface ships and air-
planes. It is believed that, having enveloped
the North Sea with an enormous arc of a mine
field barrier, it would be possible to block the
exit into the Atlantic for all submarines. Be-
sides this, it is intended to blockade the nar-
rows of the Mediterranean Sea, and also the exits
into the Pacific ocean with CAPTOR mines. It is
assumed that the laying of CAPTOR mines would
permit not only the closing of the exit to sub-
marines of the enemy into the ocean, but also the
establishing of mine-field barriers accross the
huge water expanses which adjoin the U.S. (the
Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, and
others), which supposedly would eliminate the
necessity for the organization of convoys in
these regions and free significant antisubmarine
forces for action in the open ocean."69/

-"In recent times in the press, much attention is
being given to the design of the CAPTOR mine,
which stipulates the development of a homing
antisubmarine mine-torpedo with a great radius of
action...
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- "In recent times in the American press have begun
appearing reports on the development of still
another new mine - QUICKSTRIKE. It is designed
to be laid by airplanes, surface ships and sub-
marines. The mine is designed on the basis of
the American standard 900-kilogram aviation bomb.
According to reports in the American press, in
its design will be incorporated the latest
achievements in arms technology, including laser
and electro-optical guidance technology...".71/

- "About 60 million dollars are spent annually in
the U.S. for the development and purchase of mine
weapons and means of anti-mine defense....

"Mine weapons, in the opinion of foreign military
specialists, have undergone in recent times a no
less significant (although a less noticeable)
change than, say, missiles, and constitute an
inseparable part of the arsenal of modern combat
means of armed warfare in all maritime and
oceanic theaters of military operations. Among
the merits of mines are numbered: simplicity,
comparative cheapness of production and employ-
ment while at the same time being highly reli-
able. On the one hand there are the complexity
and high cost of anti-mine operations; on the
other, there are the constant combat readiness
over a prolonged interval of time and the absence
of the necessity for servicing after emplacement;
there are also the surprise, instantaneousness
and effectiveness of action on the target while
providing automatically for its selectivity; the
potential for covert working out, testing, series
production and accumulation of reserves....

"In the opinion of foreign specialists, mine
weapons can be employed in military conflicts of
any scale, both with defensive as well as offen-
sive goals. But they are especially effective in
non-nuclear war, since they can be employed for
the blockading of the forces of the enemy, in
warfare on the /sea lines of/ communications; the
protection of -iphibious -ndings and in anti-
amphibious defense, in the deployment of one's
own naval forces and the maintenance of the com-
bat stability of ground forces from the side of
the sea, i.e., in short, for the carrying out of
the majorit-yof missions assigned to a navy....
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They are accorded an important place as well in
the concept of 'weapons of neutralization' being
worked out at the present time in the U.S. Until
such time in the future that corresponding laser
systems or powerful electromagnetic generatorsI
are developed which destroy combat equipment
(including ships and vessels), the non-contact
underwater explosion remains the most available
means to the end.

"These features of mines make difficult the work-
ing out of criteria for the evaluation of the
effectiveness of the weapon. Many factors such
as psychological influence on the enemy, the low
susceptibility to obsolescence, and so forth,
practically cannot be subjected to mathematical
analysis. This has become, in the opinion of
several specialists, one of the reasons for the
underestimation in the recent past of mine wea-
pons on the U.S. Navy.

"According to foreign data, naval mines are being
developed and produced at the present time in the
U.S., England, France, the FRG, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, Spain and
South Africa. In this regard, the greatest at-
tention to the development of mine weapons is
being given in the U.S., where their development
is being conducted under four extended programs,
which can be conditionally divided into the fol-
lowing forms: the development of new models of
mines intended for the destruction of combatant
ships, merchant ships, and auxiliary ships of the
enemy; the development of special antisubmarine
means; the improving of the equipping of subma-
rine saboteurs; and the develooment of a modular
unified aviation ammunition, AMWS (Aviation Mod-
ule Weapons System) ....

"From the beginning of the 1960's, in the U.S.
they turned to the development of the so-called
waiting' self-guiding mine-torpedoes with a

great radius of response, and from 1972 began the
industrial production of the CAPTOR mine-torpedo.

"Since 1970, the new QUICKSTRIKE project is being
worked out in the U.S. It has as its aim the
development of a universal bottom non-contact
mine (for laying by aviation, surface ships and
submarines). According to reports in the Amer-
ican press, the new bomb-mines, the series
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delivery of which is planned for the near future,
should replace all the mines being prepared at
the present time in the U.S.A. (aside from spe-
cial-purpose mines). They would have great range
and increased reliability of remote guidance by
coded signal.

"In 1972, the aerodynamic characteristics, and
also the stability of motion of the new mines in
the air, were tested by the Naval Ordnance Lab-
oratory of the U.S ..... From 1971 through 1974,
more than 4 million dollars have been spent on
the development of the QUICKSTRIKE project.

"Taking into consideration the importance to the
new mines of a system of remote control, which
makes the mines safe for their own forces and
practically impervious to sweeping, work on the
development of this system has been conducted in
the U.S. since 1970 under the separate RECO pro-
ject.

"The realization of the QUICKSTRICK project,
according to the assertions of American special-
ists, would permit to the maximum possible degree
the utilization of the most valuable characteris-
tic of mine weapons .... 83/
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1976-1980, 1 (a) -IS ANTI-SSBN ASW SEEN BY THE SOVIETS AS
WITHIN THE ASW TECHNOLOGICAL STATE-OF-
THE-ART GIVEN THE GREAT LEAD OF SUBMARINE
WARFARE?

1976 -"The difficulty of antisubmarine warfare against
the fast, highly-maneuverable modern nuclear-
powered submarines has led foreign specialists
to the conclusion that various types of forces
are required for carrying out antisubmarine
tasks. As an analysis of /U.S. and NATO/ combat
training shows, success in antisubmarine oper-
ations can be won only by the joint employment
of surface ships, submarines, aviation, and also
of the positional means... _13

-"The role of surface ships in the overall system
of 'antisubmarine warfare' has changed commensu-
rate with the degree of improvement in the sub-
marine fleet, the extensive introduction in it
of nuclear-power plants, missile weapons, and
modern torpedoes. While remaining the main type
of force for 'defense of an objective' point
defense , they have gradually surrendered their
former primacy, to nuclear-powered submarines and
aviation for all other operations."ll/

-"According to the views held in the U.S., the
mission of antisubmarine warfare long ago ex-
ceeded the limits of the literal concept of the
antisubmarine defense of naval forces and mer-
chant convoys. It has developed from a special
kind of protection of the combat operations of
the Navy into an independent operational-
strategic mission that is closely related to the
gaining of command of the sea. This has been
effected by the radically expanding role of sub-
marines in warfare at sea, by the widening cir-
cle of combat missions which they are capable of
carrying out as a result of their having been
equipped with nuclear-power plants and powerful
new long range weapons ... with the aim of con-
ducting the most effective antisubmarine war-
fare, it is planned to bring together the
heterogeneous antisubmarine forces into special
task-specific forces for carrying out the main
task -- the search and destruction of submarines
deployed to sea or on deployment routes. As
their top priority, such forces must control the
zones from which strikes by missile submarines
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are possible. These measures, according to the
view of the American command, could lead to he
latter being forced out of the zones clos,3 to
the U.S. coasts to more distant regions...

"Taking into account the views of the commands
of the US Navy and navies of other NATO coun-
tries in the development of ASW forces and
means, foreign military specialists draw the
following conclusions:

- Antisubmarine warfare will be carried out
under centralized direction throughout the
entire ocean (sea) theater, from their base
areas to areas of combat employment;

- ASW forces and means of all arms (nuclear and
diesel submarines, surface combatants, and
ASW aviation) will be employed in antisub-
marine warfare in close coordination with
stationary hydroacoustical means;

- The basic condition for success in combating
the underwater threat is organization of con-
tinous tracking, primarily of submarines with
ballistic missiles, and combining the defense
of the most important installations with sea
contrcl over vast geographic areas of the
ocean theaters."19/

"The high mobility of nuclear-powered ballistic-
missile submarines, their great endurance and
diving depths, their arming with powerful offen-
sive and defensive weapons have insured them a
high combat effectiveness /even/ under the con-
ditions of the growing effectiveness of the
antisubmarine forces.. ."20/

- "The equipping of modern submarines with sonar
gear capable of detecting submarine targets at a
considerable distance, with homing torpedoes,
with nuclear warheads, and with other weapons
permits carrying the warfare with a submarine
enemy into the depths of the sea.

"The basic struggle, in the opinion of foreign
specialists, will be concentrated in the ap-
proaches to bases, in the combat patrol areas,
on the so-called antisubmarine barriers estab-
lished on the probable routes of transit of
submarines, and in the navigational narrows.
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Aviation and surface ships should operate in
these areas and, if possible, mines and hydro-
phones should be emplaced.

"In the view of foreign specialists, an~tisub-
marine warfare, including that with nuclear-
powered missile platforms too, can be carried
out by diesel-powered torpedo submarines even
though they are inferior to nuclear-powered ones
in their speed and submerged endurance. Never-
theless, they are relatively small, have a low
noise level while cruising on their electric
motors, and possess good sonar and modern means
of destruction. These characteristics enable
them to successfully combat both nuclear-powered
as well as /other/ diesel submarines. It is
considered that the most effective antisubmarine
warfare can be achieved by the joint operations
of submarines with aviation and surface ships.
In the system of antisubmarine warfare, provi-
sion also has been made for missile- submarine
strikes on the shipbuilding yards which are con-
structing submarines, on their bases and ship
repair yards, and on their training centers for
submarine personnel. "20/

- "Naval specialists believe that the great diving
depth in combination with the high submerged
speed of modern submarines enable them, espe-
cially nuclear-powered ones, to conduct recon-
naissance of the forces for defense of a region,
/even/ while right in the antisubmarine defense
zone of an enemy, in order to inflict on them or
on shore objectives a torpedo or missile strike
at the right moment, to lay mines in the coastal
channels, or to put ashore a reconnaissance or
sabotage group... "20/

- "According to the evaluation of American naval
specialists, the antisubmarine forces and means
which are now in the inventory of the U.S. Navy
continue to be insufficiently effective. The
increasing of underwater speeds, maneuver.abil-
ity, diving depths, the possession of effective
defensive weapons and various means of cover and
deception endows with high combat stability not
only the nuclear-powered submarines but diesel-
powered ones as well."20/

1977 -"The military-political leadership of the U.S.
and of the other countries of NATO believe that
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with the advent of nuclear-powered submarines ...
the antisubmarine forces are being tasked with
the resolution of a highly complex and hard-to-
solve problem. Nuclear-powered submarines, in
comparison with their predecessors, are freer to
select the region for missile launch. Thus, for
example, the regions of patrol of American sub-
marines with 'Polaris' and 'Poseidon' missiles
(firing ranges 4,600 to 5,600 kms.) already em-
brace an enormous expanse of water of 8,242,500
square miles. The change over to the new
'Trident' nuclear-powered submarine missile sys-
tem (f iring range 8-12, 000 km. ) leads, in the
opinion of the American command, to the widening
of the zone to include the greater part of the
World Ocean. From this stems the radical in-
crease in the scope of the area of antisubmarine
operations against the submarine platforms for
strategic weapons. "27/

- "The concept of 'antisubmarine warfare' in-
cludes detection, classification, localization,
and destruction. The most difficult and the
most important, in the opinion of foreign spe-
cialists, is the initial detection and classifi-
cation of submarines, espec.Lally of the highly
maneuverable nuclear-powered submarines. It is
not coincidental, therefore, that the develop-
ment of stationary, shipboard aviation and space
means of surveillance of the underwater environ-
ment and its study are given particular atten-
tion abroad."27/

- "In contemporary conditions, the armaments, en-
durance, diving depth, cruising speed, and the
range of submarines have grown considerably.
The importance of antisubmarine warfare is grow-
ing in correspondence with the increasing capa-
bilities of submarines and the broadening of
their missions, and the role of cooperation of
the heterogeneous /ASW/ forces grows /too/."28/

1978 - "The development of effective antisubmarine
means largely depends on the possibility of
solving difficult technological problems. The
most difficult of them, it is considered, are
the detection and classification of nuclear-
powered submarines. The extent these problems
are solved depends on the development of anti-
submarine weaponry...
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"The advent of fast, nuclear-powered, missile
submarines possessing the capability of launch-
ing all of their supply of ballistic missiles in
a short time necessitated the development of
antisubmarine weapons of a new type capable of
delivering a strike on a missile submarine in
the briefest time and with a high probability of
destroying it. Antisubmarine missiles, which
are to be found in the armaments of many classes
of surface combatant ships and submarines of the
leading imperialist powers, constitute such
weapons.

"Guided antisubmarine missiles launched from
underwater are being received by foreign sub-
marines (for example, the SUBROC missile)...Such
missiles carry a warhead or torpedo to distances
of 50-60 km."52/

- "In the postwar period, in connection with the
development of nuclear-power plants, missile
weapons and nuclear warheads, the combat capa-
bilities of submarines increased radically.
This necessitated the further increase and mod-
ernization of antisubmarine forces themselves
and their armaments. At the beginning of the
1970s, in the navies of the most powerful states
were developed antisubmarine forces which in-
cluded multipurpose nuclear-powered submarines,
antisubmarine surface combatant ships of spe-
cialized construction (frigates, escorts, de-
stroyers, antisubmarine cruisers, and aircraft
carriers), antisubmarine airplanes (shore-based
and shipborne), and antisubmarine helicopters.
Their armaments included new means for defeating
submarines: ...wire-guided torpedoes, antisubma-
rine missile-torpedoes and missile-bombs, mines
with antennae and non-contact detonators. For
the detection of submarines are employed equip-
ment sensitive to various physical fields and to
submarine wakes...and computers for plotting at-
tacks on detected submarines."61/

1979 - "Can submarines, despite the constant moderniza-
tion of antisubmarine means, achieve strategic
aims in a war at sea? A great deal of research
has affirmed the high effectiveness of subma-
rines when they are properly employed and pro-
vided with combat support."70/
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- "Antisubmarine warfare occupies a most important
place in the theory and practice of the naval
art of the main countries of NATO. Its growing
role and signiticance were determined by the ad-
vent in the navies of the advanced naval powers
of nuclear-powered multipurpose and missile sub-
marines.

"The commands of the U.S. Navy and of the other
NATO countries found themselves faced with the
problem of organizing an antisubmarine struggle
which, for its importance and difficulty,
scarcely has an equal. In its nature, it has
far exceeded the bounds of antisubmarine de-
fense, experience in the organization of which
was gained in the two world wars. Right now it
/antisubmarine defense/ can be useful only in an
extremely limited wayT since it was based on the
opposition of only diesel submarines and only
during the defense of combatant ships and mer-
chant ships from their attacks. However, even
in those. years, the organization of antisubma-
rine defense was not easy. The Commander-in-
Chief of the Soviet Navy, Admiral of the Fleet
of the Soviet Union S. Gorshkov, notes:
'Against the German submarines operated 5,500
specially constructed antisubmarine ships and
20,000 small craft. For every German submarine
there were 25 ships and 100 airplanes of the
Allies and for each German submarine at sea,
there were 100 British and Americans'."72/

"Vice Admiral F. Harlfinger, USN (Retired), a
specialist in ASW matters, considers that the
entire American antisubmarine defense is pres-
ently no more than 20 percent effective."72/
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1976-1980, 1 (b) - IS THE U.S. NAVY SEEN AS ASSIGNED A PRI-
ORITY MISSION FOR ANTI-SSBN ASW?

1976 - "Two classes of nuclear-powered submarines are
distinctly defined: missile ones and torpedo
ones; the basic assignment of the latter is the
destruction of the former."l/

- "The basic type of daily activity of all of the
forces of the NATO navies /in the Mediterranean/
is search for submarines.- As in the AtlantTc
and Pacific theaters of military action, here
too there functions a system of continuous anti-
submarine monitoring."2/

- "The main missions which were worked out /by the
navies of the U.S. and other NATO countries/
were:

- Warfare against missile submarines in all
theaters and on the antisubmarine barriers...

- Point defense of forces of combatant ships
and merchant ships."3/

- "In the conduct of offensive missions /by the
U.S. and NATO navies/, the main attention is
devoted to gaining and maintaining command of
the sea by warfare against the submarines and
strike groups of surface ships. For example,
those were the tasks carried out by the strike
fleet of the combined NATO navies in the cul-
minating exercise of SEA HUNT-75 in the Atlan-
tic. "3/

- "Concerning the employment of antisubmarine
forces, the NATO Command concludes that the main
aim in a global nuclear war is the neutraliza-
tion of the nuclear weapons delivery platforms.
If they can succeed in solving this problem,
they assume that gaining of the command of the
sea then would be significantly easier."5/

- "According to information in the American press,
by 1980 the escort ships of the U.S. Navy must
be prepared to provide simultaneous protection
for 12 attack aircraft carriers, the ships and
craft of the amphibious forces... about 10 groups
of supply ships, and five convoys. For their
defense, about 250 modern escort ships are re-
quired."1l/
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- "The military leadership of NATO considers that
attack and multipurpose aircraft carriers, due
to their great size, are more vulnerable to the
missiles and torpedoes of submarines than are
ships of other classes. Therefore, for protect-
ing their transit and movements in combat areas,
a deeply-echeloned defense against the various
forces of an enemy are being developed. Special
significance is accorded to antisubmarine and
anti-air defense. Each aircraft carrier is
covered by a heterogeneous antisubmarine protec-
tion which includes nuclear-powered torpedo
submarines (they conduct long-range hydroacous-
tic search), escort ships (they operate in the
capacity of close-in protection) with their
helicopters, and also airplanes of shipborne and
shore-based antisubmarine aviation (in the zone
of long-range antisubmarine defense). The oper-
ations of all of these types of forces are
backed up by the stationary means of long-range
hydroacoustic surveillance."1/

I

- "The detection of submarines, their attack and
destruction, in the opinion of many foreign
specialists, should be carried out along the
route of transit of convoys and combatant-ship
forces by composite aviation-ship hunter-killer
groups that include antisubmarine airplanes
(shore-based and shipborne), shipborne helicop-
ters, nuclear-powered submarines, and fast
escort ships."ll/

- "In the opinion of naval specialists in the
West, the operations of the navies of the U.S.
and her allies must be directed toward providing
antisubmarine protection to strike carrier
forces and groups, to convoys, and to amphibious
landing detachments, toward the defense of mari-
time communications, /and/ toward opposing sub-
marines armed with ba-lis-tic missiles...

- "In the military plans of the U.S., the defense
of their own territory from the missiles of
submarines occupies an important place."20/

- "Foreign military theorists believe that in a
future nuclear-missile war, the basic efforts
would be directed to the destruction of nuclear-
powered submarines and attack aircraft-carrier
forces. They note this in regard to the fact
that the problem of /the unavoidability of
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carrying out/ warfare against all submarines has
arisen with special acuteness due to the virtual
impossibility c distinguishing a missile sub-
marine while submerged from any other subma-
rine."20/

- "In the view of the leadership of the navies of
foreign countries, contemporary war requires the
carrying out of various missions from ships of
this class /destroyers/: the screening of air-
craft-carrier forces, convoys, replenishment
ships, and amphibious-landing forces, the sup-
port of ground forces, bombardment of shore-
objectives, combat against submarines and
surface ships, and the conduct of reconnais-
sance."21/

1977 - "In the opinion of the command of the navies of
the NATO countries, the carrying out of the
missions of antisubmarine warfare is not con-
ceivable without the joint employment of... het-
erogeneous forces... In addition to employing
submarines and surface ships, naval aviation and
a stationary system of long-range hydroacoustic
surveillance for the detection and destruction
of an opponent's submarines, it is planned to
utilize airplanes of strategic aviation, means
of outer-space reconnaissance, and other means
and forces.

"It is considered that the basic missions for
warfare with the submarines of an opponent are:
the defense of own territory from oceanic and
sea directions, protection of the combat oper-
ations of combatant surface ships, protection of
amphibious forces and replenishment ships, and
the defense of the sea and oceanic communica-
tions. The concept of 'antisubmarine warfare'
is viewed in NATO as a single whole with the
concept of 'the gaining of command of the sea'.
The working out of the missions for antisubma-
rine warfare by all types of operational-tacti-
cal forces... is being given priority attention.
The majority of the classes of ships and types
of forces of the Navy participate in their car-
rying out. This is effected by the efforts of
the command of the North Atlantic Bloc to
compensate for the deficit in the number of
antisubmarine forces of each individual coun-
try..."27/
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- "Two basic types of nuclear-poered submarines
have been defined clearly abroad: missile and
torpedo, the basic mission of the latter being
the destruction of the former."27/

- "The basic assignment of the VIKING airplane is
the...protection of aircraft-carrier forces
against submarines armed with tactical, antiship
missiles."27/

- "The views of the NATO command on the employment
of antisubmarine forces may be summarized as

follows: of primary importance in a global nu-
clear war is to neutralize the delivery systems
for nuclear weapons. Only if this problem can
be resolved successfully, they hole, can the
tasks be carried out for the protection of sea
communications and for gaining 'command of the
sea' ."27/

- "The NATO command regards offensive naval oper-

ations, including nuclear-missile strikes
against submarine bases and shipbuilding yards
by airc.raft, submarines, and surfac- ships, as
the most effective form of antisubmarine war-
fare. Foreign military professionals, however,
do not overrate the results which strikes
against submarine base areas can yield: they
take the view that the major portion of the
submarines will be absent from their bases,
dispersed and on-station in the ocean or enroute
to their stations. Accordingly, Pentagon lead-
ers and those of other military departments
within the NATO countries foresee:

o systematic operations of hunter-killer forces
on the antisubmarine barriers, in straits and
narrow seaways, in probable submarine break-
out areas, and along the probable routes of
their deployment to their on-station areas;

o massive or selective (offensive) minelaying

by aviation and submarine mine forces at the
exits from submarine bases, on barriers, and
in narrow seaways;

o the operation of nuclear-powered /torpedo/
attack submarines at positions near enemy
bases;
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o the organization of regular, daily operations
in the most important ocean areas directed to
the search and destruction of submarines
detected in the most important regions of the
World Ocean; and

o the direct antisubmarine defense of surface
warship forces, amphibious-landing forces,
replenishment ships, and convoys during
oceanic crossings and in areas where they
rendezvous or carry out their mission assign-
ments.

"All /U.S. and other NATO naval/ forces are
assigned in their daily /peacetiMe,/ activities
to search for the underwater enemy with the
ultimate aim of continuously and reliably know-
ing the location of every strategic submarine in
real time."27/

- "Special attention was accorded /by 'the navies
of the capitalist countries' in 1976/ to anti-
submarine warfare and the training oFantisubma-
rine forces. The search for and destruction of
missile submarines throughout all theaters and
on the antisubmarine barriers were the main
missions for all of the naval forces of the NATO
countries."30/

- "As a result of nuclear-powered missile subma-
rines having become the basic strike force of a
navy, it was necessary to develop and modernize
the means of warfare against them and, first of
all, nuclear-powered torpedo submarines. Their
most intensive construction was carried out in
the U.S."31/

- "American specialists consider that it will be
necessary to build 75 air-capable ships by 1990
for carrying out of the task of control of the
sea and for supplementing the functions of
strike carriers."31/

- "At the present stage of scientific-technologi-
cal progress, the forces of a navy have acquired
the capability to directly and immediately
destroy not only the forces of an opponent's
armed forces at sea and in coastal regions but
also military-economic objectives in the deep
rear of an enemy. The creation of strike groups
of the forces of a navy for operationis against
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important ground objectives certainly must be
considered to be one of the most important char-
acteristics of the development of navies.

"Submarines armed with ballistic missiles, in
the view of foreign specialists, are not the
only force which can operate from the ocean's
depths. A trend in the development of naval
forces has now appeared with distinguishable
clarity. It is to place reliance on forces
which have increased combat stability and which
concentrate in themselves great strike capabili-
ties. To such naval forces belong not only sub-
marines armed with ballistic missiles but also
ones armed with other kinds of weapons. They
have become the main means for conducting war-
fare at sea while combat operations for their
destruction constitutes the basic content of
military operations on the expanses of the World
Ocean. "31/

-"It is noted in the Western press that the sig-
nificance of antisubmarine warfare, above all
with ballistic missile-armed submarines, pro-
vides a basis for considering the combat oper-
ations of naval forces for the destruction of
antisubmarine forces as operations directed at
the resolution of one of the top priority mis-
sions of warfare at sea."31/

-"In the view of American specialists, aircraft
carriers are becoming the basic ship for basing
tactical aviation and an integral part of the
forces for insuring command of the sea."31/

-"The equipping of navies with nuclear-missile
weapons have increased at the present time the
importance of the operations of a navy against
the shore. First aircraft carrier aviation and
then ballistic missiles fired from submarines
determined the colossal capabilities of a navy
in delivering strikes on the territory of an
enemy... .A modern oceanic navy, acting against
shore objectives can directly influence the
course and outcome of a war. Consequently the
operations of a navy against the shore have ac-
quired dominating importance for a war at sea...
one of the main missions /of a navZ/ has become
war against the strateg-fc naval means of an
enemy with the aims of either interdicting his
strikes or blunting them to the maximum."40/
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1978 - "The basic tasks of the /70 programmed/ frigates
/of the Oliver Hazard Perrv Class! are the de-
Tense of merchant ships and /naval/ auxiliaries
and amphibious-landing ships-from air, surface,
and submarine attack." (FNC 5/78)

- "The combat training of the NATO navies, accord-
ing to foreign press reports, is conducted
actively and is aimed at practicing the
following missions: delivery of nuclear strikes
against ground targets, destruction of ship
forces at sea, support of NATO's Joint Armed
Forces in Europe, protection of ocean and sea
lanes, antisubmarine defense of the East Coast
of the American continent, and conduct of
amphibious landing operations."49/

- "The /U.S./ doctrine /of 'strategic sufficien-
cy'/ defines a significant role for air-capable
shps in screening friendly strategic-missile
submarines and in combating the enemy's missile
platforms..."50/

- "The tasks for aircraft carrier forces have not
undergone such profound changes in the postwar
period as they did during World War II. They
remain: gaining command of the sea, operations
against ground targets in continental theaters,
primarily in the interests of the ground forces,
combating enemy submarines and surface ships,
screening friendly submarine and surface forces,
and participating in amphibious operations."50/

- "The United States and NATO commands give much
attention to supporting ocean shipping. This
mission is practiced, with the participation of
aircraft carrier forces, during many exer-
cises."50/

- "The navies of the world powers, according to
the views of foreign military specialists, have
come to be assigned primarily to the first pri-
ority mission for the destruction... with nu-
clear-missile weapons of the most important
strategic objectives of an opponent and also for
the carrying out of a second no less important
mission -- warfare with the strike forces of the
opposing navy: his submarines, air fleet and
surface combatant ships -- the platforms for
nuclear-missile weapons and, in the first place,
the nuclear-powered missile submarines."52/
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- "Destroyers... are multipurpose combatant ships
which carry out various tasks..."

"At the contemporary stage of development of
destroyers in the majority of foreign countries,
destroyers, in the view of the leadership of the
navies of the NATO countries, are called on to
carry out a wide range of tasks of antisubmarine
and anti-air defense of large naval forces, air-
craft carriers among them, for insuring all
aspects of the defense of convoys, amphibious-
landing forces... In addition, they are assigned
to provide gunfire support to ground forces in
coastal directions, the support of amphibious
landings during debarkation, and the conduct of
blockade operations."52/

- "The basic task of frigates of the U.S. Navy is
the provision of anti-air and antisubmarine
defense for strike aircraft carriers..."52/

- "Multipurpose submarines /of the U.S./ are in-
tended for the following combat tasks: warfare
with enemy submarines during their sortie from
base, during their transits at sea and in the
area of combat operations, during antisubmarine
defense of combatant ship forces and convoys,
during the delivery of strikes at surface com-
batant ships and task forces of combatants,
during warfare on /the sealines of/ communica-
tions, during the conduct of reconnaissance, and
during picket duty."52/

- Strike aircraft carriers, in the view of the
American command, are the main strike force for
gaining command of the sea. They are considered
the most multipurpose, universal combatant ship,
and one capable of carrying out a broad range of
missions in all kinds of naval operations,
whether with nuclear or conventional weapons.
The basic assignment of strike carriers is the
fulfillment...of the following tasks:

o destruction of important objectives on the
shore and in the rear of an enemy, among them
naval bases, administrative and industrial
centers, ports, airfields, and large war
plants /e.g., shipyards/;

o gaining of command of the sea by means of the
destruction of the submarines and surface
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combatant ships of an enemy at sea and at
their bases and his aviation on their air-
fields and in the air;

o anti-air and antisubmarine defense of naval
forces during sea transits;

o provision of air support to ground forces on
the offensive and defensive in coastal sec-

tors of a front;

o covering large convoys in crossing the ocean4
(or sea);

o supporting amphibious landing operations
during sea crossings, during debarkation on
the coast, and during operations on the
shore; and

o interdiction of the maritime communications
of an enemy."52/

- "In 1977, the U.S. Navy devoted special atten-
,tion /in its naval training exercises/ to the
tasks for gaining command of the sea lin the as-
signed region, for antisubmarine warfare, and
for amphibious landings... .According to informa-
tion in the foreign press, the NATO command con-
siders warfare against the submarines of an
enemy to be the most important condition for
gaining command of the sea."56/

1979 - "'The United States views the main task of its
gezreral purpose naval forces to be 'sea control'
in the important areas of the World Ocean. it
is estimated that, in case of war in Europe, it
will be necessary to deliver across the Atlantic
monthly five million tons of cargo of which
three million will be purely military. For this
it will be necessary to form and escort across
the ocean an average of five convoys per month.
in each convoy there will be up to 100 ships.
In case of 'conflicts in Southeast Asia' two or
three transoceanic convoys of the same composi-
tion might be required. To protect the merchant
ships, it is planned to assign one antisubmarine
ship (frigate) and a missile ship (destroyer or
cruiser) for the air defense of each 20 ships of
a convoy. Moreover, the general purpose forces
should be ready to cover the tanker routes from
the Red Sea across the waters of the Indian
Ocean and South Atlantic."67/
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- "In the joint NATO naval exercise 'Northern

Wedding-78' /held as the naval side of 'Autumn
Forage-78', the annual NATO-Europe reinforcement
exercise/ was conducted from 4 to 19 September
in the regions of the Eastern Atlantic, Norwe-
gian and North Seas, and the English Channel...
The organization was worked out for the conduct
of combat operations for command of the sea, for
landing major amphibious forces of the NATO
strike fleets, the protection of the sealines of
communications, and the escort of convoys,
minelaying and minesweeping, carrying out of all
kinds of defense of surface naval forces during
sea crossIng and in battle."68/

- "The main threat to nuclear-powered missile sub-
marines, foreign specialists believe, comes from
nuclear-powered torpedo submarines, which are
capable of carrying out prolonged and covert
tracking of them. Therefore, antisubmarine war-
fare against the submarines of an enemy is being
given intense attention and for the struggle
agaist them are being enlisted nuclear-powered
and diesel submarines, surface ships and anti-
submarine aviation in close coordination with
the passive stationary SOSUS systems of long-
range hydroacoustic surveillance."82/

- "The modernization of all components of the
strategic nuclear forces of the U.S., and the
development and modernization of offensive arma-
ments is included in what is known as the
'Carter Doctrine' ....

"The number of combatant ships of the U.S. Navy
is slated to rise to 550 by 1990. Primarily to
be increased are the numbers of aircraft car-
riers, destroyers, and submarines."86/
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1976-1980, 2 (a) - GENERAL SOVIET APPRAISALS OF U.S. ASW
-4

1976 - "Statements in the foreign press attest to the
fact that the command of NATO considers solving
the problem of warfare against the submarines of
an opponent to be one of the most important con-
ditions for gaining 'command of the sea'. This
precisely explains the increased interest in the
preparation of antisubmarine forces. All of the
navies of the NATO countries have developed
antisubmarine defense as a basic kind of support
for combat onerations....

"Positional hydroacoustic means /during NATO
naval exercises during 1975/, as previously,
were the basis for the organization of the en-
tire antisubmarine system for warfare against
missile submarines in the areas of their combat
patrolling and on the antisubmarine barriers.
Using data from them /SOSUS hydrophones/, mobile
forces. were vectored-to the targets Tnd estab-
lished contact with the submarines of the oppo-
nent.. .The airplanes of shore-based aviation...
were the most effective of the forces capable of
arriving quickly in the area of the detected
target.3/

- "Antisubmarine warfare, in the view of the lead-
ership of the U.S. Navy, must combine the prin-
ciples of point (objective) defense and area
(regional) defense. Point defense...can be pro-
vided by carrier-based antisubmarine aviation,
by antisubmarine helicopters, surface ships and
submarines /all/ operating as screening
forces...Area-deense, in t~ie view of foreign
military specialists, Is a type of offensive
operations of antisubmarine forces with the aim
of preventing the penetration of enemy subma-
rines into a particular region (area) of an
oceanic theater. Area defense requires the in-
stallation within the areas to be defended of
stationary means of detection and the deployment
therein of mobile antisubmarine forces (antisub-
marine submarines and airplanes of shore-based
patrol aviation). Stationary means of detection
are considered to be the basis of the organiza-
tion of area defense since they permit a consid-
erable increase in the effectiveness of the
operations of the mobile antisubmarine forces.
The military leadership of the U.S. has
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developed a system of underwater surveillance,
SOSUS, in which a hydrophone system is employed
that permits the long-range detection of the
noise of submarines. The antisubmarine barrier
on the Greenland-Iceland-Scotland perimeter
established /by the U.S./, with the aim of
preventing thf penetratioF of the submarines of
an opponent /Guess who!/ into the Atlantic, may
serve as an example of area defense as foreign
specialists perceive it. Nuclear-powered
submarines, shore-based airplanes, and surface
ships in combination with antisubmarine mine
barriers can be included in the forces and means
which are operated on such a barrier. The
stationary means for submarine detection are
installed there /in the GIUK Gap/ already."19/

- "The antisubmarine forces and means now in the
inventory of the U.S. Navy, according to the
evaluation of American naval specialists, con-
tinue to be insufficiently effective."20/

- "Means are being developed /by the U.S. NavX/
for the hydroacoustic surveillance of the ocean
depths in zones beyond the limits of the...
CAESAR system.. .Foreign specialists note that
the stationary detectors available at present do
not insure the reliable surveillance of the
water medium and the timely detection of targets
and, most importantly, they can not classify the
sound contacts."20/

1977 - "The naval forces of the leading maritime powers

of the West and Japan are undergoing a major
buildup with priority assigned to strategic and
antisubmarine forces. The navies of other capi-
talist countries show a marked orientation to
employment as antisubmarine navies.

"By dint of great efforts, huge material expen-
ditures, and mobilization of the entire re-
sources of the country, the U.S. has been able
to effect a qualitative restructuring of its
naval forces and to modernize its ship comple-
ment and its aviation technology.

"The development of a continuously operating
system of long-range underwater sound surveil-
lance, as evidenced in foreign publications, has
considerably enhanced the capabilities of /U.S.
and other NATO/ naval forces for warfare against
modern, nuclear-powered submarines.
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"...the problem of warfare against nuclear-
powered submarines carrying strategic missiles,
as acknowledged by NATO's military-political
leadership, is still far from a solution."27/

- "Operational coordination of... submarine sur-
veillance means /in any warfare at sea/ would be
instituted in sea and ocean theaters-to include
normal /mobile and portable/ means and long-
range d tection means, whicH may include anti-
submarine weapons platforms. /Antisubmarine/
barriers also will be establishes employing tFe
CAPTOR mine-torpedoes. The operational forces
may include fixed and towed detection means as
well as attack submarines with AN/BQQ-5 sonar
systems, VIKING and ORION antisubmarine air-
planes, and the LAMPS ship-helicopter system.

"It is considered that the position of detected
submarines will be determined in a circle with a
diameter of around 16 km. in areas of the World
Ocean already encompassed by long-range surveil-
lance systems, which will permit effective use
of ship and aircraft forces and means of locali-
zation. It is possible to organize an exchange
of information here, such as between attack
submarines and antisubmarine aircraft through a
radio buoy with a hydroacoustic channel /i.e., a
sonobuoy/. Thus, the various forces and means,
includi-ng the long-range detection system, will
be patched into it during the search, detection,
and tracking of a submarine...

"In the opinion of U.S. Navy specialists, orga-
nizing continuous surveillance in all parts of
the World Ocean will hinder the activity of
multipurpose and strategic-missile submarines of
the probable enemy."42/

1978 - "The United States is continuing the buildup of
its Navy. President Carter has presented to
Congress a five-year program for modernizing the
Navy estimated as costing about 28 billion dol-
lars. The program provides for building about
70 large new ships and modernizing 13 existing
ones. The program includes provisions for
starting the construction of one aircraft
carrier, a nuclear-powered cruiser, seven
destroyers, 26 frigates, six Trident nuclear-
powered torpedo-firing submarines, five nuclear-
powered torpedo-firing submarines, submarine
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chasers, landing ships, surveillance ships, etc.
/Additionally/ several aircraft carriers, de-
stroyers and-other ships comprising the striking
force of the U.S. Navy will be modernized and
reequipped."47/

1979 - "The development of the antisubmarine forces /of
the U.S. and other NATO countries/ is being
accomplished mainly by means of increasing the
numbers of nuclear-PPwered and diesel-powered
torpedo submarines,- renovation of the ship
component of the antisubmarine forces, acquisi-
tion of new antisubmarine airplanes and helicop-
ters, equipping the airplanes and helicopters
with the latest antisubmarine weapons, and the
development of a positional system of long-range
hydroacoustic surveillance.

"The U.S. already has undertaken the construc-
tion of a major series of multipurpose subma-
rines of the Los Angeles Class (it is planned to
build more than 40 boats of this Class), de-
stroyers of the Spruance Class (30 ships),
guided-missile frigates of the Perry Class (74
units), and has begun equipping antisubmarine
ships with new antisubmarine helicopters, which
considerably raises the surveillance and anti-
submarine capabilities beyond the limits of the
range of action of a ship's radio direction-
finding and hydroacoustic gear.

"All cruisers, destroyers, and frigates building
in the U.S. and /other/ NATO countries will have
antisubmarine miSsile-systems and helicopters in
their armament. The tempo of R&D and operation-
al development of new types of antisubmarine
ships is being increased."70/

- "The American press contends that the United
States is approaching a 'technological break-
through' in the field of antisubmarine defense
owing to a further development of acoustical and
nonacoustical (infrared, laser, etc.) means of

Just in the U.S. it is planned to have about 90 nuclear-
powered multipurpose submarines.
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detection and also to the latest developments in
computer technology. These achievements are
being extensively incorporated in the global
system for monitoring the underwater environment
that is being created by the United States."80/
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1976-1980, 2 (b) - U.S. BUDGET ALLOCATIONS TO ASW

1976 - "...the U.S. Navy is devoting increasing atten-
tion to the further development and to a buildup
of antisubmarine forces and means. It plans to
allocate $20 billion to this end in the coming
five years. Additionally, the aircraft of the
Navy are to be significantly modernized and
replaced. "18/

1977 - "The organization of warfare with submarines
('antisubmarine warfare' in American terminol-
ogy) requires the mobilization of colossal
material means and production resources. It
suffices to note that the United States of
America annually spends about four billion dol-
lars on the development of antisubmarine forces.
And this does not count the indirecc expendi-
tures for the same purpose."27/

- "The cost of the program of measures for anti-
submarine warfare for the 1975-'78 period, which
includes development of the long-range detection
systems, is placed at 2.3 billion dollars, which
shows the great attention being given by the
United States to the combating of enemy subma-
rines."42/

1978 - "In the budget of the Department of Defense, ex-
penditures for the means of antisubmarine war-
fare occupy a leading place. And allocations
for the Navy on the whole, and in particular for
scientific-research and experimental-design
work, also exceed the corresponding budgets of
the other branches of the armed forces of the
U.S." (FNC 8/78)

1979 - "According to the U.S. shipbuilding program for
/the coming/ five years, appropriations are ear-
marked as -ollows: over $8 billion for develop-
ment of the TRIDENT system, about $8.6 billion
for antisubmarine forces and facilities (five
SSNs and 26 guided-missile frigates, 12 under-
water ocean surveillance ships, and a cable ship
to support the SOSUS stationary long-range
hydroacoustic system)...The appropriations are
being distributed on a roughly equal basis among
strategic forces, antisubmarine forces, and
means for anti-air warfare."67/
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"The U.S. Navy annually spends an average of
five billion dollars on defensive and offensive
programs for antisubmarine warfare."81/
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1976-1980, 2 (c) - U.S. ASW FORCE LEVELS AND FORWARD DEPLOY-
MENT/READINESS

1976 - "Task Force 67, which is assigned for the sur-
veillance of submarines and combat with them,
constitutes the basis of the antisubmarine
forces of the American Sixth Fleet which is in
the Mediterranean. Permanently included in it
are 13 airplanes of shore-based aviation which
operate from the air bases at Rota, Signonella,
and Suda."27/

- "Among the countries of the capitalist world,
the U.S. now possesses the largest number of
nuclear-powered submarines. As of 1 June 1975,
in the complement of the submarine forces of the
U.S. there were.. .62 nuclear-powered torpedo
submarines in commission, one in reserve, and 23
under construction. Moreover, there were eight
/more/ of the so-called first generation /in

commlssion/ which were either built singly or-in
very smalT series..."20/

1977 - "Task Force 85 is composed of shore-based patrol
aviation /of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet/. The
bases for-this aviation are dispersed-so as to
insure their rapid access to any point in the
/Atlantic/ Ocean."27/

- "Composite Task Force 70 /of the U.S. Seventh
Fleet in the Western PacifTc/ is antisubmarine.
Depending on the missions assigned, it includes
several operational hunter-killer groups of
heterogeneous forces.

"In Task Force 72 are included a division of
destroyers (3-4 ships) and a squadron (nine
planes) of the airplanes of shore-based patrol
aviation.

"In the Western part of the Pacific Ocean, the
antisubmarine forces of the U.S. Navy... utilize
the bases of Yokosuka, Sasebo, Naha (Japan) and
Subic Bay (The Philippines).

"The antisubmarine aviation of the /Seventh/
Fleet is dispersed throughout the entire the-
ater..."27/
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- "The U.s. Naval Forces with ASI weaponry, as of
1/7/77 (numerator) or as of 1/1/80 (denomina-
tor)

"Classes (Subclasses) of ships U.S.

Multipurpose aircraft carriers 13

13

Antisubmarine aircraft carriers --

Cruiser-helicopter carriers --

Nuclear-oowered toroedo submarines 67

Diesel submarines

Guided-missile cruisers

Guided-missile destroyers 30

30

Destroyers 66

44

Guided-missile frigates 6

34

Frigates 58

35

All together: 285

284

Airplanes of shore-based aviation 250

Helicopters (about) 200."27/

l78 - "...the eighth ship of the Soruance Class has
been homeoorted in Norfolk where three other
ships of this class already have been based...
four others are homeported in San Diego." (FNC
4,/78)
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- "Around two-thirds of the U.S. Navy and the
navies of NATO allies is concentrated in the
Atlantic. The ocean has been turned into a base
for nuclear missile systems and air groupings.

"in conformity with views of the American-NATO
command, it is planned to have from 60 to 80
percent of the nuclear-powered strategic subma-
rines, nuclear-powered attack submarines, diesel
submarines, aircraft carriers, guided-missile
and ASW ships, coastal patrol aircraft, deck-
based aircraft, and Marines in the Atlantic

theater at the time a war hegins. Accordinq to
foreiqn press data, these forces can emnlov from
r,000 to 7,000 nuclear warhears, includina sev-
eral hundreds of bombs from aircraft carriers
Oeolove( in the theater at the beainnina o4
combat ooerations as nart of NA m O's attac
fleet...

"The far-fluna network of naval and air bases,
basing points, and airfields oermits the sta-
tioning of NATO forces along the entire oerime-
ter of the Atlantic. There are a total of 8
ship bases and basing points and 90 air bases
here, which comprise around 60 percent of the
entire system of fleet basing of capitalist
countries in the World Ocean. In wartime this
network can be significantly expanded by using
commercial ports, of which there are over 1,140
on the Atlantic.

"The Atlantic Ocean occupies first place among
all other parts of the World Ocean in being
infrastructured with technical means of sur-
veillance, navigation, and a system of communi-
cations. The American command devotes a
considerable amount of attention to forward
basing of attack and antisubmarine forces at
bases and in oorts of Allied countries.

"Judging from foreipn press reports, combat
training of NAmO's Navv is conducted actively

and is aimed at practicing the following mis-
sions: delivery of nuclear strikes apainst
ground targets; destruction of ship forces at
sea; support of NATO's Joint Armed Forces in
Turooe; protection of ocean and sea lanes; anti-
submarine defense of the east coast of the
American continent; and conduct of amohibious
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landing operations. The direction and content
of the NATO's Navy combat training thus bears a
clearly evidenced offensive character..."49/

- "Aircraft carriers... are forward deployed in the
main oceanic and sea theaters /in peacetime/ to
establish and maintain a high readiness by
powerful forces.. .Constituting the nucleus of
the surface forces, they group around themselves
various combinations of antisubmarine, attack,
or amphibious landing ships. This insures a
marked level of readiness to accomplish all
missions.. .There are two carriers with their
escort forces constantly located here /in the
Mediterranean/... There is a similar aircraft
carrier force (2-4 carriers) in the U.S. Seventh
Fleet operating in the Western Pacific...The
remaining carriers are part of the Second Fleet
Forces in the Atlantic (3-4 carriers) and the
Third Fleet in the Pacific (4-6 carriers)."50/

- "In March /1978/ the nuclear-powered submarine
Los Angeles chopped to the Pacific Fleet and is
attached to Submarine Squadron Six, based at
Pearl Harbor. Before this, she had operated in
the Atlantic and Mediterranean..." (FNC 7/78)

- "In the current fiscal year, 24 surface combat-
ant ships and auxiliary vessels are being re-
moved from the composition of the regular and
reserve fleets (13 from the Atlantic and 11 from
the Pacific). They include five destroyers.. .At
the same time, after construction, the regular
Navy will be supplemented by 13 surface ships,
including 11 destroyers of the Spruance Class, a
guided-missile frigate, the Oliver H. Perry..."
(FNC 11/78)

- "Adak is a U.S. Navy base situated on the island
of the same name, the largest in the Aleutian
chain, near the Kamchatka Peninsula. Frigates
are based here for patrol duty. Not far from
the harbor is an air base for patrol aviation
from which ORION aircraft make systematic
flights to scout and search for submarines."63/

1979 - "The U.S. Naval Command has two naval bases at
its disposal in the oceanic region of the Atlan-
tic -- Bermuda... and Newfoundland. Together
with the air bases of Kinley and Argentina
located there /respectively/, they provide
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basing for surface ships, submarines, and air-

planes of shore-based aviation which are assign-
ed the tasks of the protection of /the sealines
of/ communications and antisubmarine warfare
against enemy submarines in the oceanic re-
gion.. ./Additionallj/ a forward basing point and
antisubmarine air base.. .has been established at
Keflavik, Iceland."65/
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1976-1980, 2 (d) - MISSION-COMPLETION CAPABILITIES OF SOVIET
SSBNs

1976 - "A lowered noise level at the optimum cruising
speed, a capability to submerge to great depths,
the effectiveness of their means of detection
and destruction are the characteristic features
of submarine-hunting submarines...The naval com-
mands of the U.S. and U.K. intend to employ
nuclear-powered torpedo submarines individually
and in groups, independently and in cooperation
with escort, antisubmarine airplanes, and heli-
copters.. .One of the basic (if not the main)
tasks of nuclear-powered torpedo submarines, ac-
cording to information in the foreign press, is
the constant trailing in peacetime of nuclear-
powered ballistic-missile submarines with the
mission of destroying them at the outset of a
nuclear war."l/

- "Shipborne aviation personnel /of the Soviet
Nave/ have..,mastered to perfect~ion the tactics
of search for and combat with submarines in all
regions of the seas and oceans. Coordination of
surface combatants with antisubmarine heli-
copters during search and attack of submarines
has been mastered...

"Among the ships of fundamentally new types, it
is especially necessary to note the antisubma-
rine cruisers, foremost among which are the
Moskva and Leningrad. The antisubmarine cruis-
er... typifies the new direction in surface ship
construction. Aboard the ships of this class
are concentrated many new forms of military
technology which provide them with exceptionally
strong combat capabilities. Possessing great
maneuverability and high seaworthiness, these
ships carry on board modern means of combat with
submarines. Their main advantage in comparison
with other ASW ships consists in that they are
equipped with the necessary number of helicop-
ters capable of locating in a short time the
submarines and other enemy forces at sea."7/

- "The /Soviet/ Navy has grown into a formidable
force. At present, nuclear-powered submarines
armed with various missiles and homing torpedoes
are its main means capable of carrying out the
basic missions of the Navy. Naval missile
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aviation also has been transformed into a
oowerful force. The Navy also possesses
missile, antisubmarine, minesweepinq, landing,
and other surface ships.. .Our Navy has mastered
/operating on/ the exoanses of the World
Ocean. At its disposal is everything necessary
for the successful conduct of combat operations
on the oceans and seas."8/

- "Our aircraft of antisubmarine aviation, which
are eauioped with modern means, can carry out
search for and destruction of the submarines oc
an aggressor far out at sea."9/

""he construction of the Soviet Navy alwavs has
been tied closely to the latest achievements of
science and technology. Nuclear-powered subma-
rines have been built which incorporate such
qualities as stealth, mobility, practically
unlimited cruising range, and colossal striking
power. These mighty nuclear-powered submarines,
which are invulnerable to an enemy, have assumed
the leading role in our Navy."10/

- "A modern navy is one capable of inflicting
strikes with strategic nuclear forces on impor-
tant ground objectives of the enemy, of destroy-
ing the forces of his navy at sea..."12/

- "The Soviet Navy has acquired the capability to
deliver nuclear-missile strikes from great dis-
tances on the territory of an enemy, on his
navy, and on his bases."13/

- "Our balanced Navy is comprised of... comoletelv
modern nuclear-oowered submarines possessing
tremendous strikinq power and meeting the re-
quirements of modern war to the maximum ex-
tent...naval aviation, which has now become
ocean goinq, missile-carrying, and antisubma-
rine...wonderful surface shios, includinq mis-
sile cruisers, antisubmarine ships, destroyers,
minesweepers..."14/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines armed with ballistic
missiles and homing torpedoes are the pride of
the /Soviet/ Navy. In the complement of the
Navy are modern antisubmarine ships, missile
cruisers...air-cushion ships...Naval avia-ion is
an important, integral part of the Navy."15/
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- "Today our /Soviet/ Navy incorporates ships of
great endurance, unlimited seaworthiness, and
high striking power and combat stability. There
are missile-carrying surface ships armed with
missiles of great power and exceptional accu-
racy. There is supersonic missile-carrying
aviation designed to combat surface ships and
submarines. Our nuclear-powered submarines
armed with long-range...missiles and modern
homing torpedoes are the pride of the Soviet
people. "16/

"It is considered that, in the event of war,
/Soviet/ submarines could operate against task
F6rces-of the strike carrier forces of NATO...
and provide antisubmarine defense for...their
own...submarines armed with ballistic mis-
siles."19/

- "The destruction of submarines directly at their
bases, in the view of foreign military special-
ists, although of great significance, neverthe-
less obviously cannot bring about a significant
lowering of the submarine threat. In this con-
nection, they turn to the experience of World
War II and point out that out of the total
number of submarines lost, only about eight per-
cent were destroyed in their bases. This is why
the leaders of the navies of the U.S. and NATO,
as the foreign press reports, are planning to
concentrate their main efforts on the destruc-
tion of submarines at sea on the deployment
routes and directly in the areas of combat pa-
trolling -- that is, over the expanses of the
entire oceanic (sea) theater."19/

- "Antisubmarine warfare against submarines armed
with ballistic missiles is considered in the
U.S. to be a problem of extraordinary impor-
tance. This is explained by the foreign press
as due to the difficulty of the detection of
submarines and the difficulty of intercepting
and destroying the ballistic missiles launched
by them since the latter have a relatively low
flight altitude and short flight time.. .The
specialists of the U.S. hold that the short
flight time of ballistic missiles launched from
submarines (about 15 minutes for a flight over a
distance of 2,800 km. on a normal trajectory and
seven to eight minutes on a depressed
trajectory) can prove to be insufficient for the
institution of countermeasures...
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"The American military theoreticians, while
terming antisubmarine warfare against ballistic-
missile submarines 'strategic ASW', consider
that /only/ two options of warfare against them
are p- ssile: a preemptive surprise strike on

all missile submarines (a preemptive surprise
first strike) and strikes with the aim of limit-
ing their /Soviet SSBNs'/ capabilities for in-
flicting d-amage (damage-limiting attack)...The
second option calls for the destruction of the
maximum-possible number of missile submarines
over the course of an extended period of time.
Only that particular percentage of submarines
being tracked /in peacetime/ can be destroyed at
the outset of a war under this second option.
Thus, a most imoortant role in the organization
of antisubmarine warfare against ballistic-
missile submarines, in the view of American
specialists, is played by tracking them while
still peacetime... "19/

"The American command is planning to organize
and conduct antisubmarine warfare within the
zones of responsibility of their basic oper-
ational fleets. The main efforts will be con-
centrated in the North Atlantic and in the
Western Pacific where it is planned to deploy
the most powerful groups of antisubmarine
forces...

"The main mission of submarine forces in the
Eastern Atlantic, foreign specialists consider,
will be the establishment of continuous control
over the deployment of enemy submarines. To
achieve this, it is planned to employ a grouping
of ASW naval forces of the European NATO coun-
tries, which may include up to eight nuclear and
90 diesel submarines, up to 160 destroyers and
frigates, and around 150 coastal patrol air-
planes.

"In the opinion of NATO naval specialists, it is
advisable to focus the efforts of ASW forces on
the ASW barriers. This can include the follow-
ing narrows: Spitsbergen - Bear Island - North
Cape and Greenland - Iceland - Faeroes Islands
and Norway. In addition, it is planned to bring
in ASW forces to search for submarines in the
open areas of this zone and to insure the anti-
submarine defense of aircraft carrier strike
forces in the Norwegian Sea...
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"The basic task of the antisubmarine forces of

NATO in the Western Atlantic is considered to be
antisubmarine warfare (above all with nuclear-
powered missile submarines) in the approaches to
the East Coast of the U.S. and the protection of
trans-Atlantic communications. It is planned to
assign this task to the naval ASW forces of the
United States and Canada."19/

- "These characteristics /modernity, nuclear-
power, submerged endura-nce, and virtually
unlimited range/ and also the increase in sub-
mergence depth, the equipping with modern sen-
sors, cover and deception methods available and
the weapons for self-defense have raised the
combat capabilities of submarines considerably
and their invulnerability to antisubmarine
forces."20/

- "The great cruising range submerged provided by
the nuclear-power plant insures the submarine
great covertness during its sojourn at sea...The
great cruising range submerged in combination
with high speed affords a submarine the capabil-
ity to escape from surface ships which are
tracking it...Foreign naclear-powered submarines
are capable of diving to a depth of up to 400-
500 meters. At such depths, it is believed, a
submarine is more difficult to detect and de-
stroy with antisubmarine weapons. Moreover, it
is capable...of maneuvering through the depths
under a thick layer of water and of so escap-
ing from antisubmarine ships."20/

- "It is considered that nuclear-powered missile
submarines can constitute a constant threat of a
nuclear-missile strike from... the regions of the
Arctic while being covered by the ice against
the antisubmarine forces of an enemy. While
remaining in the assigned region, the missile-
armed submarine can maneuver freely in the deep,
which enables it /both/ to receive radio trans-
missions from thi- command and to take up the
initial position at the right moment, to make
the necessary calculations, and to carry out
missile launchings at the assigned targets."20/

- "The nuclear-powered submarines built in the
Soviet Union are formidable and reliable ships.
They are capable of completing extended cruises
in submerged condition, of inflicting powerful
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torpedo strikes on combatant ships and merchant
ships of the enemy and of destroying with mis-
siles any objective on land and sea."20/ .1

- "The navies of the U.S. and other countries of
NATO are according ever greater attention to
warfare against the submarines of an enemy, em-
ploying aviation, surface ships and, above all,
nuclear-powered torpedo submarines for this pur-
pose.1"20/

- "Out of the whole inventory of antisubmarine
forces, foreign naval specialists especially
single out nuclear-powered torpedo submarines
armed with SUBROC antisubmarine missiles, homing
torpedoes, or wire-guided ones. In their esti-
mation, nuclear-powered torpedo submarines
equipped with improved sonar gear are capable of
carrying out covert search for enemy submarines,
tracking them and effectively employing weapons
for their destruction."20/

1977 - "The basis of the Navy is constituted by nu-
clear-powered submarines, naval missile and
antisubmarine aviation, and various types of
missile and antisubmarine surface ships."23/

"Modern surface ships... can conduct warfare with
a surface, submarine, and air enemy. Naval avi-
ation, which is capable of destroying submarines
and surface ships and other small and highly
maneuverable targets at sea, is an important
component of the strike forces of the Navy."24/

- "They /the Germans/ employed their submarines
/'without the necessary measures of support'/
and took no special measures during the war for
combatting the /enemies'/ antisubmarine defense
forces. "26/

- "Exploiting the /North Atlantic/ region's nat-
ural features anJ a situation-in which all of
the countries fronting on the barrier are NATO
members, the command of the NATO bloc has suc-
ceeded in the development of a completed system
for the basing of ships and aircraft so as to
provide a deeply-echeloned structure of mobile
forces in the shortest time. The barrier is
equipped with fixed underwater surveillance sys-
tems. It is planned to deploy submarines... in
the Denmark Strait and at individual patrol
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areas on the barrier between Iceland and Norway
during periods of high tension or at the start
of combat operations. According to American
sources, eight positions have been designated
for nuclear-powered submarines which will co-
ordinate operations with the BGAS /underwater
sound surveillance shore facilitieg-/ and lay
minefields of CAPTOR mines."27/

"...the problem of warfare against nuclear-
powered submarines carrying strategic missiles,
as acknowledged by NATO's military-political
leadership, is still far from solution."27/

- "The experience of the Great Patriotic War
showed that in antisubmarine warfare the most
serious problem was the detection of submarines
while submerged. The rapid development of hy-
droacoustic means played a most important role
in /solving/ this /problem/... the day-to-day
warfare agai-Inst submarines required their inte-
gration throughout the entire theater into a
single system...

"The antisubmarine forces of the Soviet Navy are
capable of successfully carrying out the mis-
sions which they are assigned /i.e., including
SSBN protection/. They have the--requisite means
for detection-and destruction /of enemy sub-
marines/ and they have at their-disposal anti-
submarTne ships /which include ASW submarines/
and aviation whTch can conduct antisubmari-e
warfare in the distant regions of the seas and
oceans. "28/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines armed with long-
range underwater-launched missiles and modern
homing torpedoes are the pride of our Navy.
Supersonic missile and antisubmarine aviation
capable of successfully combating surface ships
and submarines have become the Navy's highly
mobile strike force. Cruise missile, antisubma-
rine, minesweeping, amphibious-landing and other
surface ships are capable of carrying out a
broad range of missions in a war at sea."29/

- "Multipurpose aircraft-carrier task groups, ac-
cording to the pronouncements of foreign mili-
tary specialists, now can independently control
the sea expanses for antisubmarine defense at a
radius of up to 40 miles from the aircraft
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carrier (up to 60 miles, according to some
sources) and also carry out effective detection
of submarines at a range of up to 100 miles. In
addition, the need is noted, as before, of
pressing into service the P-3C ORION airplanes
of shore-based patrol aviation for the search
for submarines in the Far Zone (100-150 miles
from the carrier). In the course of combat
training, the view that nuclear-powered
submarines are required in the screen of hunter-
killer groups finally has become firmly
established."30/

- "For operations on the /antisubmarine/ barriers,
submarines are employed. The new nuclear-
powered torpedo submarine of the Los Angeles
Class, in the estimation of American special-
ists, is capable of reliably controlling a
square area 60 miles on a side."30/

- "It is considered that modern antisubmarine sub-
marines, which are equipped with qualitatively
new sonar gear, can conduct warfare against
missile submarines in any region of the World
Ocean.1"31/

- "The leading role in the composition of the Navy
is played by submarines. Of all of the classes
of warships, they correspond most fully to the
requirements of modern war...By far the most
powerful and modern among them are the missile
submarines.. .They are capable of remaining sub-
merged for long periods of time and, without
surfacing, of delivering strikes with ballistic
missiles on objectives located on the territory
of an enemy..."32/

- "The fact that the regions of patrolling /of
Soviet Delta Class SSBNs, implicitly/ will
exceed existing areas by 10-14 time-? makes
ballistic-missile submarines less vulnerable to
antisubmarine defense forces."33/

- "At present... the main means of carrying out the
basic missions of the Navy are nuclear subma-
rines armed with various missiles and homing
torpedoes.. .The Navy has missile, antisubmarine,
anti-mine, amphibious-landing and other surface
ships. Naval missile-carrying and antisubmarine
aviation have opened up new opportunities for
strengthening the combat might of the Navy and
increasing the mobility of its forces."34/
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- "The basis of the combat might of the Navy is
comprised of nuclear-powered submarines, naval
missile-carrying and antisubmarine aviation, and
missile and antisubmarine surface ships of vari-
ous types."35/

- "In addition to submarines, our Navy also has at
its disposal missile-carrying, antisubmarine,
amphibious-landing, and other surface ships that
are armed with modern weapons for fighting enemy
warships, submarines, and aircraft. Our Navy
has everything necessary for conducting combat
operations on the oceans and seas either on a
one-shot or protracted basis."36/

- "The modern Soviet Navy... is capable of destroy-
ing important enemy ground objectives... The main
characteristics of a modern navy include... the
capacity to covertly and rapidly deploy its
forces and deliver annihilating strikes on
ground targets... Submarines and naval aviation
have become the main branches of forces of the
Soviet Navy and various missiles with nuclear
warheads have become the main weapons. For
providing combat stability to the submarines and
all- around support for warfare against
submarines and against antisubmarine forces of
the enemy and for carrying out other specific
tasks, various surface ships and airplanes are
coming into the composition of our Navy. They
are armed with torpedoes, missiles of various
uses.. .and other types of naval weapons."40/

- "The Soviet Navy is capable of countering ag-
gression from seaward directions and of carrying
out major operational and strategic missions in
oceanic and sea theaters of military action...
The Navy constitutes a balanced system of the
various branches of forces including submarines,
surface ships, naval aviation, coastal missile
forces, naval infantry.. .Submarines and the
Naval Air Force, armed with missiles of various
classes and designations, are the main branches
of the Navy... Submarines -- one of the main
branches of the forces of the Navy -- are con-
tinuously modernized."41/

1978 - "The basis of the combat might of the /Soviet/
Navy now is comprised of submarines, -surfa-ce
missile and antisubmarine ships, missile avi-
ation, and shore missile batteries."43/
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- "At the oresent time, nuclear-powered submarines
armed with various missiles and homing torpedoes
are the main means capable of carrying out the
basic missions of the /Soviet/ Navy. They can
deliver strikes at great ranges not only on
targets at sea but also on the coasts and in the
rear of an enemy."44/

- "Modern surface ships... can effectively combat
surface, submarine, or air opponents. Naval
aircraft capable of hitting submarines, surface
ships.. .are an important component of the N•av's
strike forces."45/

- "When a /Soviet/ naval formation lacks an air-
capable ship, the formation may be provided
cover by shore-based fighter aviation..."46/

- "Antisubmarine aviation /of the USSR/, which is
equipped with various airplanes and Telicopters,
is capable of successfully conducting search for
submarines in any region of the seas and oceans

and of destroying them."48/

- "At the present time, the main means for carry-
ing out the basic missions '/of the Soviet Navy!
on the seas and oceans are -nuclear-powered su5-
marines armed with various missiles and torpe-
does... Soviet nuclear-powered submarines have
demonstrated their high seagoing qualities under
the ice at the North Pole..."51/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines armed with long-
range ballistic missiles have the capability to
destroy from various directions the strategic
objectives of an enemy which are located in the
depths of his territory. Important factors of
the combat power of ballistic-missile submarine
platforms, in the opinion of foreign special-
ists, are the large number of missiles on each
submarine and the caoability to launch the en-
tire supply of missiles in a comparatively brief
period after the order to deliver a strike."52/

- "The widespread introduction of nuclear-power
plants, nuclear-missile weapons, and electronics
have changed the combat capabilities of our Navy
radically. In its composition are nuclear-
powered submarines armed with missiles and tor-
pedoes, antisubmarine, missile, minesweeping,
amphibious-landing and other surface combatants
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with powerful modern weapons. Antisubmarine
cruisers which carry helicopters and airplanes
on them have become a new type of surface ship
in our Navy."53/

- "Our Navy has at its disposal missile-carrying,
antisubmarine, minesweeping, amphibious-landing
and other modern surface ships. The pilots of
the Naval Air Force have a perfect mastery of
complicated combat equipment and make confident
flights over the vast expanses of the
oceans."54/

- "Despite the obvious achievements in the area of
developing modern antisubmarine submarines, for-
eign specialists hold that managing to trail
missile submarines is still very difficult...
Technically, this is difficult to do but pos-
sible."57/

- "In /every Soviet Navy/ operational zone support
is given for establishing a situation... which
will protect the permanent and maneuvering bases
of the naval forces."58/

- "For the antisubmarine defense of the system of
bases of the /Soviet/ naval forces (combatant
ships, merchant ships, auxiliaries located at
naval bases, and at basing points and at anchor-
ages)...there may be utilized the requisite
stationary means of detection and tracking of
submarines and /also/ mobile antisubmarine
forces."60/

1979 - "Can submarines, despite the constant moderniza-
tion of antisubmarine means, achieve strategic
aims in a war at sea? A great deal of research
has affirmed the high effectiveness of subma-
rines when they are properly employed and pro-
vided with combat support...

"Thus, in nuclear-powered submarines are concen-
trated all of the basic indices .hich character-
ize the power of a navy, great striking power,
high mobility and stealth, the capability for
conducting combat actions on a global scale for
deF.truction of important ground objectives /and/
the submarines and surface ships of an enemy...

"Missile submarines are weapon platforms for
powerful, long-range strategic missiles, which
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are designated for the destruction of imDortant
ground objectives of the enemy. They are a
basic component of the combat might of the lead-
ing navies of the world, among them, of the
Soviet Navy...

"Now the /Soviet/ Navy is capable of carrying
out strategic missions not only for the destruc-
tion of important ground objectives on enemy
territory but also for the destruction of nu-

clear-powered submarines at sea."70/

"What are these nuclear-powered, ballistic-mis-
sile submarines like as surveillance targets?

First of all, let us note that, because of the
great range of ballistic missiles, the operating
areas of nuclear-powered, ballistic-missile sub-
marines are dispersed all over the vast expanses
of the World Ocean. The size of these areas in-
creases as the range of fire increases.

"Thus, favorable conditions exist for submarines
to maneuver strategically and to select their
operating areas so as to take advantage of the
location of enemy forces, weather conditions,
and the level of biological noises and other
phenomena which make their detection difficult.
All this demands global coverage of surveil-
lance, the capacity to monitor vast expanses to
the furthest limits of the oceanic theaters of
operations and to maintain continuous surveil-
lance of every submarine.

"Surveillance is rendered more difficult too, as
noted abroad, by the covertness of operation of
submarines, by their capacity to remain sub-
merged at great depths for extended periods.
Especially important is the quiet running of the
ballistic-missile submarines...

"In addition to /these aforementioned/ technical

procedures to insure covertness, ratTonal use is
made of the hydrological particularities of the
oceans and seas as well as of their seasonal

changes...

"Also contributing to the maintenance of the
covertness of submarines is the standard oper-
ating procedure for use of their electronic
gear.. .Sophisticated electronic countermeasures
are used to divert search forces in false direc-
tions.
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"Thus, the measures for covert operations taken
by nuclear-powered, ballistic-missile submarines
make them an extremely complex and difficult
target for surveillance /systems/ and hamper the
latters' performance."727

- "It is essential to note that, because of the
constantly increasing range of ballistic mis-
siles, the importance of surveillance of the
bases of strategic submarines, in the opinion of
foreign experts, will become even greater in the
future. Submarines carrying intercontinental
missiles, such as Trident I and II for example,
do not need to penetrate oceanic zones or anti-
submarine barriers or screens. They can fire
their missiles from near their own bases."72/

- "The Navy comprises.. submarines with missile
and torpedo armaments, supersonic missile-
carrying aircraft, shipborne airplanes, modern
surface ships of various types... in short...
everything needed to...counter an aggressor's
attack from the sea and to neutralize his strike
forces."74/

- "Our Navy...right now...is fully balanced among
the branches of the forces: submarines, surface
ships, Naval Aviation, the coastal missile
forces, and the Naval Infantry. The basis of
its power is submarines with nuclear-power
plants and missile weapons, aviation that is
capable of conducting combat operations from
airfields and from air-capable ships, surface
ships including the antisubmarine cruisers Kiev,
Minsk, and Moskva... "75/

- "Today's nuclear-powered submarines armed with
ballistic missiles form an inseparable part of
our country's strategic shield along with the
Strategic Missile Forces. The combat
capabilities of the submarines, surface ships,
and of the aircraft and antisubmarine forces
have increased."76/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines armed with ballistic
missiles and homing torpedoes.. .are now the main
means of carrying out the Navy's basic missions.
The Navy also possesses missile, antisubmarine,
mine-warfare, amphibious-landing and other sur-
face ships that are armed with modern weaoons
for combating the surface-ship forces,
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submarines, and aircraft of an enemy. The Navy
has remarkable, modern ships -- the
antisubmarine cruisers Kiev and Minsk...Naval
missile and antisubmarine aircraft have
demonstrated new capabilities..,over the
boundless expanses of the oceans..."77/

- "Nuclear-powered submarines with ballistic mis-
siles are now its /the Soviet Navy's/ main
strike force. ..Missil-e-carrying and an-isubma-
rine aircraft possess great capabilities. Our
surface ships... are up to the level of modern
requirements."78/

- "Trident-i has a range of 7,000 kms. while the
range of Trident-2 is 12,000. American experts
say that this will make it possible to bring the
zones of combat patrol of these submarines
closer to the coasts of the United States. This
will make the task of the adversary's antisubma-
rine forces more difficult, thus making the U.S.
submarines invulnerable."81/

- "We did not succeed in penetrating the antisub-
marine barrier covertly. Combatant ships of the
'enemy' hunter-killer group detected our subma-
rine and started to take position for delivering
a decisive strike. Normally in such circum-
stances one should attempt to break away from
'the enemy'. However, everything considered,
the antisubmariners were holding contact so re-
liably that it was unlikely that we would suc-
ceed. So I decided to take a tactical measure,
the plan for which had long been conceived. A
sudden maneuver took the antisubmariners by sur-
prise. Taking advantage of it, -'e successfully
carried out our assigned mission. 87/
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1976-1980, 3 (a) SOSUS (PLUS ANY COMPATIBLE MOBILE/PORTABLE
SUBSYSTEMS)

1976 - "The tasks of the initial detection of the mis-
sile submarine, classification of the contact,
and the vectoring of a torpedo submarine to the
target are assigned to the stationary means of
long-range detection of the SOSUS system in the
zone of its effectiveness, to airplanes of
shore-based aviation, to space satellite, radio
monitoring, and other means of surveillance. In
this connection, the U.S. Navy Command is cogni-
zant of the fact that the effectiveness of the
system of long-range hydroacoustic detection can
be lowered significantly by the employment of
electronic countermeasures and that a submarine
being tracked can, with their /ECM/ help, es-
cape..."1/

-"As in the Atlantic and Pacific theaters of
military action, here /in the Mediterranean/ too
there functions a system of continuous an-isub-
marine surveillance. Stationary hydroacoustic
means are its basis. They are installed, as the
foreign press reports, on the approaches to the
Straits of Gibraltar (the AFAR system operates
from the side of the Atlantic Ocean) and by the
shores of Italy and Turkey.

"Special attention in the organization of anti-
submarine surveillance is given to shore-based
patrol aviation which, due to the presence of a
developed net of air bases dispersed throughout
the entire theater, and in combination with the
stationary means, can operate very effective-
ly."2/

- "In 1976, there will enter service the towed
sonar for surface ships, the IETAS (Interim Es-
cort Towed Array System). Eventually, it will
be replaced with the more sophisticated ETAS
which is being developed at present." (FNC
3/76)

- "The SURTASS (Surveillance Towed Array Sensors
System), for the search for submarines in vast
regions, is being developed. It is planned to
equip small, quiet ships with this towed sonar
for patrolling in assigned regions...The
platforms for these sonar will supplement the
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net of stationary means of the SOSUS
system... for which one billion dollars have been
appropriated in the past two-three years." (FNC
3/76)

- "The deployment of antisubmarine forces pricr to
the start of combat operations or under the con-
ditions of a war which has started can be ac-
complished only on the basis of a system of
continuous antisubmarine surveillance and sys-
tematic tracking of each nuclear-powered missile
submarine that has been developed in peacetime,
according to statements in foreign publications
/Emphasis from the original Russian text/.

"At the cost of great efforts and the marshaling
of the material resources of the country, the
leadership of the Armed Forces of the U.S. and
their allies, as the foreign press states, have
succeeded in completing the f rst stage in the
development of a global system of submarine sur-
veillance...

"Under the CAESAR program, it is known, the U.S.
Navy has installed a net of hydrophone detectors
on the continental shelf along the East Coast...
and on the underwater heights of the Atlantic.
At present, CAESAR is undergoing its fifth mod-
ernization. The zone of operation of the detec-
tors has embraced the basin of the Caribbean and
the Gulf of Mexico.

"A comparable COLOSSUS system was installed off
the West Coast of the U.S. in the mid-'60s.
Stationary means of lonq-range submarine detec-
tion, according to the foreign press, have been
installed along the chain of the Aleutian Is-
lands, and the Kuriles-Kamchatka Trench. Simi-
lar systems, BARRIER and BRONCO, exist off the
coasts of a number of other countries (Great
Britain, Portugal, Denmark, Turkey, Italy). A
deepwater Hawaiian chain of hydroacoustic
surveillance named SEA SPIDER has become oper-
ational. Still another system of submarine de-
tection, AFAR, has been developed by the U.S.
Navy and NATO which permits tracking submarines
in the approaches to the Straits of Gibraltar...

"By the end of the '70s, the operational centers
of the /U.S. fleet/ commanders-in-chief and
naval comanders in-the /ASW/ zones are planned
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for unification into a single computer net of
the U.S. Naval Command. This will provide di-
rect, high-speed exchange of data between the
integrated computers...

"Special attention is being accorded by the U.S.
Navy to the end that the information collected
by...SOSUS will be disseminated to the antisub-
marine forces in a timely basis. One of the
measures directed toward achieving this end is
the development of a specialized data system,
OSIS, with shore centers for the processing and
dissemination of /SOSUS/ data.

"Having obtained a fix on the sound of a target
and classified it tentatively as submarine, one
of the 22 ;3OSUS shore stations forwards the fact
of the detection to a command post of the anti-
submarine forces which retransmits the informa-
tion. Mobile forces, most often airplanes of
shore-based aviation, are vectored to the area
of the contact. Continuous surveillance (track-
ing) is established on the detected submarine.
The tracking can be covert (by employment of
passive means of surveillance) or overt (by use
of active means of search).

"In organizing surveillance on antisubmarine
barriers, the joint use of stationary and posi-
tional means and various mobile forces is
planned. Foreign specialists hold that the ef-
fectiveness of detection barriers can be in-
creased by the use of autonomously operating
/long-lasting sonobuoy/ devices emplaced by avi-
a-tion or submarines."T/

- "Judging from reports in the foreign press, the
P-3C ORION airplanes... cannot carry out ef-
fectively some of the important missions for
antisubmarine defense which are assigned to
antisubmarine aviation. In particular, it can-
not carry out adequately the job of processing
data from the stationary system of the CAESAR
type because the collection of data from them
requires such heavy gear that the ORION cannot
carry it."6/

- "The Naval Research Laboratory has approved a
concept for the design and production of a low-
frequency directional hydrophone which is sig-
nificantly superior to existing ones in its
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characteristics. The new hvdrophone provides a
more precise determination of the direction of
the source of an acoustic signal ... " (FNC 8/76)

- "...great attention is being given abroad to the
development of better means for the detection
and destruction of submarines, to the construc-
tion of ship and aircraft suitable for employing
the latest antisubmarine weapons, and to the de-
signing of various hydroacoustic gear for sur-
veillance of the depths of the approaches to
their own coasts and in the vast regions of the
seas and oceans."20/

- "...distinguishing a missile-armed submarine
underwater from any other submarine is virtually
impossible..."20/

"In the U.S. stationary (positional) hydroacous-
tic means for the detection of nuclear-powered
missile submarines and the vectoring to them of
the mobile antisubmarine forces have received
great development. Thus, in 1952 the Americans
brought into operation a stationary net of de-
tectors, CAESAR, off the Atlantic Coast of the
U.S. and in 1969-1970 another off the Pacific
Coast. In 1972, work began for the installation
of such a net in the Caribbean and the Gulf of
Mexico. The net consists of anchored hydro-
phones connected by underwater cables with shore
posts where processing of the data is conducted.
Means are being developed for the hydroacoustic
surveillance of the ocean depths in zones beyond
the limits of the operation of the CAESAR system
as well. Foreign specialists note that the sta-
tionary detectors presently available do not
insure the reliable surveillance of the water
medium and the timely detection of targets, and,
most importantly, they cannot classify the sound
contacts. "20/

1977 - "The deployment of antisubmarine forces before
the outbreak of combat operations or in the con-
ditions of a war's beginning, as foreign publi-
cations indicate, must proceed on the basis of a
system already established and tested in peace-
time for continuous antisubmarine surveillance
and organized tracking of every nuclear-powered
missile submarine.
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- "At considerable cost and effort and the mar-
shaling of the material resources of all the
NATO countries, the policy makers of the U.S.
Armed Forces and their allies have succeeded in
establishing a global system of antisubmarine
surveillance. At its basis is the centralized
collection of information on the underwater sit-
uation from all forces and means at sea, in the
air, and in space.

"Satellites observe the dispositions of warships
at their bases. Satellites can detect subma-
rines located on the surface and at shallow
depths; submarines can be detected by surface
combatant ships and other ships at sea, by air-
craft in flight, and also by patrolling warships
and aircraft in operating and exercise areas...

"Inasmuch as the effective range of sonar sys-
tems aboard mobile platforms is quite short, not
exceeding /a few/ hundred miles, and since the
exploitation-of an airplane's mobility entails a
considerable expenditure of sonobuovs, the main
role in the resolution of the problem of long-
range detection and the initial classification
is laid on the stationary means of hydroacoustic
surveillance of the SOSUS system -- the basis of
a global system of surveillance of the under-
water environment that permits the collection
and technical analysis of information on all
hydroacoustic contacts.

"The basic sources of information for SOSUS
(initially processed by the 22 shore stations)
are the U.S. Navy's stationary systems CAESAR,
COLOSSUS, SEA SPIDER, CASS (prospective), and
also the NATO systems AFAR, BRONCO-BARRIER."27/

- "Positional hydroacoustic means have constituted
the basis for the structuring of the entire
/U.S. and NATO/ antisubmarine system."30/

- "Among such /non-acoustic/ means /of submarine
detection/ tTe re is, frrst of all, a laser
system; 7t can be installed both in submarines
and antisubmarine airplanes. In this connec-
tion, foreign specialists consider that a laser
locator installed in an airplane insures the
location of a submarine at depths up to 150
meters."31/
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- "In the scientific-technical literature of the
U.S., great attention is being accorded to the
problem of the detection of submarines by their
turbulent wakes. Representatives of American
military circles hold that a system developed on
this principle can not only detect a submarine
but also track it by towing the sensor for the
system along through the wake. They also be-
lieve that, besides the towed detection system,
the development of stationary equipment for the
detection of submarines by their wakes is possi-
ble.. "31/

- "At the present time, the U.S. Navy is devoting
a lot of attention to the development of a sys-
tem for continuous surveillance of submarines in
the World Ocean. Work is being carried out to
include it in a global military surveillance and
control system. It will consist of 35 periph-
eral computer centers and a joint center in the
Hawaiian Islands...

"Surveillance, including long-range surveil-
lance, includes detection and continuous track-
ing of enemy submarines in peacetime. It is
understood that this includes classification of
the submarines to include identification as well
as determination of their location with suffi-
cient accuracy for effective final search by
mobile antisubmarine forces in case such need
arises (such as the start of military oper-
ations)...The fact is that, for range of detec-
tion as well as for informational content,
hydroacoustic signals have no equal. This does
not mean, of course, that other physical fields
are not being studied or used but that for now
the submarine detection methods and means con-
nected with them are of secondary impor-
tance. "42/

"U.S. expenditures for these purposes /research
of the World Ocean/ averaged $800 "9 Tion per
year during the 197-5-'78 period."tn!

"Foreign specialists believe tL.< towLu arrays
have substantial advantages in comparison with
fixed hydroacoustic detectors. Above all, they
can be towed at depths more favorable for subma-
rine detection in a given area and they are less
vulnerable to enemy ordnance, which in no way
can be said of fixed bydroacoustic facilities.
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"Success in developing towed arrays led to the
development of a new sub-system of SOSUS under
the name of SEA GUARD. It is intended for sur-
veillance of quiet submarines, the appearance of
which /in the Soviet Navy/ worried the U.S.
Naval Command greatly. SEA GUARD is to involve
special ships... in the ocean with special data
processing."42/

1978 - "The development of effective antisubmarine
means largely depends on the possibility of
solving difficult technological problems. The
most difficult of them, it is considered, are
the detection and classification of nuclear-
powered submarines."52/

- "From 1979 to 1983, it is planned to build /in
the U.S./... 12 surveillance ships of the Taigos
Class. .71'.55/

- "In the development of antisubmarine weapons,
the U.S. Navy gives special significance to the
means of detection and classification of tar-
gets...For low frequencies, a towed antenna
array, SURTASS, is being developed, which should
widen the zone of oceanic underwater surveil-
lance and supplement the CAESAR/SOSUS stationary
system of underwater surveillance... In the solv-
ing of the problems of underwater warfare,
acoustic modelling, which is being carried out
under the LRAPP program by many laboratories of
the Navy, has taken on important significance.
With the help of acoustic models, which repro-
duce the temperature mode, saltiness, and depth
in individual regions of the ocean at various
times of the year, the optimal variants for the
application of one or another hydroacoustic sys-
tem in the changing conditions of the surround-
ing medium can be determined. The LRAPP program
has been going on already for 11 years..." (FNC
8/78)

- "In 1972 the U.S. Budget Committee /of ?/ ap-
proved a plan for the modernization 5-f-existing
/ASW/ perimeters and zones on the far approaches
to the /U.S./ coasts and straits, and also for
the est-ablishment of new ones. Considerable
means are being expended for these aims. For
example, in the U.S. alone, in 1976 about 25
percent (about 800 million dollars! of the funds
were allocated for carrying out of the ASW
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program were expended for the development of a
global system of long-range hyaroacoustic sur-
veillance.

"Research is continuing directed at widening the
zones of operation of the stationary means in
the Aleutian Islanas, Taiwan, Okinawa, Korea,
and the Philippine Islands. In the Hawaiian Is-
lands a joint intelligence center for the SOSUS
system is being established."57/

- "The development ot means tor the long-range de-
tection of submarines under the SEA GUARD pro-
gram is going along the route of the development
of widely-apertured antenna installations, the
introduction or computerizea metnods ana means
for the processing of signals, and investigation
or tne reasibility of active hydroacoustic de-
tection. Also being improved are the towed
hyaroacoustic stations ot the SURTASS type..."
(FNC 12/78)

19I9 - "The AFAR antisubmarine rield has been developed
in the region of the Azores. Its passive hydro-
acoustic system is dedicated to insuring the
monitoring of the underwater situation in this
region. "65/

- "In the opinion or scientists ana specialists,
the deep-water hydroacoustic surveillance system
(SASS) can become one ot the most eftective
means of detection of... submarines. In the
working out ot tne pro3ect, begun in 1973, are
participating /two research facilities and four
private companies/. The completion of the work
on the SASS protect is planned for the end of
tne 1982 tiscal year. By that time it is
planned to have fully worked out and tested a
model ot tne system, in the composition of which
are included underwater structures, hydrophones
ana electronic equipment. Since SASS has poten-
tial shortcomings which limit the potential for
its operational application, it is planned to
continue scientific-research and experimental-
design work.

"up untli 19//, research was carried out on the
effectivenes, of the operating hydroacoustic
system ot surveillance, SOSUS. Analytical and
experimental work showed that the main direction
for the increasing ot its sensitivity lay in the
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development of more effective antenna installa-
tions. Measurements carriec out in tne ocean
served as the basis for the selection of the
contracting tirms for the next orders. In 1977
was begun the production of the new antenna
sprays ano tneir tactory testing..." (FNC 1/79)

- "According to the U.S. shipbuilding program for
/the coming/ five years, appropriations are ear-
marked as follows: ...12 underwater ocean sur-
veiliance ships, ana a cable ship to support the
SOSUS stationary long-range hydroacoustic sys-
tem."67/

- "From everything relatea above, it is clear that
the main assignment of the navies of the Western
powers is for act:ons against the territory of
an enemy. At the same time, the naval forces of
the U.S. and NATO also possess great capabili-
ties for naval warfare and, in the first place,
for antisubmarine warfare.

"The development of the antisubmarine forces is
being effectea mainly by way ot an increased
buildup in the number of nuclear-powered and
diesel-powerea torpedo submarines, by the refit-
ting of the surface ASW combatant force, by re-
ceiving new ASW airplanes and helicopters, ana
by the installation of positional systems of
long-range hydroacoustic surveiliance.

"The matter of search for submarines is consid-
erably more ditticult /than in WW II/, especial-
ly for nuclear-poweredT-ones having high speed
and great submergence depths. Ana, although the
search tor them is based on the use of many
physical fields... their detection poses no small
difficulties.. .70/

"Means tor the iliumination of the underwater
environment...have acquired a most important
signiticance unaer contemporary conditions.
Among them, a special place has been occupied by
hydroacoustic stations ana systems which are de-
voted to the detection of submarines and surface
snips, the search tor -nines, protection of ship-
ping, and to rescue work. Hydroacoustic means
are being developed intensively in all navies
and already have become an inseparable part of
the armament of submarines, surface combatants,
helicopters, airplanes, and of stationary sys-
tems."
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"The extensive application of hydroacoustics has
exerted a suDstantial infiuence on the develop-
ment of the Navy and on /Soviet/ naval art. The
potentials ot hyaroacoustics are tar from ex-
hausted. Work for increasing its effectiveness
will continue, especially for antisubmarine war-
fare. Consequently, more effective methods for
warfare against the forces of tne enemy of a
navy will continue to be developed."70/

- "The covertness measures taken by nuclear-
powered, ballistic missile submarines make them
an extremely complex ana dirricult target tor
surveillance... So, it is not surprising that
there is a continuing and highly scientific
effort being made in the U.S. to... establish an
etfective system for monitoring the submarines
of the putative enemy.

"American mliltary experts accora very great im-
portance to their system of submarine surveil-
lance. It is a very important component of
'antisubmarine warfare' and has both operational
ana strategic signiricance."72/

- "Judging from reports in the foreign press, the
Americans are attempting... to establish a system
of submarine surveillance in the /World/ Ocean
zone, employing tor this purpose s---atio-ary and
fixed hydroacoustic systems, aircraft, surface
snips, electronics, and space reconnaissance.
The main components of this system are in oper-
ation at present. The passive hydroacoustic
system SOSUS has been in operation for over 20
years. According to the press, 22 SOSUS sta-
tions had been installed in the Atlantic and
Pacitic by mid-'73 and were monitoring vast
underwater expanses. SOSUS makes it possible to
detect ano track the movements of submarines
within the SOSUS zone of surveillance and to
classity the submarine contacts. Consequently,
the Americans assign SOSUS a major role among
the means for supporting operations to destroy
enemy submarines before they can launch their
missiles. Of the tour 'classic functions' of
antisubmarine defense -- detection, classifica-
tion, localization, ana attack -- SOSUS has the
capability to perform the first three. Concomi-
tantly, unlike the otner means, it does its
tracking secretly and not at severely restricted
ranges, which is very important in order to pro-
vide vectors to the attack forces.
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"Nevertheless, as foreign experts testify, SOSUS
does not satisty the operational requirements ot
/the U.S./ command fully. In the first place,
T-t does not provide surveillance coverage of all
possible routes of deployment and operating
areas, especially of those suDmarines with long-
range ballistic missiles. In the second place,
the present positioning or its hydropnones does
not provide a continuous, solid zone of ef-
fective surveillance. The zone of observation
formed by the SOSUS detection nets - is, figu-
ratively speaking, 'insular' in nature. Only
within 'islands' of this zone do its sur-
veillance data meet operational-tactical re-
quirements tor accuracy and reliability in
classification and tracking. Work is underway
to eliminate the weak spots by improving the
system, modernizing it, installing new comoo-
nents, and introducing data processing equipment
and methods.

"However, the view is that the problem of subma-
rine surveillance cannot be solved by SOSUS
alone. Consequently, two mutually supporting
new systems are being developed by the U.S.
Navy. One of these (Projects RDSS and SASS) is
termed an anchored stationary system while the
other (Project FDS) is an integrated towed sys-
tem. Project RDSS requires anchoring passive
hydroacoustic buoys ot great endurance /90 days
at depths of up to 5,400 meters/. Proj-ect SASS
involves the installation ot nydropnone antennas
on specially constructed support towers on the
ocean tloor. Project FDS envisions the estab-
lishment of 'barrier' or 'security' lines of
submarine surveillance for the purpose of inter-
dicting passages leading into certain areas of
the World Ocean."72/

- "Vice Admiral F. Harlfinger, USN (Retired), a
specialist in ASW matters, believes that
American antisubmarine defense overall is no
me than 20 percent effective at present. This
i 'v plans have been worked out in the U.S.
anc. in other countries 'or scientiric and engi-
neering studies to make substantial improvements
;r its etrectiveness. Fundamental to these is a

•~ tor new approaches and new equipment
-ii insure detection ano extended track-

in the oceanic zone. This is often
r'. orr-en to in tne American press
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as 'the battle to make the sea transparent'.
This effort is taking two directions: conven-
tional (existing/ means are being improved --

for exaple, sonobuoys that can identity a
submarine s type, nationality, and exact loca-
tion -- and new, more eftective means are being
developed for surveillance of the newer subma-
rines. For example, there was a report in the
American press of a study of the feasibility of
employing electromagnetic impulses in a low-
frequency range for the surveillance of subma-
rines. New magnetrometric, infrared, laser,
gas-analyzer, ionizing, and other means of de-
tection are in various stages of development.
Under serious consideration are the possinili-
ties ot establishing a satellite system of sub-
marine surveillance."72/

- "Antisubmarine warfare against the submarines ot
an enemy is being given intense attention /in
the U.S./ and tor the struggle against them ar-e
being enlisted...submarines, surface ships, and
antisurmarine aviation in close coordination
with the.. .SOSUS system of long-range hydro-
acoustic surveil±ance."82/

- "NATO's military specialists hold that antisub-
marine warfare can be successrul only when the
problem of the continuous surveillance of..... the
World Ocean is solved... In the opinion of the
American Navy, the existing /SOSUS/ system of
surveiLiance of the unoerwate-sys em does not
fully meet contemporary requirements -- above
ali trom the point ot view of the speed ot pro-
cessing the collected information, for determin-
ing suomarine locations precisely, and for
insuring the timely employment of weapons
against them. As a consequence extensive work
is being carried out in the U.S .... for the fur-
tner development and improvement of the means
and methods for the detection of submarines...

"Work tor the development and improvement of
hydroacoustic means and methods of submarine de-
tection are covered by a number of programs:
SEA GUARD, LAMBDA, LRAPP, TASS, RDSS, and
SASS... It is planned to employ the /SURTASS/
special hydroacoustic surveillance sips Tn
those regions of the World Ocean where station-
ary means of detection are not installed or
where they are not sufticiently eftective.
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"In the RDSS (Rapid Deployment Surveillance Sys-
tem) program, a positional system of hydroacous-
tic surveillance is being worked out. It is
based on tne application of anchored sonobuoys,
dropped from airplanes, with a more prolonged
(up to 90 days) functioning period than that of
the sonobuoys which are used at the present time
by shore-based patrol aviation of the U.S. Navy.
These buoys would be equipped with devices for
the collection of information on submarines.
Transmission of it to the shore collection and
processing center must be carriea out by radio
through an artificial earth satellite (airplane)
upon request or inaependently.

"The American specialists believe that RDSS re-
solves the problem of precise determination of
the location of detected submarines and ensures
a capability for combat operations against them
in a short time after the beginning of combat
operations at sea. It is believed that it will
supplement the SOSUS stationary system of long-
range hydroacoustic surveillance and wiLi find
wide application on the Greenland-Iceland-UK
barrier and also in otner regions of the oceanic
and maritime theaters of military action.

"The SASS program (Suspended Array Surveillance
System/ provides tor the development of a sta-
tionary system of hydroacoustic surveillance of
long-range, low-noise, deep-water submarines.
As tne foreign press states, it would consist of
a series of support towers, installed every 8-10
miles on the heights of the bottom of the ocean
at depths of up to 6,000 meters.. .In the opinion
of western mliltary specialists, the SASS system
can become one of the most effective means of
detection of suDmarines.

"Along with the realization of the programs
enumeratea above, whicn are directed toward the
improvement of the existing, and the creation of
new, hydroacoustic means, extensive research in
the area of the working out of non-acoustic
means of detection of submarines and the methods
of their utilization is being conducted by the
U.S. Navy.

"Thus, within the SEA GUARD program, a high-
efficiency laser which works in the visible por-
tion ot tne spectrum, ana designated for under-
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water surveillance, has been created by the
center [or acoustic research at Mofret Field.

"Western specialists believe that in the future,
in connection with the rapid development of
technology, the significance will increase of
stationary systems of detection of submarines
based on the principle of the change of the
earth's magnetic field in a given region during
the passage of a submarine.

"The commana ot the American navy is devoting
great attention to the development and improve-
ment of the means an methods of collection and
processing of hydroacoustic information, and to
tne raising of the effectiveness of its use.
The existing stationary hydroacoustic systems
ana nydroacoustic means of surface ships, subma-
rines and airplanes of shore-based patrol avi-
ation serve as the sources of information.

"In the opinion of foreign specialists, the cen-
tralized processing of hydroacoustic information
with the aid of computers on a close-to-real-
time scale permits the heightening of the effec-
tiveness of struggle with submarines by 50
percent.

"Judging by the statements in the foreign press,
in the U.S. are being worked out various systems
for the processing of data that are intended tor
deployment on surface ships, submarines and air-
planes or shore-based patrol aviation. Thus, in
1980, an automated system of digital processing
or data on the underwater situation, 'Proteus'
the potentials of which raise the capabilities
ot existing means of processing by two times,
should enter into the armaments of the Navy. It
is proposea to install this system on 240
'Orion' aircraft, 12 hydroacoustic surveillance
ships with towed antennae and on 100 frigates
and destroyers with towed antennae.

"A device for the procesFing of hyaroacoustic
signals of a wide frequency range has been cre-
ated for nuclear-powered submarines of the U.S.
Navy. As the foreign press notes, it would per-
mit the processing of signals, coming in on 80
channels, at a speed of up to 160 million sig-
nals per second, the fixing ot the changes of
the noises of submarines which are equal in
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noise level to the surrounding medium, and give
a conclusion to their detection.

"In the interests of providing automated classi-
fication of detectea targets, great significance
is being given to... a special method, FACT (Fast
Asymptotic Coherent Transmission)...

"In the opinion of American military special-
ists, for the centralized processing of hyaro-
acoustic information and its evaluation on a
close-to-real time scale, the automation ot the
process of the collection of information by
various systems and means, and also the timely
forwarding ot it to the patrolling antisubmarine
forces, takes on exceptionally important signir-
icance...

"It is planned to distribute the results of the
evaluation of the underwater situation in a
theater in the form ot information on the torces
of the enemy through a developed system for con-
trol of the U.S. Navy in the zones. It would
include shore command centers tor control of the
U.S. naval torces in the zones, FCC (Fleet Com-
mand Center), centers tor control of antisubma-
rine torces, ASWCCCS (Antisubmarine Warfare Com-
mand and Control Centers System) and an auto-
mated flag command center, TFCC (Task Force
Command Center), /all of these three types of
centers/ integrate--with a specialized informa-
tion system of ocean reconnaissance and surveil-
lance, OSIS (Ocean Surveiliance Information
System).

"Such, in brief, are the basic direction of work
being conducted in the U.S. Navy for the devel-
opment ot a global system ot surveillance of the
underwater situation in the sea and oceanic
theaters of military action."83/
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1976-1980, 3 (b) - SHORE-BASED VP AIRPLANES

1976 - "Special attention in the organization of
antisubmarine surveillance /by NATO ASW forces
in the Mediterranean/ is given to snore-based
patrol aviation whicT, due to the presence of a
developed net of air bases dispersed throughout
the entire theater and in combination with sta-
tionary means, can operate very effectively."2/

"Aviation is especially effective when it oper-
ates in a system ot zonal defense in whicn it is
vectored to targets by positional hydroacoustic
systems..shore-based aviation is employed for
submarine search both separately and jointly in
cooperation with otrer antisubmarine forces ana
means, including being vectored by stationary
means of long-range hyaroacoustic surveil-
lance."4/

- "It should be noted tnaL in tne course of the
operational and combat training of the navies of
the NATO countries, they employ their shore-
based and ship-based aviation very extensively.
Not one exercise has been held without them. In
addition to patrol flights for surveillance of a
given region, airplanes fly out to the areas of
detection of a target ty other forces and means
and they also conduct thie antisubmarine de-
fense of task forces and convoys in the Far
/AntisuDmarine Defense/ Zone."4/

- "Mobile forces, most often the airplanes of
snore-based patrol aviation, are vectored to the
area of /SOSUS/ contact. Continuous surveil-
lance (tracking) is established on the detected
submarine."5/

- "According to the conclusion of American spe-
cialists, the A-NEW system raises the effective-
ness ot tne P-3C airplane by more than two times
in comparison with the preceding P-3A/B ORION
mooirications. However, the cost of this air-
plane is about seven million dollars of which
five million goes into the A-NEW system for
search and targeting. In total, 100 P-3C air-
planes nave been ordered for the sum of 600-800
million dollars. The airplanes are to be pro-
duced over a period of five years... at two to
three planes per month...
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"Judging from reports in the foreign press, the
P-3C ORION airplanes, into the development of
which have gone hundreds of millions of dollars,
cannot carry out etrectively some ot the impor-
tant missions tor antisubmarine defense which
are assigned to antisubmarine aviation. In par-
ticular, it cannot carry out adequately the job
or processing data from the stationary systems
of the CAESAR type because the collection of
data trom them requires such heavy gear that the
ORION cannot carry it. Consequently, in U.S.
naval circles, the view has been expressed that
it is necessary to develop a new patrol aircraft
in place of ORION, for example, cn the basis of
the largest American military transport, the C-5
GALAXY airplane."6/

- "Shore-based aviation conducts antisubmarine
patrol against multipurp9se submarines in the
coastal zone where a large number of combatant
ships ana merchant vessels normally transit be-
tween bases and ports, /and/ patrols in the open
sea witnin the limits or its tactical radius
searching tor missile submarines in specified
regions ot the ocean. Also, shore-based avia-
tion patrols on the antisubmarine barriers with
the aim of collecting information on the move-
ment of submarines obtained by sonobuoys or by
stationary hyaroacoustic means installed on the
barrier. While on the barrier, shore-based
aviation cooperates with surface ships and anti-
submarine submarines .... The patrolling antisub-
marine airplanes cannot exchange information
directly with the antisubmarine submarines but
must transmit it througn a shore commar.i point
-- which results in a loss of time and makes the
reconnaissance data obsolete. Finally, shore-
based antisubmarine aviation carries out search
for submarines in zones in which other antisub-
marine torces have had contact with a submarine
but, tor some reason, have lost it."6/

- "In the draft Navy budget for FY 1977, the pur-
chase ot 1z shore-based P-3C ORION patrol air-
planes... is included." (FNC 9/76)

- "In the U.S. there is included in the complement
of antisubmarine aviation /both/ shipborne air-
planes and helicopters.., and shore-based anti-
submarine airplanes, which are more often termed
'patrol' airplanes .... Airplanes in tlight,
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naturally, cannot lower a sonar into the water
and tow it. For the detection of submarines,
they use special sonobuovs which are droooed
into the water. These buoys surveil the water
expanse around themselves and transmit the
received data by radio to the airolane ..Sono-
buoys are one-time means anr are not retrieved
yv the airolanes. The suoolv of buoys on hoard
an airplane is not qreat.?O/

- "in serial construction /in the U. ./ at the
moment is the shore-based oatrol airplane P-3-
ORION. The Navy plans to procure 32 ORION air-
planes per year up to !Q85." (FNC !2/7r)

1977 - "In the postwar period... the leadership of the
navies of the U.;. and NATO consider.. .shore-
based aviation to be a most important, inteqral
part of the antisubmarine forces. In their
view, a shore-based patrol airplane must dis-
charge the tasks in minimum time of searching
distant regions of the oceans while conducting
routine (everyday) patrolling or escorting task
forces of naval combatant ships or convoys /of
merchant ships/, of carrying out mine patrols on
antisubmarine barriers...and of localizing sub-
marine contacts detected by other means (orima-
ri lv by stationary ones)."27/

- "As the foreiqn press asserts, the search for
underwater targets at great deoths will be faci-
litated hv /obtaininq/ ohotoaraphv /of the same
areas/ in /Dth/ infrared and the v-Tihle spec-
tra and correfatina them. Considerinq that it
will become nossible in the near future to
transmit satellite ohotoqraohv to ground sta-
tions rapidlv, the antisubmarine caoahilities of
satellite surveillance will increase marked-
lv."27/

- "U.S. airplanes of shore-based oatrol aviation
were /in this survey of NATO naval training in
lq76/-the most effective of the forces in
arriving rapidly in the area of the contacts
made by stationary means."30/

- "A new type of naval aviation appeared in the
early 1950s, antisubmarine aviation. Shore-
based airplanes of antisubmarine aviation, such
as the P-3A ORION, ...can carry all types of
antisubmarine weapons with an overall weight of
more than 5,5OO kg .... "31/
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- "Antisubmarine aviation, it is believed in the
West, is capable of surveillinq considerable
expanses of the seas and oceans in a short peri-
od of carrying out the search and destruction of
submarines, both independently and in coopera-
tion with other antisubmarine forces .... The
U.S. and its partners in NATO are placing great
hooes on the further development of antisubma-
rine aviation, considering it to be the /or,
optionally "a"/ main tyoe of force in antisbEma-
rine warfare against nuclear-powered subma-
rines."39/

- "The first P-3C ORION airplane of the second
modification began its acceptance trials in
March /1977/." (FNC 8/77)

- "The feasibility is being studied of develooing
a multipurpose airplane of shore-based patrol
aviation with a flight weight of 135-180 tons
and a speed of flight out to the region of com-
bat operations of mach 0.5 - 0.8. Its missiors
would be: providing air cover for ships at sea,
conducting warfare with submarines, operating on
maritime communications, and the antisubmarine
and anti-air defense of convoys at greater dis-
tance /than possible with ORTONS/. (FNC 10/77)

1)78 - "m'roduction of modification two of the P-3C
ORIONT was bequn in the fall of 177 .... qince
107? the U.3. Navv has ordered 458 D-3 ORION
airplanes. Another 14 will be acouiree in FY
1978. It is planned to continue acquiring these
machines until 1985." (FNC 9/78)

- "Operations of antisubmarine aviation based on
data from positional hydroacoustic means (svs-
tems) are acquiring ever greater importance."5q/

1979 - "In the U.S. Navy /as of September 1076 when
this book was sent to the printer/ there is
shore-based patrol aviation numbering about 450
airplanes. Half of them (24 patrol squadrons
with nine airplanes each) are in the regular
Navy /i.e., in commission vice in reserve/."66/

- "Since 1969, the U.S. Navy has been working on
the development of an outer-space system of re-
connaissance of the oceanic theaters of military
action ...At the present time (however/, as has
been noted in the press, there is no /effective/
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...system of space reconnaissance of the U.S.
Navy." (Underlining in the Russian origi-
na .) 71/

- "LocKheed is developing a new moditication of
the P-3C ORION airplane of shore-based patrol
aviation. It wii be equipped with gear for the
automatic processing of information from sono-
buoys ana capable of rapidly discriminating
between a valid signal and background noise and
interference. This airplane will enter service
this year.

"Work has begun connected with the search for a
replacement tor the P-3C ORION.. .The following
variants are being investigated: modernization
of the P-3C; adaptation of civil transport air-
planes; or a /wholly/ a new design.... Untli the
development an-intFoduction into service of the
new aircraft, the Navy plans to arm the P-3C
airplane... with the HARPOON anti-ship guided
missile (up to six missiles) which has a flight
range of 60 miles...". (FNC 10/79)
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1976-1980, 3 (c) - SSNS (PLUS SUBROC)

1976 - "The main advantage of a nuclear-powered subma-
rine is covertness of operation. It has been
freed of the various noises which cannot be
eliminated from a surface ship. Sonar gear, as
a means for permitting the use of torpedoes, is
not needed for submarines /and/ they rarely use
radio communications.. .nuclear-oowered subma-
rines are caoable of submerging to depths at
which cavitation does not occur even at too
soeed .... Reduced noise levels at optimal cruis-
ing soeed, the caoabilitv of submerging to qreat
demths, and /Possession of/ effective means for
the detection and destruction /of enemy subma-
rines/ are the characteristic features of subma-
rine-hunting submarines."l/

"Fifty-six assembled AN/BQR-21 DIMUS... sonar are
being ordered, intended for the detection ani
classification of low-noise nuclear-powered sub-
marines at listances of up to 100 miles. All
nuclear-powered missile submarines and part of
the nuclear-powered torpedo submarines will be
equipped with these sonar... In 1976, the AN!
BQQ-5 sonar will enter service. All submarines
of the SSN-688 Los Anqeles Class under construc-
tion will be equipped with it as will too subma-
rines of the SSN-594 Permit Class and SSN-637
Sturgeon Class (during routine overhaul)." (FC'N
2, 76)

- "The series production of the remote-controlled
Mark 48, Mod-3 torpedo, whose production was be-
gun in January 1975, is continuinq. In contrast
to the Mark 48, Mod-i, which had only one-wa'
communication with the submarine, two-way com-
munication has been provided for the new torne-
do." (FNC 5/76)

- "As long as submarines do not have means for
anti-air defense, the helicopter will remain
essentially invulnerable and will employ its
detection )neans and weapons without con-
straint. . I I/

- "As of 30 June /1976/, it was planned to have 61
nuclear-oowered torpedo submarines in the compo-
sition of the U.S. Navy. The number is planned
to increase by 1978 to 75." (FNC 9/75)
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- "In the /U.S./ Secretary of Defense's report to
tne Congress, it is indicated that it is plannec
to build over the next five years .... 11 nuclear-
powereo torpedo submarines...". (FNC 10/76)

- "Procurement of the Mark 48 torpedo, with which
it is planned to replace all other submarine
torpedoes, is continuing. As of February 1976,
aDout 800 of them had been delivered by the
manufacturer and about half of all submarines
had been armed with them." (FNC 11/76)

- "Shipbuilders abroad at present are seeking the
optimum forms for the hull, sail, and screws (of
submarines/ and noise reduction during submerged
movement...".20/

- "The American solid-fuel antisubmarine missile-
torpedo SUBROC has a flight range of 40-60 km.
This exceeds the tllght range of all other types
of antisubmarine weapon."20/

- "For the development of oeep-running submarines,
great scientific research and experimental de-
velopment is being conducted abroad. Thus, the
experimental deep water submarine of the U.S.,
the Dolphin, has submerged to from 6u0 to 900
meters. This means that the time is not far off
when series submarines too will be able to sub-
merge to such depth. According to reports in
the foreign press, by 1980 the U.S. will be able
to build a submarine for submerging to from
1,00u to 1,200 meters. Such a depth would pro-
vide a better defense against a surface and air
enemy." 20/

19/1 - "According to the situation at the end of 1976,
a decision was adopted for financing the con-
struction of... 39 multipurpose nuclear-powered
submarines of the Los Angeles Class. The con-
struction is proceding with considerable delay
beyond the planned schedule. The lead ship of
this class /the Los Angeles/ was transferred to
the Navy only in 1976, not in 1975 as previously
reported. Over the course of the past year, it
had been planned to complete the construction of
the next tive of these submarines. "22/

- "Table 3 showed that the U.S. planned to build
eignt multipurpose torpedo submarines in the
period 1978 through 1982: two in 1978, one in
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1979, one in 1980, two in 1981 and two in
1982."_22/

- "On 16 October 1976 , the 14th of the Los
Angeles Class submarines was laid down." (FNC2/77 )

- "In 1969 it was reported that the U.S. Navy was
investigating the feasibility of developing a
new tactical missile for use against /both/ sub-
merged and surface targets on the basis of
SUBROC. Its entry into service is expected by
the end of the 1970s. The Mark-46 antisubmarine
torpedo will be the warhead tor this new mis-
sile. This new modification of the antisub-
marine missiie /SUBROC/ has been given the acro-
nym STAM."27/

- "In January 1975 proauction was started on an
improved, telemetry-guided torpedo, the Mark-48,
Moo-3. It dirrers from the Mark-48, Mod-l with
its one-way link by having a two-way link."27/

- "The 16th nuclear-powered torpedo submarine of
the Los Angeles Class, the SSN-703, will be laid
down.. .at the end of 1977. Its launching is
planned for 1979 and its delivery to the Navy
for 1980." (FNC 6/77)

- "The antisubmarine torpedo is virtually becoming
the basic type weapon of submarines in warfare
against the submarines of an opponent."31/

- "It is reported in the foreign press that after
the completion of the Los Angeles Class series
ot multipurpose nuclear-powered submarines, it
is planned to develop a new submarine of this
type tnat is armed with anti-ship missiles.
This submarine will have a new hull, a new nu-
clear-propulsion plant, an increased depth of
submergence, and will be faster. According to
an announcement of the Chief of Naval Operations
of the U.S. Navy, the first two of these subma-
rines, which will be armed with cruise missiles,
will be launched in the present decade."31/

- "The Los Angeles (SSN-688), the lead ship of the
class, was commissioned on 13 November 1976 five
months behind schedule. Its weaponry - four ...
torpedo tubes for firing SUBROC antisubmarine
guided misslies, Mark-48 wire-guided /antisubma-
rine/ torpedoes... In sum, 31 of the-T9 SSN-688
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Class have been ordered. The current program
provides for the completion of five submarines
over a two-year period .... The overall cost per
unit with weapons and equipment is 320 miiion
dollars .... The construction rate of the subma-
rines in tnis series is lagging more ana more
behind schedule. By mid-' 76, the lag in the
construction schedule was estimated to be about
two years. In 1977... 12 submarines were laid
down; seven units are programmed for delivery to
the Navy this year." (FNC 9/77)

19/b - "In FY 1977, tnree nuclear-powered toroeco sub-
marines of the Los Angeles Class were commis-
si onect." (FNC 4/78)

- "In FY 1979... four nuclear-powered submarines of
the Los Angeles Class...will be commissioned."
(FNC 7/78)

- A total of 36 Los Angeles Class SSNs are plan-
ned. 52/

- A total of 59 SSNs are shown as in commission
(as of 22 April 1977 when this reference work
was sent to the printers) . This included 37
Sturgeon Class (built from 1967 to 1975) , 13
Permit Class (1962-1968) , five Skipjack Class
(1959-1961), and tour Skate Class (1957-
1959) .52/

- "The submergence limits of series torpedo subma-
rines abroad reach 400 meters and more (480
meters tor the American submarine of the Los
Angeles Class. 52/

- "The new American submarines of the Los Angeles
Class have a submerged speed of about 40
knots...". 52/

- "The basic assignment of diesel-powered subma-
rines, just as in the period of World War II, is
considered to be operations (together with nu-
clear-powered submarines) on the lines of com-
munications of an enemy with the aim of fully or
partially interdicting his shipping...

"In tne views of foreign specialists, diesel-
electric submarines, which are equipped with
moaern technology ano torpedo weapons, can con-
duct warfare against nuclear-powered and diese1-
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powered submarines of an opponent in the com-
position of heterogeneous antisubmarine forces
on barriers, in straits zones, in narrows, and
in the approaches to naval bases. The main ad-
vantages of diesel-powered submarines over nu-
clear-powered ones are considered to be their
comparative quietness and cheaper cost of con-
struction. "52/

- "From 197v to 1983, it is planned to con-
struct... five nuclear-powered multipurpose sub-
marines or the Los Angeles Class...".55/

- "In 1979, it is planned to allocate funds for
the building ot... one nuclear-powered torpedo
submarine of the Los Angeles Class...'. (FNC
10/78)

- "Despite the obvious achievements in the area of
developing modern antisubmarine submarines,
foreign specialists hold that effecting the
trail-of missile submarines is very difficult.
Technologically, this is difficult but not im-possible. "57/

- "There is a pro3ection on the U.S. Navy's com-
plement in 1990. In commission should be.. .90
nuclear-powered multipurpose submarines...".
(FNC 11/78)

1979 - "In 1970-1976...tunds were allocated /to the
U.S. Navy/ tor the construction of...26--multi-
purpose nuclear-powerea submarines.. .".64/

- "According to the U.S. shipbuilding program for
/the coming/ five years, appropriations are ear-
marked as follows: ...for five SSNs...".67/

- "General purpose forces are being upgraaed...
Some 73 percent of multipurpose submarines (of
the Los Angeles ana Sturgeon classes, and the
non-series submarines) have been in commission
less than 15 years. They will receive antiship
missiles and improved sonar gear. The appear-
ance onboara submarines of weapons to combat an
air enemy cannot be excluded."67/

- "In the /large-diameter/ antisubmarine torpedo
Mark-48, Mod-3 there is installed the TELCOM
command and control system which insures two-way
communications with the platform."69/
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- "On 22 July 1978 was launched into the water at
Groton the nuclear-powered torpedo submarine
SSN-698 BREMERTON (laid down on 8 May 1976).

"The Department of the Navy has agreed to com-
pensate the Electric Boat shipyard for losses
sustained during the construction of 16 nuclear-
powered submarines of this type. The sh ip-
builders have accused the Navy of introducing
about 35 thousand changes into the design of the
submarines, which was tantamount to its remak-
ing. At the same time it is noted that the de-
livery of the submarines to the Navy is being
delayed by a shortage of a qualified work force
and low productiveness of labor." (FNC 3/79)

- "In the U.S. alone it is planned to have about
90 nuclear-powered multipurpose submarines ....
The U.S.... has undertaken the construction of a
major series of multipurpose submarines of the
Los Angeles Class (it is planned to build more
than 40 boats of this Class)."70/
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1976-1980, 3 (d) - CVSs/CVs/SCSs (PLUS AIRCRAFT)

1976 - "In the plans of the /U.S./ Navy, it is envis-
aged that the Forrestal Cfass aircraft carriers
will be replaced with nuclear-powered multipur-
pose ones of the CVLNX Class of medium (60,000
tons) displacement beginning in i9 84-1985. In
this event, there will be no fewer than 12 large
aircraft carriers in commission. Considering
this number to be insufficient, the Navy Command
proposes to build air-capable ships of the VSS
(VSTOL Support Ship) with vertical takeoff and
landing airplanes and with helicopters. Their
displacement would be 17,000 to 35,000 tons.
The installation of catapults and arresting gear
on these ships will permit basing aboard them
the antisubmarine airplanes of the S-3A VIKING
type." (FNC 3/76)

- "For the 198Us the U.S. Navy is planning to have
the following aircraft carrier forces: 12 large
multipurpose aircraft carriers... Starting with
FY 1979, it is planned to replace the /six/
ships of the Forrestal and Kitty Hawk classes
with six to nine light nuclear-powered aircraft
carriers of the CVLN CLass with a displacement
of from 45,000 to 60,000 tons. The air wing of
such a snip would include 75 airplanes of the...
S-3 type, antisubmarine helicopters, and others.
The CVLN would be 60-70 percent as effective as
a Nimitz Class aircraft carrier (the cost of
whfch is six billion dollars together with its
air wing and about ten billion with its escort
snips)." (FNC 5/76)

- "Foreign specialists assume that the further
development of naval aviation will take the
direction of equipping it with airplanes with
vertical takeoff and landing.".6/

- "Air Wing One, which is based aboard the multi-
purpose aircraft carrier John F. Kennedy, has
the following composition: Air Antisubmarine
Squadron 21 (IU S-3A VIKING airplanes), Antisub-
marine Helicopter Squadron 11 (8 SH-3D SEA KING
helicopters)...". (FNC 7/76)

- "There is being developed in the U.S. the design
for a so-called light aircraft carrier on under-
water wings of the SHAS Class for the basing of
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jet airplanes with vertical or shortened takeoff
ana landing. The major dimensions and charac-
teristics of the ship: displacement - 1,000
tons... cruising range on the foils - more than
2,000 miles.. .maximum speed - 50 knots...".17/

- "In the draft Navy budget tor FY 1977... the pur-
chase of 12 shipborne S-3A VIKING airplanes... is
included." (FNC 9/76)

- "In the U.S. and U.K. in recent times, they have
turned to the development of the so-called 'air-
capable' ships -- platforms for airplanes with
vertical takeofr and landing ana tor helicopters
-- in place of the unwieldy antisubmarire air-
craft carriers which were converted from attack
aircraft carriers of old designs. Foreign spe-
cialists believe that, along with their relative
inexpensiveness, there are shortcomings, too,
innerent in surface ships which corr uct antisub-
marine warfare: the impossibilit" of a covert
approacn to a submarine (a submarine detects the
noises of a surface ship earlier than the latter
detects the submarine), the absence of advant-
ages in speed for the tracking of an evading
submarine especially in stormy weather, and the
lowering of the effectiveness of sonar oper-
ations due to the increase of interference with
the increase of speed."20/

- "A combat air squadron with VIKING airplanes has
appeared for the first time, on the aircraft
carrier John F. Kennedy. Up to the end of 1975,

93 such airplanes had been delivered to the
Navy." (FNC 12/76)

1977 - "The last of the Essex Class, the aircraft car-
rier Oriskany, CV-34, was decommissioned and
sent to the anchorage for ships in the reserve
in Bremerton." (FNC 3/77)

- "/In World War II/ 46 German submarines were
sunk by airplanes-from aircraft carriers. An-
other 48 were sunk by joint operations of /car-
rier-borne/ aircraft and escort ships.... AT the
role of submarines grew, the /surface-ship/ type
ot antisubmarine aircraft carrier also evolved.
Antisubmarine aircraft carriers operated within
the composition of an aircraft-carrier hunter-
killer group in which were included six to eight
escort ships or destroyers in addition to the
aircraft-carrier flagship....
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"However, with the introduction into the subma-
rine forces of nuclear-powered plants, a reeval-
uation of antisubmarine aircraft carriers took
place. The aircraft carrier proved to be a vul-
nerable target for the missile and torpedo weap-
ons of a submarine enemy and required a strong
screen itself. Therefore the fate of heavy
aircraft carriers for antisubmarine defense was
decided -- they were placed in reserve."26/

- "The Vinson, the last aircraft carrier of the
Nimitz Class, will be the first specially de-
signed ship of multipurpose assignment .... One
squadron of antisubmarine airplanes and heli-
copters is based on multipurpose aircraft car-
riers under everyday conditions...But, in the
opinion of the American command...multipurpose
aircraft carriers would be able to carry out
antisubmarine warfare tasks only to a limited
extent since their overall number is not great."

"In the U.S. variants of the ships of light avi-
ation support (VSS), with a displacement of 22-
23 thousand tons, are being worked out. They
are constructed like helicopter carriers but are
to be equipped with catapults and arresting gear
for the ensuring of the take-off and landing of
conventional airplanes (including the S-3A VIK-
ING).

"Different variants of air capable ships with
displacement of up to 20 thousand tons with con-

ventional and nuclear power plants and with a
speed of up to 30 knots have been worked out.
In contrast to previous ones they are of smaller
disolacement and of simplified construction.
Heavy antisubmarine helicopters and airplanes
with vertical take-off and landing could be
based on such ships.

"In the opinion of the American command, the
joint employment of heavy multipurpose aircraft
carriers and ships of light aviation support
would heighten the effectiveness, operational
readiness, and the combat stability of air cap-
able ships and, mainly, would widen significant-
ly the capability for the dispersal of shipborne
aviation throughout the oceanic theaters of mil-
itary actions.
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"In this way, it is believed abroad, a trend has
been noted toward the construction of multipur-
pose heavy aircraft carriers (only the U.S. is
building them) with aviation of antisubmarine
defense for self-defense, and lighter ones --
air-capable ships -- which would carry antisub-
marine helicopters, and also airplanes with
vertical take-oft and landing.

"In contrast to large aircraft carriers, intend-
ed primarily for warfare with surface ships and
'actions against the shore', air-capable ships
and cruisers are intended to be utilized mainly
for warfare in the open sea with submarines,
surface ships, and partly with the aviation'of
the enemy...".26__

- "Up until 1974 the basic airplane of aircraft-
carrier aviation was the propeller-driven S-2
TRACKER which has been operational for about 20
years and had grown obsolescent... In 1974 it was
replaced by the S-3A VIKING which, according to
statements of foreign specialists, possessed
optimal flight and combat qualities and was
equipped with the newest means for search, de-
tection, and destruction of modern submarines.
This is the first deck-launched airplane with
jet engines, insuring quick arrival in the area
of a contact. Based aboard multipurpose air-
craft carriers, possessing long range, they can
op)erate beyond the limits of shore-based anti-
submarine airplanes .... According to the foreign
press, the area that can be patrolled by the
VIKING is eight times as large as by the
TRACKER."27/

- "The conversion of American aircraft carriers
into multipurpose ones with the introduction of
S-3A VIKING antisubmarine airplanes (up to 8-10)
and SH-3 SEA KING antisubmarine helicopters (up
to 10) into the complement of the air wings
based aboard the carriers has radically in-
creased the antisubmarine capabilities of air-
craft-carrier forces. It is considered that the
VIKING is ten times more eftective than /was/
the TRACKER airplane."30/

- "Intensive work is being conducted abroad in re-

cent times to develop a principally new type of
shipborne airplane with vertical takeoff and
landing."31/
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- "The 'oceanic strategy' /allegedly adopted by
the U.S./ brought considerable changes in the
subsequit development of strike aircraft car-
riers. This is explained by the fact that this
strategy involved, along with a nuclear-powered
missile-sunmarine system, the development of
global general-purpose naval forces whose ships
must not only deliver strikes with their air-
craft but also conduct antisubmarine warfare.
The nucleus of sucn forces must be comprised of
multipurpose, not strike, aircraft carriers,
carrying onboard not only strike aircraft but
also antisubmarine aviation. For this reason,
all of the U.S. strike aircraft carriers in com-
mission in the mid-'70s are being converted to
multipurpose ones with an antisubmarine air
group based onboard consisting of ten airplanes
of the S-3A VIKING type...Construction has been
started on a fourth nuclear-powered aircraft
carrier, the Carl Vinson, which was designed as
multipurpose. Its commissioning is expected in
1981. ..".31/

- "Thus, besides four aircraft carriers with nu-
clear propulsion, there will remain in the com- P
plement of the U.S. Navy at the end of the '70s
eight aircraft carriers of the Forrestal Class
and three of the Midway Class. These 15 multi-
purpose aircraft carriers will be able to base
720 modern aircraft /including/ ... 150 airplanes
of antisubmarine -aviation- of the latest
model."31/

- "Under conditions of the continuous increase in
the complexity and expensiveness of naval tech-
nology, the cost of the construction of surface
warships has increased radically. Thus, for
example, the cost of the Enterprise built in
1934-'38 was 24 million dollars, the nuclear-
powered Enterprise built in 1958-'61 was 425
million, the Nimitz, lead ship of the class,
cost 6u5.8 million and the Carl Vinson, the
third of the Nimitz Class, wil cost one billion
dollars. An alternative way out of this situ-
ation /was taken by/ the decision of the Ameri-
can ATministration- on the necessity for the
series construction of an air-capable sea-con-
trol ship (SCS) ot small displacement which will
cost approximately 100 million dollars. Ameri-
can specialists hold that, for supplementing th6
task of the strike carriers for control of the
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sea, it is required to build 75 air-capable
ships by 1990. It is planned to build them in
three equal series: 'A', 'B', and 'C' with a
six-year construction period for each. The
ships of Series A are planned for employment
only for operations to insure control of the
sea. The aircraft carriers of the following
series /i.e., B and C/ will be employed also in
combat operations inT the capacity of striking
snips. It is planned to build the ships of the
first series by 1980... they should have a dis-
placement of 15,000 tons.. .The speed will be 23
knots. Their armament... three airplanes with
vertical takeoff and landing of the HARRIER type
and 14 SEA KING antisubmarine helicopters...

"In the U.S. at present authorization has been
given for the first eight of these ships. Con-
struction of the leac ship began in 1975 and is
programmed for commissioning in 1979. The ships
ot the following series are to be built after
the '70s with improved designs which take into
account improvements in snipborne aviation and
experience gained in the construction and oper-
ation of the sea control ships of the first
series." 31/

- "New less-expensive combatant ships of a navy
can successfully carry out the indicated tasks
/for gaining and maintaining command of the
sea/. Air-capable ships are the principal ships
of-this nature. Probably such ships will first
supplement and ultimately replace strike air-
craft carriers."31/

- "In the view of the command of the U.S. Navy,
the VIKING has considerable advantages over the
TRACKER in speed, range, and effectiveness. Its
searcn potentials are 8-10 times greater than
those of TRACKER. The duration of patrolling of
the VIKING airplane is 6-8 hours."37/

- "There will take place in 1980-'85, according to
the views of foreign specialists, the introduc-
tion of various modifications of the HARRIER
employed as fighter-interceptor, attack plane,
reconnaissance plane, and also as antisubmarine
airplane. "38/

1978 - "The projected CVV multipurpose aircraft carrier
is to have a full-load displacement of 58,000
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tons and a speed of 27 knots. Two catapults and
three sets of arresting gear are to be installed
on this ship which is intended for handling con-
ventional airplanes and helicopters and VTOL
airplanes." (FNC 3/78)

- "At present, all American attack aircraft car-
riers (except for Midway) are being refitted as
multipurpose ships and the antisubmarine air-
craft carriers are being inactivated as not
'cost-eftective' ."50/

"...the Americans have eight antisubmarine air-
craft carriers in reserve .... These ships normal-
ly operate in the composition of hunter-killer
groups.. .which include an aircraft carrier and
five to eight destroyers and frigates .... The
sub-class of antisubmarine aircraft carrier
exists only in the Navy of the U.S. In the
other capitalist countries, such aircraft car-
riers are counted as multipurpose."52/

- "Strike aircraft carriers, in the view of the
American command, are the main strike force for
gaining command ot the sea. They are considered
the most multipurpose, universal combatant ship,
and one capable of carrying out a broad range of
missions in all kinds of naval operations,
whether with nuclear or conventional weapons.
The basic assignment of strike carriers is the
fulfillment.. .of the following tasks:

o destruction of important objectives on the
shore and in the rear of an enemy, among them
naval bases, administrative and industrial
centers, ports, airfields, and large war
plants /e.g., shipyards/;

o gaining of command of the sea by means of the
destruction of the submarines and surface
combatant ships of an enemy at sea and at
their bases and his aviation on their air-
fields and in the air;

o anti-air and antisubmarine defense of naval
forces during sea transits;

o -rovision of air support to ground forces on
the offensive and defensive in coastal sec-
tors of a front;
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o covering large convoys in crossing the ocean
(or sea);

o supporting amphibious landing operations dur-
ing sea crossings, during debarkation on the
coast, ana during operations on the shore;
and

o interdiction of the maritime communications
of an enemy."52/

- "From 1979 to 1983, it is planned to build.. .one
conventionally-powered attack aircraft car-
rier... "1.55/

- U.S. aircraft carriers designed from the keel up
as multipurpose such as the first such CV, USS
Vinson, are shown in Table 1 (p. 213) to be in-
tended to carry ASW aircraft comprised of 20 S-3
VIKINGS and 16 SH-3 SEA KING helicopters.57/

- "The Navy has displayed great interest in the
development of air-capable ships on an air cush-
ion, on which, as a result of the utilization of
the intense air currents generated wnile cruis-
ing, take-off and landing can be carried out
with a rather small flight deck .... The tacti-
cal-technical data on three types of air-capable
air-cushion ships have been worked out; the
CTOL/SES-CV, carrying conventional airplanes;
the VSTOL/SES-CV with vertical and shortened
takeoff and landing airplanes, and the VSTOL/
SES-CVN, equipped witn a catapult and arresting
gear...". (FNC 11/78)

- "For the extension, until the end of the current
century, of the period of service of the air-
craft carriers of the USS FORRESTAL class their
major overhaul and modernization will be carried
out. The time period for each ship - 2.5 years,
cost - 496 million dollars. The beginning of
the work: the USS SARATOGA - October 1980, the
USS FORESTAL - January 1983, the USS INDEPEN-
DENCE - March 1985,, and the USS RANGER - May
1987." (FNC 11/78)

- "There is a projection tor the complement of the
U.S. Navy in 1990. In commission should be...
not less than 10 heavy aircraft carriers and an
undetermined number of large combatant ships on
air cushions." (FNC 11/78)
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- "In the U.S., Great Britain, and in several
other countries, instead of constructing spe-
cialized antisubmarine combatant ships, it is
planned to utilize the strike aircraft carriers,
destroyers, frigates, and other surface warships
for antisubmarine warfare by arming them with
the appropriate means."62/

1979 - "In 19/0-1976...tunds were allocated /to the
U.S. Navy/ for the construction of...two nu-
clear-powered aircraft carriers and...310 anti-
submarine airplanes /i.e., both shipborne and
shore-based/."64/

- "The U.S. Navy has 13 multipurpose aircraft car-
riers.../each/ carrying ten VIKING antisubmarine
airplanes. "87/
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1976 - "For increasing the combat effectiveness of es-

cort ships, all of them are eauioned with anti-
submarine helicooter systems which have become
the main means of warfare with a submarine on-
ponent at intermediate distances (30-40 miles).
The number of shioborne heliconters is growinc.
According to estimated data, by 1980 not less
than 800 of the LAM14 and LINKS helicoter svs-
tems will be reauired."l!/

- "Various concents for the development of com'bat-
ant shins on underwater wings are being studied
intensively in the U.S. They are being accoroe7
a prominent place in the plans for the renewal
of the ship complement of the Navy. It is con-
sidered that the high speeds, low noise, sta-
bility in waves, and the insianificant maanetic
field of the hull creates favorable conditions
for the employment of weaoons from such nlat-
forms and makes them less vulnerable /tnan dis-
placement ships,/ in combat with submarines, sur-
face ships, and aviation ....

"qoecialists consider that /escort/ shios of the
/l, 00-ton/ DEU Class.. .will be superior for
antisubmarine operations than normal disolace-
ment ships of ecuivalent size. The development
of the DEi Class shio is projected by the ten-
year shipbuilding plan of the U.S. Navy. The
start of construction is scheduled for 1976 ...

"Specialists abroad are expressing the view that
such ships in thp complement of navies will
bring substantial changes in the character of
combat operations at sea, in particular in the
conduct of antisubmarine operations and strikes
at convoys and naval task groups. The high
speeds and good maneuvering capabilities of
ships on underwater wings raise their combat
stability in combat with submarines and avia-
tion."17/

"The feasibility is being studied of r-placing
the ASROC antisubmarine missile system with a
TARPON system in which a HARPOON missile is used
as the delivery system and a Mark 46 torpedo as
the weapons' part." (FNC 10/76)
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- "Great significance is accorded abroad to anti-
submarine surface ships: frigates, destroyers,
and escort ships. Their crash construction is
being conducted. The greatest number of anti-
submarine surface ships is being built in the
U.S......In the U.S. at present nuclear-powered
frigates are being built; they are intended for
the antisubmarine defense of nuclear-powered
aircraft carriers at sea. As foreign special-
ists view it, the tactical-technical character-
istics of these ships indicate that they are in-
sufficiently effective for warfare against
modern submarines due to their low speeds. For
this reason, scientific-research work and de-
sign-experimental work has begun for the de-
velopment of antisubmarine ships on underwater
wings and air cushions with cruising speeds of
up to 90 knots."20/

1977 - "Construction of the destroyers of the Spruance
Class.. .is still.. .believed to be 'lagging' be-
hind the planned period. During 1977 it was
planned to deliver eight ships of this class,
which would have decreased the lag and permitted
the completion ot the construction of the entire
series (30 ships) in 1979 as planned.

"As follow-on to the ships of the Spruance
Class, it is planned to turn to the construction
of the DDG-47 Class, which is to be armed with
the AEGIS missile system. In addition, it is
planned to modernize the guided-missile destroy-
ers of the Charles Adams Class (DDG-2), which
were built in 1960 to I964. This modernization
would extend their service life in the comple-
ment of the Navy by 10 to 15 years.

"In the fall of 1977... the escort ship Oliver H.
Perry (FFG-7) was delivered to the Navy for
acceptance trials... after the necessary changes,
series construction will begin in 1980. Without
even waiting for the completion of the accept-

ance trials of the first ship, the U.S. Naval
Command adopted a decision to ircrease the
series production run from 50 to 74 units."26/

- "Simultaneously with the carrying out of the
large-series construction of escort ships of the
displacement type, work is being conducted in
the U.S. on the development of ships for this
same purpose /i.e., escort ships/ on an air
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cushion. At a cost of about 160 million dol-
lars, the U.S. Navy has concluded a contract
with 'Rohr Industries' for the development of
such a ship having a tonnage of 3,000. Its
basic tactical-technical characteristics accord-
ing to the design follows:...armament-cruise
missiles, an anti-air missile system, an anti-
suomarine missile system, and helicopters or
VTOL airplanes. According to the budget for ex-
perimental-design work, the order for the con-
struction of a prototype is expected to be
awarded in the coming year...".26/

Table 3 showed planned U.S. construction for the
five-year period from 1978 through 1982 to in-
clude 10 DDs and 58 DEs, including, in 1981 and
1982, a new FFGX Class DE each year.22/

- -"In September /1976/.. .was launched the guided-
missile escort ship FFG-7 Oliver Hazard Perry --
the lead ship of a series of 50-56 units.... its
weapons /include/...two helicopters...". (FNC
2/77)

- "With the appearance of nuclear-powered subma-
rines, the role of surface escort ships changed;
however, they still remain significant, espe-
cially in the defense of an objective, /i.e.,
point defense/.

"Escort ships, which include cruisers, destroy-
ers, and escort ships (frigates), even now
occupy one of the basic places in the navies of
foreign countries. And not only because they
are the most numerous but also due to their
capability of carrying out a wide range of mis-
sions thanks to their universality....

"Destroyers. With the appearance of new means
ot armed warfare at sea, the character of mis-
sions carried out by destroyers changed as well.
To them are now entrusted the antisubmarine and
anti-air defense of aircraft carrier forces,
convoys and amphibious forces.

"In the U.S. Navy, destroyers have always been
the most numerous class of ships; however, in
post-war times their number has been cut back
signiticantly. Right now in the U.S. Navy has
again begun the large-series construction of de-
stroyers of the SPRUANCE class ....
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"But foreign soecialists note the weak anti-air
weapons and high cost of construction of a
series ship (up to 100 million dollars). The
increase of the complexity and the growth of the

cost of construction of destroyers has led to
the point that their large-series construction
is being conducted only in the U.S. and partly
in France. Ships of this class are becoming
even less numerous, and are losing their role of
the leading (in an antisubmarine context) force
of the navy in the majority of countries and are
gradually being replaced by escort ships (ac-

cording to the American classification -

frigates) which are smaller in displacement and
in cost."27/

"In recent years the top cruising soeer of
screeninq ships abroad has stabilized. In the
opinion of foreign soecialists, the oractical
top end for displacement shins will not exceA
35 knots in ideal conditions. Laaging signifi-
cantly behind in the speed of search for nu-
clear-nowered submarines, surface ships are
losing the capability for the conducting of suc-
cessful search for them, especiallv in heavv
seas.

"It is considered advisable to switch to the de-
velopment of fast (from 50 knots and more) high-
ly seaworthy ships of new architectural forms
with dynamic principles of support. Designs are
being looked at for catamarans with below-the-
surface hulls, ships on automatically-guided
underwater wings and ships on an air cushion.

"However, catamarans are still in the stage of
theoretical working out and model testing. At
the same time, significant experience has al-
ready been accumulated in the construction of
experimental hydrofoil and air-cushion ships, on
the basis of which foreign specialists are draw-
ing conclusions on the potential for the de-
velopment of oceanic antisubmarine hydrofoil and
air-cushion ships with a speed of 50-80 knots.
In the U.S. Navy right now, they are financing
the development of an antisubmarine hydrofoil
shin of the DEH Class.

"Research for the develonment of oceanic shios
on an air cushion (the SES orogram) has still
not gotten out of the stage of early exoerimen-
tation. However, after the comoletion of the
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tests of the experimental air-cushion ship SES
!UOB (a speed of 90 knots was achieved) began
the pre-draft designing of an antisubmarine air-
cushion ship with a displacement of 2200 tons, a
length of 73-86 meters, a width of 32 meters, a
height of 17 meters .... It is planned to arm the
ships with one-two helicopters. The appearance
ot experimental models of air-cushion and hydro-
foil ships is expected already by 1980.

"In the U.S. research is also being conducted
for the development of large (with a mass of up
to 2000 tons) ekranoplane combatant ships having
a speed of 200-250 knots.

"Helicopters occupy a special place in the over-
all system of developing and improving antisub-
marine forces. Their main role is antisubmarine
warfare beyond the range limits of the torpedoes
and missile weapons of surface combatant
ships .... The medium-weight helicopters are re-
ceiving the greatest development now. Their
relatively small size permits their operation
from many screening-force warships while effec-
tive search equipment and submarine kill systems
make these helicopters an important, integral
part of the antisubmarine defense systems of
surface combatant ships.

"The American LAMPS Mark-i system uses the SH-2D
and SH-2F antisubmarine helicopters which are
modifications of the multipurpose HH-2 SEA
SPARROW helicopter. The SH-2F helicopters are
widely deployed... It is planned to produce about
200 helicopters of this kind."27/

- "On antisubmarine /surface/ ships /according to
this survey of NATO naval exercises in 1976/
basically were laid the tasks of point defen-se
of amphibious-lancing forces, convoys, and re-
plenishment groups. However, in the estimation
ot foreign specialists, the relatively low ef-
fectiveness of surface ships against nuclear-
powered suDmarines, due to their /surface ASW
ships'/ high noise, lowers their significance in
the system of point defense."30/

- "The modern antisubmarine helicopter, equipped
with dipping sonar and antisubmarine weapons,
can conduct successfully the search for subma-
rines and their destruction."31/
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- "The fifth destroyer of the Spruance Class... was
commissioned in January /l9777".(FNC 8/77)

- "It has been decided to extend by 15 years the
operational life of 23 guided-missile destroyers
of the Charles F. Adams Class, which have been
in commission since 1960-'64. It is estimated
that the modernization of each ship will cost
138.2 million dollars." (FNC 12/77)

1978 - "The sixth ship of the Spruance Class has been
commissioned." (FNC 3/78)

- "In FY 1977, six Spruance Class destroyers were
commissioned." (FNC 4/78)

- "In the coming year, 27 combatant and auxiliary
ships will be decommissioned /by the U.S. Navy/
including.. ./six/ destroyers. ' (FNC 4/78)

- "The lead ship of the first of 70 frigates of
the Oliver Hazard Perry Class ouided-missile
escort ship (frigate) has been delivered to the
Navy." (FNC 5/78)

- "A pilotless, remote-controlled airplane with
vertical takeoff and landing has been designed
/in the U.S./ for employment from smaller
ships." (FNC-6/78)

- "IL FY 1979...eight destroyers of the Spruance
Class will be commissioned." (FNC 7/78)

- "The basic task of frigates of the U.S. Navy is
the provision of anti-air and antisubmarine de-
fense for strike aircraft carriers....".52/

- "Destroyers. ..are multipurpose combatant ships
which carry out various tasks...".

"At the contemporary stage of development of de-
stroyers in the majority of foreign countries,
destroyers, in the view of the leadership of the
navies of the NATO countries, are called on to
carry out a wide range of tasks of antisubmarine
and anti-air defense of large naval forces, air-
craft carriers among them, for insuring all as-
pects of the defense of convoys, amphibious-
landing forces...In addition, they are assigned
to provide gunfire support to ground forces in
coastal directions, the support of amphibious
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landings during debarkation, and the conduct of
blocKaae operations."52/

- The number of Spruance Class DDs to be con-
structed is given as 30 and the construction
period as 1975-1980.52/

- "From 1979 to 1983 it is planned to build...
seven guided-missile destroyers of the DDG-47
Class, 26 escort ships of Oliver H. Perry
Class... ".55/

- "The llth and 12th destroyers of the Spruance
Class have been commissioned." (FNC 10/78)

- "In 1979 it is planned to allocate funds for the
construction of eight guided-missile destroyers
ot the Perry Class...". (FNC 10/78)

1979 - "In 1970-1976... funds were allocated for the
construction of.. .30 destroyers and ten missile
escort ships...".64/

- "Accoraing to the U.S. shipbuilding program for
/the coming/ five years, appropriations are ear-
marked as follows:.. .26 guided-missile fri-
gates... ".67/

- "The most modern small-diameter torpedo... is the
Mark-46. It is designed for the destruction of
submarines maneuvering at a speed of 30 knots
and a /maximum/ depth of 450 meters. It is em-
ployed-as the-warhead of the guided antisubma-
rine missile ASROC..".69/

- "The wharves ot 'Ingalls Shipbuilding' have been
given an order for the building of the lead
guided-missile destroyers of the DDG-47 class...
It's weapons:...an ASROC antisubmarine missile
complex, antisubmarine torpedoes, two LAMPS
helicopters with antisubmarine and anti-ship
weapons. The laying down of the lead ship will
be in September 1979, transfer to the Navy - at
the end ot 1981. Altogether over 10 years it is
planned to commission 15 such ships at a cost of
14 billion dollars. All of them will be laid
down in the same dock by the sectional method,
bearing in mind the experience of the building
of the 30 destroyers of the Spruance Class (of
whicn 17 have been delivered to the Navy, seven
have been launched and are being fitted out, and
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six are in various stages of construction)...".
(FNC 3/79)

- "The U.S. has undertaken the construction... of
destroyers of the Spruance Class (30 ships;,
guided-missile frigates of the Perry Class (74
units), and has begun equipping antisubmarine
snips with new antisubmarine helicopters, which
considerably raises the surveillance and anti-
submarine capabilities beyond the limits of the
range of a ship's radio direction-finding and
hydroacoustic gear.

"All cruisers, destroyers, and frigates building
in the U.S. and /other/ NATO countries will have
antisubmarine missile-systems and helicopters ir
their armament."70/

- "In recent years great attention is being given
by the NATO countries... to the development of
antisubmarine helicopters capable of operating
from ships of relatively small displacement....

"The SH-60B helicopters of the LAMPS Mark-3 sys-
tem was developed as the result of a competition
among 17 firms .... The basic assignment of this
new helicopter is antisubmarine warfare and
over-the-horizon detection of surface ships
carrying cruise missiles and transmission of
data on them to their own forces. It is planned
to arm the DDG-47 and DD-963 destroyers, the
FFG-7 frigates, and the air cushion ships de-
veloped under the SES program with these heli-
copters.. .The LAMPS Mark -3 is substantially
improved over the SH-2F which it is replac-
ing .... The weaponry of the helicopter consists
of two self-guiding Mark-46 torpedoes .... Test
flights of the experimental model are scheduled
for 1979 and delivery of the helicopters to the
fleet units for 1983. The overall cost of the
program is evaluated at 3.5 billion dollars and
of one of the helicopters at 14.5 million dol-
larso"79/

- "At the end of 1977, the U.S. Navy Command took
the decision... to construct the shipborne anti-
submarine helicopter SH-60B SEA HAWK system
LA4PS Mark-3 .... The U.S. Navy expects to buy 204
SEA HAWK helicopters (...maximum speed 330/km/
hr., two Mark-46 torpedoes). Entrance into ser-
vice is expected in 1981-1982. The cost of
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research and development and production will ex-
ceed 3.5 billion dollars. They will replace the
light helicopter SH-2F system LAMPS, Mark-l."84/

t
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1976-1980, 3 (f) - MINES

1976 - "Great attention has been given abroad in the
postwar years to the development of mines since
the aviation mine is an effective means of war-
fare against a surface and submarine opponent...

American naval specialists hold that, in the
combat operations being planned by the countries
of NATO, the employment ot aviation mines will
have important significance since, with their
help, the basic transit points through which an
enemy must deploy his forces to sea can be mined
from the air in a few hours time. The employ-
ment of surface ships for the conduct of offen-
sive mining operations would be limited. The
greatest covertness in minelaying can be
achieved by employing submarines. However, they
cannot replenish existing minefields without
running the risk of being blown up. Therefore,
aviation is most often suited for the surprise
and massive laying of mines....

"American specialists hold that active minelay-
ing will play an important role, especially
against submarines. The mining from the air of
narrow passages er straits can turn them into
mortally dangerous traps in a few hours, can
block the approaches to bases, and can divert
enemy submarines into areas where they can be
destroyed ....

"Thera are no airplanes in a single capitalist
state which are specifically designed for mine-
laying. Other types of airplanes of naval avia-
tion are used for this purpose... those with suf-
ficient bomb-carrying capacity and litt capa-
bility... ".6/

- "In recent years, special attention has been
given /by the U.S./ to development work in the
area oT mine weapons. While only one model of
mine weapons was being developed in 1974 and
with a budgetary allocation of /only/ 1.7 mil-
lion dollars, the number of modeI-s his increased
to five in later years and the allocations for
them have grown considerably: 5.5 million in
1975, 18.3 million in 1976, and in 1977 the
draft budget provides for an allocation of 22.7
million dollars. Among the new types of mines
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are the antisubmarine mine-torpedo CAPTOR... the

remote-controlled bottom mine QUICKSTRIKE, which
has magnetic, acoustic, and hydro-dynamic deto-
nators, and the remote-controlled mine REKO for
use in offshore minefields and on antisubmarine
barriers...". (FNC 9/76)

- "It is planned /by the U.S. Navy/ to procure 480

CAPTOR mines during 1977." (FNC 11/76)

- "The unlimited cruising range of nuclear-powered

sunmarines enables them to pro3ect a threat of
mining... to the remotest waters of the earth's
sphere. The reserves of mines on submarines is
not substantial but the fruitfulness of their
employment is great. This is explained primari-
ly by the fact of the covertness of their laying
and the dirficulty of combating submarine
mines... Given the contemporary state of radar
technology, the covert laying of mines in the
waters of an enemy by surface ships and
airplanes is extremely difficult. It is
substantially easier for a submarine to
accomplish this. It can approach the area to be
mined covertly; it can conduct reconnaissance of
the routes of movement of enemy ships covertly;
it can determine the channels in use and lay the
mines as if 'aimed' precisely at the actual
channel ....

"In taking into consideration the high effec-
tiveness of submarine minelaying, American naval
specialists are searching for ways to convert
for such use obsolete (first-generation)
nuclear-powered missile submarines. With very
spacious tubes.. .they can accommodate a large
number ot mines and lay them in a specified
position with high accuracy. For example, it
has been calculated that in each launch tube of
the George Washington Class 16 mines can be
placed. Altogether, the submarine can carry 256
mines. This would permit it to lay a minefield
of several rows with a length of more than ten
miles...".20/

1917 - "The fact ot the matter is that the increase in
the range of action of missile weapons, foreign
specialists are observing, is prompting the lay-
ing of antisubmarine mine barriers at signifi-
cant distances from their own shores and over
large areas. Taking this into account, in 1975
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the U.S. Navy received into its inventory a
qualitatively new antisubmarine homing mine-
torpedo -- CAPTOR ....

"...the American specialist R. Duncan... reaches
the conclusion that 'sea mines are becoming one
of the basic weapons that can substantially in-
fluence the course and outcome of a war'. In
the opinion of other authors, the use of mine
weapons in a nuclear-missile war above all would
permit the conduct of effective combat with nu-
clear-powered missile submarines."

The article also mentioned that the U.S. had
spent about 60 million dollars in 1974 on re-
search, development, and testing of the CAPTOR
mine-torpedo and that the U.S. Government in-
tended to purchase between 4,000 and 4,500 of
them. "Striving to justify such high expendi-
tures, the newspaper The New York Times com-
mented on this situation as follows: 'The sig-
niticance of this new mine consists of the
blocking of Soviet submarines in the Norwegian
Sea or their destruction while attempting to re-
turn to bases for repairs. The U.S. Navy is
planning the establishment of barriers on the
two main routes of Soviet submarines of the
Northern Fleet to the Atlantic. One minefield
would be laid in the Denmark Strait between
Greenland and Iceland, the other between Iceland
and the British Isles.. .The employment of this
mine is /also/ being planned for closing the
submarine-rou-tes running from Vladivostok and
Petropavlovsk to the Pacific Ocean...'

"Other plans also exist. For example, employ-
ment of the CAPTOR mine is planned for the lay-
ing of barriers in the huge water expanses
bordering the U.S. on the East and West. In the
opinion of naval specialists, the projected bar-
rirs would eliminate the necessity for forming
convoys in these regions and would free signifi-
cant antisuDmarine forces for operations in the
open oceans."25/

- "It is considered expedient.../in the U.S./ to
close the northern passages into the Atlantic
with antisubmarine mines whenever there is a
threat of a new war or with the start of combat
operations. In 1975 the serial production of
the special antisubmarine mine CAPTOR was begun
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by the U.S .... American experts calculate that it
would require only 500 CAPTOR mines (in a single
line) to establish an antisubmarine barrier on
the line from Greenland to the British
Isles. "27/

- "In a general war.. .mines can be employed...
above all against submarines."31/

- "In oroer not to produce an enormous supply of
mines in peacetime, the U.S. Navy began in the
first half of 1972 the development of a new mine
on the basis of the standard 907 kg. aviation
bomb, of which there is a large supply. This is
the QUICKSTRIKE mine, which has improved resis-
tance to being swept. It will be universal in
that it can be laid by surface ships, airplanes,
ana submarines. In the event of a military con-
flict in any region of the World Ocean, only the
radioelectronic units i.e., the mine mecha-
nisms rather than the mines themselves need be
sent there and installed in the conventional...
aviation bombs to convert them into /QUICK-
STRIKE/ non-contact mines..." 31/

- "In recent years, great attention is being paid
in the U.S. to development of special antisubma-
rine mines. Two projects are involved, SLMM and
CAPTOR. Their unique teature is the full auto-
mation of the control of their operation. The
SLMM mine project is tor the development of a
mobile mine which is fired form the torpedo tube
ot a sunmarine with the aim of mining enemy sub-
marine bases or the approaches to them. It is
an improved Mark-27 mobile mine which was de-
veloped on the basis of... electric torpedoes.
Mine instruments and a non-contact detonator are
installed in the warhead of such a torpedo.
After being launched from the torpedo tube /of a
submarine/ moving at slow speed, it traverses a
considerable distance and settles on the bottom,
becoming a conventional, non-contact bottom
mine. According to a statement by the U.S.
Navy's Chief of Naval Operations, a new antisub-
marine mine, CAPTOR, is being developed util-
izing Mark 46 torpedoes which are fired from in-
stallations anchored underwater.... According to
data in the foreign press, it seems apparent
that the CAPTOR mine became operational in the
U.S. Navy in 1976."31/
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1978 - "Under contemporary conditions in the sea thea-
ters ot military action, mines, in the opinion
of foreign military specialists, can find wide
employment for the blockade of enemy submarines
in their bases or in coastal regions, for their
destruction during transit to their patrol areas
or areas of combat operations, and also for pre-
venting the penetration of enemy warships into
one's own waters, into sea regions along one's
own coasts."52/

1979 - "The Mark-46 mine is used as the active part of
the Mark-60 mine-torpedo CAPTOR...it was planned
that the U.S. Navy would have 1,000 CAPTOR mines
by the end of 1978. American specialists con-
sider that tor closing the entry for submarines
into the North Atlantic between Greenland and
England requires 200 mine-torpedoes, the cost of
which would be $20 million (about $100,000 per
mine). This amount is the cost of /only/ one
nuclear-powered torpedo submarine of-which not
less than 20 would be required to fulfill this
task."69/

1980 - "A special word is called for about the laying
of minefields at the entrances to naval bases
and ports -- which the Pentagon views as one of
the tasks of blockade operations. Here the ex-
perience of minelaying during the Vietnam War is
to be taken into account. At the time.. .over
11,000 tons of mines were laid. Now the
Pentagon has developed new models of more power-
ful mines."85/
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SPECIFIC U.S. PROGRAMS MENTIONED IN QUANTITATIVE

SAMPLE

r

PERIOD 1961-1965 1966-1970 1971-1975 1976-1979 TOTAL

SUBMARINES:

THRESHER/PERMIT (SSN-594) 10 3 1 14
SKIPJACK (SSN-585) 5 5
SKATE (SSN-578) 2 2
SEAWOLF (SSN-575) 1 1
TRITON (SSN-586) 1 1
TULLIBEE (SSN-597) 2 1 3
NARWHAL (SSN-671) 2 1 1 4
STURGEON (SSN-637) 1 1 1 3
LOS ANGELES (SSN-688) 3 3 6
LIPCOMB (SSN-685) 1 1

TOTAL: 21 6 5 8 40

HELICOPTERS:

SEA KING SH-3 series 3 1 8 12
SEA BAT (HSS-I/SH-31) 4 4
SEA SPRITE (UH-2A) 1 1 2
SEA LIGHT I I
LAMPS (SH-60B) 4 4

TOTAL: 8 1 10 4 23

LAND-BASED AIRCRAFT:

NEPTUNE (P2) 7 7
ORION (P3) 8 16(P3C) 1 25

A-NEW 4 2 6

TOTAL: 15 20 3 38

CARRIER-BASED AIRCRAFT:

TRACKER (S-2) 9 8(S2D/E) 2 19
TRACER 4 1 5
VIKING (S-3) 1 1

TOTAL: 9 12 3 1 25
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SPECIFIC U.S. PROGRAMS MENTIONED IN QUANTITATIVE
SAMPLE

PERIOD 1961-1965 1966-1970 1971-1975 1976-1979 TOTAL

ASW WEAPONS: 8

DASH (QH-50) 4 3 1 a
SUBROC 11 3 1 15
ASROC 5 6 2 4 17
LULU DEPTH CHARGE 2 2
HEDGEHOG DEPTH CHARGE 1 1
ALPHA DEPTH CHARGE 2 2 V
MK32 TORPEDO 1 1
MK37 TORPEDO 3. 1 4
NK39 TORPEDO 1 1
MK43 TORPEDO 3 3
MK44 TORPEDO 3 2 5
MK46 TORPEDO 3 48
4KI12 1 1
MK113 1 1
DELPHIN/DELPHIN II I 1
MK52 AV. MINE 1 1 2
MK55 AV. MINE 1 1 2
M157 AV. MINE 1 1
M1108 ROCKET LAUNCHER 1 1
MR45 (ASTOR) TORPEDO 2 1 3
MK56 MINE 1 1
M48 TORPEDO 6 2 8
533mm TORPEDO 1 1
MK37C TORPEDO 1 1
M60 (CAPTOR MINE) 1 1

TOTAL: 48 15 18 10 91

AIRCRAFT CARRIERS:

RANDOLPH (CVS-15) 1 1
FORRESTAL (CV-59) 1 1
AMERICA (CV-66) 1 1
MIDWAY (CV-41) 1 2
ORISKANY (CV-34) 1 1
HANCOCK (CVS-19) 1 1
WASP (CVS-18) 1 1
INTREPID (CVS-11) 2 2
TICONDEROGA (CVS-14) 1 1
SARATOGA (CV-60) 1 1
NIMITZ (CVN-68) 1 1
DWIGHT D EISHENHOWER (CVN-69) 1 1
CARL VINSON (CVN-70) 1 1
ENTERPRISE (CVN-65) 1 2 3
ESSEX (CVS-12) 2 2

TOTALs 1 5 8 6 20
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SPECIFIC U.S. PROGRAMS MENTIONED IN QUANTITATIVE
SAMPLE

PERIOD 1961-1965 1966-1970 1971-1975 1976-1979 TOTAL

SO AR/RADARS/OTHj SENSORS,

VARIABLE DEPTH SONAR 4 4
AN/AQS 10 (Air) 3 3
AN/BQQ1 (Sub) 3 3
AN/BQQ2 (Sub) 3 2 5
AN/SQAl0 (Ship) 1 1
AN/SQS4 (Ship) 1 1
AN/SQS23 (Ship) 2 1 3
AN/SQS26 (Ship) 2 2
AN/APS20 (Radar) 3 3
AN/APS59 (Radar) 2 2
AN/APS80 (Radar) 2 2
AN/APS88 (Radar) 2 2
JEZZEBEL 2 1 1 2 6
JULIE 2 1 1 2 6
ARTEMIS 1 1
ATLANTIC 1 1 2
ASH 2 2
ORBITRON (electromagnetic) 1 1
CAESAR 1 1 1 3
Mss 1 1
SAS 1 1COLOSSUS I 1AN/SQA14 (Towed) 1 1

AN/SQA26 CX 1 1
DNA 1 1
SOSUS 1 1
DIFAR 1 1
CASS 1 1
DICASS 1 1
AN/SQQ5 1 1
AN/SSQ36 1 1
AN/SSQ53 1 1

TOTAL. 38 2 11 14 65

SURFACE COMBATANTS:

WILLIS A. LEE (DL-4) 2 2
DEALEY (DE-1006) 1 1
CLAUD JONES (DE-1033) 1 1
FLETCHER (DD-445) 1 2
BAINBRIDGE (CGN-25) 1 1
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SPECIFIC U.S. PROGRAMS MENTIONED IN QUANTITATIVE
SAMPLE

PERIOD 1961-1965 1966-1970 1971-1975 1976-1979 TOTAL

SURFACE COMBATANTS (cont'd) :

GLOVER (ADGE-1) 2 2
BELKNAP (CG-26) 1 1 2
LEAHR (CG-16) 1 1 2
COONTZ (DDG-37) 11 2
CHARLES F. ADAMS (DDG-2) 1 1 2 4
FORREST SHERMAN (DD-931) 1 1 2
CARPENTER (DD-825) 1 1 2
KNOX (FP-1052) 1 1 2
GEARING (DD-714) 1 1 1 3 V
ALLEN M. SUMNER (DD-692) 1 1 2
GARCIA (FF-1040) 1 1
GUAM (LPI-9) 1 1
RAYMOND A. SPRUANCE (DD-963) 1 2 3
VIRGINIA (CGN-38) I I
CALIFORNIA (CGN- 36) 1 1
LONG BEACH (CGN-9) 1 1
TRUXTON (CGN-35) 1 1
ALBANY (CG-10) 1 1
MITSCHER (DDG-35) 1 I
DECATUR (DDG-31) 1 1
BROOKE (FPG-1) 1 1
OLIVER HAZARD PERRY (FFG-7) 1 1

TOTAL: 8 11 5 20 44

PERIOD TOTALS: 148 52 80 66 346

E
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SPECIFIC U.S. PROGRAMS MENTIONED IN QUANTITATIVE

SAMPLE

PERIOD 1961-1965 1966-1970 1971-1975 1976-1979 TOTAL

SURFACE COMBATANTS (cont'd):

GLOVER (ADGE-1) 2 2
BELKNAP (CG-26) 1 1 2
LEAHY (CG-16) 1 1 2
COONTZ (DDG-37) 1 1 2
CHARLES F. ADAMS (DDG-2) 1 1 2 4
FORREST SHERMAN (DD-931) 1 1 2
CARPENTER (DD-825) 1 1 2
KNOX (FF-1052) 1 1 2
GEARING (DD-714) 1 1 3
ALLEN M. SUMNER (DD-692) 1 2
GARCIA (FF-1040) I 1
GUAM (LPH-9) 1
RAYMOND A. SPRUANCE (DD-963) 2 3
VIRGINIA (CGN-38) 1 1
CALIFORNIA (CGN-36) 1 1
LONG BEACH (CGN-9) 1 1
TRUXTON (CGN-35) 1 1
ALBANY (CG-10) 1 1
MITSCHER (DDG-35) 1 1
DECATUR (DDG-31) 1 1
BROOKE (FFG-1) 1 1
OLIVER HAZARD PERRY (FFG-7) 1 1

TOTAL: 11 5 20 44

PERIOD TOTALS: 148 52 s0 66 346

E-4



APPENDIX F

QUANTITATIVE DATA SUMMARY

- PERIOD 1: 1961-1965

- PERIOD 2: 1966-1970

- PERIOD 3: 1971-1975

- PERIOD 4: 1976-1979
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TABLE V

QUANTITATIVE DATA SUMMARY

PERIOD 1: 1961-1965 RAW %

RAW % OF CATEGORY TOTAL PERIOD
TOTAL

• r

( I3619q 00 I/4.45 ,a6.9 9/31.03 5/17.24 r r 5/17.24 12..5

/4.5 7/3..l 4.5 21.A.1 4/17.39 5/21.74 3/13.W6 21/5.3$

-M5800ug" 7zxo432....6 4/24.67 2/13.33 4/u0.41 4/-.6.61 1./3. 51

* I IKuam 4/15.36 2/7.69 5/19.Z3 1/3.85 3/11.54 7/26.92 1/2.45 3/13.5 24.6.04

A:.1J M 83M 8 2/1.7 - ____/___F 2 s 1 2 4/23.23 2.2/2.22

r -- .- A24LA . 1/2. 6/16.22 1 /.. Z )4/27.03 10/27.3 3/t.11 7/11.67

6.060.. 3/5 i 3/5 5 .4 I 3,2 I / 4/10 I 7i4.l, 40/14.0

64431/14.29 2/28.57 j2/28.57 1/14.29 1/14.29 7/1.41,-../q.6.0k /.5 5/12 - . w,. .,. ,

A- , S,11.25 3/18.7s 5131.25 2/1J.5 16/ n.7

Sh,p o-1-,. 1/6.25 4/25 W/4.25 3/1S6.75 7/43.75 14/2 75

.-. 0S* /25.16 1/ . 1 .. /23.23 0/2.~

r/].04 1 3 7.27 '4/36.36 3/27.37 1 A.2/ J5I

UNM 1/14.2$ 1/14,39 2/26.51 J/42. 06 7/1.4

2/2S 3/27.S 2/25 1/2. 11 1,7

1/13.s 4/20 2/2 1 2. 1 ~ a/2.0'

413/6-0 2/66.67 n1/33," 3/.!__

_ _ I 124r4

________________/22.22 V/42 j : ~ 4 11.5 333.3 4/44.447"4

01..~10,Insd 3/2.637.3 /J0 1313.04

1/7.14 2/14.29 2/14.29 1/7.14 3/04.24 /9 5 2/54.14 54/3.32

..;jw 420 1/33.33 2/.47 3/.70

mmJ- ,, I . _I _ _ 2/2 2/s 4/.4

,1/7.4- 1/7.69 1/7.9 I9/69.23 1,7.6 i ... *..

O S am in*1 _,_____1___ 2/142 I 4 3/21.43 I 31.4.43 3 4 2 /14.29 1 .14 I14/.

S 1 2/14.29 6/42.8 ,/4.66 14/3.36

mer 1M.61 1/24.47 - /50 1/24-17 6/1.62

,')+ i o . 67  2/16.67 1 3/.70

-I "

r=urmw ~ m uam I/Z in 1/.. 25/. in 4 1.,oam/100

A1 2 16z.I 19/.43

Tx. /304 3/5.1 4/5215 1/n35592 1s".4 "139 5 2 47

F-1

r.7/5. 1W mm _____ i.'+ 1/5 5 /'

....., , I, ... .3/.,.7, 4/,3,.6 I * ..

1.1. 1.31/04 3 5,39 44/5341 45/10.04 31/4.13 26/54.41 415.9 31 5./43 l
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TABLE V

QUANTITATIVE DATA SUMMARY

PERIOD 2: 1966-1970
RAW %

RAW % OF CATEGORY TOTAL PERIOD
TOTAL

I -;

i. U ." . .- . :7:; i501/20 P13/. SS

ZM~l%[~n-§ rECCO-=3 1/.3 6/50 1.3 2I/16.o 2/1l~i6.67 1t2/9l. 51

2/33. 3 1/16.67 3/0 6/4.26

A.ow. =Alcm 1/10 3/34 1/10 2/10 4'40 .0/709

4Zg Cliil..."o t /2/li1.48 2/1.15 6/54.55 1 - .09 :.1/7.

1/7.14 3/21.43 3 2/4. 29 1/7.14 5/35.71 1/7.14 l,"7. 14 r ,4/9.9 9

0 Ais 3/100 2/1.42

F , ; 3/100 3/2.13

1,/71

2/66.6-,~4 1/100:3 /21

S/33.1/100 1 /. ?I

T. t i 1.,'looi/lo /.

__ __ _ ___._ ___-_ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ I _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _'__ _ _

Kw= .2 i3,

/100 11.71

Sh /p 'L .. ow 1/16.27 5/ ,3 3)j6/.,-6
/ 1/33.3. /3 3'2.13

"-- 1/-.-I _/., 1/42.,71.9

/2.21/10 37342.8

/1 1/,.7

, / /20 12/.42

;.llm 5sn 1/.22S 142.14

#SWVt isu 1/10.4 7/12 043
snp IN _r /0

M M. , II .Imld /21 (1/23.33 1233 22 2/2.13

l..-,. ~ ~/ :I i
5 ] 1

_ _-.._ _ _ _ _ _ in , i 2/4
1/14.29 0 1/20.9 1S14.2 1 4 ./42.l 7'4.94

1 9/6.11 3 1/ 2 1.__ , 14/2 ,

I _ _ _ _ _ _ __2

LOIP" Z 314./100 1 i l

C0"- j /il.?1 2/14.29 j _____ ?/0 Ii,-+- -

70710.1. 1,2.12I 12/3.01l S/1I 12/206 /. 21 04/34.11 21 14.99lt 10/7.0Oi 141
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TABLE V

QUANTITATIVE DATA SUMMARY

PERIOD 3: 1971-1975
RAW %

RAW % OF CATEGORY TOTAL PERIOD
TOTAL

1: f:. : 1/33 33 1/33.33 :1 3.33 3/1.5

.&-. TzE 3 1/5.63 :3/17.6 1 ./5.1 3/17.5 741.18 11/5.03 1/5.23 :17/10.4

.lAwx-Aml Ei.,,.Lt ra z"Wm: I . 2/33.33 1 i4/66.67 ,i6/3.?

1 / 1/5 12/10 J______ 1/S 1 /40 )/IS 4/20 320/12.3
,/ .4 . '*

.1I AFr. CUPAI )1/8.33 11/l.33 1/8.33 1/0.33 4/33.33 12/16.67 i 2/16.67 :12/7.41

S'RA0z cwwfjlTS ,1/5.13 W/.66 1 2/11.76 1/5.8 L 7/41.1 4 3/17.65 2/11.76 .17/10.4 7
VAW'. A& 1/6.67 1

/
6.6

7  
11/6.67 1/6.67 [4/26.67 5,/33.33 11/6.67 1/6.67 15/9.26

.. ... d1 /25 125 i 4/2.474 I
0 ~,/&W ' 1/0 I/ 1/50 ;2/1.22

0-1- 116.67 _/3.33 2/33.33 11/16.67 16/3.7

1 !A
' " I I 4

a:= , 1/33.33 1/33.33 1/33.33 i 3/.t
t _ _ _ _ _ _ _

____- ___L_ _ _ 2/S0 2/50 !4/2.47

[ 1 3 41 /.7

1/9.09 1i/9.09 1L/9.09 2/15.38 3/15.38 4/30.77 1/$. 09 . 0 0 11/S.02

A. 4UZuu3 Fi
1/33 33 / 47/i.

______________ _____ ___2__2_--__

L~p-L.A" 2-.-.

I.-o 2/1.2

zr.' , ns I C'100o - l

SHIPS. 1V S L C / 0/.4 1

SH'PS Wl-Tm V"TOL ALIC 4 /0&6
A. / 94__ _ _ _ I _9-: I?0,0 G J L 1/ . _____/____ . . .I__ 

s
/.

' 
63

TOTAL 4,2.47 9/S.56 19/11.3 13/6.02 14/9-Si $0/6.42 .8/0S.43 ii/1O.40 IG2/
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TABLE V

QUANTITATIVE DATA SUMMARY

PERIOD 4: 1976-1979
RAW

RAW % OF CATEGORY TOTAL PERIOD
TOTAL

-.SAZ I~DW

FZ~'W010 1/21 2 2/22/82. 1084.7

A1Ko-s A0RIRZE C / 2/40 3/20 S/4.2

IMC I IUA 1/10 14/40 12/20 2!20 la1 10/1.4

2/7.14 11/3.57 (7/25 2/7.14 1 4/80 .1/3.57 . .57 20/23.S3

A- 2/10.10 /00 2/13.18 2/10.1 IN /27.27 '909

gh.p ..- i 1/100 1/.44

91 -d;4/50 _______ 8_____ /6."2

I&. 11/32.33 1/22.22 !1333 3_______I/2.51.

4 .W 1E5 /o

1/80 1 ;0/10 1.so

101/180 .Z'.9

:1128 125 215C '1/3.206

________________________ _______1/100 1 4/3.36

0.ot.m1w~i _______ _______ 1 8 1/50 'is 2/1.68

1/100 8
=400110 _________ I _____j _____ __ __ 10

am isi/ai I/S 12/1.

*ur SHI ~ 10 OPS:I

SNIPS WITH 012.2OpfllsI____ __ _____ 1/0 1/.00

Tm"~l 8 4.2 4/2.24 25/21.01 -/4.2 16/13.4% 47/30.S 13,'18.92 4 1.3 Ill.,
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~~~rorc-~OF R"-' -ou:Is 917 3OV 0 .CZ-IJ OF. -:7.

.)e ,ooasnosti Rodlinv" (Reliable Gu~arr3 of the ~ecuii r : J- 0
~ome~an~) ovi--t Fleet, ?I Fe,7-raar-'pQ* (a

2) antain First 'Rank 7. Thnch,.ot-o7, -Okhc'totj'i -9a
13ov!'orivi lo oai (4urters for c;-lrnemrinoes) , Military7 ?rGSs
of the ninistr" o Defense, siqnorl to -Dre-ss .3 April12,

3) 'rNcifa.l .Vl.inr~"i,~ec to o~o'

--- isr,) o D:efense, signed to-ress un 12,-D)

dm A ir a Gc r s-.ov , "Strazh mcorsh,--h zr e
of 'e ariti4me 73e r irete rs) , A tcr oU

m atr al,., 5i do,,1adov i be, s e3 o D)ne v c,- nno -m o r3' 0a3
zt& (eIbl Gua -. of Z317ir '2 %Tr L 1 e r .r o -3

* or 2 eoorts and DJ-3u-sn fo Tav__

237 :1 Jii 173 .- le -7, 4

tt o n7 t 73 ''

*~~~ -I;r' c~~- -7,.r 11 th at rv ?t ~o7r t rTvv

L0 -4m - i oe-a -C ~ :3laock toa Fle, rli2 ",.

< a3 tonev , '75ej.-4 ona -3trazne" (.'7La'3 7;o luari) , ? r a ra of
the T,,raine, '3 7jlv., 1-10. (R)

II) ?r :niral 17. zas'i,"a 3r2~ mirnr.O

.1:a rr D -- or



zilvI??("Ml.e U. 1. 'Tav, and "t!ue ?olic-, o :7''t.' ' t

13) Can, - -ate nof m ±i1~ ~-c Ter-nt:
2nd Rank -A T, 7'rosta!kov, T)r otivm-occnna-a r 'crona
toraovvkh swdov (ThNtisubmarine Den~of %Ier'Thant ;hins),I

iltarv ?ress Tof the linistry of Defense, siqnefd to nre ss
18 Aumist 1060, 172,o7'.()

14) -4 3-va aodovshcnina Ve Ii , v Oktv'abrsko -'
sotsialistichesk-ov revolv7utsii" (-he 43r-,- A'-nnive-rsary of the
Great October Soci ilist Revolution) , Ccmmuni.zt of ':-e T r-ned
Forces, N1o. 1, Oct.~her -A3,on. 34-41. (R)



3TT7,CGRAHY-' '7 ')nOtJ7CRq31 GM Q T77 '3-7r -!'7O: C'.T

15) Ccrrespondina Memb.er of the of~m c2 ci-r-c?
!k. 7enlevich an(4 C.-itain ?n-I Rank S. 7). Osc' in, ovtie
issledovzaniva mirovoqo ol,,ana" (Soviet Pesear(- in teWr
Oc an), Naval DioeSt, 7Fe'hr u ar v 1961, on. 3.1-44. (T)

15) Admiral S. Gorshkov, "Na stra-!he -Z -4i n" (On
Guard of the Homeland), Lah)or, 23 Febr'uari 1161. CR )

*17) '-nqineer-Colonel A.11 3. chlm, "Ma-raviennoot'
-azv7i 'iva aviatsionlvk"2 srecis-i ohnarizneni7a -Do!~ z.
1 c d z A r u I erham" (D irfe ctio n o f z-.e De';elcnmant or
3uz:-ioarine Detection *leans Abroad) , aval 1 iet Marc i>1
no. 'i'-30. (F)

13) Rear Admiral 7. S. S""sa'.7 -v, C b i~menenii
3o6,erzo:ani-7a nekotcr17!-,. nonvati i vavenncrnorskaaoco iskusstva'
!-D'n thie Ch-anaes of th.e contant of Se-v e r a1 -:ner--tan-4ings ctf

Maya Ar) , ava D~ostAoril 1951, no. 2-2-20. )

P) Acmiral S. Gorsikav, "a3hnvStrar>i nor:3ki'-h
- -- 7ney SSSRZ' (Reliab le Guard of thie Mlaritime ?eieesof

roe USS), C-cmmuni;.3t of:h Ame Trces 'o. ,17'L Ll

' -7

DO'7~3 "'r :r 2~' Dv ,ft, 7)ne (7n: (7i-1

~oDi c.iso ions for MIa-.-v Day) -7R-ed '7 ~r, YJ Ji 1 1 1 2

3" R a ar YA4m ira 1 -. 1. AnIr .?-7eva0' -ro n 3 -~n :i'
.nu1't'aZ (-h2 Str--agle on th-e C22an Tes -.I:

7, 1n c - ti4.on 3) , * MIii t ar P reas o f the Mi1nt: o f DC fis,
t.A o o r ?ss 29 Jib' S 91, 273 -Do. (A)



*2 - r) dia 1 . Gor sz'ov, a-!:, -D!: 3
rihe zh e i o'e t soj Thravv," (On Gu rAn :> r
'r im e t ers o f 07e eoie o 'r) r a-_ -2~ :''l

25) Wice Ami r a! Gr isbian o, w!3.t

1bd3itel' nos t'i bo0veVuVu gotovnost"" (7a is e Vi i lance an,3
Comnbat Readiness)," Red Star, 29 July 1161. MT

25) Admiral AN. Andreyev, 11Na s t ra z.ne mor s'<ih
r u be z he v (On Guard o f the N!aritime -2erimeterz) , a 1 ar
Trnsoort, 29 July 1961. (R)

2-7) Admiral I;. Goiovl~o, "Pod! flagon 12odiny'7 (Uneder
the '1aq of the BImlnd zvestiva, 30 July 1951. (R)

23) Admiral A. Chabanenko, 1"qa straznhe m or zk i ' -h
rubezhe' (on Guard of the Maritime P-erimetars) , Zconomic

2Q) Vi'ce Admiral v. Ni. Ivanov, "la~ bovevov vakhte"
7) n C c ibat Watch) , ',atcr, -0 7u!; --,(2

- nne A'nra !. Ts7achenkov, "7oe

ct Zr etso N7 der7-1a vv" (-'e Navy. oFth:eSoi=t?'vr
Czmmun i;t of T'd ks tan, 10) 7__ '

* ':n ancnr Caotan 'r S t D n k '* '7 e2~
'"Oi-r -7-e voorosv ~~o.aasi at:nnP-'2 007''72 lnde c

- .>me *sic oFr I-le 7L2 nlo v2' ie),__

T :)v n_4or ~ -. V ~ov , d Czlcn3 D,- n . -

-' n 7ov07 til :a r-7 3.7-1nce 2 ofl Ia' irs oZ 7- r'i-i&
if :De.-ense, l~. A

33) NT.S. TKhrushchev, "Otohet TsK XSS' (2-e,)ort 3f te
Cntra1 .I mmittee) , Stanoiranhiic Record of theXXndPst
Coo'g r 3 , 17 Oc tober 123'i1, Vol0. 1, ~ 35. 2

3 : !ar :3ha 1 R. Ya 'Nalinovskiv, " 7 ch' toy. R. Ya.
Nelnos~o" (toth X:17-e PDarty Congress) , Pravda, 253

'!a ioe n1',l.o (ot2) ' .

*3 5 "Sovetsk'ive 7ooru7!ienniye 3i1-7 n a t I
s t ro itelntv a ':noru n 1 zna7  (T h 3 o vi A r -ie? -:o r c 2 in tlie,

c,7st nCT n'3TIIJ t1-..7 7tC :_ a C1



Histo-rica. 'esolutions o0 i-E cT Cc cz,
Iava1 D--7est, D2ceT ber !-'1, 3-1 A. (27

3-7) instruactor, C-andi;ate of ,%v. 3c-e Cntain
First Rank- M,. E. Ste,'anov, 1"Ob- s-.echienive a veiaia
Ooavcdn-'kh lodok v khode vo7~kil 2'2YStvi--" (Suoport for
te "Deploymnent of Sucmarines in t'-e Course iitr
Acton)Naval Diczest, Decaeober 1161, ro-. 30- 13. (
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39) Rear Admiral V. Prolof ' iev, "Glavnaia i(uafnav.a
sila v voyne na more" (The :lain Stri' ing Force of a W.ar at
Sea),-Red Star, 13 January 1952, pp. 2-3. (.A)

*39) "'1a strazhe sozidatel'nogo truda stroitelev
k om-munizma" (On Guard of the Creative Labor of the Build2ers
of Communism), Communist of the Armned Forces, 'lo. 2, January
1962, Dn. 33-4-D. (-R)

40) ?rofessor, Major-General N. M. Kiryayev and
Instructor, Candidate of :4jsto-rical Sc-;enc-e Colona! 'I. '-.
Shgatalin, "X:"TT s"ezd :(?nss ob rv reolenii voruzhienn-,zn sil i
oborc'nosooso'bnosti SSSR' (,"lie M~ldCronaress of the CnPqU on
th e 3tr-eni ten inq r f h -'armed Forces and t*,e
'ana ilit- o F th 1, S),; :Tival DieSt, Fe'oruar', O2, c. -

oE ti e :1 inistr7 of Def ense , si-ineO to -Oress 47'I

13) 2ot~oodoon )t rtrn v 3oV--emennovi
'Antisu'bmarine :Defens? in lIodern l-ar), R.ear Ac-:miral A. Ir

Ro-l ioi ICi , ilt arz ? r s 3of t ' >i n istr-7 of -e3Se,

3iina. to 21- ~' 'Anya ,'7 A

.:ear z a v,7 (-he Nav-' of the- 'To~ o''rScitvr:ir .

a-. :Deou tv Ch 4-f of the mnain Tolizi:jr:-.a-l Dr-ctor te of
t he Ec,7 77,,- . and4 'Iay', Vie &irI7. Gr is-anov, "Den'
j'o'-en no0-'o0r 3~c F1l0"ota C:R (r D)a~r of "Ihe
omnun 13t off thie 11r -ned 7orc es2 Ic. , 123 2 0 13 -

c .7 t 3oc 0 n arc S,'.' a 2 o r i , rorino or

a r o~

'3ret~a~ t; -,] _____ , q ;. ja3.
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noauch'ev '23er 7 11av' % Miht 11vo
Russia., 29 jl

49) Vice Adm iral1 V. Grishanov, "Sr a TI .r 3
rubezhey" (Guard of the Maritime eietr"Izvestiya, 2

50) Admiral T. V. Zozulya, "77se'gda na 3t r~f

(Always on Guard)l, :Zed Star, 29 July 1062. ()

*51) Adm-ni r a 1 N. K harlomov, (Io e 1oe1:M SoC.:!v"7

(Under the 7anner of the SollietS) , T:nbor,2 ui1%. B

52'~ Cmmandr-in-Chiief ?Ilack Sea -1-eet, Vie ITm~

7. 7"!= Crn Tct 2aL i 0o7 dr -havv" (rIaP' o a Srea t
?)ower) ,Pravda cl the Ukrainle, 2 u713. ''

*53 Tndfae f Naval ciar:7e, ToStructor,

7~rst 'Ran'- ,iT. taov tDkro i 1 7)t" cct-io n t -. ,?
Oedn 1717r 2 , eotamb:; 7 T1

r-4) 'a-tain i Trst B ank ' . -Kore-nev, "7 7~o- oa 7a 1z s, n'5

0ov7 k t ov u soeam" (A?~ atinq Calls -o
3u_,ccesses) , Communist of thne ar m e 7crces, Oo. I'. -er pop

Or k32 o'D. -a35 t ? T)v:r3 -

zo7tsialistiches.kov rev;olvutsi iT  (Tcrt"!-74.,e Ye-a rs ,D f ..
?2 Dct' *- Ecilalist Revolution) , -communist Df t" -- '

Ces To. e ot r n", o. 33-43. :T? -

33 -Amiral S. 3. :3:)r snov , "? .7vc rn -!-_ t
::lz kh '~1:mrsii~eruhDezi~e -dnv" (Th' e S~ Y- n 'n-

13 -_ ua rds thIe 'a r i ime -2cr i.eerro

37) sl B.' T. 'iitin and, 1. B nrtv

':'- 'on-ss t'i:e *C?SU7 on thep Decfense of the qOC-' i~t

7~ne anP ,:7a.~aDies:,t, ',oveRnber -,Do. -. ()

-D) ?rt-7 olo cha, a a -.rnn a o, 7re m e nno.
-~rn'-~or~v~n'~khstatei (Anti -u mari 7,e Dete fns~ o m o1r

>r~~, oV'_.?etion of ralte rces ,ea Mmirnl 1
?'o1enov~Td. '~i~ tar"~re~s o~ th Mii - o

'e~o~e ni~c~'e~ toOress 'l ~a-r1~1,~ o* ('
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59) AO.mi-ral V. ~ lf.io," ~ouVSe
lovennava straaegi-7a' (To tle C o-mingOto the -ior'
"iitarv Strateav") ,I~ava1 Diqest, Ja-nuarv; 19r53, on. 53- 9 6

50) "45 let Sovetskov Aroji i oenoor:a '

(45 Years of the SoitArmy and 'Ua'v) , Naval ios
7ebDruarv 1963, -on. 39 R

'Pol a r is' me Anr a s', av a S t a t eq'a 7"Pola r is" 7
.dAmer ican ~eci , ''iTimsN.' T~ur -D,

*') TleerAtnIiral ~ .Grb~v ?lsi7
-ovets- Celo flOta" ': Ore -3t Tas' of theScit 'v'
Star , 5 F-eh rua-v 1?'33. (7P4

33) 77 l.'i ral S~ ov ' -2 i-

ooruz:-,e n n'mn _;, :zm 3 e" 'heSViet Arfmed P~
-ears), , aor, 22 erar1?3 ()
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413) Cantain First 'Rank V. 'T. ShIev 4-sv, "or.o'
sostovantve i naoraviennost' razv'itiva '7.1s 3>A ( 11,1
Contemporarv State and Direction of OeveloiDment cff the 13
Navv), Naval Diaest, September 1)70, on. 30-97. (A)

*414) Candidate of Historical Sciences, instructor A
I. Babin, "F. Engel's o voyenno-morsk om flote" (7. '-7oels on
the Navy), Naval Digest, October 1970, pop. 3-9. (A)

415) Captain First, Ran% V. G. Yefremenko, "RazvitiP7e i
sovershenstvovaniye protivolodochn;kh sil i ik h ta.-,ti1.i"
(The Development and Mlodernization of A'ntisub~marine Forcez-
and -heir ractics) , :1,1.7-1 Digest, DOctober 1970, -o. 15-23.
(A)

*113i Cantsain TF-rst 7an"< V. 17. oz;'"Obesnecheni ye-
.. r-;nosti oi 7,s n vt i i na ce r ;s< (o n U 1 iu'i n u' (Te
:nsu r 4ng :)-- Secr- c, wqhile c~rfacinc ?erlscooe Dent!))

'Taval Dicesz, -0ctoler 11~71, no. 34-37.17

1,-,3. ".-ra D. azarev ani Ca-ntaxi. -7irst -%n'

n,-erlnrS 0: :'7 7) ent.hS) 'Tav7al7 ~~t, fD~~e

7 a~ a. t o, n ov vs -

7o - .?13 n a r..,

-.. .41 T)C .X

,= .!h nn .: . . . . .1 - t

3t.. ta'a

r ?!,7 21nli:!.T. nr1n.3 o.' 1:)F ~sYin
-3:,n r to' on.-; C7'c ~a. i r ~ ' .
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422) A. G. Xavtar adze, "Xniaa o r-zvitii ruso.co
vovenno-morskcgo flota" (A Fook on the Oevelooment -f -he
Russian Navy), History of the U.S.S.R., No. 6, November-
December 1970, pp. 149-151: Review of book by :<. F.
Shatsillo, Russkiv imoerializm i razvitive flota naianune
oervoy mirovoy vovnv (1906-1914) Russian Imperialism and the
Development of the Navy on the Eve of the First World War
(1906-1914), "Science" Press, 1968. (F)

423) Spravochnik Ofitsera (Officers' Handbook),
Officers' Library series, Military Press of the Ministry of
Defense, signed to oress 27 November 1970, Reserve Major-
General S. N. Kozlov (Compiler), 399 op. (MA)
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*1124) Doctor off M.ilitar-' Sc-e fclone]. '.1. 7elo;,
"mer to letv na kora'hlva:"h i n-A '(ereau" (MliotrAloari
Shin anti Ashiorf), Red~ (;tar, 13 7anuarv 39171. (A)

.125) Cantain ',irgt Rank 'I. P. Th71-uen!ko, l9),?Ctar~

rvetsva v tsarstvo MIeotuna" (The nentaqon i:; looilina for
t'he Realm of Neotune) , 'laval Diqest, januar-7 1-0-7, op. 0~3-

426) Colonel 7. . ThUkov, "Avia t siv a nr Ct I
oc'ion~kh lo3o" a~ _4_ on A.7ainst 1;um a r >e ,Naval

Dioe St, Fnbruarv 1271, no.D 117-113. (N

4 27 'ieuteanant-Coionel1 I, -i 's- 1'n an,, Tnoineer-
,Iaior A. 7. o n t ivv s iv, 'I ut no ,?z' ve r 1.ole t c
(Me liconter ?li-Thts af:? Going On) , 1aval Di7t e-,ruar*7

123) via ti'on Colonel-General o. A *rney n a -

v-::o I r7nr~ .~ . <'jr-jM-ZoT, '1% : aviiati
.,ChL'"0' (r ar ofteAViiati -n U :he:1-3ne Ic-a

- 1?e:) ,~~'. i.a I~ mTour 7 o

Z)~~~~' -, - ~~ -- n',cz t mn- ro- er.

7cncmics'
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*A134) M arsha.l N. I. 'Gr chko, -- ?c h tuo t e X.*'Tv
Congress of the C'DSU, XXPT sl'ez1 (omnot-e)z~ ar"iiI
Sovetskoco qovu:!a, st,:noorafich-7st dv otcnet, - , -ar~
aaral- (XTV Congress of the Communist -3art- o f tho 17ov ie t
UnionStenographic Account, 30 March - Aoril), Nol. I,
1971, pp. 344-351. (R)

*435) EThaineer-Rear-Admiral N. I. 9eresno-, Canotain
First Rank S8. E. Butov and Economist q. S. Starostin,
"Moguchava postuo' sovetskogo naroda" (A -Mighty Step of the

Soviet ?eople), Naval Digest,, April 1971, no. 3-6. (R

436) Vice-Admiral (retired) V. 1. Surabe~ov,
"N:ekotoryye voprosy ispol'zovaniya voyenno-!morskogo flcta v
truda ,,.h V. I. Lenina" (Several Questions of the Use of the
Navy in the -Works of V. I. Lenin), Naval Dijest, April 10971,
opT. 28-33. (A)

437) "Atomnyye raketnye pocvodnyye I 3d,<i VM'-S
-NaoDitalisticheskikh stran' (Atomic Missile Submarines of the

Citalist Countries) , Naval- Digest, Anril 1171, no. 39-90.

~2)Rear-A !-iiral A. ',. ,,cnta,,ev, "'Te zahwvaet' o-jvt
-7I,7v! (D-o 'Jot F7or iet the -,--er ienc ? of the,- War! ), "aa7l

D~et -o i n7l, ? 1~ ev ew of a DO~ o 3
71--l, lt i ';ovna (Thie ' 7vv a n War)r-, r ress3 of

-e 'ii r of-: i5efe-nse , 1.'- 0. (-R)

i _ intain First Ran's T. -. Tmin, ":MMPT- zz"e- <PSS7
ssu~nosl 120 ali~ra" oMY Cn,7r~s of t: e;?~
r 3 .7 vees s o4: Thoner a~ _ J_ s .~ m a

,7-sOi, -n-M,-or ; oin,7n" ea Mirie3'; f i ~sM
-n I* nf~ a(IeF) ' 7 3

VI Uaarn'7v av ianos ts y ''l a a1 SM '3iii c h e S':<i
str-an" (.3tri-;!"' AIrcraf t Carr i mrz o f oT t of t he
Cazi "alis t Countr i Es) , Naval Di-est, My 171, roo. 107-
3. (F)

I;.,1-;~on~ ?tov Ro (ea I i t i vo, ! i o ii tne

?o~a idMlta ry ?Pre-s s o f t 'Ie Mi ni3t r o (- LDef- nse,
s 'nd o Dr-azs 2 Ma';, 1971, 2r-2 nyo. (A)

4) "'7a 3tra-!he rori!: e z liezhT7; n a-t r ial L 1I
'?o'dlo';i 'e3"T (On Guarrl 0,!cr 'Ile 'Iaritioe2eiota3
M~t~ia2 :-)r ?enorts 7ia -ic szs, om.~ f thie



0%* 44'ka n s-,i strazh Ocesov'ichizln- ia-71-
d'ia dokla,3ov i h)esed o Dne "'AP" (Oceanico Guaa-l of the
Hcmnelana; 'laterials for Re? or ts and Discussions for '7avv
Day), Naval Diaest, June 1371, '00. 15-2-2.?

445) Cantain First Rank N1. '0, V'vunenko, "Sove-tskov2
vovenno-morskove isk usstvo nalkanune Velik oy Otechestvennov,
voyny" (Soviet Naval Art on the :Ive of the Great nPatriotic
War) , Naval Diaest, June 1971, nip. 29-34. (A)

*446) "Atomnvye tornednvye ood-vodnvve lodk-i VMS stran
NATO" (Atomic Tor-oedo Submarines of the NIavies of tl-e NATO
Countries)~, *Aaval Digest, June 1971, po. 107-108. (A)

V1- ce Adm-iral G. Sc h edrin, ".Iomn-'v, :a'hlt nvy
okeans. iv" ('Tu cle ar -70 o.-e r ed I Mi ss ile, Oceanic), Mi I ary
'.owledqe, Mo. 7, July7 1971, no. 5-7. ()

443) 'Marshal A. -N. 3;rechko, 'Ia t ra,! ne nir-a i
3tr o it a 1 1 s cm u n ir-n a resheniva '7I s e~a {?-ss v

'C n .3':ard uvr .--ace and2 th e ConstIC ti4on of
2omun sm; -n Reasolutions o h Ut ooeso h

'7nQ 7J to Li f2) , iltarvrss o f t-Ie 14 4nistr-~ of: TDefens:e,
slned to nrass 14 June '.7,112 nD. (*!A)

T7 '7 C 7 i-.' ToiC', "'keansi, ~a ~o o aia"

'ca ni D:3t-ant Crii~e), --:ec~lnloc a u.mmns Iu

'I".' ars:a1 A. 3r ch'<o, 'Plot na-3he- ci';'"h

- .-; ot : '7 ' 1 7

152) 7antain First Ra nk 73. 7. 73alv, 7 a s ch i ta
c. a2n s: ':hom-unii*,-,ats ii (-2o cnvtu vtoroy mirovov vc'nv)"

TeDefen=.? of Oceanic Communiations Accorfing to thie
3-::oeriance of the Se!,_cond World3 M-ar) , Na3val Direst, Jjuly

1329gier-canta in 17?c ond- Ra n'-- '. . Ne ,.13V,

o orcncz oihi~ 'ait aI i c i s I' rtran" ( ' r!od
n :3 C c n r i-1 : 71__es_ ___1___'1 Ju11
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454) "Tornedv VM-S I 'a itai s~:~

(Tornedoes of the Navies of Capitalist Coun-zrie s) , Iaval

455) T'1eet Admiral S. G. Gorslr'ov, "O ?,as:kiv, 2tomnnv-
raketnyy' (Oceanic, Nuclear-ooweredl, MisSile-e,:i iooed)I
Pravda, 25 July 1971. (A)

456) 7leet Admiral V. :(asatonov, 0% ean s' i v, st ra 'In
Rodiny" (Oceanic Guarl of the iomeland) , R ed Star, 25 T.11v
1971. (R)

4A57) Cantains ?Tirst Ran', A. N. 'Krimer' and- q. '.
Ye fimov, '"lovava nvatilet-'a 17ooros; u r eoleni';a
oborcnosnosob)nosti stranv" (-h9 e. T7-ar ?!=in anrd the
Q"tiestion of t-he TDefense of ie -ountrv) ,T'lDilest,

5 8) "Torslaya avi ats ~i T ztor i7 he s'e qv~n sr a v 'a"
':Taval -Aviation; A :-iiZtor "cal Z',, tc--'II , ava1 Dil-e t, V\aust
1171, 00 7 . (.A)

':ol' s ov 3t-rateaii" (-'he 7-:7:aas DE t:h? A:-erican " 3-.n i

I atoltov oDaUL~novl _vasi -' jci rns
::i~-act ical Data of Ai -,l anes3.an '117.. I C C X the

I -,-bor ne Av 3t i cn of Te j. 3. A. , ZnQ Iand- a nd _rne ,:

7~) ao-.ain ir st 7Ra n', .~ 2~,-'22r

3o r c!? , 7a'Vel D)ioe-Dt, 7. otemzer 1171, olo. 20-'-". (A)

*j -*antains "?ifst ?' Yi. I. nol 3 v 3n I- T. .

,nov, "')t 'nota-nnol'3-ha' in'1n' raketcnos t::u: i Tom
a "3ecret" 'i.i t n ' tomic 'isi -,' (>rr-*.r) , 'T.val -'?-

-3 lt-7 t V ~" (n4-'I i -ima r ie Aircat n'
icioo)t~rs) ,V A'a tio C- r-n c ra, 3 ctoe 91

.3-27. 7



4% -nan-eer-Zear A ir a .r nrs T;'::

e 1'nov obeso~cnenive de is tv i -drrv7 510s n S e17 -t'".

norskik'h o b' e'-t o v" (--hea Recormnaissc!nce S c rem 'n-7

Actions of the S-trike Aircraft Carriers acnainSt Otee ~c
tives), Xlaval Dioest, October 1971, nso. 13-23-. (A)

465) Rear Admeiral A. Gonta-ev, "Pu t' '. v
'o otcvk-a lichnoao sostava no-l7O'1nv7kh 1cd ok i'.1 Thi '

'okhlodam" (Course to the Ocean; TPrainina qul-marine -r ?,.,s for
Distant Cruises) , Naval Diaest, October 11"71, 0's. ~

r* 47) " Di- zel 1 n,' to r oec 'nv odo 2 n, -e 1 C ki1
a o a17tran" (DiespIo'' urairso ~

Caoi talist C-oun-rls) , Tla,7a1 Dis'est, coe 0 L

-153) BEnaineer-Caotain FirS 3.a n.- X. avlrov a n
~~andi~.a-e f 'echica Scene V. aI IC.1 j'CV

"Snravochni'c, k-otorvv favno r:hali' ( Re-f-arence Dcok velri
';e Have '3een 7Lorn Awaitina) , 'Iaval Dlic:ist, October 19:71, 00-.

a "I30 a'ev z~ coo,, by7 V. . val.eriko nn '1. -1.
sr-oumlov, S-r.'cr o:no0stran---m flotam (7'.erance Bo

Deen 1 17 1. (P.)

a- nt a 4n -7i r 3t *Ran' A . NI moy, T %-or c'.-s< ki;oi 3
~ative Szrch) -a N-7 a -1 D i m't, No e r 197 1, n7's

7On a--' 7ns ean n.. -

7,a -ne3 -- :: -7 -, w, - , '

L -3U 's'. -- '

-1 ' N ''li -1' r- asC av" ': I r

-r :si- ?sn-s )f Ame e nec 'an 'Iili tsri z'3) -INva Oet,

474) 'Poivlr cnv' '':z an c~: (.n tiSb'a m n

103. (7)



475) Engineer-Ca~tain First 2_ ank A.?rost2-*cv, D
pelengu. . .-podvoUdnaya b sell' (Obzor literatury o ce'~; .

protiv podvodnvk. ' lodok) " (A-long the 3earing ... A Su'-nar The
Ta~t ~re7of Literature on Actions A c a-nst

Submarines) , Naval Digest, November 1971, oo. 107-109. F

476) "Protivolodochnyye vertolatvi VS kaoitallist-
icheskikh stran i ikh nositeli" (Anti-Submarine H-elcoDter-
of the Navies of Capitalist Countries and their Carriers),
Naval Dig~est, December 1971, oo. 91-92. (F
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477) Rear Admiral V7. Sooi an V. Xso,

"Protivolodochnavia oborona" (Antisubmarine Defense), Scitanc?
and Life, January 1972, np. 43-55. (A)

473) Rear Admiral v. Prokof-,'ev, "Xhoroshive itoqi,
boll shiye zadachi" (Good Results, Great Tasks) , 7N1aval
Dicest, January 1972, no. 3-7. (R)

479) Candidate of Naval Science, Cantain First Ran'r~
-A -:s Ikin , "2ek:)tor,7-.e tend entsii razvitUa vo'irenno- osih
sil" (Some T-rend3 in t--e Develon-nent ro; 'Naval FTorces), al

DiesJanuary 19172, loo. 24-30. (A)

*130) BEngineer-Cantai% 2nd Rank 7. Y,:?r of zev, "NTa s-nenu
'Tolarisul a. 'osevcdonu'I (-he Chance to "? oIa ris" a rid
"Poseid3on") 'I aval1 Dic7est, Januarv 1,172, nro. 3-2 A

DiesJanuaryi 1072-, n. 1)-0q.* (7)

13.:-' ( .h eonC a% n e!eo---------cvS Atomi Tt)s1 -, a ,

-i::est, Januar'i 1272, -Do. 1117--107. (R)

'32) *.. ?oncmarev, "Pod fc-accm mltrsscoh:a
a, .r 3 - ?ia 7 th

Ai~i.arit Thc; analivers and "'Izi~es: ATO ;I Y,
n Jau a ry I17 '

eoae s~th Tet rno, R d St a r, 73 nuay r -7 7-

-133) 2 a ' A .1e . 7nn 'D - -- 3 nat nnvm:h (-;e
me rm 'lhe A-.claar-ncve-r 26 13 ha rines) s 2 n I diron,

3 unn een t ed-. !DOSAAF ?ress, 3 1an al to -Dress 3 7-ebruar,.,'
?72 (?)\

*433 nSozdannr e 2 1 1 zm en in ym et ed3 '0, r e at
Le--nin), 'Ta 7al iat ur 1972, * 3-. (A

i7 Rear-Adm-iral (ressrv7e) F. C h er n,7Inev , 'Ia sluahbte
-~-'r -,7. (1n tc erie of Reacticn), Naval igSt

3MI
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483) Fleet Adnmi ral1 S. "or sh ov "7z'v no-norrs'.iv
flotv v voynakh i v mirnove v rernmv a" (M!a:es In .>ar 71-,
Peace) , Naval Digest, Fe'bruarv 1972 t.IrcuohT:r:r 17
less June 1972 and January 1973. (A)

489) "Fregaty VMIS kapitalisticheskikh stan" (Frigates
of the Navies of Capitalist Countries), Naval Star, February
1972, pp. 97-98. (IF)

490) Commander-in-Chief of 't he Red-Banner Pacific
Fleet Almiral N7. Smirnov, "Krasnoznamennvv, Ti~hookeanskiv"
('The- Red-13anner Pacific Fleet) , Nlaval Diqest, %larch 1172,
o.3-0. (R)

,!I!) 'Reser-e Cantain First Ran'< q. tr-:?l ov,
"7lektroni;' a nodvodnov .7o,,nv; sb~or i otrabotka o*<eanoar.
inforna ts ii v VIMS 313h A (The Electronics cof ujndersea
-qarfare; the Collection and Workina UJo of Oceanoaraoiic

no~.~inin the U.S. \Tavv) ,Naval Diacest, M.arch ;.'2,'0.

492) Doctor of Naval Science, Cantain 77irs:: Ran'k X.
Tit ov, "Onarativnore oborudovaniye Ti hcokeans'<oqo teatra

-oyennvkh< d3evstviv (T'he OToerational Infrastrlicture of the
-3 . 4 Ocean Theater of Alilitarv Action) , :Iaval Diiest,

:.rh 002,c. 101-103. (F)

-tran" (Destrovers of th-e Navie-s of Ca-Ditallst Countries)
I-val Di7est, Miarch 1972, -)n. 109-1l3. (F)

4' )Rear-Admiral V. Andre-~ev, -.c,7e2ra.a *c, tin a
er 'n s cao ~zr a! zma" (Te iltar-y Do0:'e o

.mef 4cal Imcerialism), avaI .D,- -i, Arl17,c.'7

San" (Guard Shios of thIe N.a vies of Caitilist Countries),
'Iah7al Diaest, Anril 1072, -oo. 105-10:.. )

*?)CandiAlate of Historical Sciences, Colonel I.
t a 17i'S'< 1'7, " Nov- , truO -) vove'inom nasleIi i '7. 1. Le, nina" (A
1', or% on the Military Teiacv of '1. T. LIenin) , Naval

4.ret '~ri1072, nn. 1-07-100. Pevi:ew of book! by ',. "T.
\:cvsev 7. T. Lenin i So'")7ets'<a7a vo _ennav;a nauka.(A

1 -7) "7:essmertive -- li'<ao conlviga" (The Imrortalitv
of Ie j r~at 0?e6) , Ia,7al DiesMav 117", oo. 3-5. )
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4119) CzipDt ain Ti rst 2o-nk (r2serv?) . T,'covr
lodki o3ror',.Tva'_.'ut ':lokad-u: S t ra nits Jiz mi a~z.: 3 '.

Break the 31oc'<ade: Pages of Histor- l'.2 ) ~t 1~
1972, no. 59-52. (A)

499) Lieutanant-Colonel X. Kozlov, "Ooocrn,.7ye 'oazy 'IlrO
v vostochnom Sredizemnonor' e" (Sup-ort Bases o0 T:-ATO in the
Eastprn Mediterranean Sea) , Iaa iet a 92 o 3
92. (7)

500) Caotain First Rank A. Petren~o, "Avianostsv"
(Aicralft Carriers) , -"echnolon; and A:rmament:3, A'; 1972, o.
17. (A)

501) 1. \. or:)tin et a!, a in o s t :3 i
'rtcLor-.toosts- (7ircraft Carrier-s and qelicooter Carrl-2rs),

MIllitar-7 -),-ass of th~e Mlinistry of Def-nse, si-ned to oress
22Ma 9 ?72), 112 n-o. (A)

::-2) 31. qmukul, "7.ooruzhenive oo-Dcvvn;k<h I,)d Ok"
(Armam'lents Of Su'-marines' , -- clinoloa- an,! Arm _mnts, Jlune

503) "Prutivolod4ochnove j-oravlva7emc,7e raketnove
o rulz h v-e 1 (Anti-Sub-mari4ne Guidied issile Weaoons) , 'laval
0Ojoest, June 12-72, 'or. 97-08. [F)

5 - 4i T t'la o0ov-7e v o I va !' -It' 7, mocr,;,a. ok na ;
matzerial-! dl o!<ladov i oesed o dIne VoN enno-morskoa-o flota

'32 On CobtWatch in the Seas and Oceans; "Ia ef42l for
aT-7, D_- -2 n:rts and Discussions) , Communist The rme

::r~e5 Ac. ,ine 1272, o02. 32-34. (?

-705) '<: t n;v k7 - <atara 7A*.S otlsihsi Stran"
Catof tlhea NIavies of Canitali.st Countriss) , ______

o'<ea n al<TV (On the Seas and Ocaans) , Pravd3a, 30 J u 1- 1972.

707) Admniral . 2r is, a rov, "Chsasov 've o% 2a n ck:ik<h
:ee TV (Se- ntinels of tie Oceanic P)erimeter, Iz,7?s Ji,,a ,

'0 JUJ-> 1'9).

T 13-: leet rdm ir-a 1 . s. satonO17, ",Ia b-ov7evO-
*:eht" ')n Ccmh =t 'atch) 7- ed tar, )f0 Tul-. 1 7. (2

tz) 21 e of th ,e Nain Staf f cf Te 'Iay" Fle--et
A~~r~.A.2.3?-e7-7 -a7 tr-1i ts i'V:> fIot a (Tn the-

I*h a" ,~nn1D tr2~ i -,n:3 7, '92.(2
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510) Engineer-Admiral P. 'Kotov, "O' -ans.i 7-,, atomnv,"r
rakatonosnvy" (Oceanir-, NTuclear-oowerel, "lissile-carriers),
Rural Life, 210 July lc72. (R)

*511) Fleet Admiral S. "I. Tobov, "Okeanskayia vakhta
voyennykh rnorv akov" (The Oceanic Watch of Naval Personnel)
Moscow Pravda, 30 July 1972. (R)

512) First Deputv Chief of the Main Staff of the nTavv,
Admiral T.N. Aleksevev, "Okeanskava va' hta" (Oceanic
Wlatch), Labor, 30 July 1972. (7R)

%z'3) First Den~utv Chief of the Political D~irectorate
of the Nav, Rear MrnMiral N. Shbio,"Okeansiv strazh
stranv Sovetov" (Oceanic Guarrd of the Lane of the 3oviets)
qov4ie-t Lithuania, 30 julv7 1972. (R)

5l1) Admiral 77. zleksevev, "Razvitive hoerk aterov
i , ~r i77emov i:h isool'zovaniy'a" (The Develooment of the
Combatant craft and Method2s of their Use) , Nlaval Dicest,
Aucgust 1072, nn~. 32-38. (A)

515) Caotain Ind Rank -2ncineer 'I -iivu~zov, "lrlivani?_,
sobstvennv7'h a'-ustiches-ikh ncmelzh koraol~la na ef fekivnost'
noiska" (The Influence of a Shio's Own Acoustic Tnter'ference
cn the Effectiveness oz Search), -laval Digest, August 1-072,

315) Can ca in 2nd Rank-Encineer 3. hi~h:in a nda
e'aiteanant-C"aoDtain-Engineer v. Peter'kov,"Gid3roak--ust-iche:s

.-..ak VS stran NATO" (,: .droacous tic 3Beacons of t 1,e
a -is of z 1e iAO Co-untrie-s) ,-' UaaI D ies t , Au au s t, 3

(F7)

,v317) 7.noineer-Colonei -. anov, 7~or ab1De1'n 7,
oroD vo o c in7!e - " 1to0 t, 0 a hi nat Ai3 hm a r .n e

_11 c ot er3) s a, 7a 2D,:7e st, Au cu st 1172, no. ?4-71.

519) "Tornednyve 1<atera VTMS '<apitalisticheskikh
stran: (Toroedo '3oats of the NaVis oS01 Canitalist
17ountries) , Naval Oi'iest, Auaust 1072, ao. 103-104. (F)

51") C-. CZ'1atoV, 'Vovenno-morskive sil' 7~A snravka"
(-he '7a 77 F7o r::e s of the 'J.7. ; T3eference Information)

'20) Caotaln First Ranl "K. mitov, "Ob'lektv i sil';
ra-Z 'e d Ii na -icra" (Objectives and Forces of Reconnais-sance
a~ gea) , 7a vlioet Seotemher 1072, nn. 5932. (A)



521) eT. eli ns kiv, rM rov oy ' ,, a n"
strategiva SShA" (The ".orl3 Ocean and tne >iia~Sr:
of the U.S.), U.S.A., O ctober 1972, oo 1--1. (7

522) Iviation Colonel-General A. A. M-.ironen'<o, "Pos
krylom -- o--aan; o morskov aviatsii, b-eseeda s nach. s2: -azDa
aviatsii VMF SS9R" (Uinder the Wings -- the Ocean; Intarvi! w
w,.ith the Chief of Staff of laval -'-viation of th e T-TSS72,
Soviat Russia; 20 October 1?72. (R)

523) Captain Fi rst 7ank (retired) N. 1-3o r d3esev,7
"'Vrotiveaevstvive razverl!<9 arotivni'<a" (Counteraction to the
Reconnaissance of the 7nernv) , Nlaval Di~sOctcber 1172, n.*

31-35. (A)

%52) . "TO Vik, " ,7e z, a n ad o,, anom; o~ -z I_
-.1avani, v;akh soy. voven. mor, ' alov" (Stars Over the Ocean;
On the Distant Cruises of Soviat Sailors) , 7Re-A Star, 25
November 1972. (---)

*525) Cantain 2nd ?.ank-7-naineer i. 73alin, "MIinnava
onasnost' " (The Mine Danger) , 'Naval Dii-est, November 1?72,

4~ 42- 4 7. (A)

y2) "ave 3 ro t iv7oocd o c hn, 7 1e eorabli i 'hatera
1:ao itali s t ic h eski J h stran: (T-mail Anti-Su'bmarine Shii')s an~l
.raft of Canitalist Countrie2s) , "aVal Di,:est, November 1372,

52-7) :.ar 37al A. a rc h o S ct s ia i st ich e s'a, a

-r-,' ad S tar , 177 December 1I2 (y

2)Coinne-1 7. -- enov , ~'r 4ene n 4- - a:~s : .

~ t~v~ na more-" (-he: -lse o' 74Iticn 4n - a
~.t Cns at 7e),Mv i~tTaebr12 n

-- n Cantain First Rank-Enaineer ' aorelov, "0
t:e',h.nichneskov :eksnluatatsi i su-3ov na -o7-9us'-inov ncru'-shl'e"
(On the Tech nical T7.alo1itation of A-ir-Cushion 7hia-s) , 'llaval

-)i4-st, DecembDer 1172, po 7 0-71. (T.)

530) Cantain F-irst ' anlh '7. Shloma, "Thniia 0
-)oslievovlennr.n razvitii flotov" 1,3co' on the nos t-Wa r
Develoamei nt of- Navie-s) Naval DJia~st, Dez7'mbDer 1972, -:o. 100-
1 02. aeview of 'hoonk by, I. 'I. ?otanov, Razviti-? vo-n-nno-

mosihflotov 1. -.osle2vovenn-7 neri-:n (-Tne DeveloL'nent ::f
!Tavies in th e ?os t - -a r 7cod), iiry rsso th
'linistry of Def inse, 12171. (A)

'J-=7
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3BLIOGSRAPHY 3F SOURCES ON SOVI2T ?ERC::PTIC;S 01. U.S. AS',

1973

531) Fleet Admiral V. A. Kasatonov, "Tverdov nostuo'7u
k novym rubezham" (Firm Aporoach to New Perimeters) , Com-
munist of the Armed Forces, February 1973, no. 52-67. (A)

532) A. A. iKvitnitskiv, Protivolorochnove oruzhive i
ego nositeli (Antisubmarine Weraroons and Their Delivery Plat-
forms) , Military Press, signed to press 15 Fbury1973, 06
'00. (F)

q33) 7. Shcheglov, "Atlanticheski-i lo t 3ShA (-he
Atlantic Fleet of the U.S.), Red Star, 20 February 1073. (7)

.534) "Gi-roa%,ustichesk ive sredstva oonaruzheni-7a
.oodvodnvkh.' lodok V MS <aoitalisticheskikh stan
(Hvdroaco istic Means of Detection of Submarines of -:ne
Navies of Canitalist CountrieS) , Naval Digest, Tabruar,'
191/3, on. ?5-95. (F

535) 3;. Svv' atov and A. ',\o!-os'h1inr '"Irs' ava moshch' v

nlanakh a7,neri'.anski',h strategov" (Seaoower in the Plans of
the Am.er ican Strategists), International Life (Rus s ian
edition) , :4IareTh 1973, pp. 77-36. (?3)

535) -tear-Admiral A. Gontavev, Vnezaonost' a K
ateaori,7a vovenno-morskogo izk u s stv a (SuorIse as a

-ate orvi of NIaval Art) , NTaval Dioest, -!arch 1973, no. 30-

aS~ o ta n First R a nk, G. -c st"e 1 ,7a Cli 7 0d071

t-'~ -2-nde r'ater) , Naval 7Diz::-st, '!arch 1073, no. '31-10.

%3 ni,;at~ f -Techn, cal Sc ie n -e q -3ato v,
7 rn e k t i 7 a ~'7 i a T PAS 9)FZ1IA -7 7C r!- -1d7 (r os nec ts 1:fr

the Develooment -ht~e -J.S1.. '7av" in the -90s) %I Naval1
24iaest, M4arch 1071, on. 01--n7. (A)

53~) 13 . Svy t-, t "17 t r a vka n a 'trezubets :lent'ina';
-ametki o 7o-enmor. noliti'-e S>.A' (Reliance on 'he
-ilant of 'entune' ; N1otes on t'.e- Naval Poiyof theU.)

R7ed Star, 23 Miarch 1'73. (?)

540) '1. Arkhi-)enko, "Na stra~he -n ~rs; ikh rubezhev; a
=o'e'r'k'- udnvakh .nor'-akov Tik hooksan. flota" (On Guard of

t1ie H!omeland; On the Ccrnbat -Zout,.ne of the Sailors of the
2i: 7leet) Communist, An-,;1. P7. on. 92-102. (R)



91) 2Zear-Admni r a! S. 7ilorncv, "U nich tz',,en ive .2 11
flota v. basa~h" (Destruction of thle -rce 3 cf r i
-heir cIases), NIaVal Di-est, Anril 1071, r). 2-'

1-12) Cantain 2nd RZan--naineer 7u. '-ev-' iv, '"Iors.%zive
,minv S-qhA" (Sea %lines of the U. 1.A. ), aval Diaest, '-.ril
!Q73, on. 72-77. (F)

*r;43) Calotain First Ra nk V7. Shchetinin, '4i n n ov e
oruzhi;'e v vovne na more" (Mine Weapons in War at S3ea),
Naval Digest, May 1073, on. 23-2g. (A)

9-44) Candidate of Technical Sciences 1. Xorotkin,
"Pozharv na lvianostsakh" (Fires on Aircraft Carriers),
Nlaval Di-e st, M1ay 1973, zon:. 93-98.()

345) -Adir al 3. Yecgorov, ":<rasnoznamennv Se v er n 7
fltna vaknte" (The Red-3anner Northers Fleet on Watch)

NIaval Dicest, June 1373, -n. 3-9. (R)

*5-A5) "?e:r3-oektiv; razvi ti-a zi droakustices'<..in
3red3tv7cbnaruizheni-va a:odvodn,,'Th lodok 7 S SIIA " (The Outlook
Of Delvelonment or T-1droacoustic Means of Detection of

a r arine s in the *J.S.A.), N1aval Di-est, 'June 1373, -,n. 17-

37) '!or:uch i- f lat na s-i e " Rod in,; na ter ial; -1a
-~ 7-z ?3d n,? -7o'yno-!nors'<cao cflota 3332~s" (-n:

:,:our -iomeland ; '-!at-?rial3 f enort and!

3 :3 : i r al N.'IT Am zl'o ea n s'< 47 tr a 0- ~oin;It
3ran 7'unrl oa- -icSoeland- , '.ilitar-, nwede u

-"- a7:h Otchi~nv" (Oceanic Cluard4 of thne Nomeland) , -echnoloa7
?2a Aramets July - 173, -?n. 3-5. (71)

*75-9) Colonel -A. 3ulatov and V. :3agol-,ev, "Arktiz,-a v
n)Lan',h' NIA7" (7he Arctic in NATO Plans) , q C74 21t W r r i ar No.

751) Arm:ni r a '1. Aa:el I'ko, ".Ie 5,to !3 !A zh by o K ,an"
(_- Of CSerVice -- thie Ocean) , -Water Transnort, 2)3 Jrl'i

95)?et Amia 3j- :1 3. ~ors ik o v, 'NIa oK e an s% i o
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553) Ndmiral V. Grishanov, "Vernost, ?od3in.e" (Trrue to
the Homneland), eia, 29 July 1973. (7,)

554) Fleet Admiral V. Kasatoncv, "Oke2anskiv strazn
Otechestvall (Oceanic Guarl of the Fatherlani) , -Red Star, ?I)
July 1073. (R)

555) Admiral IN. Sprqevev, "Na stra~~i mors k ikh
ruhe:zhev'" (On Guard over the Maritimne Perimeters), Lalhor, 2q
Julv 19-73. (R)

553) Engineer-Colonel i. lkeksevev-, "Dlya udara s
,.o-dukha; o -.ooruzhenii morskov aviatsii SShW' -(For Stri' :
from the Air; On the A"rmament of the '.aval Aviation of the
uJ.S.), 'Taval Digest, August 1973, po. 63-72. (7)

357) Rear-Admiral X. Stalbo, "Ra 2.7ite sovetskoqo
voyennornorskogo iskusstva v Velikov Otechestvennoy voyne"
(T-he Develoloment, of Soviet Naval Art in the Great P)atrioti c
.ar) , NA!val Diqest, August 1973, nn. 15-23. (A)

*533) Colonel Yu. T<hramov, "V7ozdus'hna';a ra zv.eo. a
<crablev v more" (Air Reconnaissance of Snics at Sea) , -laval
Di est, August 1973, o.23-25. (A)

35)Caotain 2nd R ank-Enqineer 17. Y,31iseveve 17 72 Z*?

tr atecioheskikh sil" (The Reserve of 7e rateqic F-orces)
la ~al i-~st-Aicust 197"3, o.35-il. A

*~'~) andi~at~of 'Javal 3oie4nce, Ca-_ota: irt.nI

7 cni 7cTcnlo~a evol-ition' an,, th-e 'levy.-) a ___:a__

3)Dctor 'DEf1 Na 1 c i enc'e, T:S7or (I r 7a:~
"lot't 7,elikikh I--r 7a,7 V y S1 oosleoe nnvv7N ne r C(I " ( ie N~C

of tl-e Great -Dowers in the *3ost'war Peia), ,a' D i7est,
Nlorember 1973, or). 99-102. (.

7532) Candidate of Naval Science, Reserv7e Rear Almiral
V. Yas'kin, "0 sovre-menn-i!-h 3tratagichesk<;'h '<cntsentsiv Ia k-
IMS, SS!IA" (On the Contemo-n-orary7 Strateg iz Concerotions of the

U.S In'r), aval Dig'est, Dece-n er 1973, nn. )1-94. (A)

7_63) uStroitelistvo 711 SShA -7 1?73/74 finans-iom
gcd-;; s- ravochnyye udannviye rofitzeru flota" (Construction of
the U.S. Navy in the 1?73/741 Fiscal Yaar; NHandcibook Data for

avlOfficers) , NTaval Digqest, Decam:ber 1)73, o. 95. (F)
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554) A. 7heludev, "Atomnvve n c]v o d.n1.7V e kr a)1 7

SShA" (Nuclear-pow,,,ered Submarines of the UJ.S. Navv') , t
Star, 10 Januarv 1071. (F)

565) V. I. Achkasov and N. v. 73asvo (E0~.) Bovevoy
out' Sovetskogo Vo7yenno-Morskoqo FJIota (Combat Course of the
Soviet Navy) , 3rd edition, Mlilitaryi Press of the M.in-is try- of
Defense, signed to press 13 February 1974, 592 ?p. (A)

566) F-leet Admiral S. 13. G:orshkov, "Nade'.n'r; 3trazh
Otechestva" (Reliable Guard of th e -atherlan3) ,' Soviet
?atriot, 20 February 1974. (R)

567) Caotain First Rank G. TKostev, "V:aiJmcde-stivii-e-
vazhnevshiv orintsio isnol'zovaniv a sil" (Cocoerati-on is a
V7ery i.-o-ortant ?rinci-)le of the Use of Forces) , NIaval

3iet, F-.ebruar-7 7 374, zco. 2-3 A

~333) Cantain : irst Rank I. '7asil'eu and C-actain rI --
72an V. i-ronov, "M-li taritie uprazheneniva O''7 ATO'

eThe Militaristic Exercises of t-e Combinedn '7aval F"orces o:
NATO),NavelDicest, 77eb ruar- 1 )'7, n. ~~7 T

~ "Rak etv7 dlva V .1" (M isies oS th (. ay;)
.7a3. Di_-est, 7eb-ruarur 1074, oo). 3 (F)Q

an' at a In 4ir st R an -' N. 'TL7so0v, "c'~, eon

~' ~hos~ ,'ravel D-icest, 'larch ' , '0. -Y 'A4

~ a-Dtain Fi.rSt an-cinee r 7. Ths~vColonel-
Eng ier -7. 3hlas.hurin -nd Can)tain "'hi-i 7-,nk--Tnaineer 77.

CeezV, 'Nade'Th:nos t' ifooas~'v .3 i r o!
?Lfe zti-;nCst 0 oi sk a'7 aTh R1 i abili t7 -- roacous tic
Statio,7ns and! th-e Effectiveness of Search) , -laval Di-3est,
lar~h "')7-1, nn. 34-35. (7)

3 '72) Candi.late of Technical Sciences G. Svvatov,
ieno-t~ncne<caa cli tika 3S.-A: 'Ie',otorvv-e tendentsi i

?e ra-w: r:i-7a" (--he NiiavTchooia Doj__'" of t, Ie
7. A.: 7Eme :endencies of its Development), Naval Dine7st,

Marc-h 1,74, -Do. 97-102.()

573) M ar sh*na 1 . A. 2 Erc ho, 1:o c ruzh ern~v n,. lv
SOv t Z- 0 ~o s u a r 3t -a (ThIe Ar-ne d To r Ce-s c: f .. t Sovie-t

-.i i3 At ar 17, ? 3 mm. I(in 3tryoA)ene.
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,''4) '-a'o r-(3 en-r a! -) an kr atov n -D I"D ne 1
Valk!-nov, tT~en ins'p, i ,i r s rn (3,;, the Leni- sr- 2c'rr so

Naval Dicest, May 1974, 20n. ?-9. (R)

576) 'Caotain First Rank V. Artornonov and Reserve Rear-
Admiral V. Yashin, "Teni NATO nad .radizemncrnor'em "(NATO's
Saaow over the Mediterranean) , Naval Digest, .Iav 1974, 3p.
102-108 and 111. (F)

577) .- -v Flot SShA" (The UJ.S. -th __),Naval

Dicest, Mayi 1974, pp. 109-110. (7)

573) A. L. rostakov, Gidroa.<ustices:kive,! sr -;st-7 a
flota (P-i'iroacoustic %leans of a -av7ia ,7 *. lia 2:ess of ,*-,
ministry of Defense, signed to ore:ss 23 Mlay 1374. (F)

0") '7-7 Hlot SShA" (-he U.S. 7th -:Ieet) , Naval
DP4 est, June 1174, 2on. 03-04.(F

-Z3Q 0 "r0ti V no13odvoAnv7hh lodo k (Aqainst S3u!h ,arines)
'T 3vl Diest, June 1174, 09.~3 (-A)

~31) Dc to or r D Nav al 3z7nc e, 7e ar Adm-i ral -A
a ''7 v S iv , "Ta k<t iche s Iiv asojekt skrv.tnosti'1 (TeTacti-

Cal1 Asnect of :zecrecv) , R eA Itr 7 une 107.1, -). 2~.()

32' ~~ 4'rtn Co1,cne1-Genera1 A. A.ircn, nh-o, 'K-1'
,:a" of tCh3 e Mav' zoviet ntric t, I~ June IX171. A

7 3 3 "C'- ?an s'<iy strazhi stranv Sov7eto,7; material>_ 11-7a
-zlo '7 i -esed o One 'To enno-:Ilor3soao F-:lota S313R'I (Oceanic
3u. orte 7Land; of "th)e Soviets''.,ate.-ials for enorts -and

-;CcussiOns fo3r 7:la,7, :Da, of Thne USSR) , Conmuniotofte
.--medj Forces , No. 13, July 1.7-1, -D. 33-37. 2D)

934) D-eo)utv Commander-in-Chief of thAe N4avi, A-4,iral 73.
2ondarenho, "7.lot na 'ho'7evov vkt"(The Navy on Combat
W-atch), Nlaval oi-,est, Ju>-1 lq7 4, 2?. 3-3. (R)

-3- R. 7,urnkovshiv "NTastovahceye i bOucushcheye
1udIafn-,Ih avianostsev" (The ?r~sent and Fuueof Strile

4 r cra f Cr r ier:) N Nav al Di -es, Jul1 -1,7 ?74, no. 9 5- 9. (A

*535) Cantain F ir St R a nk (r t i red) G. Gel'fond,
"Isussvooohec!y" (Th~e Ar:t of Victor') , Naval Digest., July,

397, m. 3939~. eyy~Of ')0ok V. 1J . Achiasov and 'I.



c 7 Q' (7 s!'Ki 'c s- C r7 -7 n-

carrvirla) ,Rof9 Star, 131 !u'lT~t P

* 3 3) Fl e Yclriral 3. G. Gorsh'§:ov, ":!o!rS ,ac3 c

str-anv. Sovetov" (The Seaoower Df *,,e 7ado ~ :;as

P)ravdOa, 23 Julyi~ 1974. )

539) dirlV Grishanov, "Otv7az 'n vv .Ie s y nv 7c .- /1
(Couraaeous Sons of the Homeland) , Xa7a',hstan Prva, 238

July 1374 . (P4)

390) "2 1-iet Admiral V. Kasatonov, "I.a s-r a:!he
')techestva" (On Guard of the Fatherland) , Red Star, '_ Julv

L?-) R)

=91) nonee r i n -ia~P otov, " n~'srz
7coi .7v (Oceanic Guard of t.- --cmeland-) , Sociais t TndStr,

3 ) ~ mil 3. ndaren'to, "sea'4a n a 3,:a e
1.:a s on i nr -4 ,7c-,7iet P)triot, 2? 7ul I4 1 v

*~a~r-2en u tl . 7ises-> "Orhc-7 a a'zti .a

o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ az aan tta~a t -vl Aito oic A7a:n ViL-

naz73 rv am a sc~a>a rava
r3at. v s-i f a,7n--.1 r '1ca -la t

Aviation~ ~~~~~~~ of t e atifth .S S R ), : i i a v P a~~
MiCo'<r' of 'Ins~ .~3 (A)nc

-I :nssc To r a on Aicaf Carirs -az7 ,aalC's,
z? a t 2'_ 4 no. sJ~ I0 {ei'of o hooks 3h firs

1:e t 7 -1 3 7 - L ro T7 4r=,, Of~' ,. 13 '<-.: rS t2

717)



597) Captain First Rnk-Engineer _17cv, ''-r--

vazvitiva neakusticheskik> sradsw tarnanyv
(Tendencies oar: the Development of Wn-Aconstic~ '"n f
Detection) , Naval Diaest, Septemlo~r 1974, o. R3:-32. i

598) Colonel (reserve) YU. Khrarnov, ""ozujshnaya
razvedka vovenno-morskikh baz" (Air Reconnaissance of loyal
Bases), Naval Diqest, September 1974, po. 20-23.()

*599) Professor, Rear Admiral TI. ?avlovich. "Osnovnyye
fa' tory razviti'a voyenno-mors~cgo iszjusstya" (7undamental

7actors in tne Develonment of laval Ar t,) liitar7-
HiUstorical Journal, December 1274, op. 43-53. A)

500) -Flee Adm,,iral 3. 3;orshkov, "Nekotorw'e 7ccrosv-'

razviti 7a vovenno-morskogo fflota" (some Questions on th-
Develoonent off the Na""') , Naval Di~est, Decernher 1274, no.
24-12. WV

*5301) Cantain 2nd Rank (res.e:rvel . 2 ~v v "a
r2~chita Mors,0 %omn:a v fin th Defns a
Varitime Crmmunications) , laval M~igest, 7eceher 11-1, nn.

*52 "AryAra C2ruisers) , 7aval Dicest, :scender,

0Q 2 atain First ?ant 1. Shoshdov, "7az'iWt
zchneswvnno" qccroac-.stiki" j"'e Tw onment o h

1cmalani's H-V-iroacustics), N~av<l DijaSt, ;eCjMt;,r 11-4, 70.

Z34'.) 2oL' :nei 1. r-jstsayv': '3naclat,!rt- rcvcn
z~>' AlAgainst lutmarines) , laval Dimst, 7cwh

v0- Tie Admiral 3. Wov, "Mcgu1ci-e, 2nhin~
Mwerfl, in icie) , Naval Dinest, :?camter 112 7n- .-

130. Revie~w 22ctok toy A. A. rechko, 7oornz'enmw'e Sril-,
Sovntsocao as Aarstva, Tilitar7 Prers of the nnstr- I
Te ferise, 11



506) Doctor of Nlaval c3cience, Cantatn First R ank M
V'vunenko, '"Razvitive rcd1vod1nVk -il" (-'he De',elooment of:
sutmarine 'Forces), Naval Diaest, J-anuaryv 1175, On. 2-7
(A)

S07) Colonel S. Yashin, 77 kil'vatere 7-go flota SShA,"
(In the Wake of the U.s. 7th Fleet), :Iaval Dic-est, January
1975, no. 91-93. (F)

503) "oodaotovka ofitserov oro t -';7oIc c.,.k Sl v
:3ShA" (The Training of the Officars co: 7:.e U.S. Antisuita-

4..e Forces) , Naval Dir:est, January v o ~3?.

(509) "Chi.3lennost' korabel'noqo sostava VMS os novn"7kh
<_oita_1istiches'<Jkh osudarstv i oersoektivv eco raz7 i i7,1

N'he'umbDer ofS 'ins in. tne Ia-7i es c the rnia7
--ialist _--tts and the Outlook -or their 7D e 7e 3ment)
~'a Dces, Januar-i 1.17 -3-. ?7--D00 F

a10) t a tan 7?4:fs t Ran< c ?no, c ' vi 4 1 -vac
'::h7estua" (-The Mile s of valour anc Cuae, iet

A .tr- of7 D fs. '7 3. (71)

:2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " C oo<ouasv Te ' rmed4 7rrces c -rr*

-- n:: on %lilitarv7 ?r~s of t'-2Irn
~e:nse szneato -oress 25 March '_')77, 143 7n. F

5')"C-D-;t '1017n- - nasne 'Cestserrnoie 07 a t st,7o;' -'

~oeiene r th lr isCr ?irlSS -',-e a ____a'

613) Rear-Admiral-Engineer I. 7,m,_ankin, Rea-r-Ajm4:h '
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1961

U.S.

- First POLARIS deployment (began December, 1960).

- In his first State of the Union address, President CL

F. Kennedy announces a reappraisal of U.S. defer>=
strategy: there will be a rapid acceleration of thL
Minuteman and POLARIS programs. Kennedy's revised
defense budget calls for $1.954 billion increase, and
includes plans for ten more POLARIS submarines and one
more POLARIS tender. One SSBN per month is to be de-
livered, beginning June 1963.

- Defense Department announces call-up of naval reserv-
ists for 18 ASW air squadrons to be added to the active
fleet.

- ASW expenditures account for $1.36 billion (11.3 per-
cent) of the $12.01 billion Navy appropriation for FY
1961.

- ASROC becomes operational. It employs the Mark 44/45
acoustic homing ASW torpedo (which is in quantity pro-
duction) or a nuclear depth charge.

- First submerged POLARIS A-2 launch attains 1,500 mile
range.

- USS LEXINGTON (CVA-16), scheduled for CVS conversion,
is retained as an attack carrier. (LEXINGTON is con-
verted in 1962, replacing the mothballed ANTIETAM).

- Navy approves Lockheed ORION P3V-l for service.

- First QH-50 DASH (Drone Anti-Submarine Helicopter) is
delivered to the Navy, after completing tests aboard
the USS HAZELWOOD (DD-531).

- U.S. Navy takes delivery of Sikorsky SH-3A SEA KING --

the first amphibious helicopter to be equipped as a
hunter/killer for ASW. A total of 255 will be pro-
duced. The SH-3A carries AQS-10 dipping sonar.

- THRESHER ' )93) is commissioned. This class is the
first to SUBROC with BQQ-2 sonar. Fourteen in
the c>.: s built by the end of the construction
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1961 - Continued

The last four SKIPJACK class SSNs are commissioned. A
total of five were built.

ESSEX class aircraft carrier ASW modernization under
FRAM II (Fleet Rehabilitation and Modernization) begins
(continues to 1966).

LONG BEACH (CGN-9) is commissioned -- only one in
class.

Final ship of the COONTZ class (DDG-37) is commis-
sioned.

CHARLES F. ADAMS (DDG-2) commissioned. A total of 23
in class are built by 1964.

Ten operational S2F squadrons in Atlantic Fleet and
eight in Pacific; five ASW helicopter squadrons in
Atlantic and four in Pacific.
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1961

USSR

- SOVIET shift to forward deployment decided at this time
(1961-1963).

- Extension of Soviet Fleet activity into the Norwegian
Sea. Necessity of sustaining distant deployments is
acknowledged.

- Decision is made to build the MOSKVA class anti-sub-
marine cruiser to extend range of airborne ASW.

- First KYNDA class CG launching. Four are built in
class.

- ROMEO class SS building is completed, after construc-
tion of only twelve. Deployment in Soviet home waters.

- PETYA I FF building begins. The first is probably

completed in this year.

- Prototype of the HORMONE KA-25 ASW helicopter is shown.

- BE-10 MALLOW enters service.

- BADGER C first seen at Soviet Aviation Day display
(adapted for launch of anti-ship cruis, missiles).

- First of the NOVEMBER class SSNs is completed (1960-
1961). It is the first Soviet nuclear powered attack
submarine. Too noisy for good ASW operations.

- Construction of the first OSA guided missile patrol
boat is completed. About 100 will be built by the end
of the construction program.

- First Soviet SSBN forward deployment (HOTEL class).

- Construction of VANYA class, coastal minesweepers
begins. Seventy-three will be built.
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1962

U.S.

- Cuban missile crisis -- Navy detects and tracks all six
Soviet submarines deployed to area.

- Of the $14.59 billion Navy budget for FY 1962, $1.85
billion (12.7 percent) is for ASW.

- Five fully equipped POLARIS submarines are committed to
NATO.

- First P3V-I ORION is assigned to and received by Navy
fleet squadron as replacement for P-2 NEPTUNE.

- First test launching of POLARIS A-3 (2,300 mile range)
flight model.

- First S2F-3 TRACKERS are accepted by fleet squadron.
They are capable of carrying JULIE and JEZEBEL sonobuoy,'
detection systems.

- Fleet introduction of DASH (QH-50C) weapon system
begins.

- SKATE and SEADRAGON (SSN-578 and SSN-584) rendezvous
and surface together near the North Pole.

- INTREPID (CVA-II) and LEXINGTON (CVA-16) reclassified
as CVSs.

- LEAHY (CG-16) is commissioned. Eight additional in
class are commissioned by 1964.

- BAINBRIDGE (CCN-25) commissioned.
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1962

USSR

- Building of HOTEL class SSBNs is completed after nine
built (since 1958). Conversion from SS-N-4 system (300
nm range) to SS-N-5s with 700 nm range takes place from
1963-1967.

- GOLF SSB class construction is completed after 22 GOLF
I and IIs built. Half are converted to carry the 700
nm SS-N-5 after 1967.

- First of the JULIETT class SSGs appears, carrying four
SS-N-3 missiles, which must be surface launched. Pro-
duction is later cut from 72 to 16.

- Construction of ECHO I class SSNs finished after only
five are constructed.

- KASHIN class (DDG) delivery begins - first warship to
rely entirely on gas-turbine propulsion.

- Building of the first KYNDA class CG is completed. The
reduction of this class from 12 to 4 allows the conver-
sion of eight KOTLIN class destroyers to missile de-
stroyers with a strengthened ASW capability, using
weapons procured for the KYNDA program. Proto-type
conversion of KOTLIN class begins.

- First of SHERSHEN class patrol torpedo boats is laid
down. Construction of the first in class is completed
in 1963. About 49 are built for Soviet use by the end
of the construction program.
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1963

U.S.

- ASW is allocated $2.21 billion (or 15.1 percent) of the
$14.66 billion FY 1963 Navy appropriation.

- A P3A ORION becomes the first patrol plane to make a
non-stop transpacific crossing -- 5,135 miles.

- USS BELKNAP (DLG-26 - late CG-26) is launched. It is
the first ship designed especially to carry DASH.

Project SEAHAWK (ASW ship building) is canceled in

favor of more specialized ships.

- THRESHER (SSN-593) sinks 240 miles from Boston.

- First firing of the 2,500 nm POLARIS A-3 missile from a
submerged submarine.

- Navy discloses details of SUBROC.

- Both BRONSTEIN (FF-1037) class frigates are commis-
sioned.

- DASH is deployed.

- Nuclear Test Ban Treaty is ratified.
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1963

USSR

- First ECHO II SSGN is laid down. Like the JULLIETT, it
carries SS-N-3 missiles, but its nuclear power plant
gives it better characteristics for anti-carrier war-
fare.

- Thirteenth and last NOVEMBER class SSN enters service.

- Conversion of WHISKEY class to WHISKEY LONG BIN class
SSG is completed (6).

- MOSKVA - the first Soviet helicopter carrier described
as an "anti-submarine carrier" - is laid down. It had
been developed in response to the POLARIS program, and
designed to carry 18 KA-26 helicopters. One other in
class - LENINGRAD - will also be built.

- Building of YURKA class minesweepers begins. Forty-
seven will be built by completion of construction in
late 1960s, succeeded by the NATYA class.

- First SHERSHEN class patrol torpedo boat completed.
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1964

U.S.

- Navy announces an increase in ASW development expendi-
tures, and assigns the ASW program a priority second
only to POLARIS.

- Navy signs a contract with TRW-Space Technology Labora-
tories to "organLze the diverse elements of ASW into an
integrated system".

- Secretary of Defense McNamara announces a four to one
U.S. superiority in ICBMs/bombers, and nearly two-to-
one advantage in submarine launched missiles.

- Navy announces that the U.S. and Canada are engaging in
the largest ASW exercise since World War II.

- Introduction of the 32F-3 TRACKUR into the fleet is
complete.

- Navy announces characteristics of the new Mark 46 anti-
submarine homing torpedo. The first to be propelled by
solid rocket propellent, it is to be launched from both
ships and aircraft.

- The FY 1964 Navy appropriation is $14.45 billion; $2.11
billion (14.6 percent) is for ASW.

- Vice Admiral Charles B. Martell is named the first
Director of Anti-submarine Warfare Programs (OP-95),
and is charged with determining the Navy's ASW develop-
ment and other needs. +

- Navy awards contract for construction of twenty-six new
class destroyer escorts designed for ASW (FF-1052,
originally DE-1052).

Navy awards contract for a new nuclear powered attack
submarine -- the NARWHAL type (SSN-671).

- First deployment of the 2,500 nm POLARIS A-3 missile.

- Nine plane P3A squadrons sent to Far East in extension
of anti-submarine patrol lines.

- Lockheed awarded contract for expanded P3A production.

- Three POLARIS missiles launched from submerged sub-
marine using the new gas-steam launching system.
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1964 - Continued

BELKNAP (CG-26) is commissioned. Nine in class built
by 1967.

First of the GARCIA class (FF-1040) commissioned. Ten

are constructed by the end of building program in 1968.

Contract award for Mark 48 (MOD 0) torpedo.

- Studies begin for a new, extremely quiet SSN, leading
eventually to GERALD LIPSCOMB.

US/UK hold discussions about base at Diego Garcia in
Indian Ocean.
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1964

USSR

- Soviet military press acknowledges that the POLARIS
threat is greater than that of CVAs.

- The maritime reconnaissance and ASW aircraft BE-12 MAIL
enters service. Ninety will be in service in 1977.

- First KRESTA I class cruiser is laid down. It has a
strengthened anti-aircraft and anti-submarine defense
capability over its predecessors, and it is the first
Soviet ship to be called a "large anti-submarine
ship". It is designed to carry on-board helicopters
and the SS-N-3 SSM.

- First substantial deployment of Soviet surface ships in
the Mediterranean, accompanied by pressure on Egypt for
the use of support facilities. This may well be re-
lated to a perceived need to patrol the Mediterranean
operating areas of POLARIS SSBNs.

- In 1963-1964, decision made to develop a long-range
SLBM with a capability of striking at North America
from the safety of home fleet areas. This is ulti-
mately the 4,200 nm SS-N-8, fitted into the DELTA class
SSBN with delivery beginning in 1973. Decision is also
made at this time to fit the 1,300 nm SLBM (SS-N-6) in
the YANKEE class SSBN (delivery to begin in 1968).

- MIRKA I/II class FF building begins. This is an im-
proved version of the PETYA class. Twenty will be
built by the end of the construction program.

- Building of the PETYA class FF is complete after con-
struction of 45-49. The PETYA is the first "small
anti-submarine ship" (building began in 1960).

- LENINGRAD (MOSKVA class helicopter carrier) is laid
down.

- GOLF II class SSB created. (GOLF is refitted for SS-N-
5 missiles via alteration in the sail.)

- Construction of T58 class minesweepers ends after 20
built.
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1965

U.S.

- President Johnson announces POSEIDON missile develop-
ment in annual defense message. Lockheed named prime
contractor.

- ResuLts of THRESHER investigation made public. Navy is
cited for allowing the submarine to go to sea in spite
of faulty design and workmanship.

- Despite cuts in Army and Air Force budgets, Navy re-

ceives an increase in R&D funds for ASW.

- US/USSR trade complaints about harassment of shipping.

- Indo-Pakistani conflict.

- Bombing of Hanoi. Strikes on North Vietnam by aircraft
from CORAL SEA, (CVA-43), HANCOCK (CVA-19) and RANGER
(CVA-61) signity increased U.S. involvement in hostili-
ties.

- Of a FY 1965 Navy appropriation of $14.86 billion,
$2.06 billion (13.9 percent) is for ASW.

- Navy V/STOL aircraft shown for the first time.

- SH3A helicopter sets world's distance record.

- In a public announcement, Vice Admiral Martell an-
nounces that Soviet submarines are no longer acting in
a strictly defensive role, but are freely operating in
the Mediterranean, Norwegian and Philippine Seas. He
cites recent Soviet operations in the Norwegian Sea
that made use of more submarines than are available in
the entire U.S Atlantic Fleet. He further notes that
the Soviet Union has built 150 long-range submarines in
the last five to ten years.

- Improved DASH (QH-50D) is introduced.

- The GLOVER (AGDE-I) is launched and commissioned -- an
experimental ship for testing ASW weapons and equip-
ment.

- ASW Fighter Squadron One (VFS-I) is commissioned to
provide air defense detachments to CVSs, flying A-4
SKYHAWK aircraft.
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1965 - Continued

- Navy takes delivery of Mark 46 torpedoes.

- Production and operational deployment of SUBROC begins.

- (Mid-60s) CAESAR begins to be augmented by the newer,
long-range SOSUS system.
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1965

USSR

- First KRESTA I class missile cruiser is launched -- the
first claimed by Soviets to be capable of operating
alone beyond range of shore-based air cover.

- Construction of first ECHO II class SSGN is completed.
Twenty-nine will be built by the end of construction
program.

- First Soviet communications satellite (SATCOM)
MOLNIYA-I is launched.
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1966

U.S.

- Secretary of Defense announces that the Administration

will recommend immediate production and deployment of
the POSEIDON missile, which is longer-ranged than the
POLARIS.

- USS INTREPID (CVS-lI) switched from anti-submarine role
to act in attack role in Vietnam.

- USS LAKE CHAMPLAIN (CVS-39) decommissioned, leaving
only eight CVSs on active duty: four in Atlantic (in-
cluding the training carrier LEXINGTON) and four in
Pacific.

- Anti-submarine Warfare allocateC $1.94 billion (10.1
percent) of the $19.2 billion Navy appropriation.

- DoD announces development of a helicopter radar system
which will affect helicopters' capability to fly at
night and in fog.

- Lockheed is awarded contract for P3B.

- Grumman awarded contract for S2E TRACKER aircraft.

- The first seven STURGEON class SSNs are launched (in-
cluding the STURGEON, SSN-637). By 1975, 37 STURGEON
class will be commissioned.

- Institute of Strategic Studies reports claims that the
Soviet Union now has 400 submarines, 40 of which carry
strategic missiles.

- The 41st and last authorized POLARIS-type submarine is
launched (WILL ROGERS -- SSBN-659).

- XC 142Z V/STOL aircraft is successfully tested off the
BENNINGTON (CVS-20).

- Lead ship of the BROOKE class (FFG-I) commissioned.
Six built by 1967.

- First delivery of SH-3D SEA KING.

- LAAV (Light Airborne ASW Vehicle) program begins --

precursor to the LAMPS program.
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1966

USSR

- At XXIII Congress, the Soviet Union commits itself to
further forward deployment.

- In Red Star, officials claim that a "squadron" of
Soviet submarines circumnavigated the globe without
detection by U.S. forces.
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1967

U.S.

- Arab-Israeli Six Day War.

- Officials disclose that latest U.S. missiles (POSEIDON)
will have multiple independently targetable warheads.

- Secretary of the Navy announces that 31 of tlie Navy's
41 POLARIS submarines will be converted to carry
POSEIDON missiles.

- $1.76 billion of the Navy's FY 1967 appropriation of

$21.2 billion (8.3 percent) is allocated to ASW.

- Carrier force: eight CVSs, fifteen CVAs during 1967.

- NARWHAL (SSN-671) is launched.

- TRUXTON (CGN-35) is commissioned.

- New U.S. production of SH-3 series is terminated with
the FY '967 procurement of SH-3Ds.

- Discussions on the experimental Surface Effect Ship
(SES) program begin.

- Lead ship of the STURGEON (SSN-637) class is commis-
sioned. Thirty-seven will be built before construction
ends in 1975.
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1967

USSR

- Gorshkov named Admiral of the Fleet of the Soviet
Union.

- Construction of ECHO II class SSGNs is completed.
Deployment will be evenly divided between Pacific and
Northern Fleets.

JULIETT class SSG construction is complete. Sixteen

built between 1962 and 1967.

- First of the VICTOR I class SSNs enters service - the
majority will be deployed with the Northern Fleet.
VICTOR is believed to have an ASW role as its primary
mission. Sixteen will be built.

- Testing of the 1,300 nm SS-N-6 ballistic missile is
completed and ready for installation in the YANKEE
class.

- First YANKEE class SSBN is laid down. Thirty-four will

be built by completion of construction in 1974. (The
average construction rate of five per year shows its
high priority.)

- Conversion from KRUPNY class DDG to KANIN class
begins. KRUPNY was designed to attack surface ships:
KANIN is an ASW ship.

- Public appearance of the first Soviet V/STOL aircraft -
the Yakolev FREEHAND.

- HORMONE KA-25 enters service; to be carried aboard

MOSKVA and LENINGRAD.

- Construction of MOSKVA is completed.

- First of the STENKA class patrol craft is laid down.
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1968

U.S.

- NATO inaugurates new air command to search for Soviet
ships and submarines in Mediterranean.

- DoD announces that 50 ships and 8 naval air squadrons
(involving 100 ASW aircraft) will be deactivated due to
FY 1969 expenditure reductions. Thirty two of the
deactivated ships will be from the Atlantic Fleet, 18
from the Pacific Fleet.

- Special subcommittee of the House Armed Services Com-
mittee lends support to proposal to continue SSN pro-
duction after 1969, by which time all 69 authorized
will have been built. Navy recommends that construc-
tion be expanded to a total of 100-110.

- Much Congressional discussion of the "submarine gap"
resulting from Soviet construction programs.

- Defense Secretary Clark Clifford announces the Admini-
stration's decision to proceed with "high speed" sub-
marine development and begin construction of a "quiet
turbine-electric drive-submarine". The result was the
contract signed with General Dynamics for the LIPSCOMB,
SSN-685 (1970).

- USS SCORPION (SSN-589) lost at sea.

- USS RANDOLPH (CVS-15) deactivated.

- "Contract definition" begins for VSX (developmental
anti-submarine) weapon system to replace the S2 TRACKER
(becomes S3A).

- Navy appropriation for FY 1968 is $20.8 billion; $1.41
billion (6.8 percent) is for ASW.

- First P3C flight. The P3C is an advanced version which
includes the A-NEW system that integrates all ASW in-
formation and permits retrieval, display and transmis-
sion of tactical data.
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1968

USSR

- USSR indicates its willingness to begin strategic arms
limitation talks.

- First CHARLIE class SSGN with eight SS-N-7s is de-
livered. It is a considerable advance over its prede-
cessor, the ECHO class, with a speed of 30 knots and
organic missile system control. CHARLIE class is also
capable of launching its missiles when submerged.
Eleven will be built by completion of construction.

- First four YANKEE class SSBNs are completed and de-
ployed to the U.S. eastern seaboard. (As the number of
YANKEEs increases in subsequent years, others are
deployed to California coast). As built, the YANKEEs
carry sixteen SS-N-6 missiles with a 1,300 nm range.

- Construction of first BRAVO class SS is completed.

- KRESTA I production terminated, signifying the transfer
of the anti-ship mission from KYNDA/KRESTA I classes to
the submarine force. Future ships (KARA, KRIVAK, KIEV,
KRESTA II) will be charged primarily with ASW, carrying
SS-N-14 missiles and variable depth sonar.

- KRESTA II class CG building begins. Nine will be
built. The KRESTA II class carries the dual-purpose
ASW and surface-to-surface SS-N-14 and surface-to-air
SA-N-3.

- SS-N-14 missile is introduced. It will be deployed on
KIEV, KARA, KRIVAK and KRESTA II classes.

- LENINGRAD (MOSKVA class) is completed.

- GOLF class SSB sinks in Pacific.
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1969

U.S.

- Due to a cut in FY 70 defense expenditures, the Navy
will deactivate more than 100 ships, including the
BENNINGTON (CVS-20) and KEARSARGE (CVS-33).

- Contract awarded for 33 DD-963 destroyers. These are
the first escorts to carry manned helicopters (two SH-3
LAMPS I).

- DASH program is phased out with no substitute desig-
nated.

- Contract awarded for development of S3A -- a follow-on
to S2 series.

- FY 1969 Navy appropriation is $21.6 billion; $1.31
billion is for ASW (6.1 percent).

- Navy announces that USS TICONDEROGA (CVA-14) will be
overhauled and reconfigured as CVS to replace the
HORNET (to be deactivated in March 1970).

- USS ESSEX (CVS-9) and USS TRITON (SSN-586) are decom-
missioned as part of Navy's expenditure reduction.

- Navy announces that YORKTOWN (CVS-10) will be deacti-
vated in June 1970.

- INTREPID (CVS-lI), having acted in an attack role sinc
1966, to go into overhaul to replace ESSEX (CVS-9).

- SHANGRA LA (CVA-38) reclassified as CVS, althougi, it
will continue to function in a light attack role.

- Lead ship of the KNOX class (FF-1052) is commis-
sioned. Designed originally to operate with DASH heli-
copters, KNOX class frigates were later modified for
LAMPS. Total of 46 constructed by the end of the
building program in 1974/1975. Equipped with SQS-26
sonar and designed for SQS-35 VDS.

- P3C enters service.

- NARWHAL (SSN-671) is commissioned.
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1969

USSR

- Building of MIRKA I/II class complete after construc-
tion of 20.

- GRISHA I class corvette production begins.

- Construction of the first NANUCHKA class guided missile
patrol boat is completed. NANUCHKAs carry the SS-N-9
(SIREN) surface-to-surface missile, which was specially
designed for it, as well as surface-to-air missiles.
Sixteen will be built.

- MAY (IL 38) anti-submarine/maritime patrol aircraft put
into service. It is a conversion of IL-18 COOT. About
60 will be in service by 1977.

- The existence of the BACKFIRE bomber is first acknowl-
edged in the U.S. (prototype observed in 1970; testing,
trials, and evaluation by 1973).

- SS-NX-13 submarine launched anti-ship ballistic missile
tested with 300-400 mile range.
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1970

U.S.
- Pentagon reports that the Soviet Union is now building

missile submarines at the rate of eight per year.

- General Dynamics receives a contract for construction
of an experimental electric-drive nuclear submarine
(LIPSCOMB).

- ASW allocated $2.18 billion of the $22.5 billion FY
1970 Navy appropriation (9.7 percent).

- USS DAVIS (DD-973) recommissioned after ASW moderni-
zation.

- 1970 carrier force: four CVSs, 15 CVAs.

- A U.S./USSR "understanding" is reached precluding
Soviet use of Cuba as a nuclear submarine base (after
evidence of extensive Soviet deployment in area).

- First underwater firing of POSEIDON missiles.

- Navy announces plans to retire 58 additional ships,
including the SHANGRI LA (CVS-38), which had been
acting in a limited attack role.

- House Appropriations Committee gives Navy an additional
$417.5 million for new submarines/surface ships not
included in DoD appropriation request.

- Destroyer JONAS INGRAM is recommissioned after one year
ASW modernization.

- USS KEARSARGE (CVS-33), BENNINGTON (CVS-20), and HORNET
(CV-12) are decommissioned.

- First three of SPRUANCE class approved for construction
in 1970 program.

- Conversion of H-2s to SH-2D/F for LAMPS programs

begins.

- Navy proposes the Sea Control Ship.

- Contract award for MK 48 Mod 1 torpedo production --
can be operated with or without wire command guidance
and uses active and/or passive acoustic homing. It is
called the "most complex torpedo ever designed."
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1970 - Continued

Conversion of BENJAMIN FRANKLIN and LAFAYETTE SSBN k
classes to carry the POSEIDON missile begins. Thirty-
one will be completed by 1975.

H2
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1970

USSR

- ALPHA class SSN prototype is delivered. It is a high f
speed, deep diving, titanium alloy submarine.

- Soviet nuclear attack submarine sinks in the Atlantic.

- First OKEAN exercise takes place - largest peacetime
naval maneuvers in history, involving 200 ships.

- First TURYA class torpedo patrol hydrofoil is laid down
(first is completed in 1972). A total of 26 will be
built.

- NATYA class minesweeper first reported. NATYA is a
successor class to YURKA.

- First KRESTA II class CG becomes operational.
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1971

U.S.

- P-3 sets new world's distance record: 7,010 miles.

- USS EDWARDS (DD-950) recommissioned after ASW moderni-
zation.

- FY 1971 Navy appropriation: $21.7 billion. ASW allo-
cation is $2.38 billion (11 percent).

- Carrier force: 4 CVSs, 14 CVAs.

- First flight of SH-2D (interim LAMPS version). Opera-
tional deployment begins with assignment of unit to USS
BELKNAP.

- Contract signed for SH-3H conversion (from SH-3G) in-
volving the addition of new ASW equipment (light weight
sonar, active and passive sonobuoys, MAD and radar).
Will continue into 1980.

I SARATOGA deploys to test the concept of converting CVAs
to multipurpose carriers (CVs).

Based on successful SARATOGA deployment, decision is
made to convert all post-war CVAs to CVs by 1977,
limited by the rate that new S-3A aircraft become
available.

- LAMPS I modifications of FF-1040, FF-1052, and FFG-l
classes begin.

- DoD decision to upgrade ocean surveillance results in
the study of the Suspended Array Sub-System (SASS) --
an attempt to place SOSUS type sensors in the middle of
ocean basins. SASS was never produced.

- Initiation of Computer Assisted Array Processing
(CAAP). Program investigated a computer system to
process SOSUS data.
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1971

USSR

- PAPA SSGN prototype is delivered. PAPA may be an ex-
perimental type.

- Soviet naval activity in the Mediterranean and
Norwegian Sea levels off.

- First ship of the variable depth sonar-equipped KRIVAK
class appears.

- KIEV VTOL carrier is laid down.

- First VICTOR II class SSN is laid down (completed in
1973). VICTOR II was first thought to be an entirely
new class called UNIFORM.

- DELTA I class SSBN becomes operational (conversion of
YANKEE class). DELTA I is designed to carry 12 SS-N-8
missiles with a 4200 nm range - as a result, DELTA I
can cover its targets from the Norwegian Sea and
Western Pacific. About 17 Delta Is will be con-
structed.
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1972

U.S.

- SARATOGA is redesignated as the first general purpose
CV on 30 June. Carriers now include 3 CVSs, 14 CVAs,
and 1 CV.

- Out of a Navy appropriation for FY 1972 of $21.4
billion, $3.41 billion (15.9 percent) is for ASW.

- Prime contractor is selected for the CAPTOR ASW mine.

- TRIDENT program is announced; Senate approves con-
struction program.

- Construction of DD-963 destroyers 6 months ahead of
schedule.

- Lockheed receives new contract for P-3C aircraft.

- USS WASP (CVS-18) is decommissioned.

- MK 48 Mod 1 torpedo becomes operational. MK 48 is a
high performance ASW weapon.

- Contract awarded for production of S3A aircraft -- a
significant improvement in area search capability and
contact conversions over the S2F. Originally, only
enough to equip the 6 ASW carriers expected to be oper-
ational at time of S3A deployment were ordered -- but
187 were finally authorized through FY 1975. By 1977,
aircraft were operating in the Atlantic, Pacific and
Mediterranean, and 12 of the 13 planned VIKING squad-
rons were equipped.

- USS GUAM (LPH-9) is designated as Interim Sea Control
Ship for testing and evaluation. It will carry SH-3H
and AV-8A aircraft.

- About 20 NAVFACS (Naval Facilities (SOSUS/CAESAR)) now
in existence.
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1972

USSR

- KASHIN DDG modernization begins.

- Delivery of first of four TANGO class SS begins. TANGO
carries a SUBROC type anti-submarine weapon system and
torpedoes.

- GRISHA II class corvette appears.

- ZHENYA class coastal minesweeper first reported.

- Production of EVGENYA class inshore minesweeper begins.

- First TURYA class torpedo patrol hydrofoil is com-
pleted.
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1973

U.S.

- CVS service ends with the final deployment of the

INTREPID.

- ASW receives $3.34 billion or 13.2 percent of the $25.3
billion Navy appropriation.

- LIPSCOMB type SSN is launched. Quieting improvements
incorporated in LOS ANGELES class design.

- KITTY HAWK (CVA-63) reclassified as CV after modifi-
cation for S-3 VIKING aircraft and SH-3 SEA KING heli-
copters.

- INDEPENDENCE (CVA-62) redesignated as CV on 28 Febru-
ary.

- S-3 VIKING delivered to Navy for testing.

- Navy announces plans to mothball INTREPID (CVS-lI) and
nine destroyers.

- First SPRUANCE class destroyer is launched -- the first
of 30 authorized in the class.

- The lead ship of the OLIVER HAZARD PERRY class is au-
thorized in the FY 1973 program.

- First deployment of SH-2F LAMPS.

- Yom Kippur War. Soviet ships (96) outnumber Sixth
Fleet in the Mediterranean.
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1973

USSR

- First of three VICTOR II class SSNs commissioned. It
carries the SS-N-15: a SUBROC-type, submerged launch,
air flight, rocket-propelled weapon which delivers an
anti-submarine, nuclear armed homing torpedo or depth
bomb up to 25 miles.

- U.S. Secretary of Defense acknowledges DELTA II SSBN
construction.

- First deployment of the KARA class large ASW ship.

- First modification of the KILDIN class DDG is complete.

- KIEV is launched.

- BEAR F (TU-95) (advanced maritime version) is first
identified by observers. About 15 are operational by
1977.

- SONYA class coastal minesweeper first reported.
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1974

U.S.

- Navy appropriation for FY 1974 is $26.9 billion. The

ASW allocation is $3.09 billion (11.5 percent).

- Carrier force includes 14 CVAs, 3 CVs.

- Two LOS ANGELES class SSNs (SSN-688) launched, includ-
ing the LOS ANGELES. Thirty-eight are expected to be
commissioned by 1985.

- LIPSCOMB type SSN (SSN-685) is commissioned.

- CVA-67 JOHN F. KENNEDY reclassified as CV after conver-
sion for S-3 VIKING and SH-3 SEA KING helicopters.

- First VIKING S-3A delivered to Navy by Lockheed.

- First of CALIFORNIA class CGN commissioned (2 by 1975).

- First operational deployment of Grumman E-2C aboard the
SARATOGA.

- Sea Control Ship program canceled for lack of suitable
VTOL aircraft and budgetary limitations.

- Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency proposes the
SEA GUARD program utlizing the Burrough's ILLIAC IV
computer to process SOSUS contacts. The dramatic re-
sults led to increased SEA GUARD funding in 1975 and
1976. Program also included testing of new long hydro-
phone arrays.
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1974

USSR

- YANKEE SSBN production ends after 34 built.

- Production of MI-14 HAZE ASW helicopter begins.
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1975

U.S.

- S-3A is first deployed on USS JOHN F. KENNEDY (CV-
67). It is called "the single largest program, and
probably the most expensive development ever undertaken
in ASW."

The FY 1975 Navy appropriation is $27.9 billion. ASW
related activities receive $2.92 billion of the total
(10.5 percent).

- CAPTOR scheduled to enter service.

- The final two STURGEON class SSNs are commissioned.

- NIMITZ (CVN-68) commissioned.

- EISENHOWER (CVAN-69), NIMITZ (CVAN-68), and ENTERPRISE
(CVAN-65) reclassified as CVNs on 30 June. FORRESTAL
(CVA-59), RANGER (CVA-61), MIDWAY (CVA-41), HANCOCK,

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT (CVA-42), CORAL SEA (CVA-43),
ORISKANY (CVA-34) redesignated as CVs on 30 June.

- CONSTELLATION (CVA-64) and AMERICA (CVA-66) reclassi-
fied as CVs prior to modification (30 June).

- SPRUANCE (DD-963) commissioned and deployed. Equipped
for LAMPS helicopters (SH-2D) and SQS-53 (bow mounted
sonar). Fifteen in class are scheduled to be in opera-
tion by mid-1978. The SPRUANCE class contains the same
ASW equipment as in the PERRY class, as well as an
acoustic torpedo decoy system.

- Contract awarded for advanced development model of an
escort towed array sensor.
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1975

USSR

- BACKFIRE (TU-V-G) begins to operate in maritime recon-
naissance role.

- V/STOL FORGER is evaluated aboard KIEV.

- OKEAN 75 exercises are held.

- DELTA Is patrol in Barents Sea.

- MI-14 HAZE land-based anti-submarine helicopter enters
service at about this time. Sensors may include dip-
ping sonar and sonobuoys.
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1976

U.S.

- Carrier force now includes 3 CVAs, 10 CVs.

- First of the VIRGINIA class CGNs commissioned (four
commissioned by 1980).

- Conversion of H-2 to SH-2D/F LAMPS complete.

- First of the P3C UPDATE program aircraft enters service
(new electronics and software).

- ORISKANY (CV-34) is decommissioned.

- Contract awarded for prototype Surface Effect Ship
(SES).

- LOS ANGELES (SSN-688) is commissioned. The LOS ANGELES
class includes significant advances in sensor and coun-
termeasure systems, a central computer complex to inte-
grate navigational and fire control data processing,
and improved noise reduction.

- Out of a $31.5 billion Navy appropriation, ASW receives
$3.24 billion (10.3 percent).

- After years of competition General Electric is selected
as contractor for MSS (Moored Surveillance System ) --
air dropped sonobuoys designed to moor in deep water,
acting as a semi-permanent barrier (up to 6 months).
MSS is primarily to be used in high interest areas such
as the Dardenelles, Baltic approaches, Straits of
Gibraltar and G-I-UK Gap. Soon after the award, Navy
re-defines the product to include DIFAR and VLAD (Ver-
tical Line Array DIFAR).
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1976

USSR

- DELTA II SSBN begins delivery. The DELTA II is the
largest submarine in the world, carrying 16 vertical
launchers for the 4200 nm SS-N-8 missile. The DELTA
may be assigned to carry the new SS-N-18 missile.

- KIEV becomes operational. It carries SS-N-12 missiles
with a range of about 250 miles and probably hull-
mounted sonar and VDS. The ship can carry 30-35 V/STOL
aircraft and ASW helicopters (KA-25), depending on the
mix.

- Deployment of YAK-36 FORGER V/STOL aboard the KIEV. It
is a variation of the early V/STOL aircraft YAK
FREEHAND.

DELTA II sea trials put Soviet Union in violation of
SALT limits on submarine launchers.

- SS-NX-18 missile is tested. The SS-NX-18 is thought to
be capable of carrying 3 warheads to a range of 4600
nm.

- CHARLIE II SSGN enters service.
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1977

U.S.

- Designation of LAMPS III helicopter -- SH-60B. The SH-
60B is a multisensor vehicle relying on sonobuoys, IR
and MAD. Two are to be deployed on each DD-963 and
FFG-7.

- FY 1977 Navy appropriation is 36.5 billion. ASW re-

ceives $4.23 billion (11.6 percent).

- Carrier Force: 2 CVAs, 11 CVs.

- EISENHOWER (CVN-69) commissioned.

- First P-3C Update II enters service -- Harpoon missile
and control system; improved ASW electronics.

- Development begins for P3C Update III; its further
improved ASW electronics include an advanced signal
processing system -- PROTEUS -- which replaced DIFAR.

- OLIVER HAZARD PERRY (FFG-7) commissioned. The PERRY
class are the first U.S. surface warships with gas-
turbine power, and carry the MK 13 launcher and
Standard/Harpoon missile, the PHALANX close in defense
system and designed for TACTASS. The PERRY class is
also LAMPS equipped.

- SOSUS upgraded at US coastal and Azores sites.

- Final testing of VLAD (Vertical Line Array Difar).

- SVLA (Steered Vertical Line Array) enters development.

- First simultaneous deployment of nuclear task group in
both Atlantic and Pacific fleets.

- Navy displays new XFV-12A VTOL prototype.

- Procurement of first ships designed to use SURTASS.
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1977 *
USSR

- CHARLIE I/IT class SSGN construction is complete after
15 built.

- Construction of VICTOR class SSNs ends.

- After 60 are built, the FOXTROT construction program
continues for export.

- Reports of Soviet construction of a new class of nu-
clear-powered ballistic missile submarines similar to
the planned TRIDENT II class, called TYPHOON.

- Reports of Soviet problems with the YAK-36 V/STOL air-
craft, causing a fire on the flight deck of the KIEV.
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1978

U.S.

- Of a $39.7 billion Navy appropriation, ASW received
$3.81 billion (9.6 percent).

- First AEGIS ship proposed FY 1978.

- DoD requests funding for development of P-3X aircraft
(FY 1978).

- Major funding approved for SURTASS (Surveillance Towed
Array Sonar) development in FY 1978 appropriation.

- First satellite of Navy's Fleet Satellite Communication
system is launched.

- BQR-15 Towed Arra.y Sonar becomes operational on sub-
marines.

- Problems with funding for Tactical Towed Array Sonar
development.
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1978

USSR

- Soviet naval build-upD in Indian Ocean.
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1979

U.S.

- The FY 1979 Navy appropriation is $41.7 billion; $4.86
billion is for ASW (11.7 percent).

Contract for model development of ALWT (Advanced Light-
weight Torpedo) is signed. This weapon system will
replace the MK-48 torpedo as the Navy's standard,
lightweight ASW weapon. It will probably be placed on
P-3, S-3 and LAMPS aircraft, as well as ships using the
ASROC launcher. ALWT's initial operating capability
(10C) is the late 1980's.

Award made for production of the MK-46 MOD 5 torpedo.
This is the only light torpedo available until the ALWT
becomes operational. Under another contract, MK-46 MOD
2s are being converted to MOD 5s under the near-term
improvement program -- ordnance alternation
(NEARTIP/ORDALT).

Concept formulation for IWD (Intermediate Water Depth)
mine to fill the gap between the shallow water QUICK
STRIKE mine and the deep water CAPTOR mine. The IWD
mine will be programmable to attack both submarines and
surface ships.

Proposals are received for improvement of the heavy-
weight submarine launched MK-48. IOC is the late
1980s.

- New submarine-launched ASW stand-off weapon in concept
formulation phase.

- Contract award for Rapidly Deployable Surveillance
System (RDSS).

- Surface Effect Ship (SES) program is deleted from FY
1980 budget.

- Discussions begin on developing a new nuclear powered
attack submarine, slower and cheaper than the LOS
ANGELES class (SSN-688).
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